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“Let us run with perseverance the race that is set before us looking
unto Jesus the pioneer and perfecter of our faith”

CHANGES TO THE SCRIPTURE STANDARD
We wish to announce our plans for the future of the Scripture Standard. It has
been as disappointing to the production/editorial team, as it has doubtless been
to you the readers that we have fallen behind with the monthly issues of the
magazine. We do not see the possibility of publishing 12 new issues for 2007 (in
addition to the two outstanding for 2006 that have been produced in
January/February 2007), within the year, and so are proposing only ten issues for
this year and subsequent years. This is the January Issue and our intention is
to omit the February and March issues and to have the April issue with you before
the end of that month. In future years we will omit the July and August issues
during the holiday period.
The result of this is to reduce the cost of the Scripture Standard to £7.50 per year.
Those who have already paid at the old rate will have a credit towards 2008. I
will be writing to each congregation to clarify the situation regarding their
subscription.
Our thanks go to all those who have made our task easier by writing and
contributing articles. We have a number of regular writers whose articles keep the
Scripture Standard in print but we also need a regular supply of articles to
supplement these and broaden the appeal of the magazine. One of the strengths
of the SS over its history has been the willingness of its readership to support the
magazine with content – and it is that content that gives the magazine its variety
and vibrancy. Without brethren prepared to write there can be no magazine so
we appeal to you to put pen to paper and serve our readers. Incidentally articles
are equally welcome whether hand-written, typed or by email.
We very much appreciate your patience and support this past year and hope to
provide a better service in the future. May God bless our work for Him.
John Kneller.

Contents: 1 - Reorganisation; 2 - Editorial; 4 - Genesis; 6 - Question Box;
9 - Understanding the Seasons of Life; 13 - Prophecy; 15 - News & Info.

What is a denomination? According to
Chambers Twentieth Century Dictionary the
definition is this: ‘The act of naming: a
name or title: a collection of individuals
called by the same name: a sect.’ So to
denominate something is to give it a name,
and presumably we give names to people,
organizations and the like to give them an
identity and a distinctiveness from other
people and organizations. It is one of the great ironies that the gospel that Jesus
taught had, as one of its central themes, the eradication of all barriers and identities
so that ‘all may become one in Christ Jesus’, yet has ostensibly become the cause of
a proliferation of religious identities that have, over the ages, been the source of
enormous conflict and confusion.

Editorial

The curse of
denominationalism

During this article (and some subsequent ones), I am going to attempt to pick my
way through some of the issues that are raised by ‘denominationalism’ in so far as it
impinges on what for now I will call our ‘religious identity’ as New Testament
Christians. But just to put a little bit of context into the task of simplifying what our
identity is, it is staggering and indeed frightening to find that if you type the word
‘Christianity’ into the Google internet search engine it will produce a response of 50.6
million possible reference sites, all of which will have something to say about, or
some angle on, Christianity. One could only ever scratch the surface of the mass of
reference material, exegesis, commentary and opinion that is available. One Lord,
one Church, one baptism – and, as it sometimes seems, 50 million opinions as to
what it all means!
It has also been traditional in Christian circles to refer to the ‘400 or so’ currently
identifiable denominations that continue in the present day. Inevitably this is fertile
ground for those who want to undermine both God and the scriptures because if there
is only one ‘truth’ it is valid to ask how so many variations of that truth have
emerged. Whenever we broach this subject we must keep one fact absolutely clear.
Men did not establish ‘the Church’. God did. And God did not establish an
‘organisation’, but he called people out and added them to his number of called out
people. That’s what ‘the Church’ is – the called out people of God and we should
never forget that. And it is one of the tragedies of denominationalism that the need
to preserve a distinctive identity leads to an emphasis on those things that divide
from others in preference to those that unite.
It is exceptionally difficult to refer to our own Christian identity without making the
term ‘Church (or Churches) of Christ’ into a denominational tag. How do we respond
to the question: ‘What church do you belong to?’ Many of us will say: ‘I belong to, or
am a member of, the Church of Christ’, (we might add the ‘name’ of the local
assembly that we meet with) but use that as a means of defining our ‘belonging’ in
contrast to the Baptist, Methodist, Presbyterian, United Reform or other such
denominational grouping, when surely a more accurate response is that we belong to
the Lord’s Church - provided that we use the phrase ‘Lord’s Church’ in a nondenominational sense. After all it was to the Lord’s Church that we were added upon
our repentance and baptism. And I think that there is the nub of the
denominationalism issue. The phrase ‘the Lord’s Church’ is just too broad for many
people; it isn’t selective enough; doesn’t have enough definition. And there are so
many people who consider themselves to be members of the ‘Lord’s Church’.
I think we need to go back to the words of Jesus as we attempt to deal with some of
the issues that arise from ‘denominationalism’. The command that Jesus gave to his
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disciples when he told them to preach the Gospel was to ‘make disciples’ of people
(Matt 28:18-20); that is, to make people into disciples (followers) of Jesus, through
baptism and teaching them commands of Jesus. How could the apostles achieve this
and what tools did they have at their disposal to accomplish this task? They were not
‘religious’ experts or rabbis and nor were they people that had been brought up in
traditional religious environments. They were common people who had themselves
been called to become disciples of Christ. Jesus sent them out to make more disciples
and the authority that they had came from the miraculous and compelling actions
that they had seen Jesus perform, the words that they had heard Jesus speak about
his nature and mission and most sensationally of all through the knowledge that they
had, and which was to be further reinforced by the gift of the Holy Spirit, about the
resurrection of Jesus. Under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, giving them recollection
of, and insight into, the things that they had seen Jesus do and heard him say, they
were to ‘make disciples’ of people. This mission started in earnest on the Day of
Pentecost when, as Acts records, the universal Gospel was revealed when Peter said
to those who enquired as to how to they should be saved: “Repent and be baptised
every one of you in the name of Jesus Christ for the forgiveness of your sins;
and you shall receive the gift of the Holy Spirit. For the promise is to you and
to your children and to all that are far off, every one whom the Lord calls to
him.” (Acts 2:38,39)
We seem, in the religious world, to have come a long, long way since the inception,
under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, of that simple but profound model for our
addition by God into His Church. I can see no evidence of any other conditions that
were laid upon those who responded to the gospel on the Day of Pentecost other than
repentance and baptism in the name of Jesus. Some of those who were added at
Pentecost will shortly afterwards have returned to their towns and villages and, at
least initially, continued with many of their previous Jewish practices. Others no doubt
lived and stayed in Jerusalem and met regularly and came under the teaching of the
apostles. Certainly Acts 2:40 records that Peter ‘testified with many other words’ but
I believe that it is wholly reasonable to speculate that the testimony that Peter gave
would have been to the history, work and saving grace of the risen Christ and the
inability of many Jews, particularly those influenced by the ‘political hierarchy’ to
properly identify the one who had been sent amongst them as the long awaited and
much-prophesied Messiah. I say that because the ‘sermons’ of the apostles that are
recorded for us in Acts constantly take up that theme.
We know that on Pentecost, Jerusalem was thronged by Jews, particularly males, who
had travelled long distances to be in Jerusalem for one of their major religious
festivals. They had heard the ‘Galilean’ disciples, speaking about the mighty works of
God in the disparate native languages of the hearers and had been amazed by it.
They had heard Peter talk powerfully about the resurrection of Jesus, an event to
which they (the disciples) were witnesses. And they had seen about 3000 respond to
this gospel. The vast majority of respondents to Peter’s ‘sermon’ would have been
Jews, most of whom, at the end of the festival, would have left Jerusalem to return
to their own homes in many countries no doubt reflecting on the ‘perplexing’
experiences of the previous few days. They went with no New Testament Bible, no
written creed that set out the new belief system and no ‘5-step plan of salvation’. But
they went with the knowledge that something unique and extraordinary had
happened in Jerusalem, and had found something so compelling in the accounts of
the disciples to the life, death and resurrection of Jesus that they were ‘cut to the
heart’ and sought to know “What shall we do?” And in Jerusalem there was a palpable
sense of awe at the words and works of the apostles.
(To be continued)
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STUDIES IN GENESIS
(Ian S Davidson, Motherwell)
The book of Genesis is a wonderful book. I have read it through
on numerous occasions. It is the foundation book of the whole
Bible. Satan knows this and thus the constant attacks upon it.
Destroy the book of Genesis and the whole structure will
inevitably collapse.
The word genesis means “origin” and “the Book of Genesis
gives the only true and reliable account of the origin of all the
basic entities of the universe and of life” (Henry M. Morris). In
Genesis we read of the origin of the universe; the origin of order and complexity (hence
cosmos not chaos); the origin of the solar system; the origin of the atmosphere and
hydrosphere; the origin of life; the origin of man; the origin of marriage; the origin of evil; the
origin of language; the origin of government; the origin of culture; the origin of nations; the
origin of religion; and the origin of God’s chosen people.
I believe that Genesis deals with true history and true science. To me, Adam and Eve, Cain and
Abel, Noah and his family and Abraham and Sarah are as real as Anthony and Cleopatra, Peter
and John, John Sneddon (my grandfather) and his family and R.B. Scott and his beloved wife,
Mary. They were all real people, who lived in the real world, although they lived millennia
apart. I concur with Alexander Campbell when he wrote: “The history of the Bible is the only
authentic history in the world of almost half its existence.”
The book of Genesis is quoted or referred to frequently throughout the rest of the Biblical text
– at least 200 times in the case of the New Testament. The Bible would be quite a different
book without Genesis! In addition to those already mentioned, the book features such great
characters as Enoch, Methuselah, Lot, Isaac, Rebekah, Jacob, Esau, Rachel and Joseph and his
brothers.
The longevity of those who lived prior to the flood is quite astonishing. (The antediluvian
climate must have played its part.) The fascinating thing is that Adam lived long enough to
have been able to converse even with Noah’s father, Lamech. Lamech lived for 777 years;
Noah, for 950 years; Methuselah, for 969 years (he died the year of the flood); Jared, for 962
years; Mahalaleel, for 895 years; Cainan, for 910 years; Enos, for 905 years; Seth, for 912;
and Adam himself, for 930 years. We notice a change in the postdiluvian world. Shem died at
600; Arphaxad at 438; Salah at 433; Eber at 464; Peleg at 239; Reu at 239; Seug at 230;
Nahor at 148; Terah at 205; Abraham at 175; Isaac at 180; and Jacob at 147. Genesis closes
with the death of Joseph at the age of 110. Alexander Campbell once wrote: “We need no
oracle to declare or to decide, that men walked by faith before philosophy, or that there was
no place for speculation or hypothesis during the first two thousand years of time; for who
could have been so crazy as to state a hypothesis about the origin or nature, the relations or
obligations of man, or about the origin of the universe, while Adam lived! Or about the deluge
or antediluvian state of our planet, while Noah, Shem or Japheth yet lived! Such a speculator
would have been laughed out of society, and excommunicated from the habitations of the sane
and rational of mankind.”
Who wrote Genesis? I have always accepted the view that Genesis was written by Moses. I
believe he also wrote the other four books of the Pentateuch. We read: “And beginning at
Moses and all the prophets, Jesus expounded unto them in all the scriptures the
things concerning Himself…These are the words which I spake unto you, while I was
yet with you, that all things must be fulfilled, which were written in the law of Moses,
and in the prophets, and in the psalms, concerning me” (Luke 24:27, 44). Moses, of
course, wrote the book under the inspiration of the Spirit. There is no doubt that writing was
around in Moses’ day. Professors Alan Millard and Kenneth Kitchen (both formerly of Liverpool
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University) have shown clearly that this is the case. (Incidentally, I was pleased to meet
Professor Millard in Manchester last year and discuss this very subject with him.)
Genesis is a large book. In fact, it is the fourth largest book in the Bible after the Psalms,
Jeremiah and Ezekiel. But it size should not put us off. Henry Morris liked to study it in the
order of its nine main subdivisions:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

“The generations of the heavens and the earth” (1:1 – 2:4);
“The book of the generations of Adam” (2:4b – 5:1 );
“The generations of Noah” (Genesis 5:1b – 6:9);
“The generations of the sons of Noah” (6:9b - 10:1);
“ The generations of Shem” (10:1b – 11:10);
“ The generations of Terah” (11:10b – 11:27);
“ The generations of Isaac” (11:27b – 25:19);
“ The generations of Jacob” (Genesis 25:19b – 37:2);
“ The generations of the Sons of Jacob” (37:2b – Exodus 1:1).

Many comparisons can be made between the book of Genesis and the book of Revelation. For
example:
• “darkness”(Genesis 1:4) and “no night there” (Revelation 21:25);
• “the seas” (1:10) and “no more sea” (21:1);
• “the greater light to rule the day and the lesser light to rule the night” (1:16) and “no need
of the sun, neither of the moon” (21:23);
• “a river went out of Eden” (2:10) and “a pure river of water of life, clear as crystal,
proceeding out of the throne of God and of the Lamb” (22:1);
• “the gold of that land is good” (2:12) and “the street of the city was pure gold” (21:21);
• “the tree of life also in the midst of the garden” (2:9) and “in the midst of the street of it
and on either side of the river, was there the tree of life” (22:2);
• “there is bdellium and the onyx stone” (2:12) and “the foundations of the wall of the city
were garnished with all manner of precious stones” (21:19);
• “and they heard the voice of the Lord God walking in the garden in the cool of the day”
(3:8) and “He (God) will dwell with them” (21:3);
• “cursed is the ground for your sake” (3:17) and “there shall be no more curse” (22:3);
• “in sorrow you shall eat of it all the days of your life” (3:17) and “no more…sorrow” (21:4);
• “and you shall eat the herb of the field” (3:18) and the twelve manner of fruits” (22:1);
• “for you are dust, and unto dust you shall return” (3:19) and “there shall be no more
death” (21:4);
• “evil continually” (6:5) and “there shall in no wise enter into it anything that defiles,
neither whatsoever works abomination, or makes a lie” (21:27);
• “coats of skin” (3:21) and “clothed in fine linen, white and clean” (19:14);
• “the serpent beguiled me and I did eat” (3:13) and “the devil that deceived them was cast
into the lake of fire and brimstone” (20:10);
• “a flaming sword which turned every way, to keep the way of the tree of life” (3:24) and
“they may have right to the tree of life, and may enter in through the gates of the city”
(22:14).
Let me emphasize that the book of Genesis consists of a genuine and historical record.
Meredith G. Kline in the introduction to his commentary on Genesis has written: “Decisively in
favour of the judgment that Gen. chapters 1- 11 is not mythological but a genuine record of
history is the testimony of the rest of the Bible. The material in these chapters is
unquestionably interpreted by inspired writers elsewhere in the Scripture as historical in the
same sense that they understand Gen. chapters 12-50 or Kings or the Gospels to be historical…
Gen. chapters 1-50 is history throughout, and when the writing of history is informed by Divine
inspiration the resultant product is fully trustworthy historical record, however remote in time
the human historian may have been from the events recorded.”
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QUESTION:
What do 1 Cor 8 and Revelation 2:20
tell us about meat offered to idols?

This month’s questions (2) come from the other side of the Atlantic Ocean, where, in
a Bible Class studying 1st Corinthians”, a problem arose concerning the eating of
meat which had been offered to idols. It was noted that 1st Cor.8 says it is
permissible, whilst Revelation ch.2:20 appears says that it is a sin.
Rev. 2:20 also mentions the woman named Jezebel, and the questioner would like to
know who she was and why she is mentioned.

The Assertion of Christian Liberty
Let us begin with 1st Cor.8, where the theme of the chapter is Christian liberty. In
this chapter Paul enunciates the principle that, although in Christ we have freedom,
there may arise situations in which the mature believer will forego the exercise of his
liberty in order to avoid harming a weaker brother.

The Corinthian Problem.
Consider the situation that the Christians in Corinth found themselves having to face,
in a city where paganism and idol worship were strongly rooted and where the
offering of animal sacrifices to false gods in pagan temples was an every-day
occurrence. The presentation of such sacrifices followed a set ritual.
Not the entire sacrificial animal was burnt on the altar. The priests who received the
proffered animal first set aside a part of the flesh to be offered on the altar. A second
part of the animal was set aside for the use of the priests themselves. Then, the rest
of the carcase was returned to the worshipper, in order that he might hold a feast
with his relatives and friends. Such feasts were often held in the courts of the Temple
itself.

Meat from the Pagan Temple.
The Christian could come into contact with meat that had been offered in a pagan
Temple in either of two ways:
1. He might be invited to a meal at which he was offered meat that had been
presented as a sacrifice to an idol.
2. Or, he might himself have bought such meat in the ‘Shambles’ (the meat
market).
It is not difficult to understand that the number of animal sacrifices with which the
pagan priests had to deal, meant that their ‘portion’ was far greater than they could
possibly use themselves, and they therefore disposed of it in the meat-market.
Since no superstitious pagan would ever consider buying meat that had been offered
to a ‘god’, the flesh was offered for sale very cheaply, and was, therefore, a bargain
of which some Christians happily took advantage, because they knew, as Paul states,
that ‘an idol is nothing’.
But, as the apostle also points out, not all Corinthian Christians possessed this
‘understanding’. Some of them had been brought up in paganism, and, although they
had come to believe in Christ, they found it difficult to adopt an enlightened, relaxed
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attitude towards the eating of meat which had idolatrous associations. They still had
a lingering feeling of unease concerning this practice, and, if they were to follow the
example of their ‘stronger’ brethren, as Paul states, ‘their weak conscience would be
defiled’.
He states that ‘stronger’ brethren know that ‘an idol is nothing’, and that meat offered
to an idol is, after all, merely meat, and therefore the Christians of Corinth were at
liberty to eat such meat. But - and here we encounter a principle which is no less true
today - if they were to exercise their Christian liberty in a Christ-like manner and
demonstrate love for their ‘weaker’ brethren, they must abstain from such meat, in
order not to harm a weaker brother ‘for whom Christ died’.
In other words, Paul contended that the exercise of our Christian liberty should
sometimes be suspended, if, to insist on our ‘rights’ would result in damage to the
faith of a less-mature brother.
I think we should notice, however, that Paul never hesitated to describe a brother as
a ‘weaker’ brother, if that is what he was! He would never lead a one-eyed man to
believe that he could see as well as a man with two eyes! And, certainly, we are
always willing to make allowances for the baby of the family.
But the baby must not remain a baby for ever, neither must the weaker brother
remain weak. Both must grow. The tragedy is, however, that the ‘weaker brother’
very often regards himself as the strong one!

QUESTION:
Who was Jezebel and why is she mentioned in
Revelation Chapter 2
Jezebel in the Old Testament.
Turning to the second question concerning ‘Jezebel’, who is mentioned in the letter to
the Church in Thyatira, found, in Rev.2, let me first refresh your memory concerning
this Old Testament character.
Jezebel was the daughter of the King of the Zidonians who became the wife of Ahab,
the spineless king of Israel. She was the woman who, because of her husband’s moral
and spiritual weakness, was able to introduce the idolatrous religion of her own
people into Israel, and encountered, as a result, the vigorous opposition of the
prophet Elijah.
The total number of prophets of Baal mentioned in 1st Kings 18:19, reveals the
considerable extent to which she had succeeded in her purpose, and the tactic she
used to persuade the people of Israel at accept Baalism was extremely cunning.
Jezebel suggested to the Israelites that there was no need for them to reject the
worship of YHVH, the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, their traditional God, nor was
she asking them to do so, because, she argued, the two religions could exist side by
side. Indeed, they would complement each other in a symbiotic relationship!
The people could continue to be obedient to the Mosaic Law, and, at the same time,
enjoy the liberty of conduct which the religion of Zidon offered – liberty which
permitted its followers to indulged in sexual activity as a so-called ‘act of worship’,
after they had offered sacrifices to ‘The Baal’ – (‘The Owner’ or ‘Possessor’).
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In this cunning way, she led Israel into sin. To read about her ignominious – not to
say gruesome – end, you should turn to 2nd Kings 9:30-37.

The New Testament ‘Jezebel’
The use of this woman’s name in Rev. 2:20 plainly recalls this piece of Old Testament
history and suggests that the woman, who was exercising such an evil influence in
the Church at Thyatira, was a woman of similar character.
This similarity becomes all the more striking when we learn that, whilst our English
translations give us, ‘You tolerate that woman Jezebel’, some of the ancient Greek
manuscripts state, ‘You tolerate your wife, Jezebel’, words that Elijah may well have
spoken to King Ahab!

What was she doing?
She was ‘seducing’ some of God’s People into practicing idolatrous worship, as did
Jezebel of old.

How did she do this?
I suggest that the same chapter offers us an explanation – (Rev. 2; 14), - where we
find the false prophet Balaam is mentioned. Notice that the ‘doctrine of Balaam’ led
the Israelites to do exactly what the Thyatiran Jezebel ‘seduced’ believers at Thyatira
into doing; namely, into ‘committing fornication, and eating things offered to idols’.

Balaam’s False Doctrine
In Balaam’s case, having tried several times to in inflict a curse on the Israelites and failing! – he resorted to a different strategy. He told them that, because they
were the ‘covenant people of God’, enjoying a special relationship with God, no-one,
and nothing they could ever do, could harm them. Therefore they could join in the
pagan worship and activity of the Moabites with affecting their relationship with the
God of Israel. After all: ‘Once in grace, always in grace! Once saved, always saved!
Once a child of God, always a child of God!” (Does this sound familiar?) And thus
Balaam taught Israel to sin.
We should bear in mind that Pagan worship imposed no code of morality, and
worshippers were actually encouraged to indulge in sexual activity as an ‘act of
worship’. They were taught that when they did so, they were merely copying the
example of the Baal and his Consort, who by their own act of sexual union, caused
the ground to become fertile.
Similarly, at Thyatira, the eating of ‘things sacrifice to idols’ was sinful because it was
an act of idolatrous worship, as was the act of immorality that ‘Jezebel’ also
encouraged.

Conclusion.
The difference between the eating of ‘meat which had been offered to idols’ which
Paul mentioned in 1st Cor. 8, and the eating of ‘things sacrificed to idols’ referred to
in Rev.2, is that the first instance amounted to a Christian display of contempt for the
idol and its sacrifices, but in the second instance, it became a sinful act of idolatry.
Frank Worgan, 11 Stanier Road, Corby, Northants. NN17 1XP
Email: Frank@fworgan0.talktalk.co.uk
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Lesson 5 - The Season of Parenting
(David Yasko, USA)
This month we look at the season of parenting. We may not think of parenting as being
a season of life but it is - because we aren’t going to have our children at home forever.
Isn’t it amazing how quickly our children grow up? We all want to be good parents. We
want to have strong, healthy, functional families. But the fact is we live life at a breakneck
pace and the constant pressure of our careers puts our families at risk. Can we be
successful at building a career and a family at the same time? We are going to look at
seven things our children need most from us. These needs are from the greatest book
ever written on parenting, God’s word, the Bible. These seven things are what God does
to us, his children, as our heavenly Father. And he wants us to do them to the people in
our life.

1. CHILDREN NEED COMPASSION.
Our children need unconditional, unbelievable love. They need a place where they are
accepted, warts and all. Compassion is simply a combination of love and understanding.
Compassion is when I know everything about you, and I still like you. 1 John 4:7: “Dear
friends, let us love one another, for love comes from God. Everyone who loves
has been born of God and knows God.” Another version says, “Practise loving each
other.” Love is not a natural thing. We have to learn it and we learn it by practising and
what better place to practise love than at home with the people we are forced to live with
for a time. If we can learn to love our families, we can learn to love anybody. How come?
Because we aren’t in close contact with anybody else as much as we are with our families.
It’s easy to love at a distance. It’s when we’re with people all the time that we don’t
always get along. There are three ways to express compassionate love to our children:
• AFFECTION
That’s just picking them up and hugging them. A lot.
• AFFIRMATION That means they need to hear it from us. We need to tell our kids
more than once a day, “I love you.” That builds them up.
• ATTENTION
One of the greatest gifts we can give somebody is to listen to
him/her. When we get down on our knees and look at that kid
eyeball to eyeball, we are saying: “You matter to me.”
Our children need our love and we all know that. But there is a myth out there that says,
“all you need is love” and that’s just not true. I could give you thousands of examples
that simply loving our children is not enough to keep them growing physically,
emotionally, spiritually and mentally. We need six other elements.

2. CHILDREN NEED COUNSEL.
Our children need wisdom, advice and direction. Study after study has shown that the
common denominator behind successful adults was a stable value system as children. A
stable value system is good counsel. Those people who grow up understanding right and
wrong are the ones that make it in this world. Children that don’t, flame out. We all need
a good foundation. We all need boundaries. Those statistics put away the theory: “Well,
it doesn’t matter what you believe as long as you’re sincere.” It does matter what you
believe. Some value systems teach you to love your enemies. Some value systems teach
you to eat your enemies. Is there a difference there? You bet. And we owe it to our
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children to teach them right from wrong. Our children are crying out for counsel. So what
do we do? Deuteronomy 6:7: “You must teach these commandments to your
children. Talk about them when you sit at home and when you walk along the
road, before you go to bed and when you get up.” I want you to notice four things
about this verse.
1. You must teach these commandments.
Who’s the “you”? Well, God’s not talking about the government, or the school, or even
the church. He’s talking about parents. It is the parent’s duty to teach moral values
to our children. Today in America we act like we’re expecting the government or the
school or the Church to take over the raising of our kids, and we shouldn’t be surprised
they’re not doing a good job. The Bible says it’s the parent’s job.
2. You must teach these commandments.
It’s not optional. In fact, if I’m not doing this, I’m not being a very good parent. If
I’m depending on the school or the church to do my job, no matter how good they
may be, I’m slacking off.
3. Notice where you are to teach.
At home, when we’re playing outside, at bedtime, when we get up. In other words,
all the time. If we are parents, we are always teaching. We are always teaching
something. Even if we’re just sitting there watching TV, we’re always teaching
something.
4. Notice what you are to teach.
Commandments. God didn’t call them 10 suggestions. He called them 10 commandments.
It wasn’t a matter of “think about this stuff.” It was a matter of, “do this stuff.”
We, as a nation, are reaping what we have sown. The long and short of it is that children
spend more time to day with a passive baby sitter like the TV than they do with their
parents. Cornell University miked and recorded 1000 fathers to tape and timed their
interaction with their children. The survey ran for 8 weeks. The results showed that those
men, on average, spent 37 seconds a day in communication with their children. God gave
us our children and when we blow it here, in parenting, we have blown it in the major
responsibility area of our lives.

3. CHILDREN NEED CORRECTION.
Children make mistakes. Nobody has a perfect child. Our children all need discipline,
accountability and training. Hebrews 12:6: “The Lord disciplines those he loves.” If
we love somebody we are going to care enough to correct him or her. Proverbs 19:18:
“Discipline your children, for in that there is hope; do not be a willing party to
their death.” Now, this is important. God says to us “if I don’t discipline my children,
I’m setting them up for failure.” Why? Because they will develop habits that will tear them
down. The Bible gives us guidelines for discipline. It says, when you correct, you should
do it: 1) Quickly. 2) Calmly. 3) Sparingly.
We need to understand the difference between punishment and discipline. Our command
is to treat our children the way God treated us. When Jesus died on the cross, he was
punished. Jesus took the punishment once and for all. So God doesn’t punish us, but he
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does discipline us. The purpose of punishment is to inflict penalty. The purpose of
discipline is to promote growth. With punishment, the focus is on the past, anger and
what you’ve done wrong. With discipline, the focus is on the future, love and how to keep
from messing up again. When we correct in anger it always produces resentment. You
talk to the children of an angry parent and see how resentful they are. So correct looking
to the future, not looking to the past. It’s the difference between redemption and
destruction. The key to finding the difference between punishment and discipline has to
be our attitude. What’s our motive? If we take it out on our children when we’ve had a
bad day, we’re wrong. Or as God’s Word says: Ephesians 4:29: “Don’t use harmful
words that tear down, use helpful words that build up.” That just means to learn
to correct without condemning, and produce discipline without destroying.

4. CHILDREN NEED CONFIDENCE.
You wouldn’t want to be a child growing up today. Life is a lot tougher for our children
today than it was for us. There is more pressure, pace, stress, and different values. And
it seems the battle for self worth is huge. In the State of California, they tested a bunch
of 3rd graders on their self-esteem. They found that 85% of them felt good about
themselves. By Intermediate School, the figure had dropped to 55% having good selfesteem. By Graduation, only 5% were able to say they felt adequate. This is saying that
the older our children get, the worse they feel about themselves. And it’s because we are
living in a society that is constantly tearing things down. Look at our newspapers - is the
majority of it positive or negative? Our destructive society is threatening the very future
of our nation. And with the world as negative as it is, the last thing our children need
when they come home is more negativity. Colossians 3:21: “Fathers, do not embitter
your children, or they will become discouraged and quit trying.”
Are you a parent that is impossible to please? Isn’t it easy to see our children’s negative
characteristics? So what are we looking at? If they get C’s you want B’s. If they get B’s
you want A’s. If they get A’s you want straight A’s. The Bible tells us we can put so much
pressure on our children that they just give up. So how do we instil confidence in our
children? Look at this: 1 Corinthians 13:7: “If you love someone, you will always
believe in him, always expect the best of him, and always stand your ground in
defending him.” If we want to raise confident children, we’ve got to build them up more
than we tear them down. Sometimes, in our own wisdom, we try to balance out the
positive and the negative. You know, give them equal parts praise (to keep them moving)
and equal parts reality (another word for negative words so they don’t become bigheaded). It doesn’t work like that. In fact, we need to be giving about 10 positive’s to
every negative. Why? Because the negative is what we remember. If I get ten cards
telling me “good job”, and one telling me “you stink” guess which one stays in my mind?
It’s just human nature. Every time we give a negative we need to give about 10 positives
to balance it out because they are not equal. Overemphasize the positive because it is
inevitable we will have to do the negative and every child needs to know somebody in
their corner, who’ll cheer them on.

5. CHILDREN NEED CELEBRATION.
Which is a big word for fun. Some of my best memories with my son James were when
I would get him out of school and we’d go to the game room at the shopping centre. Or
when we’d pile in the car for a Hockey Game or go watch professional wrestling and
scream ourselves hoarse. We desperately need fun in our homes. I know a lot of people
who are good parents, but they just need to chill out every now and then. Have some
fun. Now, the biggest obstacle to ‘chilling out’ is that we’re just too busy. We bring our
work home because it can’t wait and if we don’t do the work, it will show the company
we aren’t committed. And we just don’t have time for fun. And instead of enjoying our
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children, we endure them. Children need fun. Ecclesiastes 11:8: “Let us enjoy every
day of life, no matter how long we live.” If there is no celebration in your house, don’t
be surprised if your children don’t want to be there and don’t be surprised if, when they
move off, they don’t want to come back to see you.

6. CHILDREN NEED CHALLENGES.
One of our greatest life skills that we have to learn is “how to be responsible.” How can
we teach responsibility to our children? There’s only one way. Give them responsibility.
Nothing develops our children faster than trusting them with responsibility. Will they
mess up? Did you? Will they sometimes be irresponsible? Were you? We only hurt our
children when we withhold responsibility from them. The correct order of life is like this:
When they’re born they’re under our control. When they get ready to move out they learn
self-control. And when they consider their lives, they are under God’s control. From
parent control, to self-control, to God control. That means, you have to give up control.
When we take responsibility for our children, we take it away from them. When we refuse
to let our children grow up, we fill the world with another co dependent person. I think
that, with hindsight being 20/20, if I had the last 20 years to do all over again, I would
have done less for my son and taught him to do more for himself. Luke 16:10: “Whoever
can be trusted with very little can also be trusted with much, and whoever is
dishonest with very little will also be dishonest with much.” Children respond to
responsibility.

7. CHILDREN NEED CONSISTENCY.
Specifically, they need consistency from us. They need to know how we’re going to
respond. You want to mess up a child? Be a Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde parent. Well, how
do we become consistent as parents? Model our heavenly father. Psalm 145:13: “The
LORD is faithful to all his promises and fair toward all he has made.” You want to
know what consistency is all about. Just note those words - faithful and fair. They sum
up consistency. As parents God expects us to be faithful to our promises and fair in our
decisions. Inconsistency not only gives us insecure children, it gives us bitter children.
In fact, broken promises are the greatest creator of bitterness. There are no perfect
parents or families because there are no perfect people. You were raised by imperfect
parents, and your parents were raised by imperfect parents. And that’s why I’m so glad
God loves to use imperfect people to get his job done. What I want you to do, if you are
in this season, is not to make your goal to be a perfect family. You’ll fail. It’s to make
our goal to be healthy families. Now, how do we do that? Look at Proverbs 24:3: “By
wisdom a house is built, and through understanding it is strong.” We get healthy
families by cramming ourselves full of wisdom. You see, we go into a season as novices.
What prepared you for parenting? Nothing could prepare us for parenting. I know it
sounds kind of backwards, but I know a whole lot more about parenting now that James
is gone, than I did before he came into this world. Where was this wisdom when he was
five? But while he was growing, so were we. And the more we got into God’s word, the
more parenting made sense. In this season, your children are God’s will for your life.
Let me close with some thoughts for young people. Your parents aren’t perfect. When
you grow up, you aren’t going to be a perfect parent either. But they are God’s will for
your life. God chose them to bring you into this world and so you might want to consider
what your attitude should be towards God’s chosen people. And, let me take this
opportunity to talk to those who are children of ageing parents. You are finding
yourselves going into the re-parenting season. You’re parenting your parents. I want to
promise you the Bible says that God will bless your life, if you honor your father and your
mother. Rate yourself on these seven points.
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Prophets and Prophecy
Introduction
This article will examine the role of the prophets during the time of the Old
Testament. (We will be looking at the role of prophets in the early Church in a
separate article.) What was Gods’ purpose in sending the prophets? What was a
prophet and how did God communicate through a prophet? How could people
distinguish between a true prophet and a false prophet? These are just a few of the
questions that this article will attempt to answer.

What was a prophet?
Many people today believe that a prophet was a like a fortune-teller, but this was very
far from the case. God specifically condemned such practices: “Do not practise
divination or sorcery,” (Leviticus 19:26). Divination was the pagan practice of
foreseeing the future or foretelling future events. Various means were used: reading
omens, dreams, the use of the lot, astrology, necromancy and others. The Israelites
fell into this sin and were condemned for it. 2 Kings 17 explains why the Northern
Kingdom of Israel was exiled and one of the reasons was divination. “They practised
divination and sorcery and sold themselves to do evil in the eyes of the Lord,
provoking him to anger, (v.17).
So what was a prophet and how was he different from a diviner? The Bible itself
defines a prophet. When God commissioned Moses to go back to Egypt and help free
the Israelites, Moses complained that he was not an articulate speaker (Exodus
4:10). So God told him that Aaron, his brother, could speak for him. In Exodus 4:15
– 16 God explained how this was going to work: “You shall speak to him and put
words in his mouth, and I will be with your mouth and with his mouth and will teach
you both what to do. He shall speak for you to the people, and he shall be your mouth
and you shall be as God to him.” Basically Aaron was going to be Moses’ spokesman
and God was going to make sure that the message was going to be correctly
delivered. So how does this passage define what a prophet was? Exodus 7:1 – 2 holds
the answer: “And the Lord said to Moses, “See, I have made you like God to Pharaoh
and your brother Aaron shall be your prophet. You shall speak all that I command
you, and your brother Aaron shall tell Pharaoh to let the people of Israel go out of his
land.”” So a prophet was a person who received a message directly from God and
delivered it to the people God had directed it to. This is what the prophets claimed.
In their books, the prophets used phrases such as: “Thus says the Lord,” or, “The
word of the Lord came.” They did not resort to reading signs, dreams or omens as
the diviners did. A prophet was Gods’ spokesman.

Becoming a Prophet
I doubt very much that those who became prophets chose that as a profession. So
how did they become prophets? The simple answer is that God chose and
commissioned them. Sometimes he commissioned them in spectacular ways. Isaiah
and Ezekiel had dramatic visions of God when they were called, (Isaiah 6; Ezekiel 1).
Jeremiah simply records that the “word of the Lord” came to him (Jeremiah 1:4).
Amos records: “I was neither a prophet nor a prophet’s son, but I was a shepherd,
and I also took care of sycamore-fig trees. But the Lord took me from tending the
flock and said to me, “Go, prophesy to my people Israel,” (Amos 7:14 – 15). Elijah
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began his prophetic career by announcing to King Ahab that there will be a drought
(1 Kings 17:1; James 5:17 - 18). However God chose those who were already serving
him as prophets; Elijah said that he already served the Lord God of Israel (1 Kings
17:1). So God chose these faithful men for a role.

The Role of a Prophet
Why did God send prophets to His people? His people started off with great promise
after they left Egypt and conquered Canaan. However they soon went back to their
old ways of idolatry. So God chose those who were faithful to him to carry His
message to the people in order to try to bring them back to him. 2 Chronicles 36:15
– 16 explains what God tried to do through his prophets: “The Lord, the God of their
fathers sent word to them through his messengers again and again, because he had
pity (compassion) on his people and on his dwelling-place. But they mocked God’s
messengers, despised his words and scoffed at his prophets until the wrath of the
Lord was aroused against his people and there was no remedy.” Nehemiah says that
God was patient with them (Nehemiah 9:30). So a prophet was God’s messenger, or,
spokesman, who carried God’s message to his people in order to restore his people.
Prophets were sent to the kings of Israel and Judah (1 Kings 17:1; Jeremiah 17); to
the priests (Amos 7:10 – 17); to the people (Jeremiah 7) and to foreign nations
(Jonah). He carried the message of God wherever he went and in whatever situation
God put him.

Receiving God’s message
How did a prophet receive God’s message? Hebrews 1:1 tells us: ”In the past God
spoke to our forefathers through the prophets at many times and in various ways.”
If we accept on face value what this verse is saying, then it is saying that God SPOKE
THROUGH the prophets. Nehemiah, in his prayer, said: “By your SPIRIT you
admonished them through your prophets,” (Nehemiah 9:30). Peter, in the New
Testament agreed with Nehemiah when he wrote:” For prophecy never had its origin
in the will of man, but men spoke from God as THEY WERE CARRIED ALONG BY THE
HOLY SPIRIT,” (2 Peter 1:21). So it was through the Holy Spirit that they received
God’s messages. Jesus himself certainly taught that God spoke through the prophets.
Matthew records Jesus as saying: “How is it then that David, SPEAKING BY THE
SPIRIT, calls him (Jesus) Lord? (Matthew 22:43) The prophets themselves record
clearly that the word of the Lord CAME TO THEM and you can check that for yourself
by using a concordance, or, by reading their books.
The way they received God’s message differed. Isaiah records that he had visions
(Isaiah 1:1). Daniel had disturbing dreams and visions (Daniel 9). Jeremiah tried not
to speak God’s words on occasions, but when he tried he said, “But if I say, “I will
not mention him or speak any more in his name, his word is in my heart like a fire,
a fire shut up in my bones. I am weary of holding it in; indeed I cannot,” (Jeremiah
20:9). So each prophet had a different experience when they received God’s word.
However all of the prophets claimed that they had direct communication with God
when they received God’s messages.

Testing Prophets
How could people know whether what a prophet said was true or false? There are two
tests mentioned in the Old Testament. One of them is recorded in Deuteronomy
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18:20 – 22: “But a prophet who presumes to speak in my name anything that I have
not commanded him to say, or a prophet who speaks in the name of other gods, must
be put to death. You may say to yourselves, “How can we know when a message has
not been spoken by the Lord?” If what a prophet proclaims in the name of the Lord
does not take place or come true, that is a message the Lord has not spoken. That
prophet has spoken presumptuously. Do not be afraid of him.” Of course this was
sound common sense. But things were not quite so simple as Deuteronomy 13:1 – 3
indicates: “If a prophet, or one who foretells dreams, appears among you and
announces to you a miraculous sign or wonder, and if the sign or wonder of which he
has spoken takes place, and he says, “Let us follow other gods” (gods you have not
known) and let us worship them, you must not listen to the words of that prophet or
dreamer. The Lord your God is testing you to find out whether you love him with all
your heart and with all your soul.” The test was: was the message the prophet was
bringing consistent with what God has already revealed. Had the prophet taken upon
himself the mantle of being a prophet, or, had God really chosen him. This problem
plagued Israel for the rest of her history, (see Jeremiah 23:33 – 40; 28 as examples).

Conclusion
The prophets were God’s messengers to his people. They were responsible for
delivering his messages to them because God, through his Spirit, gave them his
word. God chose those who were faithful to him to be his prophets. False prophets
took on the office by themselves and presumed to speak in God’s name. A prophecy
was tested by outcome and by what the message itself revealed.
In the next article we will be looking at the Nature of prophecy.
Stephen Woodcock (stephen.woodcock@hotmail.co.uk)

from other religious backgrounds,
including Muslim, Roman Catholic,
Presbyterian and Methodist. Other
brethren have asked that he be helped to
travel to Togo to increase and strengthen the Church there before returning to
Ghana.

News and
Information
Ghana Appeal
Donations have not only enabled
brethren to receive urgent medical
attention, but have also strengthened
the Church in various ways and we continue to receive letters of thanks and
appreciation.

Although limitation of funds now prevents us from commencing the building
of new meeting places, we are helping
one congregation to complete theirs.
Those wishing to help in this work please
make cheques payable to Dennyloanhead Church of Christ Ghana Fund and
send to treasurer:

The bicycle we purchased is enabling a
brother to travel considerable distances
to evangelise and strengthen existing
churches.

Mrs. Janet Macdonald,
12 Charles Drive, Larbert, Falkirk,
Stirlingshire. FK5 3HB
Tel: 01324 562480

Another brother has recently converted
and baptised five men and four women
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Coming Events
Saturday Evening Meetings
at Stretford.
To be held in the Green Hut,
538 Kings Road, Stretford, Manchester.
Each meeting will start at 7.00 pm and
will consist of:
A Gospel Topic, followed by
Light refreshments, concluding with
Open Discussion.
Dates and speakers:
21st April 2007
John Morgan, Hindley
22nd September 2007
Mark Hill, Loughborough
20th October 2007
Ernest Makin, Wigan.
________________

EUROPEAN CHRISTIAN
WORKSHOP
Thursday 30th August to Saturday
1st September 2007
We are pleased to announce that we
will be holding our Second European
Christian Workshop at Lancaster
University.

The Theme will be:
Growing Strong Hearts
And
Strong Churches
Last year we had 53 people from 11
countries and they enjoyed the
experience.
DON’T MISS OUT!!
The speakers that have been
confirmed so far are:
John Mooney (UK),
Vince O’Donovan (UK),
Jason Sneathen (UK),
Alexander Malirrytos (Greece),
Randy Lowery (USA),
Terry Briley (USA).
We are also planning to hold
Ladies’ Classes as well.
Early Bird Offer: The fee will be
£95 if you book before 30th April.
After this the fee will be £105.
If you want further information then
please contact:
Stephen Woodcock – (01942) 211479
Or E-mail:
stephen.woodcock@hotmail.co.uk
LOOKING FORWARD TO SEEING
YOU THERE
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“Let us run with perseverance the race that is set before us looking
unto Jesus the pioneer and perfecter of our faith”

Editorial
The curse of
denominationalism
(cont’d)

In last month’s article, in our
consideration of denominationalism, we
looked at Jesus’ injunction to his
disciples, what is often called the Great
Commission, to ‘make disciples’ of
others and then considered the events
subsequently surrounding the ‘Day of
Pentecost’ and in particular Peter’s
response to the question from the
Jews: “What shall we do to be saved?”.

WHAT IS THE ‘EKKLESIA’
This month I want to consider ‘the Church’. It is commonly stated that ‘the
Church’ was established at Pentecost. However to make that statement, and use
the term ‘established’, strongly implies that some kind of ‘organisation’ or
establishment was set in place at Pentecost. We will come to a detailed look at
the word ‘ekklesia’, which is translated church, a little later, but suffice to say for
now that the only grouping that emerged from the Pentecost events was that
number of repentant believers who responded to the apostle’s preaching and
subsequently formed a community of believers who ‘continued steadfastly in the
apostle’s doctrine, breaking of bread and prayers’. They in fact became the
Church (ekklesia) in Jerusalem, at that time having no official ‘title’ as a group
and indeed no designation other than that they were all, in common, believers in
Jesus based on the apostle’s teaching. (Note that the word Christian was only
coined some years later and probably, according to the vast majority of
commentators, as a derogatory term initially.)
The Greek word ekklesia is not in any sense a ‘religious’ word; rather it was a
common enough expression to describe an assembly or congregation of people
gathered together for a specific purpose. So the word was used in Acts 19:39 to
describe the body of citizens gathered together to discuss the affairs of State. In
Acts 19:32 it is used to describe a riotous mob. In Acts 7:38 it is used of Israel,
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as it is in the Septuagent where it is used ‘to describe the gathering of Israel,
summoned for any definite purpose, or a gathering regarded as representative of the
whole nation’ (W E Vine). An ekklesia was a meeting, or assembly or congregation of
people (and again it is important to think of the words assembly and congregation in
their general usage rather than as ‘religious’ terms). Quite naturally meetings of
Christians began to use the common expression for their gatherings. “Whether the
Christian use of ekklesia was first adopted from Jewish or Gentile usage – the point
is disputed – it certainly implied ‘meeting’ rather ‘organisation’ or ‘society’. Locality
was essential to its character. The local ekklesia was not thought of as part of some
worldwide ekklesia, which would have been a contradiction in terms” (The New Bible
Dictionary). We often use terms such as ‘the New Testament Church’ or ‘the early
Church’ to express a single entity though the use of the term ekklesia to define a
single entity is foreign to the New Testament. Indeed the only sense in which ekklesia
is used for the whole universal company of Christians is as ‘the body of Christ’ and
not as any amalgamation of local assemblies.
In the terms that we are interested in, in the immediate aftermath of Pentecost and
beyond, the ekklesia was, in any place where believers gathered, the local assembly
(gathering) of those repentant believers who had heard, acknowledged and acted
upon the apostle’s teaching and, of course, those who subsequently responded to the
gospel as it spread. There might have been as many churches as there were towns
or cities or even households (the house church was a reality). Those early believers
were not given, neither did they take for themselves, any denominational tag – and
they did not collectively call themselves the ‘church of Christ’ or ‘the churches of
Christ’. “The reference in the best texts of Acts 9:31 to the Church ‘throughout all
Judaea and Galilee and Samaria’ is not an exception. Since this concludes the
pericope (passage of scripture - editor) describing the scattering of the Jerusalem
church (Acts 8:1) it seems right to take ekklesia here to be the Jerusalem church so
spread as to occupy the territory of ‘the ancient Ecclesia which had its home in the
whole land of Israel’ (Hort, The Christian Ecclesia)” (The New Bible Dictionary).
Commenting on Romans 16:23, Vine states: “That Gaius was the host of ‘the whole
Church’ simply suggests that the assembly in Corinth had been accustomed to meet
in his house, where also Paul was entertained.” It is of course quite likely that there
was more than one assembly in Corinth and Paul’s reference to the greetings from
the ‘churches of Christ’ in 16:16 is most likely to refer to each of the local assemblies
in Corinth. Most certainly he was not using the phrase as a ‘denominational tag’.

ADDED TO THE ‘BODY OF CHRIST’
I suspect that for most readers much of the above will be no great surprise. It is on
the basis of the ‘no central organisation, no earthly headquarters’ tenet that the
autonomy of the local assembly (ekklesia), even today in the 21st century, is
founded. In that sense gatherings of Christians are no different today than they were
2000 years ago (I am talking about the local, autonomous meeting here, not the
forms of worship that are employed). However we know that ‘denominationalism’
today is rife and it backs people into the corner of having to define themselves as
much by what they are not as by what they are. It also creates real problems, as I
hinted at in last month’s article, when we try to establish our Christian identity. Let
me explain what I mean by that. I have heard people say, ‘I joined the Church of
Christ because (for example) I believed it was the true Church’. Two aspects of this
appear wrong to me. Firstly to speak of ‘joining the Church of Christ’ indicates a
denominational mindset because it does imply (though I accept that it is not
necessarily the intention of those that say it to do so) some sort of organisation.
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Secondly, of course, in this context we do not ‘join’ anything; it is simply not in our
gift to do so. On the basis of our belief, repentance and baptism we are added, by
God, to His Church i.e. to that universal ekklesia of believers who are the ‘body of
Christ’. That being the glorious result, we will want to meet with the local ekklesia of
Christians who themselves have been added to the body of Christ. That’s how it
worked in the first century and how it should work today.
Defining the theory is relatively straightforward; dealing with the practical
implications in a ‘denominational’ religious world is much more difficult. Let me give
you a little personal background. I was brought up in a Christian family and will be
eternally grateful for the godly teaching and example of my parents and others. In
another respect it could be said that I was brought up ‘in the Church of Christ’ and
was added to the Lord’s Church at the age of 15 since when I’ve worshipped with the
local ekklesia in Wigan. Not that many years ago the church in Wigan was known to,
and knew of, most of the other churches in the UK who might call themselves (and I
have to be careful not to fall into the denominational trap here) ‘churches of Christ’.
Many of the Christians in other local churches were familiar and it was known ‘what
was going on’ in other communities. However the world has changed and a recent
experience has influenced me. Last year I attended a ‘Men’s Day’ hosted by the
Nottingham assembly and, walking into the assembly hall, I suddenly realised that I
did not know the majority of people in the room either by name or by sight. In fact,
far from it. Many of the men were from ethnic backgrounds – how wonderfully
culturally diverse is the body of Christ! I didn’t know the names of many of the people
there, the congregations they attended or the detailed practices of those
congregations. Yet we sang, ate, prayed, studied and worshipped together. We didn’t
seek each other’s congregational background to check that it was ‘one of ours’. We
didn’t ask for a detailed run-down of congregational practices before we started. The
only way we could legitimately do what we did was under the banner of our common
status as repentant, baptised, faithful believers – Christians - added to His Church by
God (or at least people who were wanting to learn more about how to become
Christians). So, by implication, it was our common relationship with God that was
important, not our uniformity of practice

NON-DENOMINATIONAL CHRISTIANITY
The real implication of all of this, and the really tough one to explain, is that I do not
regard myself as a member of a denominational group called ‘the churches of Christ’.
If ‘the churches of Christ’ is a denomination, then it offends the principles of the New
Testament. If ‘the churches of Christ’ is not a denomination then it doesn’t exist as
an organisation – quite correctly in my view. If we are an organisation, or even a
loose ‘federation’ then the principle of local autonomy disappears and our foundation
becomes something other than Christ. What I have been added to, by God’s grace, I
believe, is the universal group of repentant, baptised, faithful believers who together
constitute the body of Christ – that is the universal, worldwide Church (ekklesia),
past, present and future who belong (or will belong) to Christ; and as a result of that,
a local group of Christians who are part of that universal Church meet together
regularly to continue as best we can to follow the apostle’s doctrine. It is not having
‘joined’ a church of Christ that gives me that privilege to worship in that community;
it is God’s grace in having added me to his body that gives me, and every other
repentant, baptised, faithful believer that wonderful blessing and privilege.
Next month I hope to look at what it means to ‘be of the same mind’.
(To be continued)
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QUESTION:
Who was responsible for the
bruising of the Saviour?

Recently my attention was drawn to two verses in two Old Testament books in which
statements appear that seem to conflict. The first statement is found in Gen.3:15, a verse
which, as you no doubt know, contains God’s first promise of a Coming Saviour, whom He
describes as ‘the seed of the woman’.
The second statement, equally well known and certainly just as frequently quoted, is found in
Isaiah 53:10. This also relates to the Coming One, whom God describes, at verse 13 of the
previous chapter, as ‘My Servant’.
Here we have two verses which have a great deal in common since they each contain a
Messianic prophecy which foretells the coming of the One who will bring about the defeat of
‘that old Serpent, the Devil’ (Rev.12:9), and make salvation possible for mankind.
Furthermore, they both reveal that, in achieving this victory, ‘the seed of the woman’, who is
the ‘Servant of God’, would Himself be ‘bruised’.
Gen. 3:15 tells us that, in crushing the head of the Serpent, the heel of ‘the seed of the woman’
would be ‘bruised’ or ‘hurt’. At least, this is what we believe the verse to teach –and I certainly
believe that it is the truth! However, when Jerome produced the Latin Vulgate version of the
Old Testament, about 405 AD, for some strange reason he translated the statement as: ‘she
shall bruise thy head’. The fact is that the pronoun is masculine - ‘he’- and the verb ‘bruise’ is
also masculine and this plainly means that, in gaining his victory, the ‘seed of the woman’
would himself be bruised by the serpent.
But then, we are reminded that Isa.53:10 states, “Yet it pleased the LORD to bruise him:
He hath put him to grief.” Hence, our questioner wants to know, “Who was responsible for
the bruising of the Messiah? God? Or the Devil?
First, may I suggest that these two passages are worth looking into a little more closely,
because there are features in both which are extremely interesting.

Genesis 3:15.
For instance, in Gen.3, when God spoke about the ‘seed of the woman’, you and I understand
that He was speaking about a birth; about an event with which we are quite familiar and which
we usually do not find remarkable, but which, at this stage in mankind’s history, was quite
unknown.
There had never before been a birth. Therefore, when, as Gen. 4 records, Eve gave birth to
Cain, it was both a unique and a strange experience, and she must have believed that it had
somehow to do with God’s promise.
In fact, she probably believed that the birth of this child was the actual fulfillment of God’s
promise. This is why she named the baby ‘Kain’, which means ‘obtained’. The KJV tells us that
Eve said, “I have gotten (obtained) a man from the LORD” (Gen.4:1). Other versions say,
“I have obtained a man by the help of the Lord.”
But the word that has been translated ‘by’, or ‘from’, is, in Hebrew, ‘eth’, which means ‘even’.
Eve said, “I have obtained a man, even the help of the Lord.” She saw Cain as being ‘the help
of the Lord, and she appears to have believed that it was this son who was to crush the head
of the serpent, and bring about a speedy return to the comfort of the Garden Home which she
and Adam had lost.
She was, of course, mistaken. More than that, she was also bitterly disappointed, because,
although we are given no information about the early character or behaviour of Cain, it is
significant that when her second child was born, Eve named him ‘Abel ‘, which means ‘Vanity’.
Now, that name, given at Abel’s birth, could not be regarded as a comment on the character
of the child. It could only be an expression of the disappointment that Eve had experienced,
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when she realised that Cain was not the one who would crush the Serpent’s head. Eve never
knew what you and I now know. She never knew that God’s promise, recorded in Gen. 3:15,
was the seed-promise of His plan of salvation which, at the right time, would reach completion
when ‘God sent forth His Son’ (Gal.4:4).

Isaiah 53
The second passage mentioned in the question, Isaiah 53, also contains more than is usually
seen in it.
Although we usually begin with the words, “Who has believed our report and to whom is
the arm of the Lord revealed…?, the passage really begins at verse 13 of the previous
chapter, when God says, “Behold my Servant…”
The interesting fact is that Jewish scholars accept that the One who is mentioned is indeed the
Messiah, but they find it difficult to explain the verses in chapter 53 which describe Him being
‘brought as a lamb to the slaughter‘, ‘cut off out of the land of the living’, and, ‘making His
grave with the wicked’.
This is because Jewish theology claimed that, when the Messiah came, he would live for ever
(John 12:34). He could not die. Consequently, these statements in Isaiah 53 constituted a
problem for which the rabbis had to find a solution. They attempted to do this by claiming that
there would be two ‘Servants of YHVH’, one of whom would die, and the other who would never
die!
But, of course, this solution is utterly without biblical support, and, in fact, as must surely be
obvious, it creates as great a dilemma as the problem it was designed to solve.
Our Responsibility
But, is there not another statement in Isaiah 53 that should be considered? It is not referred
to in the question we are considering, but it should not be overlooked.
We must recognize that, whatever the role of God, or of Satan, in the bruising of the Son of
Man, we surely bear some responsibility, because: “He was wounded for our
transgressions bruised for our iniquities”. This means ‘because of’ our transgressions and
iniquities. “Surely he hath borne our griefs and carried our sorrows’.
The New Testament emphasizes this truth, in words that seem to echo Isaiah 53. “Who his
own self bore our sins in his own body on the tree, that we, being dead to sins,
should live to righteousness; by whose stripes we are healed” (1st Pet.2:24).
Conclusion
It seems to me that the conflict between Gen.3:15 and Isaiah 53:10 is more apparent than
real.
1. The old Serpent was responsible for the ‘bruising’ of the Saviour, because the Devil
persuaded our first parents to sin by exercising their will in opposition to the will of God,
thus introducing the principle of sin into human life and making Salvation necessary Sin
made the suffering of the Saviour necessary.
2. We must all accept a personal responsibility for the ‘bruising’ of Jesus, because the guilt of
our personal sin could not be removed except by God’s Own Lamb, and it is through His
wounds that we are healed.
3. Whilst the wickedness of Satan made salvation necessary, the Grace of God made salvation
possible, and the sufferings of Jesus demonstrate the great lengths to which God was
prepared to go to make it possible for us to be reconciled to Himself.
The ‘bruising’ of the Suffering Servant of God, displays two mighty facts:
 The fact of ‘the exceeding sinfulness of sin’ And;
 The fact that ‘where sin abounded Grace did much more abound’.
Questions to: Frank Worgan, 11, Stanier Road, Corby, Northants. NN17 1XP
Email: Frank@fworgan0.talktalk.co.uk
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STUDIES IN GENESIS 2
(Ian S Davidson, Motherwell)
I have followed the Creation/Evolution debate since I was
sixteen years of age. I recall reading material from the
Evolution Protest Movement in the mid-sixties, which got
me excited. A lot of the articles were written by one A.G.
Tilney, who kept things going on the anti-evolution front in
the U.K. for many years. I tried to understand some of the
terms he and others used: geology, cenezoic, mesozoic,
paleozoic, carboniferous, tertiary, cretaceous, pleistocene,
cosmology, entropy, thermodynamics, radiocarbon,
catastrophism, uniformitarianism, natural selection, sedimentation, tectonics, homo
neanderthalensis, australopithecus, pre-Cambrian, amoeba, vestigial organ,
chromosomes, mutation, and scores more.
I recall my uncle Leslie Purcell telling me about a debate that was once held in Motherwell
between brother Walter Crosthwaite and a Mr Wilson entitled: Is Evolution True? He
provided me with a booklet on the full report of the debate, which I read avidly. In it,
brother Crosthwaite mentioned three scientists, who rejected the theory of evolution: Sir
Ambrose Fleming, Lieutenant-Colonel Lewis Merson Davis and Douglas Dewar. I later
learned that in the 1930s Sir Ambrose joined Bernard Acworth and Douglas Dewar to form
the Evolution Protest Movement. This movement is now called the Creation Science
Movement, which I personally have always supported. Today there are literally hundreds
of scientists in the world, who are either critical of the Darwin’s theory of evolution or
reject it entirely. I have met some of them and read the writings of many of them.

NATURALISM
The whole thrust of the Bible is creation. Genesis chapter one is endorsed again and again
throughout the scriptures. The Bible reveals to us that all things began miraculously.
Nature did not bring all things into existence, God did. Nature could never have done it
because it does not have the power. Nature itself is not a cause, but an effect. Naturalism,
the view that reality is explicable without reference to anything outside the natural world,
is false, totally false. C.S. Lewis once wrote: “ If naturalism were true then all thoughts
whatever would be wholly the result of irrational causes. Therefore all thoughts would be
equally worthless. Therefore, naturalism is worthless. If it is true, then we can know no
truths. It cuts its own throat.”

THE BIG BANG THEORY
Secularists do not like the book of Genesis. They often ridicule it. So they have come up
with their own ideas as to how everything has come into existence. A recent and popular
theory of theirs is the “Big Bang” theory. Donald De Young has written: “The process
supposedly began with the explosion of a nugget, or ‘kernel’, of mass energy, about fifteen
billion years ago. As the energetic radiation spread outward, temperatures slowly cooled
enough for hydrogen and helium atoms to form. About ten billion years ago, the first
stars began to form from the cooling gas in the young universe. This star-forming process
eventually gave rise to the Milky Way and other galaxies. When these initial stars had
sufficiently aged, some of them became supernovae explosions. The resulting star
fragments later combined into new stars to repeat the formation-disintegration process.
Our sun is said to be a third-generation star, a relatively recent addition to the family of
stars, and to have formed around five billion years ago. Other star fragments are thought
to provide the material for planets and life forms, including people.” Such is the story of
chance. Frankly, I find it unbelievable. Compare it with the Genesis record and there is
really no comparison! Genesis is a simple, straight forward, matter-of-fact, to the point
account of what really happened. And what really happened is that God spoke, and bang!
There everything was.
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HOW MANY CREATURES?
We read: “In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was
God. The same was in the beginning with God. All things were made by Him; and without
Him was not any thing made that was made” (John 1:1-3). These words, of course, refer
to Jesus. The amazing thing for me is that, when Jesus walked on this earth, He looked
upon His handiwork - the sun, the moon, the stars, the mountains, the valleys, the rivers,
the seas, the grass, the trees, the birds, the bees, etc. All were created by Him and for
His pleasure. For example, He created around 3500 mammals, 8600 birds, 5500 reptiles
and amphibians, 18000 types of fish, 815,000 arthropods (lobsters, shrimps, crabs, water
fleas, barnacles, etc.), 88000 molluscs (mussels, clams, oysters, etc.), 25000 worms,
4700 echinoderms (marine creatures like starfishes and sea urchins), 5000 sponges, 1700
tunicates (sea squirts, etc.), 10000 coelenterates (corals, sea anemones, jelly fishes,
hydroids), and 15000 protozoan (microscopic, single-celled creatures, mostly marine).
That is a total of 1,000,000 animals. Jesus did not encounter most of them during His
short life on earth, but knew about them all and, perhaps, a lot more besides, which man
has still to discover. And speaking of man, I would point out that Jesus made Him too,
as well as woman. Man and woman are the only creatures made in God’s image (1:26).

ORIGIN OF LIFE
Scientists today are spending fortunes in trying to find extra-terrestrial life. The truth be
told, I think they are wasting their money. I believe that life is unique to the earth. Life
is not the result of spontaneous generation, which is impossible, but creation by a
Supreme Being. The Supreme Being is the begetter of life. Life begets life; and do not
let anyone tell you otherwise! I recently read John Blanchard’s book: Does God Believe
in Atheists? (It was a privilege to meet him at the end of last year). In this tremendous
work he points out the impossibility of spontaneous generation. For example, he quotes
the scientist Wickramasinghe: “One chance in 10 to the power 40000 (the odds against
the spark of life igniting accidentally) is such an imponderable that I am 100 per cent
certain that life could not have started spontaneously on earth.” Wickramasinghe’s great
colleague, Sir Fred Hoyle, was of the same view. Although not a creationist, Sir Fred’s
book The Intelligent Universe is a major challenge to neo-Darwinism. He wrote:
“Personally, I have little doubt that scientific historians of the future will find it mysterious
that a theory which could be seen to be unworkable came to be so widely believed.” (Sir
Fred has his own theory as to how life originated on earth, but that is another story.)

GENESIS: A TRUE RECORD
Genesis is true. It is true historically and scientifically. Henry M. Morris has written: “…we
must oppose any effort from any source to mythologize or allegorise the Genesis record.
It was written as sober history, the divinely inspired account of the origin of all things. No
one, therefore, can hope to attain a true and full understanding of anything, without a
basic acceptance and comprehension of the origin of everything, as recorded in Genesis.”
Satan too knows that it is true. Is it any wonder, therefore, he is out continuously to
discredit the great book. He has many allies in this work, including the atheistic scientists
Richard Dawkins and Peter Atkins. Satan knows that the book of Genesis is the
foundational book of the Bible. Destroy the foundation and the whole thing falls. He is
working hard it to achieve this goal. But I rejoice in and take great comfort from the fact
that he will never succeed.

HEBREWS 1
We read: “God who at sundry times and in various manners spoke in time past unto the
fathers by the prophets, has in these last days spoken unto us by His Son, whom He has
appointed heir of all things (universal power), by whom also He made the worlds (creative
power); who being the brightness of His glory (Majestic power), and the express image
of His person (Divine power), and upholding all things by the word of His power
(sustaining power), when He had Himself purged our sins (saving power), sat down on
the right hand of the Majesty on high (ruling power)…” (Hebrews 1:1-3). So we clearly
see from this passage that God created all things by the power of His word and maintains
all things by the word of His power. Dear reader, please reflect on these words in the light
of Genesis 1.
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Explain God
-- By Danny Dutton, 8 years old, Chula Vista, CA
When given a third-grade homework assignment to “EXPLAIN GOD,” this is what 8year-old, Danny Dutton of Chula Vista, CA, had to say. How many readers here could
honestly do as well?
One of God’s main jobs is making people. He makes them to replace the ones that
die, so there will be enough people to take care of things on earth. He doesn’t make
grown-ups, just babies. I think because they are smaller and easier to make. That
way He doesn’t have to take up His valuable time teaching them to talk and walk. He
can just leave that to mothers and fathers.
God’s second most important job is listening to prayers. An awful lot of this goes on,
since some people, like preachers and things, pray at times besides bedtime. God
doesn’t have time to listen to the radio or TV because of this.
God sees everything and hears everything and is everywhere, which keeps Him pretty
busy. So you shouldn’t go wasting His time by going over your Mom and Dad’s head
asking for something they said you couldn’t have.
Atheists are people who don’t believe in God. I don’t think there are any in Chula
Vista. At least there aren’t any who come to our church.
Jesus is God’s Son. He used to do all the hard work like walking on water and
performing miracles and people finally got tired of Him preaching to them and they
crucified Him. But He was good and kind, like His Father, and He told His Father that
they didn’t know what they were doing and to forgive them and God said “O.K.” His
Dad (God) appreciated everything that He had done and all His hard work on earth
so He told Him He didn’t have to go out on the road anymore. He could stay in
heaven. So He did. And now He helps His Dad out by listening to prayers and seeing
things which are important for God to take care of and which ones He can take care
of Himself without having to bother God. Like a secretary, only more important. You
can pray anytime you want and, they are sure to help you because they got it worked
out so one of them is on duty all the time.
You should always go to church on Sunday because it makes God happy, and if there’s
anybody you want to make happy, it’s God. Don’t skip church to do something you
think will be more fun like going to the beach. This is wrong. And besides the sun
doesn’t come out at the beach until noon anyway.
If you don’t believe in God, besides being an atheist, you will be very lonely, because
your parents can’t go everywhere with you, like to camp, but God can. It is good to
know He’s around you when you’re scared in the dark or when you can’t swim and
you get thrown into real deep water by big kids.
But... you shouldn’t just always think of what God can do for you. I figure God put
me here and He can take me back anytime He pleases.
And... that’s why I believe in God.
(Reproduced by permission of www.Inspire21.com)
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INFLUENCES ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF
CHRISTIANITY IN THE FIRST CENTURY.
(John H Diggle (Nottingham)
A few months ago I enquired whether anyone would be willing to take on the challenge of writing
a number of articles outlining the development of early Christianity from the time of the death of
Christ, through the 1st century. I am delighted that John agreed to undertake the project and this
is the first in a series of articles. Editor

STUDY 1 – THE INFLUENCE OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE
SETTING THE SCENE
God, it goes without saying, knew what He was doing in causing His own entry into this material
world, in Christ, to coincide with the glory days of Roman rule.
Jesus Himself was keenly conscious of a sense of timing to His earthly ministry, indicating as much
to His mother, Mary, on the occasion of the first miracle at Cana in Galilee – John 2:4.
Standing back to take a wider perspective, it is clear that the geopolitical conditions attending the
establishment of the Church were both foreseen and foretold by the Old Testament prophets. Peter’s
application of Joel’s prophecy, on the day of Pentecost, is very familiar; but more specifically
concerned with questions of imperial power politics is Daniel’s God-given interpretation of
Nebuchadnezzar’s dream of an awesome statue recorded in Daniel 2. More significant still is Daniel’s
statement in 4:25, again to Nebuchadnezzar, that: “…the Most High is sovereign over the
kingdoms of men and gives them to anyone he wishes.”
Precisely in line with the interpretations that God gave to Daniel, three significant influences
remained in effect as the backdrop to Jesus’ birth, ministry, death, burial and resurrection and the
subsequent developments of His Church. Rome was, in many respects, the most potent of these not
least because it had also incorporated some of the more admired philosophies, culture and
administrative principles and governmental precepts of its predecessor regime, Greece. Although it
was in what turned out to be its last days as any great political force, Judaism continued to be a
predominant religious force to be taken account of.
For purposes of clarity it will be necessary to look separately at the extent and character of each of
these influences on the progress of the early Church, but it should not be forgotten that, as is always
the case, none of them existed in isolation from the others. They were what they were in interplay
between the as much as in their own right, and the Church itself, though emergent, was far from
being a quiescent bystander at the mercy of powers beyond its own influence.
This first article will concentrate on the Roman Empire’s influence on those conditions in which our
first century brethren became Christians and strove to serve the King of kings.

ROME
Roman Empire AD 117

The Roman overlords generally possessed both
the power and the will to impose their rule on any
part of the then known world that they chose.
Gaul and some of the almost wild Britannic tribes
gave them considerable pause, but ultimately
proved incapable of very prolonged resistance.
Though achieved by predominantly military
means, Rome’s expansion and imperialist
ambitions consisted in far more than simple
occupation by force. As was the case with the
British Empire, Rome’s expansionist motives were
sometimes mixed and on occasion even confused
or contradictory. There was certainly a strong
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desire to spread ‘ Roman-ness’ in its cultural, political, administrative, economic and even, to some
extent, religious dimensions out of a belief that it was superior, civilising and ‘for the best’.
Expansion at such a rate and across what were then considerable distances represented an
enormous challenge logistically, economically and strategically and the development of the
wherewithal to achieve its ambitions on such a grand scale frequently proved to be necessity’s
mother of invention.
There can be a tendency amongst Christians to completely demonise Judaism, Hellenism and the
influence of Rome, as if their effects were entirely, or almost entirely, to the detriment of the gospel’s
progress. At later points in this series many of these pains, pressures and persecutions will be
considered, but here I want concentrate on those aspects of Rome’s influence, which I believe were
ultimately prepared for by God, as advantageous to the expansion and development of His
embryonic Church.

THE SMOOTHING OF THE WAY
No doubt you will recall that God had promised the elevation of valleys and the making low of hills
in prophecies like that of Isaiah. In part these were advance references to the role of John the
Baptist as forerunner to the Messiah, but, taken together with Daniel 4:25 we are probably meant
to observe the preparation of circumstances conducive to the progress of the Church, delivered by
the more direct involvement of God Himself, in the affairs of significant nations. Rome’s own rise to
the top of the pile in succession to Alexander’s Greek kingdom, the Medo-Persians before that and
Babylon at the time of Daniel’s prophecy, is itself eloquent testimony to such steering.
It should probably be mentioned that there could be drawbacks in being too rigid in categorising
Rome’s influences into those that are positive and beneficial, and those that are negative or
detrimental. Appearances can be deceptive; persecution at the hands of some of the later Roman
Emperors is tempting to deposit straight into the negative category, but since God is well able to
‘intend for good’ what others have ‘intended to harm’ we had better not be over hasty in our making
of such distinctions. Equally, easy progress is not necessarily the best way to come to those things
that will prove eternally substantial and enduring.
Without implying that all was set fair by virtue of them, the influences of the Roman Empire, which
proved largely beneficial to the Church’s early progress, are those to which we can now turn.

1. Pax Romana
Remaining with the outline provided by Daniel’s interpretation of Nebuchadnezzar’s dream, it
comes as no surprise to learn that the years prior to Rome’s rise and especially the accession of
Augustus as her first Caesar were marked by constant chaos and conflict. These were the times
of Esther and Artaxerxes, Alexander the Great, Philip of Macedon, Anthony and Cleopatra, the
battles of Issus, Salamis, Platea, Actium and Philippi.
Apart from those perennial ‘thorns in the flesh, Gaul (France) and Britain, outbreaks of dissent
had largely been quelled by the time of Augustus and the pace of imperial expansion slowed to
a point at which greater attention could be given to the administration of the peace.
The internal struggles for power surrounding the assassination of Julius Caesar were over, if not
forgotten, and Rome was able to enjoy the fruits of comparative peace across her empire.
Claudius would prove something of a clumsy ruler, during whose reign widespread famine led him
to expel Jews, including Priscilla and Aquilla from the capital city. Caligula was clinically insane
but instigated programmes of intolerance against the Jews who refused to acknowledge his selfproclaimed deity, especially those of the DIASPORA at Alexandria; and under Nero hot
persecution of Christians began in earnest.
The whole Roman Empire, therefore, enjoyed something of a peace dividend in the early years
of the first century AD, and that included the Church. It was certainly sufficiently significant to
be recorded by history as the Pax Romana – the Roman Peace.

2. Administration
Both so far as intentions and practical outcomes were concerned the civil, political and economic
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structures, learned from the Greeks and subsequently refined, became necessary tools in the
administration of the largest empire the world had known, up to this point.
It is commonly supposed that the major requirement, which led to the construction of Rome’s
impressive network of roads, was that of troop movements – and so it was, but not exclusively
so. The maintenance of law and order, the distribution of goods in pursuit of commercial profit,
and communication with provincial governors were also significant factors in the expansion and
preservation of this durable facility.

3. Language
At least so far as the Roman Empire was concerned, and that is what matters for present
purposes, it had a common language that was a tremendous asset to efficient communication.
That language was not Latin, as is commonly supposed, but Greek, and a particularly useful form
of Greek at that. Latin was mainly confined to use as that language of official documents and the
conduct of business in the senate. Apart from that it was rarely heard in spoken form.
Greek existed in two forms; classical Greek was that used by poets, authors and academics. It
was more for written communication than verbal, although less so than is true of Latin. The other
variety is known as KOINE Greek, which is that of the vast majority of the New Testament. KOINE
is the root of the word KOINONIA, which our New Testament’s regularly translate as either
‘fellowship’ or ‘having in common’. Yes, that is the word in Acts 2:44. This was the conversational
language of the marketplace and the person in the street, readily intelligible to just about
everyone of all ethnic backgrounds across the empire, with few exceptions. Furthermore, KOINE
Greek is colourful and expressive, accommodating in its vocabulary the sort of nuances and
shades of meaning that Paul, for one, loved to use to full effect.

4. Coherent Government
Rule of law, respect for properly constituted authority and a structured judicial; system were all
beneficial principles, again developed by the Greeks, but refined and incorporated by the Romans,
which compared favourably with the kind of anarchy and tribalism that prevailed in much of the
world before their ascendancy.
Judaism of course had little difficulty in identifying with these principles, by virtue of its previous
history of relationship with God, but, generally speaking, that was not a factor that held any great
weight outside of Israel’s borders until Greco-roman law came along.

SUMMARY
Especially if you are more of a classical scholar than I am, which would not be very difficult, you will
have noticed gaps, not to say enormous holes, in this brief account. Some, but by no means all of
them, will be filled in as we continue. In any event it is not my intention, nor I’m sure the editor’s,
that this should be any kind of purely academic work, so much as one that illuminates something of
those conditions, which, in being the backdrop to the development of the early Church, affected,
either beneficially or adversely, its progress. In the meantime here is what I hope you will find a
convenient summary of the main points.
1. God alone rules in and controls the kingdoms of men. Daniel 4:25.
2. He brought Rome to power and toppled it according to the principles that were
for the benefit of His eternal purposes.
3. The imposition of widespread peace compared with earlier times, necessitated
and motivated Rome’s development of structures that enabled her to profit from
it and maintain it.
4. A common rule of law, language and administrative structure, together with
vastly improved communication links, were of advantage to the spread of the
gospel also.
In the next article we will look, God willing, at the influence of Judaism on early Christianity.
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Lesson 6 - The Season of Temptation
(David Yasko, USA)
We continue our series on the seasons of life and this month look at temptation.
Temptation is man’s oldest problem. It’s been around since Adam and Eve. The fact
is, we all struggle with temptation. So today we are going to see the six keys from
God’s word on:

HOW TO HANDLE TEMPTATION.
KEY #1:ANTICIPATE IT.
Don’t be surprised, intimidated or shocked by it. Be prepared for it. When
temptation comes we usually have three common reactions.
 First is shock. “Where in the world did that thought come from?”
 Second is frustration. “Why do I keep having this thought?”
 Third is discouragement. “I’ll never change or grow past this.”
It’s not a sin to be tempted. Giving in to the temptation, that’s where the sin is.
Jesus was tempted in every way we are, but he never gave in. Giving in is our choice.
We will all face temptation, not because we’re evil, but because we’re human. It’s
what we do with that temptation that determines where we’ll spend our eternity. The
moment you put on your Lord in baptism, Satan put a contract out on you. In fact,
Satan thinks about our downfall a lot more than we do. And he wants nothing more
than to see us slip. And the amazing thing is if he can’t get us to sin, he’ll intimidate
us with thoughts that we might sin and we get paranoid and lose sleep because of it.
He just uses the power of suggestion on us. So what’s the antidote? Matthew 26:41:
“Watch and pray so that you will not fall into temptation.” Be prepared for
him. Know it’s the devil. When God puts a thought in our minds it’s inspiration.
When the devil puts a thought into our minds it’s temptation. We are free to choose
which thought we dwell on.
Now, how can temptation be a season when we have to deal with it all the time?
There are times in our life when we are more vulnerable to temptation than others.
Some of us get tempted when we’re bored, or lonely, or tired, or on the Internet, or
under stress. Some face temptation after a big success. Did you know Satan tempted
Jesus just after he was baptized and God had sent his Spirit to him? That was a
tremendous spiritual high. Look at this verse. 1 Corinthians 10:12: “So, if you think
you are standing firm be careful that you don’t fall!” I heard about a guy
named Bobby Leach who was a daredevil who went over Niagara Falls in an orange
crate and made it without any injuries. A couple of hours later he was walking down
the street and slipped on an orange peeling and broke his neck. It’s the little things
that kill us, isn’t it.

KEY #2: ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY.
Accept responsibility for the temptations that happen in your life. Don’t blame God
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and don’t blame other people. James 1:14-15: “But each one is tempted by his
own evil desire.” If we have no inner desire, we don’t get tempted. I have never
been tempted to sniff glue. Not once. The thought of sticking a tube of glue up my
nose does not tempt me. Plenty of other things do and in all of them I have an inner
desire. When I fall for temptation, it’s my own fault. And the same is true for all
readers. This is very important because we live in an era of irresponsibility. Nobody
wants to admit that their problems are their own fault. It has become acceptable to
blame the government, the media, our parents, our schools, our churches, our
environment, even our DNA. So let me address that. Most of my problems, I bring
on myself. And it’s the same for you. Accept it, and stop trying to blame everybody
else. Every time we pass the blame, we aren’t admitting where the real problem is.
If you are facing a temptation right now, you will never be free from it until you stop
fixing the blame and start fixing the problem.
This is true even when other people hurt us. How we react causes the problem in us.
And resentment, guilt, anger, bitterness, fear, will cause our pain to be prolonged. Do
you know there are people who blame God for the messes in their own lives because
they gave into temptation? I’ve had people tell me, “You know, God told me to leave
my wife and marry this beautiful young woman.” I’m going: “now where is that in the
Bible? What verse is that?” God’s will never contradicts God’s word. And if God tells
you no in his word, he will never tell you yes in the world. I don’t care how right it
feels. When God says no and we go with our feelings, we are walking right into a trap.
Do you know the most common phrase I hear to justify sin? “Well, God wants me to
be happy and this is going to make me happy.” God wants his children happy. But
God wants us to be holy a lot more than he wants us to be happy. Holy comes from
doing what God says and we will never be totally happy as long as we ignore God’s
will. The happiest people in the world are the ones that hang on to what God’s word
says regardless of what their feelings say. Just as temptation is as old as Adam so
is making excuses. So we have to go further.

KEY #3: ASK GOD FOR HELP.
When we confess him our temptations he’s not going to say, “You’re kidding me!”
He’s not surprised; he already saw it coming. Why do we have a problem asking God
for help when we’re tempted. I suggest for a couple of reasons.
 First, sometimes we don’t ask God for help because we really don’t want it.
We want to give in. We know it’s wrong. We know the damage it will do. But
we want to do it anyway and we’re not about to ask God to help us out.
 The second reason is because it’s not the first time we’ve fallen in this area
and we’re kind of embarrassed about it. We don’t want to go, “God, it’s me
again.” Don’t ever be embarrassed to ask God for help. God’s patience with
his children is limitless.
Why does God want us to come to him? Because he sent his son Jesus Christ to earth
and Jesus went through everything we went through and that means he understands.
Hebrews 4:15-16: “For we do not have a high priest who is unable to
sympathise with our weaknesses, but we have one who has been tempted
in every way, just as we are— yet was without sin. Let us then approach the
throne of grace with confidence, so that we may receive mercy and find
grace to help us in our time of need.” We can go to God with confidence because
Jesus went through what we are going through. Some of us can’t imagine that. It’s
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a new insight. Does that mean Jesus was tempted to lie? Yes. Does that mean Jesus
was tempted to get mad? Yes. To have an ego? Yes. Tempted sexually? The Bible
says he was tempted in “every way” as we are. So that has to be yes. He was a
man. But, he didn’t give in. That’s good news. Because if he’s been there he can
sympathise and if he didn’t give in he can give us the way of escape.
Sometimes we don’t call on God because we want to handle the problem with
willpower. And willpower works for a while, but it’s not a permanent solution. Any
time we’re using willpower to try and change we are under stress. Inside of us is an
automatic pilot. It’s our natural tendency to have sins, temptations and weaknesses.
Willpower works for a while. Calling on God lasts for an eternity. Psalm 50:15: “Call
upon me in your day of trouble; I will deliver you.” That’s God’s 999. There’s
where we pray those microwave prayers. You can tell when people aren’t stressed.
They pray these long theologically flowery prayers with words like “bountiful” and
“joyous celebrations of praise and thanksgiving.” Let me tell you what a microwave
prayer sounds like: “Code Blue! Code Blue.” It’s not real theological but it works.

KEY #4: ADMIT MY STRUGGLE TO A FRIEND.
We aren’t required to admit it to everybody. Just somebody close who is a Christian
that you trust so they can pray for, love, and accept you. This is important. When
we admit our struggles, make sure the person we are talking to is not only a Christian
but also the same gender you are. Temptations bring out vulnerabilities and we all
know people who “had no intention” of having an affair or ruining lives who did just
that because they were vulnerable. The chances are that some people think, “I don’t
need to talk to anybody. I don’t struggle with anything.” The fact that we’re afraid
to admit our weaknesses shows a struggle with insecurity. Insecurity comes out in
the form of arrogance and pride.
Any time you meet somebody who has to constantly tell you how good they are at
what they do, behind that mask is an insecure person. Which means we need to be
talking to each other. 1 Corinthians 10:13: “No temptation has seized you
except what is common to man.” You know those little secret sins we’d just as
soon not dwell on because we don’t want anybody knowing about them? They’re not
anything new. We’re all in the same boat. And that’s why God, as a condition of
healing, said talk to each other. James 5:16: “Therefore confess your sins to
each other and pray for each other so that you may be healed. The prayer of
a righteous man is powerful and effective.” Admit your sins to whom? Each
other. Why? For the purpose of healing. You don’t have to go to a priest, a
counsellor, a minister or an elder. We can go to each other and find healing. Don’t
repress it; confess it. Don’t conceal it; reveal it. Hiding a hurt always intensifies it.
One of the biggest myths is “time heals all wounds.” No it doesn’t. Time doesn’t heal
cancer. Surgery, chemotherapy and radiation treatments heal cancer. Time doesn’t
heal hurts. Sharing hurts with a friend, who will pray with you and hold your hands
up, heals you. Let me give you three benefits of sharing our temptations with
somebody who’ll pray for us:
 First, it will help us gain control. Talking through a problem helps us get
control over it. In fact, if we have a secret sin that we can’t talk about, it’s out
of control.
 Second, revealing our hurts, habits and hang-ups relieves inner stress. We’re
going to find there are plenty of people who are in the same boat we are.
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Believers and unbelievers have the same hang ups. Believers have a greater
power than themselves in which to deal with the hang-ups.
 Third, it provides support and accountability. Both are necessary if we are
going to find healing. Here’s what God says: “You’re not going to get well by
yourself. You haven’t up to now and you’re not going to.” We need other
people to get through it. I can hear you thinking: “But that would be so
humbling.” You bet it will; that’s why God gives his grace to the humble. As
long as our pride won’t allow us to be honest, we won’t get well. We need
somebody to help us walk through it.

KEY #5: AVOID TEMPTING SITUATIONS.
It is common sense that if you hang around the barber shop long enough, you’re
eventually going to get a haircut. Our goal isn’t to see how close to the temptation
we can get. Our goal is to see how far away we can keep from it. Proverbs 14:16:
“A wise man turns away from evil, but a fool is arrogant and careless.”
Arrogant and careless is another way of saying, “I can handle this.” You don’t go to
a bar just to eat pretzels. So we need to do a little frank assessment and analyze
when and where are we the most tempted and vulnerable and then stay away from
those places. Psalm 119:59: “I thought about the wrong direction which I was
headed, and turned around and came running back to you.” Great verse. The
Bible tells us to run away from temptations. Joseph was tempted by Potiphars wife,
who was trying to seduce him. He was wearing his favorite coat and she grabbed
him by the coat, and he just left the coat and split. And sometimes we might have
to leave our coat. Just to get away from there. Don’t stay around. Let me give you
some practical advice. Don’t try to debate or argue with the devil, you’ll lose. He’s
had thousands of years to figure you out.

KEY #6: AFFIRM GOD’S WORD.
Claim his promises. 1 Corinthians 10:13: “God is faithful; He will not let you be
tempted beyond what you can bear. But when you are tempted, he will also
provide a way out so that you can stand up under it.” Has anybody ever told
you, “I just couldn’t help myself? I had no choice but to give in?” They just called God
a liar. God always gives us a way out. It may be tough, painful, embarrassing, or
difficult, but there will always be a way out. We can either give into the temptation,
or we can replace the temptation with truth. And the truth is found in God’s Word.
We are told to resist the devil and we do that by preparing for temptation. Ephesians
6:17: “Take the helmet of salvation and the sword of the Spirit, which is the
word of God.” We have to get ready for battle. When you get ready for battle you
need the right weapon and the right armour. Sometimes, when we go to war with
temptation we are spiritual streakers. We go out on the battlefield with nothing to
protect us. There are two steps to gaining the upper hand.
 Step one: Be saved. Become a child of Christ. Be born again. Be baptized.
It’s the difference in operating from a position of defeat and operating from a
position of victory. Before we can say no to Satan we have to say yes to Jesus.
 The second step is to know God’s word well enough to know when Satan is
lying to us. We can be Christians but not know enough of God’s word to fight
Satan. We can know God’s word from cover to cover but never have accepted
Jesus Christ. If that is us, we lose! We need both.
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Each meeting will start at 7.00 pm and
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________________
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“Let us run with perseverance the race that is set before us looking
unto Jesus the pioneer and perfecter of our faith”
I consider that the cause of denominationalism has been spectacularly fuelled
by one biblical statement that on the face
of it is the complete antidote to factionalism and division. “I appeal to you
brethren by the name of our Lord
Jesus Christ that all of you agree and
that there be no dissensions among
you but that you be united in the
same mind and the same judgement.” Some have taken this to the
extreme of insisting that every thought, every worship practice, every scriptural interpretation of every Christian (or Christian community or ekklesia) should be characterised by its uniformity with every other individual or ekklesia. And of course if that
can’t be achieved then the dogma that supports this view eventually insists that it is
impossible to worship with those who are not of ‘like mind’ and therefore the tragedy
of factionalism and denominationalism results.

Editorial

The curse of
denominationalism
(cont’d)

Before we try to answer the question of what it means to ‘be united in the same mind’
we need to examine some of the main principles of the New Testament. We have
already looked in the first article at the events surrounding Pentecost and the
simplicity of the gospel message as preached by Peter on that momentous occasion.
Then last month we considered the Church (the ekklesia), that body of people who
have responded to the gospel and who (a) meet together locally to share fellowship
and (b) collectively form the universal body of Christ. There is no organisation called
‘The Church of Christ’; but there are local communities and a universal body of
faithful, repentant believers who share a common salvation and a common Saviour,
our Lord Jesus Christ.
My objectives in this article are to show that:
H the ‘apostles’ doctrine’ of Acts 2:42 was the gospel, based on their eye-witness
accounts of their time with Jesus and that it is this that we should be of the same
mind about;
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10 - The Early Church; 13 - Understanding the Seasons of Life; 16 - News & Info.

H the history of the early Christian communities was not characterised by uniformity of
practice;
H the letters and epistles of the New Testament dealt largely with contemporary issues
and were never intended to form a ‘rule book’, though they contain timeless principles;
H our unity is in Christ.

THE APOSTLES’ DOCTRINE
Acts 2 records that after Pentecost, those believers who accepted the gospel, repented
and were baptised, and who remained in Jerusalem, met together regularly and, amongst
other things, ‘continued steadfastly in the apostles doctrine’. One of the
considerations then that we are inevitably drawn towards as we consider what it is to be
united in the same mind is to understand what was meant by the apostles’ doctrine. We’ll
look in a moment at what it was; but most certainly it was not a hastily developed
statement of the key tenets of the ‘church of Christ’ belief system, or, for want of a better
term, a creed. That simply did not exist. Neither did the letters and epistles that constitute
our New Testament exist. The evidence of the record of the actions and teaching of the
apostles shows that, guided by the Holy Spirit, they continued to teach those same truths
about Jesus and his role in bringing to fruition the eternal purposes of God, that Peter had
publicly stated at Pentecost and that continued to form the core of their public statements.
In other words they preached the gospel, initially to the Jews, pointing out amongst other
things how horribly wrong they had been in their failure to recognise Jesus as Messiah
and Son of God, and later to the Gentiles, emphasising the universal nature of the gospel.
One of the key evidences of the apostles as they met with, taught and bolstered the faith
of the new converts (mainly Jews at this stage), was that they had been eyewitnesses of
the events surrounding the life of Jesus. They had heard his teaching and seen his
miracles; three of them had been with him when he was transfigured; they were present
at many of his confrontations with the Pharisees and Sadducees and other Jewish
authorities. Most definitively of all they had listened to his promises about his mission and
the shape of future events in his life, shared the intimate fellowship of the Passover with
him immediately prior his final journey into Jerusalem, been with him in the garden of
Gethsemane, seen him arrested, tried, sentenced and crucified. And, gloriously, they had
been the, initially stunned, but later totally convicted witnesses to His resurrection.
There was no New Testament, no creed, no statement of principles; the apostles would
not have been conducting ‘Bible studies’ as we understand them today. Therefore I can
only conclude that the apostles’ doctrine, the matters that they would have talked
about with new believers, and sought to further convince them of in the light of their
Jewish heritage, would have been their experiences and eyewitness accounts of the
teachings and actions of Jesus and of His person, characteristics and nature, including his
claims to unity with the Father and his role as Messiah, and the glorious truths of his sinbearing death and victorious resurrection. The apostles’ doctrine was their account of the
nature of Jesus as the prophesied Messiah and His mission to save.
It is also worth reflecting a moment as well on the ‘doctrine’ that those Jewish believers
who left Jerusalem after Pentecost to return home took with them. There would be no
convenient handouts to take home to ensure that they delivered a consistent message.
All that they could carry with them back to their communities were the words of the
apostles, their newly found belief in Jesus as Saviour and that wonderful sensation of awe
and wonder at the events that they had witnessed in Jerusalem. And no doubt, having
reported their own experiences in Jerusalem there were those in their own communities
who asked them, “What then must I do be saved?” Surely the response to that question
could only have been ‘repent and be baptised’ just as theirs had been in response to the
teaching of the apostles.
There is no doubt that the apostles were infused with the miraculous gifts of the Holy
Spirit and that they themselves, having received the special spiritual gifts that made it
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possible, performed some startling deeds as the gospel message took hold and started to
spread. But time and again their doctrine (that is their teaching), the message that they
took was robustly dominated by the purpose, work and nature of Jesus. So:
H Peter in the temple reminded the Jews that Jesus was the prophesied Messiah (Acts
3);
H they continued to teach Jesus as the Christ (Acts 5:42);
H Stephen’s sermon that led to his death was all about the promised Messiah and the
Jewish hierarchy’s failure to recognise Jesus as such (Acts 7);
H Philip preached about ‘the kingdom of God and the name of Jesus Christ to Simon and
his family (Acts 8);
H Philip told the eunuch from Ethiopia ‘the good news about Jesus’;
H Peter taught Cornelius about the work of Jesus to which they had been eyewitnesses.
And so the pattern of teaching goes on throughout the book of Acts.

EARLY PRACTICE WAS NOT UNIFORM
I referred earlier to some of the principles of the New Testament that need to be
embraced. The letters and epistles that were written to different communities and
individuals were largely written in response to contemporary, 1st century issues. That is
not to say that some of the principles that underpin the responses to those issues are not
timeless in their application. They are. But we will never, I think, fully understand the
teaching that is given if we conveniently drag the epistles and letters out of their 1st
century context. So, for example, the teaching about meat offered to idols was a specific
contemporary issue, but the principle of respect for the conscience of others is timeless;
the teaching about unruly behaviour at the love-feast was specific, but the principle of
how we approach our remembrance of Jesus is timeless; attitudes in the master/slave
relationship were specific, but how we handle authority/subordinate relationships remain
important; warnings against the infiltration of Gnostic and similar philosophies was
relevant then, and today there remains a need to guard against false teaching though it
is interesting to note that the false teachings that were warned against were generally
concerning the nature of Christ and His work.
I have become convinced that there are recurring themes in the New Testament that
centre around the need for a proper understanding of the person and nature of Jesus and
how His saving grace has changed the relationship between God and man, for ever, from
a Law-based covenant to a covenant of grace. So much of New Testament is devoted to:
H Understanding the true nature of Jesus and refuting the claims of Gnosticism and
other similar falsehoods about Jesus and insisting on the deity of Christ;
H Understanding that the old Law-based covenant has been superceded by a covenant
of freedom, based on the grace of God through Jesus;
H Understanding that it is only through Christ that we can find salvation;
H Constant warnings to Jewish Christians not to slip back into their old fastidious habits
of the Law and thereby deny the grace of God;
H Extolling the virtues of the universal gospel of Christ and confirming that both
repentant, faithful baptised Jews and Gentiles are equal and worthy members of the
eternal kingdom.

UNITED IN THE SAME MIND
So what has all of this got to do with denominationalism and the main subject of this
month’s article, ‘being of the same mind’? I have tried to demonstrate that the Pentecost
message was a straightforward but eternally profound statement about the nature and
work of Jesus in fulfilment of God’s eternal purposes and that this message was to be to
the salvation of not just the Jews, but to the Gentile world as well; that grace, not the
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Law is at the centre of the new relationship with God. That was the message that the
apostles consistently took into their respective ministries. And in those ministries the
apostles had to manage the fact Hebrew Jewish Christians, Hellenist Jewish Christians and
Gentile Christians most certainly did not have a uniformity of practice. The great Antioch
debate for example, and the question that was taken to the Jerusalem Council, was not
about whether Jewish Christians should stop their Jewish practices, but whether Gentile
Christians should be forced to adopt them as well as Gentile converts to Judaism were
required to do.
We are to be of the same mind about Jesus and His saving grace, that is that people who
believe in Jesus, repent and are baptised will be added to universal body of Christ. The
message of the epistles and letters is that those who deny the deity of Jesus are to be
refuted and alienated; those who deny His incarnation are false teachers; those who teach
that immorality, in all its appearances, is acceptable to Jesus, are to be exposed; those
who teach that obedience to the Law can save must be challenged; those who follow any
spiritual leader other than Christ are to shown the error of that way (the real message of
1 Corinthians 1:10 quoted at the start of this article).
Our unity as repentant, faithful, baptised believers is not something that is constructed
by us through the development of a contemporary ‘law’ that, should we be unanimous
about it, and faithful to it, we become of ‘one mind’. Read the Galatian letter again and
understand that real danger lurks down that road. Our unity is of far greater significance
than that; the unity that we have, far from being contained in ‘articles of faith’ that we
have created, is a relationship that we have been invited into by God based on our belief
in, and response to, the saving grace of Christ. That unity is potently and beautifully
expressed in the words of Jesus as he spoke to his disciples shortly before His death and
as John recorded them in his gospel narrative at 17: 20 – 25. “My prayer is not for
them alone. I pray also for those who will believe in me through their message,
that all of them may be one Father, just as you are in me and I am in you. I have
given them the glory that you gave me, that they may be one as we are one: I
in them and you in me. May they be brought to complete unity to let the world
know that you sent me and have loved them even as you have loved me. Father,
I want those you have given me to be with me where I am, and to see my glory,
the glory you have given me because you loved me before the creation of the
world.” Those words, which enjoined the apostles into unity with the Godhead and,
through the apostles teaching about Jesus, all future believers, are quite simply stunning
and awe-inspiring in their importance and what they mean for believers.

OUR IDENTITY IS AS GOD’S CHILDREN
I began this series of articles by asking how we define ourselves as Christians. The answer
is that we don’t; our personal creed doesn’t define us, neither does our denominational
doctrine. God defines us; based on our belief in Him and His Christ He invites us into His
family that is the universal body of Christ; He adopts us as His children; through grace
He binds us into that most blessed relationship that Jesus prayed to His Father about, our
unity with the Godhead. In our local Christian communities we learn to walk worthy of our
calling in Christ in response to His love.
Too much of religious activity and debate has centred on ‘issues’ (and often non-issues);
issues create factions and factions ultimately create denominations. Denominationalism is
a curse and must, I think, be an affront to God. When the final roll is called there will only
be two groups of people; those who have responded to the gospel and become, through
grace, children of God, and those who have not. And the ultimate irrelevance of all the
world’s denominations will be made apparent.
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Prophets and Prophecy
The Nature of Prophecy
(Stephen Woodcock, Wigan)

Introduction
In the last article, the role of the prophet was looked at. He/she (because there were prophetesses)
was a spokesperson for God. God, through the Spirit, revealed His message and it was
communicated to the intended audience. Prophets were commissioned by God to bring His message.
However there were false prophets who presumed to speak on God’s behalf; but the people had two
tests laid down by Moses in Deuteronomy 13:1 – 6 and 18:20 – 22, to help them test those who
claimed to be prophets. In this article we will be looking at the nature of prophecy through the way
it was communicated and in its purpose.

The world of the prophets
In order to understand the messages of the prophets we need to understand
the backgrounds to their messages and why God wanted to communicate with
His people. The prophets had to deal with the religious, political, social and
moral corruptions of their day because God’s people had moved away from
Him. So God raised up prophets to communicate His message because they
were His chosen people by a covenant He made with them at Sinai (read
Exodus 20:3 – 6; 24:1 – 8) in which Israel pledged, “All that the Lord hath said will we do, and
be obedient.” However they had broken that pledge because of idolatry, oppression, injustice,
immorality, occultism, and the list could go on; but God was trying to call them back to Him through
the prophets. God through Isaiah made this plea, “Come now, and let us reason together, saith
the Lord: though your sins be as scarlet, they shall be as white as snow; though they be
red as crimson, they shall be as wool. If ye be willing and obedient ye shall eat the good
of the land: but if ye refuse and rebel, ye shall be devoured with the sword; for the mouth
of the Lord hath spoken,” (Isaiah 1:18 – 20). This plea is based on the Blessings and the Curses
that are described in Leviticus 26 and in Deuteronomy 28. He wanted to bless His people; but He
needed to remind them of the consequences of their disobedience. God loved His people and He
wanted them back in a relationship with Him, and so He told His people: “Yea, I have loved thee
with an everlasting love: therefore with lovingkindness have I drawn thee,” (Jeremiah
31:3). So how did God use His prophets to communicate His message in order to try to draw them
back to Him?

Modes of communication
The most obvious mode of communication was by word of mouth. Elijah told
King Ahab: “As the Lord God of Israel liveth, before whom I stand,
there shall not be dew nor rain these years, but ACCORDING TO MY
WORD,” (1 Kings 17:1). Many of these prophets are referred to as the ORAL
(pre-literary) prophets because they spoke their messages and did not write
them down or have them written down. Examples of Oral prophets are:
Nathan (2 Sam. 12), Ahijah (1 Kings 11:29ff) and Elijah and Elisha (1 Kings 17 to 2 Kings 13). Their
messages were recorded by other writers who had access to historical records that contained their
messages (see 1 Chron. 29:28; 1 Kings 22:39 as examples).
Some of the prophets wrote, or, had their messages written down so that they would be preserved
for future generations. These are the LITERARY prophets. In the Old Testament the seventeen
prophetic books start at Isaiah and finish at Malachi. There is some evidence that they wrote some
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of their books themselves (see Jeremiah 29ff; Isaiah 30:8). Hosea in 3:1 – 5 uses the first person,
as does Isaiah in 6:1ff; 8:11; 16 - 18. Some prophets may have used a scribe to write their books.
Baruch was Jeremiah’s scribe and he wrote what Jeremiah dictated to him (see Jeremiah 36). Some
prophets had a group of disciples and these were known as the ‘sons of the prophets’ (2 Kings 2:1
– 18; 4:38 – 44; 6:1ff; 9:1). They not only followed the prophet they were attached to, but they
also recorded his messages. Isaiah had a group of disciples and he dictated some of his messages
to them (8:16). It is important to emphasise that the prophet himself was behind the recording of
his words, whether by personally writing them, or by dictation, or by teaching.
Sometimes the prophets would include parables or allegories in their messages to drive home a
point. The most famous Old Testament parable was Nathan’s to King David after David’s adultery
with Bathsheba (2 Sam. 12:1 – 14). Isaiah uses a parable of a vineyard to describe God’s
relationship with Israel and how He wanted them to bear fruit (Isaiah 5:1 – 7). When God looked
for good fruit He found bad and corrupt fruit instead.
One of the most dramatic ways that the prophets presented their messages was by the ‘acted
oracle.’ It was like a visual aid to help the audience understand the power of God’s message in a
contemporary situation. Thus Isaiah walked naked and barefoot (Is. 20), Jeremiah smashed the
potter’s vessel (Jer. 19), Ahijah tore his new coat into twelve pieces and gave Jeroboam ten (1 Kings
11:29ff), Ezekiel besieged a model city (Ezek. 4:1 – 3), dug through the house wall (12:1ff), did not
mourn for his dead wife (24:15ff), and Hosea was told to marry a prostitute (Hos. 1:2ff). The ‘acted
oracle’ was God’s way of SHOWING to His people what was going to happen if they did not repent.

The purpose of prophecy
In order to understand the purpose of prophecy we have to find out what the
historical background is because the prophet was dealing with a
contemporary situation in the first instance. Many mistakes have been made
in the interpretation of prophecy because of a failure to understand the
context. The reason why we must understand the historical context is
because God was communicating His message to His people in a particular
situation at a particular time in their history. It was the prophets’ role to FORTH-TELL God’s message
in that context. This is a very important aspect of prophecy because the majority of space taken up
in the messages of the prophets was to reveal God’s will for His people.
Clearly though, the prophets spoke to encourage or warn the people about the future. There are
three grounds for this practice of FORE-TELLING:
(1) Prediction or fore-telling belonged to the prophetic office. This is clearly laid out in
Deuteronomy 18:20 – 22. A prophecy could be tested by whether it was fulfilled or not.
(2) If the people were to exercise moral responsibility, then they needed to be aware of the
future. Calls to repentance (e.g. Jonah 3:4) and calls to practical holiness (e.g. Isaiah 2:5)
were based on messages about the future.
(3) God, the Ruler of History, was behind the messages of the prophets. Through the prophets
He revealed His knowledge of future events and how they would affect His people. One
example is the return of the Jews from captivity in Babylon prophesied by Jeremiah and
Isaiah (2 Chronicles 36:17 – 23; Jeremiah 25:12 – 13; 29:10; 33:10 – 11, 14; Isaiah
44:28). Notice that Isaiah prophesied that Cyrus would allow this to happen. Isaiah lived
about 300 years BEFORE Cyrus came to the throne of the Medo-Persian Empire.
The predictive nature of prophecy was remarkable and is one of the evidences for the truth of
Scripture. In the next article we will be looking at the Fulfilment of Prophecy.
The scroll is the Isaiah scroll from Qumran opened at chapters 38:9 – 40:28. From
www.biblepicturegallery.com
For correspondence Stephen can be contacted at:
(stephen.woodcock@hotmail.co.uk)
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The Geese and the Snowstorm
— Author Unknown
There was once a man who did not believe in either the virgin birth of Christ nor the
spiritual meaning behind it, and was sceptical even about God. He and his family lived
in a farm community. His wife was a devout believer and diligently raised her children
in the faith. He sometimes gave her a hard time about her belief and mocked her
religious observances.
“It’s all nonsense — why would God lower himself and become a human like us? It’s
such a ridiculous story,” he said.
One snowy day, she and the children left for church while he stayed home. After they
had departed, the winds grew stronger and the snow turned into a blinding
snowstorm. He sat down to relax before the fire for the evening.
Then he heard a loud thump, something hitting against the window... And, still
another thump. He looked outside but could not see anything. So he ventured outside
for a better view. In the field near his house he saw, of all the strangest things, a
flock of geese. They were apparently flying to look for a warmer area down south,
but they had been caught in the snowstorm. The storm had become too blinding and
violent for the geese to fly or see their way. They were stranded on his farm, with no
food or shelter, unable to do more than flutter their wings and fly in aimless circles.
He had compassion for them and wanted to help them. He thought to himself, the
barn would be a great place for them to stay. It is warm and safe; surely they could
spend the night and wait out the storm. So he opened the barn doors for them.
He waited, watching them, hoping they would notice the open barn and go inside.
Nevertheless, they did not notice the barn or realize what it could mean for them. He
moved closer toward them to get their attention, but they just moved away from him
out of fear.
He went into the house and came back with some bread, broke it up, and made a
bread trail to the barn. They still did not catch on.
Starting to get frustrated, he went over and tried to shoo them toward the barn. They
panicked and scattered into every direction except toward the barn. Nothing he did
could get them to go into the barn where there was warmth, safety, and shelter.
Feeling totally frustrated, he exclaimed, “Why don’t they follow me? Can’t they see
this is the only place where they can survive the storm? How can I possibly get them
into the one place to save them?”
He thought for a moment and realized that they just would not follow a human. He
said to himself, “How can I possibly save them? The only way would be for me to
become like those geese. If only I could become like one of them. Then I could save
them. They would follow me and I would lead them to safety.”
At that moment, he stopped and considered what he had said. The words
reverberated in his mind: If only I could become like one of them, then I could save
them. Then, at last, he understood God’s heart towards mankind... and he fell on his
knees in the snow.
For God so loved the world, that He gave his one and only Son, that whoever believes
in Him should not perish but have eternal life. For God sent not his Son into the world
to condemn the world, but to save the world through Him.
(Reproduced by permission of www.inspire21.com)
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STUDIES IN GENESIS 3
(Ian S Davidson, Motherwell)
We read: “And the Lord God planted a garden
eastward in Eden; and there He put the man whom
He had formed” (2:8). There was a river, which
watered the garden, and which eventually divided into
four heads. Their names are given as Pison, Gihon,
Hiddekel and Euphrates. The lands of Havilah, Ethiopia
and Assyria are mentioned with them. The Euphrates we
know about. Hiddekel, in ancient times, was associated
with the Tigris. The other two names of the rivers are not clearly identified. The
names of Ethiopia and Assyria are familiar to us, but not Havilah. I believe that the
geography described in these verses in Genesis does not now exist. “The rivers and
countries described were antediluvian geographical features, familiar to Adam…They
were all destroyed and the topography and geography completely changed, when ‘the
world that then was, being overflowed with water, perished (2 Peter 3:6)’” (Morris).
The Garden of Eden was, of course, also destroyed in the great flood.

LIFE IN THE GARDEN
In the Garden of Eden, Adam was given great freedom. But there was one restriction
upon him. “And the Lord God commanded the man, saying, Of every tree of
the garden you may freely eat: but of the tree of the knowledge of good and
evil, you shall not eat of it: for in the day you eat of it you shall surely die”
(2: 16,17). Alexander Campbell has written: “His position or state was that of a lord
tenant. The earth is, indeed, the Lord’s; but He gave it to man on a very easy and
liberal lease, and so it became his property. He was, therefore, a free and responsible
agent, capable of managing his estate and paying his rent; and consequently was
susceptible of virtue and of vice, of happiness and misery. In order to freedom, virtue
and happiness, it was expedient and necessary to place him under law; for where
there is no law there can be no liberty, virtue, or happiness. The law became a test
of his character, a guarantee of his continued enjoyment of the life and property
which God had leased to him on the condition of his obedience to the precept.”
Tragically, he failed the test.

THE CREATION OF EVE
From Genesis 1:4 onwards, we read of many things that God saw, which were good.
Now in Genesis 2:18, we read of something God saw, which was not good. “And the
Lord God said, it is not good that the man should be alone: I will make him
an help meet for him.” And so God created woman. The Authorised Version informs
us that Eve was created from Adam’s “rib” (2:21,22). The Hebrew word is tsela and
means “side”, which is a better translation. This is why Adam could go on to say:
“This is now bone of my bones and flesh of my flesh…” (2:23a). Woman is socalled, because she was taken out of man (2:23b). The Hebrew word for woman is
ishshah. It is frequently translated “wife” in the Old Testament. Eve was Adam’s
wife. It is interesting to note that God created only one wife for Adam and not many.
Marriage is the union of one man and one woman. “Therefore shall a man leave
his father and his mother, and shall cleave unto his wife: and they shall be
one flesh” (2:24).
Polygamy, I believe, is contrary to the will of God, although many famous Biblical
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characters practised it. Incidentally, the first case of polygamy in the Bible features
Lamech (Genesis 4:19), who took two wives, Adah and Zillah. Things eventually got
so out of hand that Solomon, for example, ended up with 700 wives and 300
concubines (I Kings 11: 3). And may I state here that marriage is quite definitely
not the union of one man and one man. As has been frequently pointed out, it was,
in the beginning, Adam and Eve and not Adam and Steve.

THE FALL
Many regard the contents of Genesis 3 as mythological. They ask: How could Eve be
taken in by a serpent that speaks? They forget about the uniqueness of the
circumstances. Satan immediately features as “the serpent”. Where did Satan come
from? He, I believe, was the leader of the angels, who had caused a war in heaven
(Revelation 12). As a result, God cast him out of heaven together with his angels
(12: 9). His followers ended up in Tartarus (2 Peter 2:4) and he ended up wandering
about the earth (Job 1:7). His days of roaming around are not for ever (Matthew
25:41; Revelation 20:10).
Satan used “the serpent” for his own ends – as an instrument to tempt Eve. She was
not surprised at his ability to converse with her because either some animals
originally could speak, like Balaam’s ass (Numbers 22:28), or “it may simply be that
Eve, in her innocence, did not yet know that the animals were incapable of speaking
and so was not alarmed when the serpent spoke to her” (Morris). Either way, she
was taken in by what the serpent said. (Please note that, at this time, the serpent
could probably stand erect and converse with her eye to eye.)
He told her lies,
tempted her by “the lust of the flesh, and the lust of the eyes, and the pride
of life” (1 John 2:16), and, as a result, she ate of the forbidden fruit, which was the
fruit of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil (3: 6a). She gave the fruit to Adam
and he too ate of it (3: 6b). That day they died, as God had warned (2:17). They,
of course, did not die physically that day, but spiritually. The world has never been
the same since. It changed everything, and certainly not for the better. “Adam
rebelled. The natural man became preternatural. The animal triumphed over the
human elements of his nature. Sin was born on earth. The crown fell from his head.
The glory of the Lord departed from him. He felt his guilt, and trembled; he saw his
nakedness, and blushed. The bright candle of the Lord became a dimly-smoking
taper. He was led to judgement. He was tried, condemned to death, divested of his
patrimonial inheritance; but respited from immediate execution. A prisoner of death,
but permitted to roam abroad and at large till the king authorised his seizure and
destruction” (Campbell).
Many books could be written on the Fall and its consequences. But I think the subject
is well summed up in this short statement I once read: “In the Fall, man lost all his
personal glory”. Please note the writer uses the word all and I think he is correct in
doing so. Some writers have been mistaken about the full consequences of the Fall.
Thomas Aquinas is one of them. Francis Schaeffer has written: “Aquinas held that
man had revolted against God and thus was fallen, but Aquinas had an incomplete
view of the Fall. He thought that the Fall did not affect man as a whole but only in
part. In his view the will was fallen or corrupted, but the intellect was not affected.
Thus people could rely on their own human wisdom, and this meant that people were
free to mix the teachings of the Bible with the teachings of the non-Christian
philosophers”. In the end such thinking led to the gradual separation of philosophy
from revelation and “this set the stage for the humanistic elements of the
Renaissance and the basic problems they created” (Schaeffer).
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INFLUENCES ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF
CHRISTIANITY IN THE FIRST CENTURY
(John H Diggle (Nottingham)

STUDY 2 – THE INFLUENCE OF JUDAISM
In the first article of this series, attention was paid to the significance of Rome’s influence,
as the dominant world power, on the early development and progress of the first century
Church.
Although of necessity we are presenting these influences as if they were simple, single
strands, it is very much the case that it was a complex inter-play between them that
formed the active environment in which the Church lived and functioned. In addition, it is
crucial that we never lose sight of the fact that every political, military, economic and
cultural circumstance is subsidiary to, and well within the control of, God’s power and will
to advance His eternal purpose.

JEWS AND GENTILES
The focus of this section is to be upon the interactions between Judaism and the early
Church, which, since they are more directly concerned with spiritual and doctrinal matters,
proved to be associated with all the emotional complications, conflicts of loyalty and
ferocity of debate that are frequently the accompaniment of deeply held religious beliefs.
The very first members of the Church were overwhelmingly, if not entirely, converts from
Judaism. In so far as that meant knowledge of the scriptures and the concept of respect
for God’s sovereignty, authority and righteousness and holiness I also suggested that they
might be fertile ground for the implanting of further gospel truth. On the other hand, that
form of spiritual education that the majority of them had received, being that to which
their religious leaders and educators subscribed, left them heavily burdened with loads of
legalistic baggage from which it often proved enormously difficult to disentangle them.
Conflict, fuelled by years of mutual suspicion and inbred prejudice was only ever likely to
increase as Gentiles were added to the body of Christ.
On the Jewish side it was thought well-nigh unbelievable that their ears had not deceived
them, when they were told that it was God’s will that Gentiles were to be included
amongst the company of the redeemed. For the Gentiles’ part, the perception that they
were looked down on, or grudgingly tolerated, but not warmly welcomed into anything
more than a very reserved fellowship, cannot have been easy for them to either
understand or accept as consistent with the gospel which thy had believed and obeyed.
That being so it would be surprising if, when it came to the settling of disputes, the
formerly Jewish members did not feel entitled to a weightier voice.
Though it was an extension and progression from Judaism, it would be a mistake to think
of Christianity as any kind of modified form of it, and especially so if the comparison were
to be between Judaism as it was when widely practised, rather than that of the Old
Testament scriptures. Sadly we would be on less than solid ground if we were to draw our
definition of Judaism, for the purposes of this study, entirely from our own understanding
of the Old Testament.

JEWISH OPPOSITION
It is usual in studies such as this to offer an examination of the various religious sects and
parties into which Judaism had become divided, but since that is ground that has been
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well covered elsewhere, it may be more profitable to approach it a little differently on this
occasion; that is in terms of some of the tensions that actually arose, rather than ones
which might have been expected to.
In the very earliest days of the Church, after Pentecost, those conflicts between the
followers of Jesus and the Jewish hierarchy, that had marked His own ministry, continued
unabated. Peter, John and Stephen found themselves in regular and deadly trouble with
the Sanhedrin; Paul the Pharisee went after Christians with murderous enthusiasm and
later suffered heavily himself at the hands of his erstwhile colleagues in Thessalonica,
Ephesus and Jerusalem.
A good deal of the opposition from Jewish sources shows a somewhat surprising tendency
to have taken the form of physical violence, offered to both person and property;
sometimes, as was the case with Jason, in Thessalonica, accompanied by mobs of unruly
thugs who, one presumes, had no particularly religious axe to grind.
No less threatening, but at least buried beneath a veneer of spiritual respectability, were
the doctrinal disputes that constantly simmered and sometimes erupted over the
continuing significance of the Law of Moses. Either alone, or as in the situation at
Colossae, in alliance with others who sought to make undermining inroads into the
burgeoning faith of the saints, and whether overtly or surreptitiously, a more or less
constant pressure was maintained in demand that Gentiles could not be accepted as in a
right relationship with God unless they were willing to conform to the requirements of that
Law. Once more there is evidence of a willingness to associate with those whose beliefs
were poles apart from their own if that meant the acquisition of a bigger and better stick
with which to beat the Christians.

THE EFFECT OF JUDAISM IN ANTIOCH
To a certain extent, but with crucial consequences, there was for some time an
incompletely resolved issue over this question even amongst the apostles. Further
separate articles will cover the Jerusalem Council and the ministries of Peter to the Jews
and Paul to the Gentiles, but the significant doctrinal importance of this matter, reflected
in the confrontation between Paul and Peter at Antioch seem, to me at least, to mark it
out as worthy of the closest attention in this present study of the influences of Judaism
on the early Church.
Without entering into the question of Peter’s motives, it is pretty clear that they were, in
any case, somewhat mixed, when a visit from some of James’ disciples to Antioch
prompted him to distance himself from those Gentile Christians with whom he had happily
eaten previously. In Paul’s view this was behaviour that merited public confrontation not
because he took it as a personal affront, but because the impression left by it was such
as to have seriously damaging effects on the central truth of the gospel.
The letters to the Galatian congregations, Romans, Colossians and Timothy each add
something to an accurate impression of the true scale of this issue which was extensive
not only in the number of congregations affected by it, nor even its central importance,
but also because of the vital doctrinal spin-offs that would easily result from failure to
correct misunderstandings, whether deliberate or unintentional.
There is, I believe, further good reason to pay careful attention to this particular influence
of Judaism because, although in different form, it has continued to be one that has
troubled, and still troubles, the Church today.

GRACE VERSUS LEGALISM
In whatever way it is thought necessary to supplement Jesus’ sacrifice on behalf of
sinners, that is to imply an insufficiency that we are capable of rectifying by our own
effort. If adherence to the Law of Moses, as a means of favour-winning contribution to
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what is necessary for salvation, was a valid view, it was, as Paul regularly pointed out,
one that tacitly complained of something lacking in the extent of Jesus’ contribution. It
looked to shift the balance point between grace and brownie-point winning, law-keeping
and between good works which come out of real faith and those that looked to put God
under obligation to reward them.
To whatever extent we choose to depend on the worth of our own achievements, we
catastrophically fail to depend, by obedient faith, on God’s grace. This never was an
either/or matter. If faith does not result in good and Godly works it is not worthy of the
name. If good works are not the natural outcome of genuine appreciation of the allsufficiency of Christ, they should not be called truly good, whether what actually
encourages them is the demands of the Law of Moses, or man-made rules of holiness and
conditions for acceptability into fellowship.
There was another ramification of this particular strand of Judaistic influence, which, were
that possible, threatened even more dire consequences for the Church. Legalism, by
which I mean the belief that God’s favour can be earned by the production of sufficient
weight of good works, inevitably proves competitive in a way that is greatly damaging to
the unity of any congregation in which it surfaces. It is but a short leap of distorted logic
to conclude that if works buy God’s favour, more works buy more favour. Jews and
Gentiles alike, legalists and the amazed by grace alike, hold that as their ultimate desire,
but if it is to be bought, ability to pay its price becomes the all-important consideration.
Probably, not surprisingly, since this is a distortion of the gospel of God, favour with God
tends to be equated with, and evaluated in terms of, reputation with men. That was one
of general Judaism’s major failings, and had been deep into the Old Testament past.
Surface appearances had acquired such an unjustified high value in human estimation
that it was necessary for Isaiah to issue the almost bitter rebuke that he did as recorded
in Isaiah 1: 10-17.
Meaningless, empty worship; interminable wranglings over who seems holiest and selfish
ambitions to appear so at whatever cost; frustration to the point of despair on the part of
sincere, but struggling believers; burnt-out, teeth-greeting, grace-empty, Spirit devoid,
joyless grinding out of self-effort in the name of the mistaken belief that then they may
claim credit for it. These are the fruits of the tendency into which the Judaisers looked to
drag the Church.

SUMMARY
Since it is the aim of this series of studies to concentrate on matters of relevant historical;
background to the Church’s development, it is hoped that they will simultaneously draw
attention to the importance of reflecting on it when it comes to the way in which we read,
study and come to an understanding of the New Testament, especially its letters. Only
through awareness of the original circumstances are we in any position to draw an
accurate analysis of the eternal principles that they teach, and only then are we properly
prepared for the application of those principles to our own conduct and service.
The specific forms in which the Christian’s dilemmas are cast have changed considerably
since the first century but their spiritual essence not at all. All the more necessary then
that we should ask ourselves, as we stand before any passage of scripture, not only what
does it say, but why, when, how and with what purpose in mind is God causing this to be
written.
No human author of scripture produced his work with the view that one day this might
come in handy for someone, somewhere; still less that we may need something to study
in our midweek Bible class. With that principle in mind and in the light of how great a
proportion of the New Testament is devoted to the Holy Spirit’s responses to it, it is worth
pondering over the enormous significance of Judaism’s influence not only upon the early
Church, but the shape of that which is today.
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Lesson 7 - The Season of Failure (John 21:1-8)
(David Yasko, USA)
We are going through the seasons of life and sooner or later, all of us will enter the
season of failure. Failure belongs to all of us. And the important thing about failure,
since it’s inevitable, is to know how to deal with it when it comes. Ecclesiastes 3 tells
us there is a time for every thing under heaven. There is a time to get and a time
to lose. When you put it like that, the season of failure is not something to be
avoided, but something to be embraced. John 21:3: “Simon Peter said to them,
‘I am going fishing.’ They said to him, ‘We will also come with you.’ They
went out, and got into the boat; and that night they caught nothing.” Please
notice that phrase “they caught nothing.” Now, what is going on here? This incident
is shortly after the death of Jesus and His resurrection. It should be a time of victory
and success in the Kingdom of God. Then how come we find seven disciples sitting
in a boat on a cold, foggy night, fishing? It wasn’t a season of victory; it was a season
of failure in the life of those disciples. They were scared. They’d seen Jesus put to
death on the cross and they just might be next. So what do they do now? Peter
came up with an idea. He said, “I know how to do one thing well, and it’s fish; and
I’m going back to what I know.” The other disciples said, “We’ll go with you.
Everything else we planned on and dreamed about is shattered.” And all night long
they put down their nets and all night long they came up empty. That night they
caught nothing.
Can you imagine being in that boat? It was like adding insult to injury. The one I
thought was the Messiah is dead and to top it off, I’m failing at the only other thing
I know how to do. It was a season of failure.
It is difficult, because we live in a success driven culture. We know how to handle
success. The problem is we don’t know how to handle failure. And, to be honest, I
don’t think we really know what success looks like. We think we know what success
looks like, but really don’t. That’s why we struggle with the concept of “what’s
enough.” We want more money and newer cars and bigger houses and better toys
because to us success is the evidence of God’s blessing. And that’s why we are
miserable. God isn’t in the success business. God is in the refining business. Job
23:10 “But He knows the way I take; when He has refined me, I shall come
forth as gold.”
The whole problem with failure is that failure doesn’t play fair. Failure has many faces
and many forms. Sometimes failure is a disappointment. Someone lets us down and
we feel like we have failed. In fact, it doesn’t take much to make us feel like failures.
Maybe a friend has betrayed you or a spouse has walked and you are left to feel like
the failure. The law of life is that seasons of failure are inevitable. Never mind
meeting anybody else’s expectations, I can’t even meet mine. And even though
failure is inevitable, failure is still devastating.
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WHY IS FAILURE DEVASTATING?
1. BECAUSE FAILURE SHOWS OUR IMPERFECTIONS
We lack the courage to be imperfect. At work, it’s important to be perfect. That way
nobody can blame anything on you. In marriage, it’s important to be perfect so it’s
never my fault. We have to be perfect, always. We have to be strong, always. We
have to be successful, always. So God has to teach us a lesson occasionally. In
Philippians 3:12-13: “Not that I have already obtained it, or have already
become perfect, but I press on in order that I may lay hold of that for which
also I was laid hold of by Christ Jesus. Brethren, I do not regard myself as
having laid hold of it yet; but one thing I do: forgetting what lies behind and
reaching forward to what lies ahead …” Paul says, “I keep working for that day
when I can finally be all that Christ has saved me to be.” We are not perfect now,
but we are in the process of being made that way. And failure is part of that process.
So I want to lay down a challenge to have the courage to be imperfect. I tell anybody
who will listen that you do me an injustice if you never expect me to make a mistake.
2. BECAUSE WE CONFUSE FAILING WITH BEING A FAILURE.
And that is an irrational thought. Let me ask, “How many failings does it take to
make a failure?” You tell me. I may fail a lot, and I do, and so do you, but that
doesn’t make us failures. The day we become failures is the day we give up. Only
then can we be called failures. As long as we keep trying we are not failures. OK,
so when is failure, really failure? I love those stories you read about people who
suffered setback after setback and didn’t give up and finally made it.
K Take the young boy who was born with so many physical problems. He had to
wear silk pajamas because he was allergic to linen. And the other kids made fun
of him for it. He sat the sixth grade and failed. He was sent to a boarding school
where he would run into the woods and hide because the other boys teased him
about his funny body and big head. One day the principal sent home a note to
his father that said, “This young man shows a conspicuous lack of success.” Years
later Sir Winston Churchill would wave that letter when, at age 70, he became
the leader that saved the British Empire from Nazi Germany. Winston Churchill
was considered to be a total failure until the early part of his 70’s.
K Or maybe the young man who was a student at the University of Berne in
Switzerland who turned in his doctoral dissertation to the committee in charge of
such awards only to have it returned to him with the words scrawled across the
top, “This thesis is irrelevant and fanciful.” And so Albert Einstein took his
dissertation somewhere else.
K His music teacher told Beethoven that he would be hopeless as a composer.
K Walt Disney was fired from his job as a newspaper reporter because the editor
thought he had no imagination.
K There was a mother in rural Iowa who got a visit from the principal of the school
to tell her that her little boy was never going to be much as a student, that he
just didn’t have the intellect and it would be better for everybody if she would
withdraw him and put him to work on the farm. The mother said no. And every
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day after school she would sit down with him and go over and over his lessons
and homework until he got it. Later on he wrote the words: “When everyone else
is quitting on a problem that is the time to begin.” Thomas A. Edison.

SO WHAT SHOULD WE DO WITH FAILURE?
1. LEARN TO MAKE GOD A PART OF OUR FAILURES
Failure is a part of our Christian experience, so bring God in on them. Receive our
failures like God is the one giving them to us. I’m not saying God makes us fail; we
do that pretty well on our own. I am saying when we do fail, invite God into the
middle of it. Philippians 3:8, “More than that, I count all things to be a failure
in view of the surpassing value of knowing Christ Jesus my Lord.” When we
put God in the process, we get to put our failures in their proper perspective.
Because in God’s way of doing things, there is no such thing as failure, only forced
growth. Failure forces us to think past the here and now.
2. LEARN TO GROW FROM OUR FAILURES.
Philippians 3:10: “ … that I may know Him, and the power of His resurrection
and the fellowship of His sufferings, being conformed to His death.” Failures
help us to understand the fellowship of suffering. Success is built on a mountain of
failures. Erma Bombeck, the writer who passed away a few years ago, was invited
to a banquet celebrating success in the market place. The room was full of highly
successful people. She went because she wanted to know what highly successful
people talked about. And as she table-hopped she realized that everybody had the
same thing to say. It was how they had used their failures as a springboard to learn
from. You see, God has lessons to teach us and the best we can do is accept them
as gifts of his grace.
3. LEARN TO FORGET OUR FAILURES.
The problem with failure is that it keeps us awake at night chewing on us and we can’t
seem to get past it. Philippians 3:13: “Brethren, I do not regard myself as
having laid hold of it yet; but one thing I do: forgetting what lies behind and
reaching forward to what lies ahead, I press on to the goal.” Paul says the
secret to getting where we want to be is to forget the failures of the past. For most
of us, our failures imprison us, they rob our hope and our confidence and they make
us want to give up. The antidote is to see God in the middle of the failure, learn from
them and then move on.
TURN FAILURE TO SUCCESS
But the story that we started with doesn’t end with “and they caught no fish.” Jesus
was standing on the shore and he asked them if they’d caught anything and they
said, “We’ve tried and we’ve failed.” So he told them to put down their nets on the
other side of the boat. And they did, and you know what happened. The nets were
so full they almost didn’t get them back into the boat. Which leads me to ask, “Where
is Jesus when we fail?” Well, he’s right there on the shore. And when our life story
is written, there won’t be any failures, only the gentle hand of God refining us, and
guiding us because it is in failure that God does his finest work in the hearts of
people.
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Coming Events
Saturday Evening Meetings
at Stretford.
To be held in the Green Hut,
538 Kings Road, Stretford, Manchester.
Each meeting will start at 7.00 pm and
will consist of:
A Gospel Topic, followed by
Light refreshments, concluding with
Open Discussion.
Dates and speakers:
22nd September 2007
Mark Hill, Loughborough
20th October 2007
Ernest Makin, Wigan.
________________

EUROPEAN CHRISTIAN
WORKSHOP
Thursday 30th August to Saturday
1st September 2007
We are pleased to announce that we
will be holding our Second European
Christian Workshop at Lancaster
University.

The Theme will be:
Growing Strong Hearts
And
Strong Churches
Last year we had 53 people from 11
countries and they enjoyed the
experience.
DON’T MISS OUT!!
The speakers that have been
confirmed so far are:
John Mooney (UK),
Vince O’Donovan (UK),
Jason Sneathen (UK),
Alexander Malirrytos (Greece),
Randy Lowery (USA),
Terry Briley (USA).
We are also planning to hold
Ladies’ Classes as well.
Early Bird Offer: The fee will be
£95 if you book before 30th April.
After this the fee will be £105.
If you want further information then
please contact:
Stephen Woodcock – (01942) 211479
Or E-mail:
stephen.woodcock@hotmail.co.uk
LOOKING FORWARD TO SEEING
YOU THERE
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“Let us run with perseverance the race that is set before us looking
unto Jesus the pioneer and perfecter of our faith”

BE INSPIRED…
“But the word of God is not fettered.”
Paul, the apostle, was in prison when he wrote those words to Timothy, his young protégé in
the faith. It came as part of a letter that Paul wrote to him that was designed to bolster and
strengthen Timothy’s faith and to remind him of the real blessings of his relationship with Christ.
“Do not be ashamed of testifying to our Lord”; “Follow the pattern of sound words I have taught
you.” “Guard the truth that has been entrusted to you.” “Be strong in the grace that is in Christ
Jesus.” All words that Paul uses in recognition of the wonderful truths that he had embraced
during his work of ministry for Jesus and that he was determined to pass on to Timothy.
We live in a society where it sometimes seems that if a switch could be thrown and all reference
to Christian principles abandoned, the majority of people would be happy. That those principles
of living that Jesus taught us that perhaps, just sometimes, gnaw at the conscience, could be
put back into the box and forgotten, never to trouble people again.
But thankfully Jesus and his gospel quite simply won’t go away. In terms of eternity to speak
of 2000 years of witness being a long time is a nonsense, but the reality is that 2000 years after
the death of Jesus a significant body of people are still determined to carry the torch and
express their love for, and commitment to, God and His Christ. Sometimes it doesn’t seem this
way, and in some societies it is at the expense of enormous personal danger and physical
threat, but the gospel, the word of God, is not fettered. Paul was in prison sure enough; he was
trussed up and restrained like a criminal; his personal liberty to preach the gospel was
impaired; but he still retained a massive determination to make sure that the message of saving
grace was put before those who needed to hear it, and reinforced to those who had already
accepted the gospel and needed to remain faithful. “Therefore I endure everything for the sake
of the elect, that they may obtain salvation in Christ Jesus with its eternal glory.”
Through our determination to work together with, and support, our fellow Christians, and in our
attempts to bring others under the sound of the gospel and into the family God, we too can play
our part in keeping alive the gospel of redeeming love, so that even today in a skeptical and
irreligious society, it can be truly said: “But the word of God is not fettered.”
Contents: 1 - Inspired; 2 - Genesis 4; 4 - Assurance to the Romans; 7 - The Early Church;
10 - Understanding the Seasons of Life; 13 - Josiah; 15 - News & Info.

STUDIES IN GENESIS 4
- THE FLOOD
(Ian S Davidson, Motherwell)
The flood is an unforgettable event in the history of the
world. In all, it lasted 371 days. Indeed, a number of
writers see the flood and the incarnation as the two most
outstanding events of Divine interposition in the affairs
of the world. I think they are right.

NOAH
Noah is no fictional character. Jesus believed in him
(Matthew 24: 37,38). So did Peter (I Peter 3:20; 2 Peter 2:5) and the Hebrew writer
(11:7). Both Jesus and Peter also refer to the flood (Matthew 24: 38,39; I Peter 3:
20,21; 2 Peter 2:5 & 3: 5,6). We read: “But Noah found grace in the eyes of the
Lord” (Genesis 6:8) and “Noah was a just man and perfect in his generations, and
Noah walked with God (6: 9b). The Hebrew word for “grace” is chen and for “just”
it is tsaddiq. This is the first time these words are used in the Old Testament and
they are used of Noah.
Noah saved himself and his family by building an ark. He saved a lot of animals too.
He tried to save a lot more of his fellow human beings, but to no avail. Peter clearly
reveals that he was “a preacher of righteousness” (2 Peter 2: 5). All Noah’s pleas fell
on deaf ears. And no wonder, because we read that “the wickedness of man was
great in the earth, and that every imagination of the thoughts of his heart was only
evil continually” (Genesis 6:5). In other words, the people then had no time for
goodness. They were bad all the way and all the time. Truly, they deserved the
punishment God brought upon them.

THE ARK
The ark was like a floating barge. It was approximately 438 feet long, 73 feet wide
and over 43 feet high.
Therefore, the total volumetric capacity of the ark was
1,400,000 cubic feet, which places it well within the category of fairly large oceangoing vessels today. There is no doubt that there was room for, say, 75,000 land
animals (large animals probably represented by young) and approximately 1,000,000
insects. It could well be that many of the creatures on entering the ark “settled down
for a year-long ‘sleep’ in their respective ‘nests’ in the Ark” (Morris). In short, Noah
and his family had a floating zoo with them. It must have been quite an experience
for all the family.
I much admire the writings of John C. Whitcomb. In his book The Early Earth he
writes: “The enormous size of this flat-bottomed, square-sided barge really settles
the question of whether the Book of Genesis intends to teach the concept of a
universal Flood; for such a structure would not have been needed for saving animals
through a localized flood situation. In fact, there would have been no need for an ark
at all, for Noah’s family (to say nothing of the animals) could easily have been
directed by God to migrate to some region unaffected by a local flood. Since God
does not give men commands that are foolish and unnecessary, we may be sure that
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the ark was essential for the survival of air-breathing creatures through this great,
year-long catastrophe”. (Whitcomb, together with his colleague, Henry M. Morris,
were the authors of the famous work The Genesis Flood, which was first published in
1961 and has hardly been out of print since. I personally have read it through
countless times. It is a book that truly changed my thinking on geology.)

GEOLOGY
The geological implications from the universal flood are enormous. The flood caused
tremendous erosion from rainfall; enlarged ocean basins; volcanic and seismic
upheavals; unprecedented sedimentary activity; and the formation of fossils. All this
is in contrast to the so-called Geological Time Table taught by many scientists today.
They teach the Archeozoic, Proterozoic, Paleozoic, Mesozoic and Cenozoic eras; and
periods such as the Cambrian, Silurian, Devonian, Triassic, Jurassic, Cretaceous,
Tertiary and Quaternary. They supposedly cover the period 1,800,000,000 years ago
to 25,000 years ago. So we see that Flood Geology and Uniformitarian Geology differ
completely. “The Biblical doctrine of the Flood cannot be harmonised with the
uniformitarian theories of geology” (Whitcomb and Morris).
I met a gentleman recently who is studying geology at Aberdeen University in
Scotland. He is being taught the usual uniformitarian stuff. I know some people who
have lost their faith as a result of their being subject to the indoctrination of
uniformitarianism and evolution. Tragically, these subjects are taught in the name
of “science”. There is nothing scientific at all about these theories. They are the
atheist’s way of trying to explain the existence of all things. Both of them are false
and deserve rejection by all good Bible-believers.

POPULATION
It is difficult to estimate the population of the earth at the time of the Flood.
However, it has been conservatively estimated that the figure was not less than 1.03
billion. The number is based on a supposed population growth in the antediluvian
world of less than 1.5% per annum. The figure is conservative because the present
rate of world population increase is approximately 2 per cent per annum. Dear
reader, think of all those people being washed away in the Flood and the few (eight
souls), who survived because of the grace of God and the grace of His servant Noah.

A DIFFICULT PASSAGE
We read: “For Christ also has once suffered for sins, the just for the unjust, that He
might bring us to God, being put to death in the flesh, but made alive in the Spirit:
by which also He went and preached unto the spirits in prison; which sometime were
disobedient, when once the long-suffering of God waited in the days of Noah, while
the ark was a preparing, wherein few, that is, eight souls, were saved by water. The
like figure whereunto even baptism also now saves us…” (I Peter 3:18-21a). The way
I see this is this. God did not give these people a second chance. In other words,
Jesus did not preach to them when He Himself went to Hades. But God did preach
to them when they were alive – through Noah. Their spirits are now subject to
imprisonment. They are in that section of Hades, if you like, reserved for the wicked.
The departed righteous ones are in paradise or Abraham’s bosom and there is a great
gulf between them and the wicked (Luke 16: 19-31). Remember, “It is appointed
unto man once to die and after this the judgement…” (Hebrews 9: 27).
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ASSURANCE IN THE LETTER
TO THE ROMANS
(Frank Worgan, Corby)

It is true that all the letters in the N.T. were written under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit. It
is also true that they vary a great deal both in their tones and in what they teach. You need
only think of the difference between Paul’s letters to the troubled, problem-ridden Church in
Corinth, and the intimate, gentle tone of his letter to Philemon concerning the converted
runaway slave Onesimus.
All of the letters are important and have something important to teach us, but I suggest that,
if there is one letter which is more powerful than the rest it must be Paul’s letter to the Romans,
not merely because it is the longest letter in the New Testament, with 16 chapters comprising
433 vv. - (1st Corinthians also has 16 chapters but is 17 verses shorter) - but because the
theme which runs through it is the problem of sin and the manner in which the grace of God
has dealt with it.
¢ In Chapter 1, after his opening personal greetings, Paul declares that the Gentile world has
fallen into sin and has even denied the evidence of God’s very existence, thus bringing it
under His judgment and condemnation.
¢ In Chapter 2, he points out the unpalatable fact, that the Jewish world is no better than the
Gentile, because, although it possessed the law of God, it did not keep the law.
¢ In Chapter 3, he therefore concludes that ‘there is therefore no difference’ between Jew and
Gentiles, “all are under sin”, because, “all have sinned and come short of the glory
of God.”
¢ In Chapter 4, he continues to expand this theme, pointing out that it is impossible for Man
to free himself from the guilt of sin. He cannot work his way out, and he cannot merit
forgiveness. Forgiveness has to come through faith in the Grace of God.
¢ Chapter 5 then opens with the well-known statement: “Therefore, being justified by
faith we have peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ”, and,
¢ In Chapter 6, he describes the change that occurs when we become Christians: “You were
the servants of sin, but you obeyed from the heart the form of doctrine that was
delivered to you, and, being made free from sin, you became the servants of
righteousness”.
¢ Chapter 7 describes the experience of a man who is held in the power of sin and, in verse
24 he finally exclaims, “O wretched man that I am! Who shall deliver me from the
body of this death? I thank God through Jesus Christ our Lord”.
We then come to what I believe is one of the most important statements in this letter – perhaps
the most important in any of the letters - because it expresses the joy that we experience as
Christians, and the assurance and confidence that we have in the knowledge that our sins are
forgiven because we have entered into a right relationship with God through what Jesus has
done for us.

Chapter 8:1-2
“There is therefore now no condemnation, for those who are in Christ Jesus, who
walk, not after the flesh, but after the Spirit, for the Law of the Spirit of life in Christ
has made me free from the law of sin and death.”
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The grand message these verses contain is the message that, as a child of God, your future is
secure and you possess the Assurance of Salvation.

Important Words
There are certain words in this statement, which need to be examined and emphasised: words
that should be weighed: words to savour, in fact.
“There is THEREFORE… NOW… NO CONDEMNATION… FOR THOSE WHO ARE IN
CHRIST JESUS…”
These then are the words:

•
•
•
•

THEREFORE
NOW!
NO CONDEMNATION.
FOR THOSE IN CHRIST JESUS.

1st Notice the ‘Therefore’
Whenever in the scriptures you come across the word “therefore”, there is always a
“Wherefore”. There is always a reason. Whilst “Therefore” announces a conclusion,
“Wherefore” announces a consequence. It tells you why that conclusion has been reached.
Remember that in chapter 7, Paul has been discussing the problem we all face, that is, the
problem of sin and its effects, and he makes that well-known statement in v.21: “When I
want to do good, evil is present in me.” Almost the entire 7th chapter is painful to read
because it reveals the terrible hold that sin has on every one of us. Paul even expresses what
was his personal experience when he recognized himself to be a sinner, and he reveals the
depth of his agony when, in v.24, he cries; “O wretched man that I am! Who shall deliver
me...?”
To expose the consequences of sin in our lives he uses a very graphic, horrifying illustration.
It is an illustration that relates to a gruesome ancient practice with which his Roman readers
were no doubt familiar. At one period in history, the corpse of a murderer’s victim was tied to
the guilty individual so that he had to drag the dead body around with him as both a constant
reminder of, and witnessed to, his crime.
In other words, the criminal was compelled to carry his guilt wherever he went because he
could never escape from the rotting, foul-smelling corpse to which he was tied! Obviously, this
was an exhausting and draining punishment! In fact, the word ‘wretched’ is the Greek word
‘talaiporos’, which describes someone who is exhausted through hard labour, so that what we
have here is a cry of anguish; a wail of agony. Literally translated the text exclaims, “Wretched
man, I!”
The Divinely–provided Solution
But then, in verse 25, Paul reveals the solution. The agony turns to joy. “I thank God
through Jesus Christ our Lord! And this is where the word ‘Therefore’ comes in!
Let me say that I think it is a great pity that the translators started a new chapter at that point,
because the statement should have continued without interruption – without a break. Leave
out the heading “Chapter 8” and read the letter as Paul wrote it. “I thank God through Jesus
Christ our Lord. There is therefore now no condemnation to those who are in Christ
Jesus, who walk not after the flesh but after the Spirit.”

2nd Notice that word ‘Condemnation’
“No condemnation.” The two words mean “no penal servitude”. No sentence to be served.
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If you look at vv 33-34 of the same 8th chapter – and you really should! – you will see that
Paul simply cannot let go of this glorious fact: “Who shall lay anything to charge of God’s
elect? He is talking about you and me! We are God’s elect!
But now listen carefully, because he then asks a rhetorical question – and you know that a
rhetorical question is a question, which needs no answer, because the answer is obvious!
‘Shall God – who justifies?’ Then: ‘Who shall condemn? Christ – Who died? – Who
rose again and is now at the right hand of God making intercession for us?’
Do you understand what Paul is saying? This question – which is really a statement – says:
When GOD justifies us, who can lay any charge again us? And if He does not accuse us who
will dare to accuse us? Certainly not the Lord Jesus, Who died for us; Who also rose from the
dead, and Who is even NOW at the right hand of God as our Intercessor!

3rd Ah! That word ‘Now’!
This is emphatic! Positive! Notice the use of the present tense! Paul is not talking of something
that will happen sometime in the future! Or, ‘in the sweet by and by!’ as the old hymn says!
He is talking about something, which is the present experience and possession of every child
of God – every Christian. He is speaking about the fact that there is, at this very moment Right NOW - no sentence to be served by us, because, through the sacrifice and mediation of
the Lord Jesus, we know that our sins are forgiven and we are justified before God and by God.
In a word: No-one can lay any charge against us, because God Himself justifies us. And no one
can condemn us, because Jesus has died for us. And the Result? Look at v.37 of the same
chapter: “In all these things we are more than conquerors - (‘over, over comers’, is what
the text says), - through the One who loves us”. And, therefore: “I am convinced that
neither life nor death nor angels, nor principalities, nor powers, nor things present
nor things to come… Shall be able to separate us from the love of God, which is in
Christ Jesus our Lord.”

4th And who possesses this Assurance?
Paul writes: “Those who are in Christ Jesus”. How do we get into Christ Jesus? Well, listen
again to Paul when he writes to the Christians in Galatia, recorded in Gal: 3: 26-27: “We are
all the children of God by faith, in Christ Jesus, for as many as have been baptized
into Christ have put on Christ”.
This often quoted – and misunderstood – statement declares that it is those who have come
to be ‘in Christ Jesus’, according to the principle of faith, who are the children of God, and they
are the ones who receive the blessings. It does not teach that people become children of God
‘by having faith in Christ Jesus’. It locates Sonship with God. It declares that this relationship
is enjoyed by those whose faith has led them to ‘put on Christ’ – which means much more than
claiming to believe in Him. And how do we put on Christ? “For as many – (no more and no
fewer) - as have been baptized into Christ have put on Christ”.
Let us rejoice in the knowledge that God has “blessed us with every spiritual
blessing in Christ.” Eph.1:3. And: “In Him we have redemption through His
blood, even the forgiveness of sins.” Col.1:14.
But remember, also, how Romans 8:1 continues. Here is the one essential and logical
conclusion: “who walk, not after the flesh, but after the Spirit.”
So long as we walk ‘in Him’, our salvation is guaranteed and out assurance is secure.
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INFLUENCES ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF
CHRISTIANITY IN THE FIRST CENTURY
(John H Diggle (Nottingham)

STUDY 3 – THE CLASH BETWEEN JEWISH
& GREEK CULTURES
“Jews demand miraculous signs and Greeks look for wisdom.”
Paul was generalising of course but accurately so in terms of what was widely known to
be characteristic of these two ethnic groups. In fact since Greece was essentially a
federation of city and nation states, the term ‘Greek’ itself is something of a
generalisation. Spartans, Athenians and Achaeans had distinct identities of their own and
in some respects differed considerably from one another. For a considerable time the
history of Greece had been one of internecine conflict and the fact of the coming together
of such disparate cultures to become a single, identifiable and predominant force across
the wider world, is one of the greater triumphs of unity in diversity.

Cultural overview
We have seen in the first article in this series how Rome sufficiently admired the
structures, culture and thinking of the Greeks that she were only too willing to incorporate
them into those of her own empire when she succeeded Greece as the world’s superpower,
rather than obliterate them. If Rome was the resultant empire’s might and muscle, its
mind was still largely Greek.
Politics, democracy, philosophy and wisdom are not merely words of Greek origin in an
etymological sense, but in that of conception too. Similarly, though the Greeks cannot be
said to have invented logic, they were certainly at the forefront in developing coherent
systems of synthesis and analysis.
It never was the purpose of these articles to be any kind of text on the strengths and
weaknesses of the classical world, however. The object is to reflect upon those aspects of
the predominant background that impinged on the development and progress of the early
Church.
Without proposing any implication at all that the Jews were intellectually challenged, it
was nevertheless the case that they were far less inclined to view religious matters in
intellectual or philosophical terms than their Greek, or Greek-influenced peers. Nor is this
simply a question of their relative inclinations towards mental athleticism. To the Greek
way of thinking, matters of practical morals and ethics were to be derived from first
principles, by process of logical deduction; a process that regularly began with speculative
hypothesis and, via analysis and synthesis, was developed into a formal argument in
favour of a particular course of conduct.
Jews generally took their moral and ethical direction from revelation, at least in theory, if
not consistently in practice. They attributed inspiration to the movement of the Spirit of
God and regarded it as carrying dynamic effect, on the basis of the words written in
Genesis, “God said let there be… and it was so”.
In so far as Greeks were prepared to attribute inspiration to any source other than their
own intellectual brilliance, it would be to the stirring of the various fates, furies, muses
and demigods, depending on which sphere of thought was under consideration.
Consequently it came rather more readily to Jews than to Greeks to acknowledge the
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authoritative validity of scripture and, unsurprisingly, this was at least a potential arena
in which they might be expected clash.
At different stages of the Church’s development it is evident from the New Testament that
we must consider three different types of congregation – those that were entirely
composed of converts from Judaism, those that were predominantly Gentile and those
that were mixed in a variety of proportions. Jerusalem, Corinth and Rome are respective
examples of each category. In addition to that, it increasingly became the case that the
attention and allegiance of individual congregations was competed for, between factions,
within and without, who sought to draw them, to their own credit, into the sphere of their
influence and particular brand of spirituality. This was a dangerous and threatening
development not only to unity but also to that concentration on faith in Christ that is its
only legitimate foundation.
In its most sinister form then the clash between Jewish and Greek culture resulted in
much more far-reaching consequences than the local spat between Grecian and Hebraic
Jews recorded in Acts 6.
You may be beginning to feel that this material has, so far, been too remote from that
which is a matter of scriptural record for your taste, but bear with me if you will because
the implications of it proved to be profound, not only in the short or medium term, but
for the Church of the second, third and subsequent centuries, right up to, and including,
our own times.
Competitiveness for the attention, acknowledgement and influence over congregations
had a tendency to push those who sought them to extremes of both rigidity and
forcefulness of application in their teaching. It should be said that this was rather truer of
Jewish than Greek culture, the latter taking not inconsiderable pleasure from the process
of debate rather than arrival at any definite conclusion. Those Jews who loved to argue
over fine legalistic points found a willing ally however in those Greeks who just loved to
argue, whatever the topic. The letters to the Colossians, Timothy and Titus all contain
references to this perception, that greater holiness and spirituality, or at least the
reputation for them, could be won out of picking ever finer nits.

Alliances against Christianity
It frequently became the case, as has been mentioned in the previous article that there
was a significant willingness to set aside differences between themselves, for the sake of
the formation of a more potent alliance against orthodox, pure gospel, Christianity. It is
intended that Gnosticism should be the subject of a future contribution to this series and,
as a form of teaching that had enormous repercussions for the “faith once for all delivered
to the saints”, it is worth noting that it was in this very form of odd alliance that it made
its first inroads into the consciousness of believers.
Since it raised enormous doubts and objections to the truth of Christ’s deity, a concept
that large numbers of Jews also continued to have a vested interest in denying, it is
possible to see how that encouraged the adoption of common ground for that common
end, even though in most other respects there was little similarity of purpose between
them. Although it was not only Greeks who were Gnostics, it became the force to be
reckoned with that it did become, very much as the result of the Greek style of thought
and logic described above.
Since it was largely in an effort to counter the influence of this Gnostic form of false
teaching that John set down the factual record of God’s truth both in his gospel and
epistles, and that Paul wrote Colossians and part of the letters to Timothy, a significant
proportion of the New Testament is coloured by this background and thus merits the kind
of attention being given to it here, and to be given later.
Clashes then were not the only form in which relationships between Jewish and Greek
culture affected the early Church. This example of making of common cause against it was
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in some instances an even greater threat.

Paul debates the resurrection
It would be a far from adequate treatment of this topic though to neglect reference to
what was perhaps the most public of clashes between these two styles of thinking as they
apply to spiritual and religious questions; I refer to the incident reported by Luke in Acts
17 between Paul and the Aeropagites inflamed largely because Paul “preached Jesus and
the Resurrection”. Once again this proves an instance in which rival groups of
philosophers, Epicureans and Stoics, turned their mutual fire on a common opponent.
The purpose of assembly at the Areopagus, Mars Hill, named for the god of war and
standing directly beneath the temple of Athena was chiefly indulgence in gossip and the
pleasures of intellectual debate. It was a talking shop in other words, possibly somewhat
similar to Hyde Park Corner, as a nursery for pocket philosophers and embryonic orators.
Taken there by those with whom he had begun to dispute in the market place, Paul used
the opportunity as one for preaching the gospel. In the course of his lesson he wisely
connected what he had to say with what he had learned of his audience by observation
and previous knowledge.
Greeks were renowned for the multiplicity of their gods, but, in common with the great
majority of non-Christian religions, the relationship between man and god was one of
almost craven fear. That is reflected in Paul’s comment about the altar to the unknown
god, against whose possible wrath they looked to protect themselves in case the deity had
been unintentionally slighted for lack of a named shrine in its honour. Being very religious,
and there is no hint that Paul was being at all sarcastic in saying as much to them, still
amounted to little more than rather primitive superstition on their part. Again like the
majority of non-Christian religions, they attributed what they were otherwise incapable of
understanding, to the activities of gods whom they cultivated for the purposes of
maintaining some semblance of contact between themselves and that which determined
the course of life. Being a society that depended on agriculture and military might for its
success, it should come as no surprise to learn that the majority of their gods were those
who superintended the forces of climatic conditions and warfare.
There are not a few commentators who have expressed the opinion that this was not
Paul’s finest hour as a preacher; that he chose the wrong ground and the wrong style of
presentation in locking philosophising horns with those better equipped for such debate
than him. In my view, that is wholly unjustified criticism. In fact, the very opposite of the
truth of the matter. It was the narrowness of their philosophy that meant there was an
inability to find space within it for handling the notion of resurrection from the dead.
Notice that this was a difficulty faced by some at Corinth too (see 1 Corinthians 15:12)
On this occasion, as on many others, Paul showed himself to be a model of sticking to the
point, the truth that is the gospel of Jesus Christ, rather than wrangling over
inconsequential points with those whose agenda seldom included arrival at any definite or
binding conclusions. May that not be a lesson that we could do well to learn from him? In
that light, the words of 1 Corinthians 15:13ff may well have even greater significance for
the determination of what and how we preach than we already knew it to have - “For
what I received I passed on to you as of first importance: that Christ died for our
sins according to the scriptures, the He was buried, that He was raised on the
third day according to the scriptures and that He appeared to Peter and then to
the twelve.”
Go head to head with the philosophers if you want to; mix it with the evolutionists if you
must; but if you are to be advised by Paul, it would probably be best to head quickly for
the empty tomb. Dionysius the Areopagite was convinced, along with a few others, and I
tend to believe that there are still a few of his kind out there, even in our own hard-bitten
times, who need to hear the HE IS RISEN.
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Lesson 7 - The Season of Waiting
(David Yasko, USA)
We finish our series on Growing Through The Seasons Of Life with the Season
Of Waiting. “Have you ever felt like you were playing phone tag with God?” You
know, you’ve made the call and left a message on his machine but you wonder if He
is going to get back with you? There have been times where I felt like I was trying
to wade through God’s voice mail system. “If you want a new job: press 1. If you
want better kids: press 2.” Have you ever had your eye on something; maybe it’s a
new car, or a job or a husband or wife. And we’re just not in the position to go out
and get it. And we’re praying about it, and God, in his wisdom hasn’t said yes or no.
God, in his wisdom has said, “wait.” And that’s why the season of waiting is so
difficult. Because it goes against what we think is best for us. So how do we handle
it and grow when God puts us in the season of waiting.
WHY DOES GOD MAKE US WAIT?
I think that’s a legitimate question. If God could create the world in six days, why
do I have to wait 6 months to get a job? Doesn’t that make sense? If God can do
it all immediately, why do we have to wait? I think it’s because of what waiting does
to us. Something happens inside of us when we wait and God’s uses that as a great
tool for growth. In fact, let me show you three things waiting does in our lives:
• WAITING RENEWS OUR STRENGTH.
Isaiah 40:31: “But they that wait upon the Lord shall renew their
strength. They shall mount up with wings like eagles; they shall run and
not be weary; they shall walk and not faint.” Have you ever run out of gas
emotionally? Waiting is one of the ways God refills our tank. How would you like
to run and not be weary? I’d just like to be able to run. How would you like to
be able to walk and not wear out? How would you like to do things you never
thought you could do? Waiting forces us to stop so we can do that. We were
made to have seasons of waiting so we could recharge.
• WAITING REFINES OUR CHARACTER.
Romans 5:3-4: “We can rejoice, too, when we run into problems and
trials, for we know that they are good for us — they help us learn to be
patient. And patience develops strength of character in us.” God uses a
formula to do this. We have problems so we can learn patience and so that we
can develop character. When problems come and when we respond with patience,
God responds with strength of character. If we understand waiting like we should
then we’ll see God made the season to develop the positive side of our lives. So
why wait? Because God loves us enough to want to develop us, not just give us
what we want.
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• WAITING REFOCUSES OUR PURPOSE.
James 5:11: “You have heard about Job’s patience, and you know the
Lord’s purpose for him in the end.” Job was the gold medallist in the sport of
waiting and his records still haven’t been broken. On the other side of patience
is purpose. After Job waited through those terrible times in his life, he found more
blessing and purpose than he had ever had before. This makes sense. If God is
going to help us better the direction in our life, first he’s got to get us to stop.
After he’s stopped us he can get us going in a better direction so we can take
advantage of the better blessings he has in mind for us.
The problem is: We want what we want when we want it. But God doesn’t give us
what we want when we want it. In the Old Testament there was a woman named
Hannah who waited for children. The difficult thing about this was that her husband
had another wife named Peninnah (Pen-eye-nah) who had children. And Peninnah
wasn’t very kind to Hannah. The Bible says that she “made Hanna cry so hard she
couldn’t eat.” I have never been that upset. Now, how would that make you feel?
You can’t have children but your husband’s other wife would look at you and say,
“What about you Hannah, look at what I have and look at what you don’t have.” And
this went on year after year. Peninnah had more children; Hannah had none. And
Hannah would go to the temple and beg God to send children in her life. And she
waited and waited and waited. And one day God answered her prayer and sent her
a son.
Now let me tell you something interesting. The Bible doesn’t tell us the name of any
of Peninnah’s children. We do know the name of Hannah’s son. It was Samuel.
Samuel became the great priest of God who told Saul and David, “You are going to
be the next king of Israel.” Now, why did God make Hannah wait? Because while
she was waiting, her life was developing. She was developing patience. She was
developing a prayer life. She was developing a trust in God. And it is obvious by
looking at Samuel that Hannah passed down her traits. So to develop a Samuel,
whom Israel needed so badly, God had to first develop a Hannah and he developed
her through the season of waiting. She had to wait for the best. Sometimes we have
to wait for the best. And we love to say that to our kids but don’t we hate it when
God says it to us. But it’s true. Now, I’m sure some of us are thinking, “Wait a
minute. I’ve been waiting a long time and none of those things have happened to
me.” Well, how we wait is just as important as waiting. So it’s not just waiting, it’s
how we wait. HOW CAN I GROW THROUGH A SEASON OF WAITING?
The truth is we haven’t learned how to live until we’ve learned how to wait. Let’s face
it, we spend a lot of time in life’s waiting room, so why not make the best of it and
learn how to profit from it. Let me give just three simple ways to profit from the
season of waiting:

1 LEARN TO WAIT FOR THE LORD.
Isaiah 49:23:
“Those who wait for me will never be ashamed.” Isn’t that a great
verse! Let me ask a question. When we wait, are we waiting for the Lord or are we
waiting for the answer? Now let’s think this through because it’s incredibly important.
The Bible says, “Wait for the Lord.” We tend to wait for the answer. We’ve tried
everything else, haven’t we? So we might as well talk to God about it. Well, the Bible
gets personal and says, “Don’t wait for answers; wait for God.” And that means to
make our waiting less goal oriented and more God oriented. That opens us up to see
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the big picture because God has bigger plans for us than we could ever dream of. Do
you think Hannah realized what God was saving her for? Her son saved Israel. That’s
why our season of waiting is our greatest opportunity to really develop a deep trust
in God. Look at Isaiah 64:4: “Since ancient times no one has heard, no ear has
perceived, no eye has seen any God like ours, who acts on behalf of those
who wait for him.” So the secret isn’t to wait on the answer, it’s to wait on God to
act on our behalf. And while we’re waiting, God is working.
Now sometimes we get it in the wrong order, where we are working and God is
waiting on us to slow down. That’s what trust is all about. We need to learn how to
wait in another language. In English, the word wait means stop; in Hebrew, the word
wait means trust. Psalm 37:7: “Wait and trust the Lord. Don’t be upset when
others get rich or when someone else’s plans succeed.” Can you relate to that
verse? I can. Here I am waiting on God to bless me and he’s ignored me and given
them what I was asking for. And I start thinking, “God, there must be a mistake. I
am obviously more spiritual than they are. I just want this one little thing, and they
got it.” And it messes with your mind, doesn’t it? The Bible says, “Don’t worry about
them.” One of the biggest things that occurs to make us stop waiting on God is when
other people get what we want. So don’t worry about what they get. And then learn
to wait on the Lord and not on the answer.

2 LEARN TO WAIT IN A GROUP.
We are not alone when we wait. And isn’t there a big difference between waiting
alone and waiting with a group of people we love. You see, you can be in a crowd
and be miserable. Recently I flew to Indiana to hold a series of meetings and when
I got to Intercontinental, lined up at my gate was the entire Kingwood Intermediate
School Marching Band and Drill Team, about 120 of them, all hyped up. I want you
to know, that was a long flight. Nothing against Junior High kids, but there are some
crowds we can get in that make waiting 2 hours seem like you’ve been there 2 weeks.
The group I want to wait with is full of people who love what I love; dream what I
dream; and who’ve been where I am. Because they make the time fly by.
Now, there are a couple of groups we wait with. One of them is found in the Bible.
The Bible is crowded with people who knew the secret of waiting on the Lord.
• From Abraham, in the Old Testament, who waited for a son (Isaac), To
Zechariah, in the New Testament, who waited for a son (John the Baptist).
• From Genesis, where you read about Noah who waited for a flood, to
Revelation, where you read about John who was exiled to and island called
Patmos who was waiting for a revelation.
They’re in there. Paul, Nehemiah, Daniel, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Joseph, Mary, Peter,
Ezra, David, Elijah, Aaron, Adam, Esther, Ruth, Hannah, Hosea, Gideon, John the
Baptist, Sara, Leah, Martha, Lazarus (he waited in a tomb for four days, that was
some kind of waiting.) Joshua, Samuel, Caleb, Naaman, Job. Now, we may be
thinking, “well, that was Abraham and he was this great man of faith.” In fact,
Hebrews 6:15 says: “And so after waiting patiently, Abraham received what
was promised.” God said, ‘You’re going to have a son.’ And Abraham had to wait
25 years for that son to be born and while he was waiting, he struggled. He said,
‘God, I don’t see any son being born here, let’s make it easy and just transfer the
title you wanted me to have to my nephew.’ God said, ‘No, wait.’ Once, when God
renewed his promise to Abraham and Sarah, they just laughed. Then there was the
time Abraham decided he was going to take matters into his own hands and had a
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son by another woman. But that wasn’t the son God wanted. So he had to wait.
And when you read the New Testament you read about this great example of faith
and patience, Abraham who waited patiently on God. That tells me it must be OK to
struggle while I wait.
We are going to have stumblings but the real test is did we trust God through to the
end. Abraham kept coming back to God and that made the difference. Faith and fail
start with the same three letters. The difference is in the ending. And when it comes
to faith and waiting, the ending is what matters. If you’re struggling in your wait, let
me welcome you to our club. The difference is the group we wait with. Hebrews
12:1: Since we have such a huge crowd of men of faith watching us let us
run with patience the particular race that God has set before us.” Remember
that list of names I just read out. They’re up in heaven pulling for us to keep on
running with patience so we can develop like they did. That’s a good crowd to be
with. There’s another group we wait with. Us right here, waiting together. Our task:
1 Thessalonians 5:11 describes it as, “Encouraging and building each other up.”

3 REMEMBER: GOD WAITS FOR US!
2 Peter 3:9: “The Lord is not slow in keeping his promise, as some understand
slowness. He is patient with you, not wanting anyone to perish, but
everyone to come to repentance.” One thing we can do is remind ourselves of
just how patient God is with us. God is patient with us because he wants to change
my mind and heart. If you’re like me, we tend to make the same mistakes over and
over again. And God patiently helps me grow and patiently forgives me again and
again. Here’s what God wants to do: Colossians 1:11: “God will strengthen you
with his own great power so that you will not give up when troubles come,
but you will be patient.” God wants us to grow so much he’ll give us the power
to do it. Isaiah 30:18: “The LORD longs to be gracious to you; he rises to show
you his love. Blessed are all who wait for him!” God is waiting for you to come
to him right now. He wants so badly to show his grace to us, but we’ve got to let
him. I don’t care how much we’ve blown it or ignored Him, today he waits. Please
don’t make him wait anymore.

JOSIAH AND THE
BOOK OF THE LAW
(Rosemary M Payne)

After many bad kings, Judah at last had a good one, Josiah. His arrival had been
foretold many years before (1 Kings 13:2) as one who sought to turn the nation back
to the true God (2 Kings 22:1, 2). It is inspiring to read how he had the temple
repaired in Jerusalem (2 Kings 22:5, 6) and cleared all the idols out of the land (2
Kings 23). But, alas, it was really too late. There is a hint in Jeremiah 3:10 that the
mass of the people did not genuinely repent. The punishment that was to come upon
the nation for their disobedience was only deferred during Josiah’s reign, not
cancelled (2 Kings 22:15-20), and his successors went back to idolatry (2 Kings
23:32). Finally many of the people were taken captive to Babylon as had been
foretold. Was all his work in vain?
One thing of vital importance that took place in Josiah’s time was the rediscovery of
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the Book of the Law in the temple (2 Kings 22:8). It appears to have been the first
time Josiah found out what was in this book (2 Kings 22:11). Nor was the high priest
acquainted with it, for he allowed vessels used in the worship of Baal to be in the
temple (2 Kings 23:4). So if the king and the high priest were equally ignorant of
the requirements of the Law, what chance was there that the ordinary people knew
anything of it? Moses at the end of his life had delivered these scriptures to the
Levites and elders of the nation, and ordered them to have them read to all the
people every seven years during the annual Feast of Tabernacles (Deut. 31:9-13).
This requirement had been neglected since the time of Joshua (Neh. 8:17).
Copies of the Law were evidently very rare at this time, after so many years of
idolatry. It seems likely, however, that the Samaritans also had a copy because of
the return of an Israelite priest to teach them, as related in 2 Kings 17:27, 28. The
destruction of religious books was a real possibility, for soon afterwards Josiah’s own
son Jehoiakim tried to suppress the word of the Lord as given to Jeremiah (Jer.
36:22-24) by burning the roll on which it was written, but the Lord simply told
Jeremiah to write it out again with additions (Jer. 36:28 & 32). But there are some
books mentioned in the scriptures (1 Chron. 29:29) which once existed but were
evidently not strictly necessary for God’s purposes and so he did not have them
preserved. The finding of the Law in Josiah’s time generated an interest in the
scriptures (2 Kings 23:2) and we may guess that some new copies were made during
this reign.
About twenty years after the death of Josiah the original temple of Solomon was
burned to the ground (2 Kings 25:9) and all the valuables removed to Babylon (2
Kings 25:13). It would have been a calamity if this copy of the Law as given to Moses
had still been in some forgotten corner of the temple and had been burnt in the
general destruction. How could the prophets tell the nation to observe the Law if they
had no proper record of what it contained, except for hearsay?
However, when the people went into exile they did take copies of this book, for we
read that they lived by their own law and not those of the country (Esther 3:8). Also
Ezra was a scribe in the Law of Moses, and he came from Babylon (Ezra 7:6). Those
who returned to Jerusalem had to rebuild the temple from its foundations, and they
no longer had any priest able to tell them of God’s will by the old method of consulting
the Urim and Thummim (Ezra 2:63), but they did still have their scriptures. The
Feast of Tabernacles was reinstated in the time of Nehemiah and Ezra, and the Law
of Moses was read to the congregation for seven days (Neh. 8:18). It was probably
necessary to translate it from the original Hebrew into Aramaic, which the people had
learned during their exile (Neh. 8:8).
Josiah’s reformation had not been in vain, for God had used it to bring the scriptures
out of the temple and circulate them among the ordinary people, so that Paul could
later write that it had long been customary for the Law of Moses to be read in every
synagogue in every city on every Sabbath day (Acts 15:21). The effect of this was
somewhat like the Protestant Reformation, when the people once again had the
scriptures available in their own language.
It was entirely logical for God to tell Moses and the prophets to write down His word
in books, because any message simply handed down by word of mouth becomes
changed and corrupted over time. Nor, contrary to what some claim, can we expect
the Lord to send a personal revelation to each one of us, considering how many
millions of people this would have involved all down the ages. We do not have any
original documents in the actual handwriting of the authors, and this again is a wise
provision, for unfortunately human beings have a tendency to worship relics, and the
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parchment and ink would surely have attracted misplaced veneration. They were
carefully copied, and we cannot imagine that the Lord would have overseen the
preservation of misleading works, full of “cunningly devised fables” (2 Peter 1:16)
as part of His word, when they could so easily have vanished into the rubbish pits of
antiquity.
Jesus promised that His words would survive (Matt. 24:35) as well as the old law
(Matt. 5:18), although He wrote no books Himself and it is not recorded that he told
his followers to write anything. The Holy Spirit prompted them to do so at the right
time (2 Peter 1.15). The whole story of the preservation of the New Testament, in
spite of its being burnt and banned at times, is another example of God’s care for His
word, and one can only wonder at those people who presume to sit in judgment on
the contents of the scriptures instead of accepting them in faith.
Syston to be near their daughter.

Obituary
Bro. Paul Jones

We are thankful for having benefited
from his ministry and rejoice that, in
Christ, he has gone to be with his Lord.
Our prayers and thoughts are with our
sister Florence and her family at this
time.

It is with deep regret that we report the
death of Bro. Paul Jones on June 15th.
Paul was in his 86th year and living in
Berrystead Nursing Home at Syston Nr.
Leicester. He was confined to a wheel
chair these last few years and found this
very frustrating, having been such an
energetic and active man.

The writer conducted the funeral service
at Loughborough Crematorium.
John Kneller

Question Box

Paul was baptized at Summer Lane,
Birmingham and served the church there
as deacon and then as elder.
He also
served other churches as visiting speaker.
In 1967 he moved to Scotland to
work with the Slamannan District
Churches as evangelist. We remember
the sacrifices that Paul and Florence
made and the wholehearted commitment he gave to the work. Paul brought
his usual energy and drive not only to
teaching and preaching but also in leaflet
distribution and advertising. He recently
described this time ‘as the good days’
and we too remember the encouraging
times we shared together with Paul and
Florence. During this period Paul was
also treasurer for the Scripture
Standard, a commitment that he maintained for over 20 years.

Once again readers are reminded that
any questions that arise in discussion or
from personal study can be forwarded to
Bro. Frank Worgan for his consideration.
At the moment the Question Box is
empty and the feature will not appear in
the SS until Frank has questions that he
can usefully answer. Our policy is that
only genuine reader’s questions will be
answered and that questions will not be
fabricated just for the purpose of continuing this feature of the magazine. We
are lucky to have the benefits of Frank’s
long experience and study at our disposal and I hope that through your questions we can get him back to work on
your behalf as soon as possible. Please
forward your questions directly to Frank
by post to: Frank Worgan, 11, Stanier
Road, Corby, Northants NN17 1XP or by
email to: Frank@fworgan0.talktalk.co.uk

In 1978 Paul & Florence returned to
Birmingham and then later, for a wellearned retirement, they moved to
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experience. DON’T MISS OUT!!

Coming Events
SATURDAY EVENING
MEETINGS AT STRETFORD
To be held in the Green Hut,
538 Kings Road, Stretford, Manchester.
Each meeting will start at 7.00 pm and
will consist of:
A Gospel Topic, followed by
Light refreshments, concluding with
Open Discussion.
Dates and speakers:
22nd September 2007
Mark Hill, Loughborough
20th October 2007
Ernest Makin, Wigan.
________________

EUROPEAN CHRISTIAN
WORKSHOP
Thursday 30th August to Saturday
1st September 2007
We are pleased to announce that we
will be holding our Second European
Christian Workshop at Lancaster
University.
The Theme will be:
Growing Strong Hearts
And Strong Churches
Last year we had 53 people from 11
countries and they enjoyed the

The speakers that have been
confirmed so far are:
John Mooney (UK),
Vince O’Donovan (UK),
Jason Sneathen (UK),
Alexander Malirrytos (Greece),
Randy Lowery (USA),
Terry Briley (USA).
We are also planning to hold
Ladies’ Classes as well.
Early Bird Offer: The fee will be
£95 if you book before 30th April.
After this the fee will be £105.
If you want further information then
please contact:
Stephen Woodcock – (01942) 211479
Or E-mail:
stephen.woodcock@hotmail.co.uk
LOOKING FORWARD TO SEEING
YOU THERE
______________

PETERHEAD, SCOTLAND
Social Weekend,
29 & 30th September 2007
Saturday Meetings:
3.00 pm and 6.00 pm
Sunday services as normal.
All welcome.
Speakers: Bert Ritchie (Coleraine)
and Graham McDonald
(Cumbernauld)
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“Let us run with perseverance the race that is set before us looking
unto Jesus the pioneer and perfecter of our faith”

Understanding the Life of Jesus
The Raising of Lazarus
(Robert Marsden, Wigan)
If the story of Jesus is ‘The Greatest Story Ever Told’, then surely the account of
the raising from the dead of Lazarus, the friend of Jesus, is the greatest story
within a story. Nothing encapsulates the status of Jesus, the purpose of his
incarnation and mission and the reality of his promise of eternal life more than
this witness to His almighty power. This event defies the natural physical order
and in a glorious demonstration of the fact that Jesus has power over death, uses
a physical example to show to the sceptical witnesses of this event that His claims
to be ‘the life’ were true.
We have repeatedly noted throughout this series of incidents in the life of Jesus
that there is a constant theme of Jesus’ confronting the Jews with His claims
about his true nature. This incident is set shortly after
the time of the Feast of Dedication in Jerusalem. During
that time Jesus had been present in Jerusalem and once
again the Jews had confronted him: “If you are the
Christ, tell us plainly.” Effectively Jesus responds by
saying that whatever he was to reveal to them they
simply would not believe his claims: “..but you do not
believe, because you do not belong to my sheep.”
Jesus then goes on to speak once again of his
relationship with the Father, ending with the claim that
was anathema to the Jews, “I and the Father are one.” They fully understood
the importance of that statement and knew that Jesus was once again laying
claim to His deity as is confirmed by their next actions. They took up stones to
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stone him and when Jesus asks them to explain for which of his good works they were
about to stone him, he receives the reply, “It is not for a good work that we
stone you but for blasphemy; because you being a man, make yourself God.”
Even now, as the end of Jesus’ earthly ministry approached, His Jewish opponents
simply couldn’t come to terms with these claims even though Jesus appealed to their
witness to His actions asking them at least to believe what they had seen. But even
here there is a sting in the tail as Jesus states that this will help them understand
that, “the Father is in me, and I am in the Father.”

A Defining Act Approaches
It is no coincidence at all that Jesus appeals to His works as defining His nature and
status immediately before He completes the ultimate defining act. It is also no
coincidence either that after hearing that Lazarus was ill, Jesus stayed two days
‘beyond the Jordan’ before going back over to the home of Mary, Martha and Lazarus
in Bethany, a place just 2 miles from Jerusalem, and back into the vicinity of the city
where only a few days previously the Jews were ready to stone Him and arrest Him.
Thomas bravely suggests to the other disciples that they go with Jesus “that we may
die with Him”, no doubt expecting the Jewish desire to stone Jesus to be taken up
again.
By this time Lazarus’ illness had, as Jesus announced to His disciples, resulted in His
death, a fact that Jesus welcomed, as the forthcoming events would help them to
believe all that Jesus had told them about Himself. Did Jesus deliberately wait until
Lazarus was dead before making the journey? I believe that He did, because when
He first heard of it, Jesus had said of the illness: “it is for the glory of God, so that
the Son of God may be glorified by means of it.” There was another important
result as well. Lazarus was an evidently popular and well-known man and as the news
of his death spread, “many of the Jews had come to Martha and Mary to
console them concerning their brother.” It was therefore the fourth day after the
death of Lazarus that Jesus arrived on the scene. There is a possibility that this would
be especially important for some Jews present. There is later evidence of a rabbinic
belief that the spirit hovered over a dead body for 3 days, hoping to be able to return
to the body, before departing. If this belief was as old as the 1st century (though we
have no decisive proof of that) then the four days could have significance in that, in
the Jew’s terms, Lazarus was well and truly dead – physically decomposed and
spiritless. Don’t forget that not many days before, Jesus had invited them, the Jews,
to believe His works even if they couldn’t believe Jesus’ claims about Himself; now
some of them had come out to grieve with Martha and Mary and they were about to
be witnesses to a singularly remarkable act and to hear some of the most profound
words that Jesus ever spoke about Himself.

Yes, Lord, I believe…
The evidence is that Martha was a very devout woman. Despite being a friend of
Jesus, and part of a family that Jesus clearly had a great affection for, Martha still
refers to Jesus as ‘Lord’ signifying at least a partial understanding of the nature of
Jesus. She seems to imply her belief that Jesus could have prevented the death of
Lazarus had He been on hand to bring about some cure for his illness, though there
is no apparent bitterness in her words. Later, Mary also expresses the same thought.
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Now, even though Lazarus is dead, and in response to the statement of Jesus that
“Your brother will rise again”, Martha expresses her belief in his resurrection “at
the last day”. She seems resigned to the reality of Lazarus’ death. For the Christian
of any age, the next statement of Jesus contains words that rank as high in
importance as any others that Jesus spoke. The event that took place over the next
few minutes was to be His last sign before his entry into Jerusalem. It was to be a
sign to strengthen his disciples; a sign to convict the eye-witness Jews and those who
subsequently heard of this sign of his true nature; a sign to show his authority over
physical death; a sign to point the way to His promise of eternal life for all who
believed in Him. “I am the resurrection and the life; he who believes in Me,
though he die, yet shall he live, and whoever lives and believes in Me shall
never die. Do you believe this?” I’ve read those words time and again and they
never fail to send a tingle through my spine. Christian reader – go on believing these
words for they are the essence of the gospel and our salvation. Unsaved reader –
savour the words and respond to them because they are the gateway to eternal life.
Gloriously, then, Martha expressed her own belief in Jesus: “Yes, Lord; I believe
that you are the Christ, the Son of God, He who is coming into the world.” I
believe that this was a crucial profession of belief and faith by Martha, without which,
I believe, this event would not have happened.

Jesus weeps at the effect of sin
It is an undoubtedly emotional scene that is played out over the next few minutes as
Martha runs back to the house and brings Mary to the point, still outside the village
of Bethany, where she had first gone to greet Jesus. The Jews in and around the
house who were mourning with Mary followed her believing she was going to the
tomb. There is no doubt that some of these Jews had latterly been present in
Jerusalem and were opponents of Jesus because they quickly refer to the miracle of
Jesus restoring sight to the blind man and question why he had not prevented the
death of Lazarus. For others, though their grief over the loss of Lazarus was
uppermost, and as Mary and many of the Jews wept openly, so Jesus too ultimately
gave public vent to His own sorrow and indignation and wept with them. Perhaps they
now saw a different side to Jesus as they were moved to say: “See how much he
loved him!” We don’t really know why Jesus wept and John doesn’t presume to tell
us. Maybe we shouldn’t speculate either but there could be numerous reasons.
Perhaps it was simply an expression of sheer love and grief (maybe unlikely as Jesus
knew He was about to raise him); perhaps it was the knowledge that despite what
he was about to perform, many would still not believe Him; perhaps He had thoughts
about His own impending sacrifice.
However the best translations of v33, which refers to Jesus being ‘deeply moved in
spirit and troubled’, suggest that the indignation or even anger that Jesus showed
was because He found Himself face to face with the ultimate manifestation of the
effects of Satan in the world – that is, death. The word used for the weeping of Jesus
in verses 33 and 38 is not the same as that used for the wailing and lamenting of the
sisters of Lazarus and the Jews, but has the sense of quiet grief, and is thought to
refer to His grief over the effects of sin, death and realm of Satan. As mentioned
above, as He stood before the tomb, perhaps too He was acutely aware of His own
impending death and burial and the burden of sin He would carry.
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Lazarus, come out
So the stage had been set. The tomb appears to have been the typical chamber of
those times with a stone in front of the chamber and Jesus requests, despite the
protestations of Martha that by now the body would be decomposing and therefore
giving off a powerful odour, that the stone be moved away. Jesus refers back to the
belief of Martha and then offers a prayer of thanksgiving to God. Once again there is
purpose in this. Jesus has constantly affirmed His unity with the Father as a means
of establishing His nature and deity with the Jews and here again He prays to His
Father, “on account of the people standing by, that they may believe that
thou didst send me.” Do you recall His words to them shortly before in Jerusalem
for which the Jews sought to stone Him: “I and the Father are one.” As he would
tell his disciples a little later, “I am in the Father and the Father is in me”.
In the event the denouement is simplicity itself. Standing outside the tomb with the
stone removed, Jesus simply calls out: “Lazarus, come out.” To a lifeless, spiritless,
decomposing corpse of a friend, Jesus says ‘come out’. Even in an age of magic and
miracles, the sight of Lazarus emerging from the tomb, still wrapped from head to
toe in his burial bandages, must have been truly astonishing. And the response of
Jesus to this act that glorifies the Son of God? High fives all round? Screaming
affirmation of his greatness? Smug satisfaction in the faces of the Jews? No, none of
these. Jesus was content to let actions speak louder than words. He just uttered the
simple practical words: “Unbind him, and let him go.” Lazarus is raised from the
dead and in a wonderful physical manifestation of His power Jesus has given a
preliminary demonstration of what is about to become spiritually and universally
available to all mankind. “The hour is coming when all who are in the tombs
will hear his voice and come forth, those who have done good, to the
resurrection of life, and those who have done evil, to the resurrection of
judgement.”
We are not allowed an insight into the immediate reaction of the family and witnesses
at the house in Bethany, expect to know that some of the Jews believed in Jesus as
a result. We are however told of the almost inevitable political and religious
manoeuvring that started as soon as news of the miracle reached the Jewish
authorities. They feared losing control and the consequent Roman reaction until the
high priest, Caiaphas, under inspiration, prophesied the death of Jesus as a political
expediency to save the political nation of Israel from a Roman crackdown. So they
took counsel to kill Jesus. And whilst Caiaphas had correctly identified that Jesus was
to die to save Israel, there is no doubt that he did not for one moment conceive that
the salvation that Jesus would bring to Israel would be an eternal, spiritual salvation
rather than a short-term, political one. Nor that Jesus’ salvation would be universally
available.
Yes, Jesus was die. Not at the whim of the Jewish Sanhedrin but as part of God’s plan
for the fullness of time. But the events in that small village of Bethany, amongst a
loving family, held a resonance for the world that still inspires and gives comfort to
Christians today. “I am the resurrection and the life; he who believes in me,
though he die, yet shall he live, and whoever lives and believes in me shall
never die.”
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STUDIES IN GENESIS 5
- ABRAHAM
(Ian S Davidson, Motherwell)
Abraham was a man of great faith. He is one of the
outstanding characters of the Bible and still much admired
by Jews, Christians and Muslims throughout the world. He
was once known as Abram. In Hebrew, Ab is “father” and
ram is “chief”. Eventually, his name was changed to
Abraham, which means “father of a multitude”.
Abraham was a descendant of Shem and a son of Terah.
Terah was an idol worshipper, whose father, Nahor, had
also served other gods (Joshua 24:2). Abraham was born in Ur of the Chaldees, a city
with a long history and excavated between 1922 and 1934 by the joint British Museum
and University, Philadelphia, expedition under Sir C. L. Woolley. Amongst many other
things, thousands of inscribed tablets were discovered, which help trace the history
and economy of the famous city. Woolley’s Excavations at Ur is a great read.
Abram was instructed by the Almighty to leave his country and his father’s house. He
went willingly in obedience to God. We read: “By faith Abraham, when he was called
to go out into a place which he should after receive for an inheritance, obeyed; and
he went out, not knowing where he went. By faith he sojourned in the land of
promise, as in a strange country, dwelling in tabernacles with Isaac and Jacob, the
heirs with him of the same promise: for he looked for a city, which has foundations,
whose builder and maker is God” (Hebrews 11:8-10). Stephen had at one time
endorsed these facts in his defence before the Sanhedrin (Acts 7:1-8). But why did
God call Abram? As one writer has said: “It appears that Abram, of all men on earth
in his day, possessed that one quality which commended him to the Lord as
progenitor of a covenant people, whose relationship would be established upon the
basis of faith.”

A COVENANT-MAKING GOD
Our God is a covenant-making God. He had made a covenant with Noah in the
antediluvian world and He made another covenant, after the flood, with Abram.
Actually, God made two covenants with Abram. One was fleshly and temporal; the
other was spiritual and lasting and better all round. We read: “ …and I will make of
you a great nation, and I will bless you and make your name great; and you shall be
a blessing: and I will bless them that bless you and curse him that curses you: and
in you shall all the families of the earth be blessed” (Genesis 12: 2-3). Both
covenants were to be realised through the seed of Abraham.
Genesis chapter 17 is an important chapter in reference to Abraham. For in this
chapter we see that his name is changed; that circumcision, the sign of the “fleshly”
covenant, is introduced; and that the promise of a child to Abraham and Sarah (name
changed from Sarai) is made by Jehovah Himself. The child’s name would be Isaac
“and I will establish my covenant with him for an everlasting covenant, and with his
seed after him” (17:19b). From this covenant, Ishmael, Hagar’s son, was excluded.
But God was not about to forget him, his descendants or the rest of the world. The
new covenant would see to that.

ABRAHAM’S FAITH SHOULD BE OUR FAITH
Abraham never doubted that God could and would do as he promised. Paul later
wrote: “He staggered not at the promise of God through unbelief; but was strong in
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faith, giving glory to God; and being fully persuaded that, what He had promised, He
was able also to perform. And therefore it was imputed unto him for righteousness”
(Romans 4: 20-22). Romans chapter 4 is a marvellous chapter. Paul holds up
Abraham as the supreme example of a man of faith. The faith of Abraham should be
our faith. W. Carl Ketcherside has written: “My faith is that of Abraham. The promise
is different but the nature of the faith is not. I do not intend to be shaken in it nor
shaken loose from it, by the wisdom of this passing age. There are not enough
pseudo-scientists, pettifogging professors or perverted philosophers in this world to
make me lose my faith in my God. I am sold out to Him, lock, stock and barrel. I
have crossed the Great Divide and I am not turning back. I have bound myself to the
mast of faith so that the siren voices of infidelity cannot lure me to set foot on the
shifting sands of the island of unbelief. There is nothing left with which to speculate.
‘ I dare not trust the sweetest frame, but wholly lean on Jesus’ name’ “.

FAITH TESTED
Faith, to be worth anything, has to stand up to the various tests that come one’s way.
Abraham faith was tested – and how! He was told by God one day to take a journey
with his son Isaac, “whom you love, and get into the land of Moriah; and offer him
there for a burnt offering upon one of the mountains of which I will tell you” (Genesis
22: 2). So Abraham went without a quibble. I believe that Abraham would have killed
Isaac on that occasion. There is no doubt about it. But all was not lost because he
was of the conviction that God could have raised Isaac from dead. The Hebrew writer
later said: “By faith Abraham, when he was tried, offered up Isaac: and he who had
received the promises offered up his only begotten son, of whom it was said, That in
Isaac shall your seed be called: accounting that God was able to raise him up, even
from the dead: from whence also he received him in a figure” (11:17-19). Abraham
passed the test! How many since have failed tests a lot less rigorous than this one?
Please note that God does not tempt us. Satan does that. But God tries us – and
rightly so! An untested or untried faith is really pretty useless.

FAITH AT WORK
What saves us is not faith alone or works alone. But we are saved by faith at work.
The greatest writer on faith the world has ever seen saw no conflict between faith
and works. At the conclusion of his epistle to the Romans, Paul wrote thus: “Now to
Him that is of power to establish you according to my gospel, and the preaching of
Jesus Christ, according to the revelation of the mystery, which was kept secret since
the world began, but now is made manifest, and by the scriptures of the prophets,
according to the commandment of the everlasting God, made known to all nations for
the obedience of faith: to God only wise, be glory through Jesus Christ for ever.
Amen” (16: 25-27). I have the phrase, “the obedience of faith”, underlined in my
Bible. James later wrote: “But will you know, O vain man, that faith without works
is dead? Was not Abraham our father justified by works, when he had offered Isaac
his son upon the altar? See how faith wrought with his works, and by works was faith
made perfect? And the scripture was fulfilled which says, Abraham believed God, and
it was imputed unto him for righteousness: and he was called the Friend of God. You
see then how that by works a man is justified, and not by faith only…For as the body
without the spirit is dead, so faith without works is dead also” (2: 20- 26).

CONCLUSION
We cannot help but being uplifted by the study of Abraham’s life. I conclude these
brief remarks by quoting the words of Alexander Campbell on Abraham: “Because of
his unprecedented faith in God’s promises and exalted piety, he was constituted the
father of all believers; and his whole life is made a model for all the children of God,
as far as walking by faith in God’s promises is an ornament to human character.”
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QUESTION:
Is it right to sing hymns or pray to
the Holy Spirit?

Let me begin by asking you to think about the following questions:
1.

Suppose a very dear friend, for whom you have great respect, and whose
judgment you could unhesitatingly trust, were to say to you, “I know that you are
having a difficult time and therefore I am sending someone to you who will help
you with the problems you are facing. He will stay with you and always be on
hand to advise and encourage you. And I want you to receive him as you would
receive me.”
Would you be prepared to receive this special visitor, or would you prefer not to
entertain him? And, if you did choose to receive him, would you be willing to talk
to him? Or would keep him at arm’s length and even avoid speaking to him?

2.

Again, suppose you were accused of committing a serious offence and you were
offered the services of the finest advocate available - someone who could
represent you effectively because he understands you - would you accept the
offer and be willing to talk to him about your case? Or would you decide that,
after all, you could manage without his help?

3.

And yet again. Suppose you learned that someone has genuine concern for your
welfare and wished to be your friend. Would you agree that it would be - to say
the least - evidence of deep ingratitude, if you were to ignore this individual and
treat him as though he did not exist?
Why do ask these questions? I ask them because if you will think about them
and answer them for yourself, you will have the answer to the question I have
been requested to consider in “The Question Box”.

The Question is; “Is it right to sing hymns, or pray, to the Holy Spirit?
Now, for me, the matter does not constitute a problem, because I accept all that the
New Testament scriptures teaches me concerning the Holy Spirit.
I have learned that the Holy Spirit is an intelligent, emotional being who possess all
the qualities and characteristics that indicate personality. I know that the Lord Jesus
promised to send Him to be ‘another Comforter’ to believers; that is, to be a
‘parakletos’ = ‘one called alongside to help’. In other words, to be a helper.
And, since the Holy Spirit came to ‘abide for ever’, He is here now, and He will remain
here until the Lord returns.
He is capable of affection.
Rom. 15:30 speaks of ‘the love of the Spirit’. This refers to the love that He has for
us, and when, in our prayers, we find it difficult to find the words with which to
express ourselves clearly, the love He has for us moves Him to take up our faltering
petitions and present them on our behalf to the Father, ‘with sighs too deep for words’
as He makes intercession for us (Rom. 16: 26-27).
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Why, then, should we hesitate to speak to, or sing about, such a wonderful Friend? I
can think of two possible reasons why some Christians find it something of a problem.
1st.

There are not very many hymns in our hymnbook that relate to the Holy Spirit,
or that speak about Him, because the sad fact is that the majority of such
hymns have been written by people of the Pentecostal persuasion, and the
hymns and songs they have produced inevitably contain ‘Pentecostal’ errors
concerning the nature and work of the Spirit. They plead for a Pentecostal
descent of the Spirit, or a ‘baptism of the Spirit’, or a bestowal of the
charismata – the ‘gifts of the Spirit’. So we are naturally reluctant to use them
in their original form.
As a matter of fact, I must admit have serious doubts about some of the
hymns that are found in our own hymnbooks. “Breathe on me Breath of God”
has a lovely melody, but its sentiments are certainly questionable.
Another one? What about “Spirit of the Living God fall afresh on me”? We
cannot sing this hymn scripturally, and it is imperative that we take care that
what we sing is in harmony with the Word.

2nd

But probably our major difficulty arises from the fact that the Holy Spirit is the
least known member of the Godhead. He is described in the Oxford Dictionary
as ‘the third person in the Godhead’, and sadly, that is the place to which he
is erroneously assigned in the thinking of many Christians. He is Number
Three!
But the only sense in which it is possible to describe Him as the Third Person
is Chronologically. By this I mean in the sense that that the Holy Spirit is the
third Person to be revealed to us.
K The First Person to be revealed was God Himself, the Father.
K Then, the Second Person, to be revealed ‘in the fullness of time’, was the
Word, Who ‘became flesh and dwelt among us’, and of Whom God said,
“Thou art My Son…”.
K Finally, the Third and last Person in the Godhead to be revealed was the
Spirit of God – the Holy Spirit – when, on the Day of Pentecost, after the
Lord’s ascension, He came into the world to commence His own ministry; a
ministry which Jesus described as being ‘to convict he world of sin,
righteousness and judgment’.

We have no difficulty speaking to the Father, or to the Saviour in prayer and we find
it easy to address them in song. If we knew our Comforter better and felt more
comfortable speaking about Him, we should find it easier to speak to Him, and singing
about Him, would come easier to us.
If the Spirit were to speak to the Church today, I think He would say; “Believe in Me!
Trust Me! Use Me!”
Frank Worgan, 11 Stanier Road, Corby, Northants. NN17 1XP
Email: Frank@fworgan0.talktalk.co.uk
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Prophets and Prophecy
The Nature of Prophecy
(Stephen Woodcock, Wigan)
In this article we shall be dealing with the predictive nature of prophecy. The prophets
revealed God’s communication with mankind and so the people of Israel regarded
their words as the words of God. Many of the prophecies begin with a phrase such
as, “The word of the Lord came to….” Peter wrote: “For no prophecy was ever
produced by the will of man, but men spoke from God as they were carried
along by the Holy Spirit,” (2 Peter 1:21). So if the prophets claimed that God
made predictions through them about what would happen in the future, then we
should be able to test the truthfulness of such predictions. In Science a theory is
tested by the predictions that can be made on the basis of it. For example, Newton’s
theories on gravitation predicted that a force of attraction exists between two
physical objects. So if you throw a ball up in to the air, we would predict that the
Earth’s stronger gravitational force, due to the Earth being much bigger than the ball,
would pull it back down to the ground. This is exactly what happens. The Bible claims
that prophecy can be tested and in that sense the Bible is being scientific, just as
every scientific theory is subject to testing.

The Test
God, through Moses, laid down the test. He wrote, “And if you say in your heart,
‘How may we know the word that the Lord has not spoken?’ – when a
prophet speaks in the name of the Lord, if the word does not come to pass
or come true, that is a word that the Lord has not spoken,” (Deuteronomy
18:21 – 22). If we reverse the passage then we can come to the conclusion that if
a prophecy does come to pass or come true then that is a word that the Lord has
spoken. So the Bible stands or falls on the basis of its claim that God has spoken
through the prophets. Ultimately our salvation rests on this claim because Jesus told
His disciples that the prophets spoke about Him. He said, “These are my words
that I spoke to you while I was still with you, that everything written about
me in the Law of Moses and the PROPHETS and the Psalms must be
FULFILLED,” (Luke 24:44). Therefore the study of prophecy is very important
because if we can show that prophecy was fulfilled then we have evidence that
supports the truthfulness of the Scriptures and the existence of God as well as Jesus
being the only one through whom we can be saved (John 14:6; Acts 4:12).

Applying the Test
Often things are much more easily said than done and this is true when it comes to
examining prophecy and its fulfilment. This is because we must first try to interpret
what the prophet was saying in the type of language they used.
•

Some prophets used clear and direct terms when they spoke their prophecies. An
example of this is Elijah’s prophecy to Ahab, “As the Lord the God of Israel
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lives, before whom I stand, there shall be neither dew nor rain these
years, except by my word,” (1 Kings 17:1). That is exactly what happened.
•

However the prophets also used figurative language and that makes the study of
prophecy more problematic. Here is a prophecy that is interpreted in different
ways and it was made by Isaiah. He wrote, “The wolf shall dwell with the
lamb, and the leopard shall lie down with the young goat, and the calf and
the lion and the fattened calf together; and a little child shall lead them.
The cow and the bear shall graze; and the young shall lie down together;
and the lion shall eat straw like an ox. The nursing child shall play over
the hole of the cobra, and the weaned child shall put his hand on the
adder’s den. They shall not hurt or destroy in all my holy mountain; for
the earth shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord as the waters cover
the sea,” (Isaiah 11:6 – 9). If we interpreted that prophecy literally, then we
would come to the conclusion that it has not been fulfilled because we don’t see
these conditions existing in the animal kingdom. Indeed, there are some groups
who do interpret it literally and so believe that it has yet to be fulfilled in the
animal kingdom on a reconstituted Earth. However if we look at the prophecy in
a completely different way and accept that the prophet was using figurative
language then we have the added difficulty of interpreting the language. Then
once we have come to an interpretation of the prophecy, we then have to work
out whether it has been fulfilled or not.

•

Then there is APOCALYPTIC language. This is an extreme form of figurative
language that uses symbols, imageries of strange beasts, mysterious numbers,
and terrible cataclysmic events. An example of apocalyptic language is found in
Isaiah 13:10 which reads: “For the stars of the heavens and their
constellations will not give their light; the sun will be dark at its rising,
and the moon will not shed its light.” Here Isaiah uses a picture of a cosmic
catastrophe to describe God’s judgement on Babylon. The book of Daniel contains
prophecies couched in apocalyptic language, especially chapters 2 and 7 – 12.
In the New Testament Jesus Himself used apocalyptic language in Matthew 24
and of course the Book of Revelation is full of apocalyptic language from
beginning to end. Therefore we have the added difficulty of interpreting the
symbolic language used in a prophecy before we can come to any conclusion
about its fulfilment. That is why books such as Daniel and Revelation have become
the focus of attention of religious groups who preach Premillennial
Dispensationalism which contains ideas such as the Rapture, Armageddon and
Christ returning to Earth to set up His throne in Jerusalem before reigning for a
thousand years, hence the term Premillenialism. Hal Lindsey wrote ‘The Late
Great Planet Earth’ which became an international best seller and it popularised
Premillenialism.

•

So the interpretation (or misinterpretation) of biblical prophecy has led religious
groups to espouse false teachings such as Premillenniallism and that is why we
have to be careful in interpreting prophecy. You may ask: “How can we interpret
prophecy correctly?” Here are some general rules:
(1) Find out the historical background to a prophecy. Basic information is often
supplied at the beginning of a book (e.g. Ezekiel 1:1 – 3).
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(2) Find out the intended audience the prophet was speaking or writing to. An
example of this is Jeremiah 22:1: “Thus says the Lord, “Go down to the
house of the king of Judah and speak there this word…””
(3) Make sure that you understand the CONTEXT in which a prophecy is
recorded. I wrote previously in this article that Isaiah 13:10 was a part of a
prophecy about God’s judgement on Babylon. How did I know? I know
because 13:1 says, “The oracle concerning BABYLON which Isaiah the
son of Amoz saw.” That oracle doesn’t end until 14:23. You cannot apply
13:10 to any other cataclysmic event, as some are tempted to do, unless
another biblical writer applies it for that purpose.
(4) Interpret the language of a prophecy LITERALLY FIRST and then interpret
it FIGURATIVELY if it becomes clear that a literal interpretation makes no
sense (see Isaiah 11:6 – 9 above). I shall be dealing with that prophecy
in a future article.
(5) USE THE BIBLE FIRST to find out if a particular prophecy was fulfilled
during biblical times. If it was, then we cannot apply it to any other time
period. In my last article I cited the example of Jeremiah’s prophecy that the
Jews would return to their homeland after 70 years of captivity in Babylon,
(see 2 Chron 36:17 -23; Jeremiah 25:12 – 13; 29:10; 33:10 – 11, 14).
That is what happened during the time of Ezra and Nehemiah. So we cannot
apply those and similar prophecies to the return of the Jews to Palestine in
1948 as the Premillennialists do. If the Bible does not provide the information
that shows that a prophecy was fulfilled, then try to consult secular history.
This is particularly relevant to some of the prophecies that Daniel recorded
because they were fulfilled during the Inter-testamental Period. Such history
is not found in the Bible, so we have to rely on the records of historians such
as Josephus.
(6) Let us also not forget that the prophets themselves didn’t always understand
their own prophecies and the revelations they had from God. So we are in
good company if we don’t fully understand them either. Peter wrote:
“Concerning this salvation, the PROPHETS who prophesied about the
grace that was to be yours SEARCHED and INQUIRED carefully,
inquiring what person or time the Spirit of Christ in them was
indicating when he predicted the sufferings of Christ and the
subsequent glories,” (1 Peter 1:10 – 11). Read also Daniel 8:27 where
Daniel didn’t understand a vision.

Conclusion
You may not agree with everything I have written in this article, but I hope that you
agree with me that prophecy is a complex area of study and it is not without its
problems. I had to write this article in order to set the scene for my future ones. So
in my forthcoming articles we will be examining various prophecies in order to see
how they were fulfilled.
Contact me at: stephen.woodcock@hotmail.co.uk if you wish to discuss
anything you have read in this article or in my previous ones about
prophecy.
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INFLUENCES ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF
CHRISTIANITY IN THE FIRST CENTURY
(John H Diggle (Nottingham)

STUDY 4 – THE Diaspora
“Peter an apostle of Jesus Christ, to those who reside as aliens, scattered throughout
Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia and Bithynia who are chosen…” 1 Peter 1:1
“James… to the twelve tribes who are dispersed abroad.” James 1:1

THE DIASPORA
When Peter and James wrote about scattering or dispersal it was the word ‘Diaspora’ that they
used. Literally it is a compound word referring to the sowing of seed; think about the word
‘spores’ and you will get the idea.
So far as its New Testament connections are concerned, it had come to be used almost as a
technical term to describe not only those who were physical descendants of the ones originally
scattered, but those who shared their religious views and convictions.
When Jerusalem fell to the Babylonians in 586 BC, some, like Jeremiah, had been taken to
Egypt, others to Babylon itself. The books of Ezra and Nehemiah make it clear that not all of
those dispersed at the time of the Babylonian captivity returned to Jerusalem when they were
free to do so.
It was those who had settled in Egypt who came to establish a large and influential community
there, first at Elephantine Island in the middle of the Nile, where they built another temple,
and later at Alexandria, named after Alexander the Great who was generally rather
sympathetic in his views and treatment of Jews. Smaller communities grew up elsewhere as
both James and Peter indicate but in effect it was Alexandria that became the capital city of
Diaspora Judaism. Although geographically situated in Egypt, Alexandria soon became a place
renowned for its scholarship and academic excellence, somewhat like Oxford, Cambridge or
Harvard. It attracted scholars and housed one of the greatest libraries in the world.
As we have seen in the previous article, Greek thinking and philosophy increasingly dominated
the world at that time, and the Jewish community there was quickly and profoundly affected
by that. The name of Philo, an historian and geographer as well as a philosopher, is, to this
day, widely known and respected.
At first there was great despondency amongst hose who had been exiled from Jerusalem and
Judea, but as time passed they showed great determination “to make a go of it”. Once that
process had begun, Judaism continued along what were, in effect, two separate strands.
Having lost contact with Jerusalem, those of the Diaspora were regarded as liberal to the point
of heresy by their ‘holier than thou’ brethren who had settled back into Judaism’s homeland.
Some of this sneering may have been justified, but far from entirely so, particularly as the
Jerusalem community was guilty of a considerable amount of ‘tarring with the same brush’.

SYNAGOGUES AND THE SEPTUAGINT
The temple at Elephantine Island was viewed in somewhat the same illegitimate light as those
shrines set up by the first defectors at the time of the division of Solomon’s kingdom, at Dan
and Bethel. Then, in a quest for local places of assembly, the concept of synagogue
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establishment appeared on the scene. This too was an innovation viewed with a frown by the
‘old school’ Jews and it cannot have helped that the term itself was a Greek one, which
constantly rubbed salt into wounds as far as its origins were concerned.
That may sound surprising, but the language in which God was worshipped and His scriptures
recorded was a big issue so far as orthodox Judaism was concerned. They saw Hebrew as
almost a divinely appointed language and considered no other language was appropriate to
carry the message of God. Surrounded by Greek language and culture, that increasingly
became the preferred language of the Diasporic Jews and there was both need and desire for
Scriptures in a form that they were familiar and comfortable with.
There are numerous variations on the account of how the Septuagint came about, many of
them almost certainly apocryphal. Certainly it was produced by a group of scholars, around
seventy in number at Alexandria. Geisler and Nix, in their “General Introduction to the Bible”,
offer, with some scepticism, the explanation that the scholars concerned were six taken from
representatives of each of the twelve tribes, making 72 scholars in all, of course. Be that as it
may, the LXX was a name that stuck.

HELLENISM
We have seen in previous sections of this study, how, in a variety of forms, Greek philosophy
and culture spread almost like wild fire across the then known world, deeply imprinting itself
even on Jewish and Roman society, both of which were refined and, in the case of Judaism,
ancient. Hellas is the Greek name for Greece and Hellenism and Hellenisation are the
appropriate terms by which to speak of this encroachment. Regardless of the Diaspora,
Hellenism was in any case advancing rapidly in its effects across the Jewish world, and, along
with improved communications (which we have seen to be associated with Rome’s rise to
power), mobility brought about its ever-speedier advance and ever-greater extension of its
cross-cultural fertilisation.
By the time that we come to the period of its most direct relevance to the early Church, there
were significant numbers of Hellenistic Jews amongst its first members. Take a look at Acts 2:9
–11 and notice the correspondences between the origins of those listed there and those
mentioned by Peter and James in Acts 6:1, which passage includes a direct mention of their
Hellenistic nature, and which begins the account of the early tensions arising between these
Hellenistic Jews and those referred to as Hebraistic Jews.
Though many had by now accommodated themselves to the idea of synagogue worship, and
in any case the temple at Jerusalem was accessible to those who lived within the region of
Judea, there were other much more substantial stumbling blocks to the acceptance of
Hellenism and Hellenists so far as the orthodox Jews were concerned - and especially so those
like the Pharisees. Like the term Christian, Hellenist was a term that was used, as often as not,
as a slur and uttered in a sneering tone. In fact, as we are about to consider, since it was these
Hellenists who proved to be the most ready willing converts to Christ, there may well have
been little distinction between the opprobrium attracted on one account and the other.
Apart from the divisions over the language in which it was believed acceptable to take one’s
scriptures, a matter to which we shall return shortly, there were other considerations in
Hellenistic Judaism that were found to be deeply offensive to the orthodox community, yet
which at the same time, at least partially, account for their greater amenability to accepting
Christ.
Notoriously so as far as the conservatives were concerned, the Hellenists had a good deal of
antipathy towards circumcision. Not only did they question its necessity but also significant
numbers actually began to refuse circumcision. While this outraged the orthodox Jews,
Christianity’s non-requirement of circumcision made it appear all the more attractive. Not
unrelated to this was the fact that, generally speaking, the Hellenists were more evangelistic
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than traditional Judaism, again a feature that was similar in Christianity and therefore proved
more attractive to them.
Underlying both the history and the characteristic thinking of the Hellenist movement was
something that we must not fail to be aware of, as it was a very significant element in their
part in the development of the early Church. Orthodox, conservative and therefore acceptable
to their traditionalist brethren (Jewish brethren that is) they may not have been, but they did
generally show a burning desire to worship God. That for which they were heavily criticised in
some instances represented their strenuous efforts to worship God often in unhelpful
circumstances. The synagogues and Septuagint certainly fall within this category. When we
come across the term ‘God-fearers’ in the New Testament, it is often these people who are
meant and it is a term that is plainly expressive of what was one of their most significant
characteristics.
It would be wrong however to give the impression that everything in the Hellenistic tendencies
was admirable. A rather more lax attitude towards morals and a readiness to adapt to some of
the more questionable Greek cultural practices of ethics, entertainment and commerce, and a
similar disregard for those aspects of ceremonial law that had a bearing on hygiene
(increasingly becoming less of a practical issue) left them wide open to the attentions of those
with legitimate concerns as well as those of a legalistic disposition.
No doubt there might be some legitimate, reasonable concern about what might be the effects
of their influence on the future of Judaism amongst those who sought to serve God for all the
right reasons and with all the right motives. Yet it should serve as a lesson to us that the right
way to go about the expression of such concerns, however legitimate they may be, is not fierce
and un-Christlike intolerance, shunning or coldness – even when we are convinced that we are
right and others are wrong. Godly correctness is ill served by ungodly harshness and brutality.
After all, Jesus succeeded in winning the hearts of many thousands of these people when rigid,
intolerant, legalistic Judaism failed to engage either their hearts or their minds with its
emphasis on matters that were not about genuine spirituality but unspiritual pettiness.

AN ENDURING LEGACY
In the Septuagint (Greek) version of the Old Testament scriptures, the Alexandrian community
of Diasporic Jews proves to have left behind them an enduring legacy. When many of those
New Testament passages that quote from, or refer to, Old Testament scripture appear in our
current Bibles, they do so in the form of English translations of an LXX equivalent. In other
words, and this is especially the case with the writer of the Hebrew letter, this was the version
of choice. If you have ever looked up those references and compared them with the words the
Hebrew writer uses, you will have noticed that they are not always exact matches. This is
because our Old Testaments are translations directly taken from the Hebrew original, whereas
when they are referred to in the New Testament they are commonly taken from an LXX
original. This was so largely because it was the version that most were comfortable and familiar
with, coinciding as it did with the KOINE Greek of common linguistic currency.
I know that there have been a variety of strongly held views on the question of the suitability
of various translations over the years and doubtless some of you will have noticed some
parallels here. It may be worth bearing in mind that there would certainly have been those who
held the early versions of the New Testament in poor regard for this reason. Yet it seems to
have been the Holy Spirit’s will to endorse the recording of God’s word first of all in a medium
that facilitated intelligibility. If the language that we use gets in the way of effective
communication it is just possible that we need to take another look at the language that we
use. God’s words are no more and no less truly His words, so long as the original sense is
respected, for being offered in the form that is most readily understood. Make no mistake
about it; the LXX was originally very much motivated by evangelistic intent, which is surely to
be applauded.
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New and
Information

Question Box
Once again readers are reminded that
any questions that arise in discussion or
from personal study can be forwarded to
Bro. Frank Worgan for his consideration.
At the moment the Question Box is
empty and the feature will not appear in
the SS until Frank has questions that he
can usefully answer. Our policy is that
only genuine readers’ questions will be
answered and that questions will not be
fabricated just for the purpose of continuing this feature of the magazine. We
are lucky to have the benefits of Frank’s
long experience and study at our disposal and I hope that through your questions we can get him back to work on
your behalf as soon as possible. Please
forward your questions directly to Frank
by post to: Frank Worgan, 11, Stanier
Road, Corby, Northants NN17 1XP or by
email to: Frank@fworgan0.talktalk.co.uk

Ghana Appeal
The Appeal continues to support medical
care and the extension of the Lord’s
Church in Ghana.
A brother who has personally brought
many to Christ is now suffering from
cancer, and another case of hernia has
been treated. Another elderly brother
who has been travelling for years on a
bicycle to teach the Gospel is now too
frail to pedal such long distances. He has
asked for a motorbike instead, but our
funds are too limited to provide this.
A P.A. system, which has been used for
many years in outdoor preaching, is in
need of repair and a limited amount of
money has been allocated for this.
When a farmer set fire to the growth on
his land it spread to the neighbouring
plot, which belongs to one of our brothers in Christ. As this resulted in the loss
of all our brothers’ crop and seed we
have given him money to get started
again.

Coming Events
SATURDAY EVENING
MEETINGS AT STRETFORD

Unfortunately children whose parents
are unable to pay for their schooling are
ill equipped for employment in later life
and the poverty trap continues, but it is
encouraging to see brethren cooperating
together in Christian love. In a remote
area the sisters in about fifteen congregations are cooperating together to generate money to help feed their families.

To be held in the Green Hut,
538 Kings Road, Stretford, Manchester.
Each meeting will start at 7.00 pm
and will consist of:
A Gospel Topic, followed by
Light refreshments, concluding with
Open Discussion.

Those wishing to help please make
cheques payable to Dennyloanhead
Church of Christ Ghana Fund and send to
treasurer: Mrs. Janet Macdonald, 12
Charles Drive, Larbert, Falkirk,
Stirlingshire. FK5 3HB Tel: 01324
562480

Dates and speakers:
22nd September 2007
Mark Hill, Loughborough
20th October 2007
Ernest Makin, Wigan.
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EUROPEAN CHRISTIAN
WORKSHOP
LANCASTER UNIVERSITY

Contact:
Stephen Woodcock at:
stephen.woodcock@hotmail.co.uk

THURSDAY 30TH AUGUST –
SATURDAY 1ST SEPTEMBER, 2007.

Address: 11 West Mount, Orrell,
Wigan, WN5 8LX, UK.
Telephone: (01942) 211 479.

Speakers and Subjects:
Frank Worgan (England):
The State of the Church in the UK.
John Mooney (Scotland):
Leadership without Elders.
Vince O’Donovan (England
/Ireland):
Leadership with Elders.
Larry Sullivan (Germany):
Strong Hearts, Winning Hearts.
Terry Briley (USA):
The Book of Isaiah.
Jason Snethen (England/USA):
Successful Sunday Schools.

Fee: £105 for the whole workshop,
which includes meals and
accommodation.
______________

PETERHEAD, SCOTLAND
Social Weekend, 29 & 30th
September 2007
Saturday Meetings:
3.00 pm and 6.00 pm
Sunday services as normal.
All welcome.
Speakers: Bert Ritchie (Coleraine)
and
Graham McDonald (Cumbernauld)
______________

Alastair Ferrie (Scotland):
The New Testament Church.

NEWTONGRANGE,
SCOTLAND

For the Ladies:

Annual Social, Saturday
13th October 2007
Social will commence with a meal
at 1.00 pm
A warm welcome awaits all.
Speaker: John Morgan (Hindley)

Teri Briley (USA):
Spiritual Formation.
Linda Ferrie (Scotland):
Strong Marriages, Strong Families.
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“Let us run with perseverance the race that is set before us looking
unto Jesus the pioneer and perfecter of our faith”
One of the phrases that I heard used on many
occasions as I became exposed to the, often
intense, discussions that took place about how
the Lord’s Church should best express itself in
terms of its ‘doctrine’ was that ‘we speak
where the Bible speaks and are silent where
the Bible is silent’. It is a phrase that, with
slight changes, has its background in the
slogan coined by Thomas Campbell (father of
Alexander) that in its original form stated:
“Where the Scriptures speak we speak;
where the Scriptures are silent, we are silent”. It is a phrase that became
the guiding light of the Reformation Movement. There is a long history to the
circumstances that Thomas Campbell confronted in the United States that
ultimately led to him, in September 1808, renouncing the authority of the
Catholic organization, the Chartiers Presbytery. It was as a result of that, and
Campbell’s pleas for an outbreak of ‘Christian unity’ that he expounded the now
famous phrase.

Editorial

“Speaking
where the Bible
speaks...”

SPEAKING WHERE THE BIBLE SPEAKS…?
It is one of those quirks of human nature (perhaps particularly so in matters of
religion) that the expression quickly found favour amongst the brethren as a
means of concisely expressing a determination to be faithful to the New
Testament, and became commonly used because of those qualities. The phrase
was coined as a means of saying that the Lord’s Church takes only the Bible as
its authority and carried the implication that even if the Bible is not necessarily a
full revelation of everything that was available to be written down about the
sayings and actions of Jesus (John 21:25), it does at least carry sufficient
information for Christ’s followers to know what God’s plan for mankind is and how
it is expected that Christians will conduct themselves in pursuit of the ‘calling to
which we have been called’. Furthermore, if we speak only where the Bible speaks
etc, then it adds weight to the objective of following the faith and practice of the
Contents: 1 - Editorial; 4 - Early Church; 6 - Question Box; 8 - Genesis 6;
10 - Body of Moses; 12 - Christic Baptism; 13 - What do you think?; 15 - News & Info.

New Testament Church. Unfortunately in some respects, and I refer readers back to
my editorials about denominationalism here, the slogan was taken up enthusiastically
by three distinct bodies, all of whom would claim to be at the forefront of the
Reformation movement – Churches of Christ, Christian Churches and Disciples of
Christ. And of course, all claiming to base their faith and practice on the Scriptures
only, they came up with some very fundamentally different interpretations about
what Scripture did in fact reveal. Despite some noble attempts over the years to fulfil
Campbell’s great objective of Christian unity, many of those differences still exist
today.
I’m not a particular fan of clichéd phrases, though I’ve no doubt that I fall into the
trap of using them on numerous occasions. Over time, and used repetitively, they
make us lazy in our use of language and very often unthinking in our application of
those clichés and/or phrases. In all walks of life they become an accepted part of the
dogma that we adhere to whether or not they continue to be accurate or relevant.
We lose the original intent and context of the phrase but continue to use it anyway.
One of the other potential dangers of these expressions is that they come to be seen
as having an authority that does not actually attach to them. In fact, if my
information and understanding of the context of Campbell’s statement is correct, then
I could envisage a significant number of members of our Christian communities today
having a real problem with what Campbell was expounding. An essay on the
‘Historical Investigation and Interpretation of Thomas Campbell’s Motto’ makes the
following conclusion:
“When Campbell initiated this famous slogan—We Speak Where the Bible
Speaks—he did not intend to say that one must give book, chapter, and verse
for everything one does. He primarily meant that he would not refuse the
communion to other Presbyterians unless the Bible strictly forbade such
actions. Thus, Campbell, when called upon the carpet for his ecumenical spirit,
coined the phrase to mean: Unless the Bible forbids the actions that you
condemn (the Synod), then I will speak where the Bible speaks and I will be
silent where the Bible is silent. In other words, if the Bible outlaws my offering
the communion to other Presbyterians that are not a part of our orthodox
group, then I will withhold the communion. If the Bible is mute about this
issue, then I will not refuse the communion to other believers.”
(When he penned this expression Campbell, although defrocked, was still a
Presbyterian).
Whilst God certainly tells Moses that under no circumstances should he even think
about adding to or taking away from the Law (a warning that Moses passes on the
Israelites) and Jesus himself imposes a warning, recorded in Revelation 22:18,
against adding to or taking away from the ‘words of prophecy in this book’, the phrase
that we are considering is nevertheless a man-made expression and not one that is
taken directly from Scripture. So then, how true is it that ‘we speak where the Bible
speaks and are silent where the Bible is silent’? As we consider this let us bear in
mind that it was in an attempt to create the environment for Christian unity that
Campbell used this phrase, not as a basis for denominational differentiation.

SPEAKING ABOUT JESUS AND THE GOSPEL
The gospel, by which I mean the revelation and fulfilment of the atoning work of our
Lord, Jesus Christ, and the grace that has been offered to all mankind as a result of
that atoning work, is the ultimate expression of the relationship that God has
established with His people. It would be an arrogant person indeed who believed that
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they would have any right, or who indeed had any desire, to try to change what God
had ordered. The fundamental truth that Jesus came into the world to save sinners,
and vicariously paid the price for our redemption, is still the foundation stone of our
Christian faith. “For no other foundation can any one lay than that which is laid, which
is Jesus Christ” (1 Cor 3:11). It is pointless to even think about adding to or
subtracting from that truth. The work has been done, the promise fulfilled, once but
for all time, and nothing can ever change the nature of the relationship that God has
established with His people. I’ve heard Christians conceptualise about the nature and
form of God, listened to many views about the nature and work of the Holy Spirit,
indulged in many debates about the God/man nature of Jesus, but I can’t recall ever
yet hearing any Christian preacher deny that the saving grace of Jesus is anything
other than fundamental to the gospel. We may, as a result of our studies, interpret
some of the actions and sayings of Jesus differently from some of our brethren, but
we simply cannot, dare not, remove Jesus - his life, death and glorious resurrection
- from the gospel message. The gospel call that has resounded down the ages
remains clear. “Repent and be baptized every one of you in the name of Jesus Christ
for the forgiveness of your sins; and you shall receive the gift of the Holy Spirit.”
I believe that in our Christian communities we have remained faithful to the
fundamental and foundational truths about Jesus, the Christ of God. Our reliance
upon His grace and our own grace-inspired faith remain at the heart of our preaching
and our personal witness. The ‘washing of regeneration’, in baptism, remains an
essential part of that faith as we put on the new man in baptism. “But you were
washed, you were sanctified, you were justified in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ
and in the Spirit of our God.” I’m told that some have started to question the need
for baptism and others, though still adhering to the practice, perhaps want to reduce
its significance to that of a symbolic act. Acts 2 informs us that the reasons that we
are baptised are to receive forgiveness of sins and the gift of the Holy Spirit. It
appears to me that anyone believing that baptism is unnecessary must be absolutely
convinced that forgiveness and the indwelling Spirit are received without baptism if
their hope is to be secure. We know that heaven is going to be inhabited by the pure
and spotless, that nothing perishable or unclean can inherit heaven. Without the
indwelling presence of God in our lives we stand every chance of being overwhelmed
by Satan; without the cleansing and of our sins we stand no chance of the achieving
the eternal inheritance that God has prepared for His faithful people.
I consider that in our Christian communities, 2000 years on from the time of Christ,
we have remained faithful to the primacy of Jesus the Christ in God’s plan for the
fullness of time and the He remains central to the preaching and teaching that is
made. He must remain so because it is under the umbrella of the saving grace of
Christ that we have any kind of Christian unity at all. But of course it is not Christian
unity that is our objective, because we simply to do not have the wherewithal to bring
it about. We may quite happily leave the unification of believers to God, because it is
the natural result of individuals responding, in faith, to the work that Christ has
performed, not something that we achieve by doctrines and creeds. Nevertheless, if
we are to refer to Campbell’s phrase as any kind of measure at all, then I think that
in the context of the gospel message we can, without invoking any complacency at
all, justifiably claim to ‘speak where the Bible speaks..’.

(The influence of Campbell’s phrase on the Christian church has been profound and
has provoked great debates over the years. There is more to be said in future
editorials.)
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INFLUENCES ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF
CHRISTIANITY IN THE FIRST CENTURY
(John H Diggle (Nottingham)

STUDY 5 – THE spread of Christianity.
“All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me. Therefore go and make
disciples of all nations, baptising them in the name of the Father, and of the Son and
of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey everything I have commanded you. And
surely I am with you always, to the very end of the age” (Matthew 28:18-20 NIV).
“….. but you will receive power when the Holy Spirit has come upon you; and you will
be my witnesses both in Jerusalem and all Judea and Samaria, and even to the
remotest parts of the earth” (Acts 1:8 NASB).
“In the last days the mountain of the Lord’s temple will be established as chief
among mountains, it will be raised above the hills and all nations will stream to it”
(Isaiah 2:2 NIV).
There were 120 of them, your brethren and mine, huddled, frightened, wondering and far from
confident; and who could blame them? The vicious and vindictive Jewish authorities, which had
been responsible for the murder of their Lord, albeit with a little spineless resistance from the
Roman governor, were still on the prowl for further blood. Not an auspicious beginning for what
had been represented by the prophet Daniel as “a rock cut out of a mountain” which would
“crush kingdoms and bring them to an end” (Daniel 2:44 and 45).

A Transforming ‘holy spirit’
From Passover to Pentecost was seven weeks and by that time the picture could not have been
more different. We know that they prayed and we know that they replaced Judas with the
guidance of God; no doubt too they studied the scriptures, but we can be sure that they did
not suddenly discover any marvellous piece of evangelistic technique, previously overlooked,
nor did they conjure any clever scheme of their own at that time. It was not what, but whom,
that made all the difference – the Holy Spirit of the risen Christ. The comment has been well
made that the book that we now know as Acts of the Apostles would be as well call the Acts
of the Holy Spirit as those of the apostles. And He is still just as willing and just as capable.
Can we seriously believe that numerical growth of the Church is less dear to God’s own heart
than ours, and less important to him amongst 20th century souls than those of first century
Judea? It seems to me that if we are fully sincere in our prayers for it, we are pushing at an
open door. The tendency, when we think and speak of the spread of the gospel is to do so in
terms of geographic reach, which was indeed impressive, yet perhaps we should not neglect a
dimension of it that is, if anything even more impressive – that is, its penetration into cultures
and religious backgrounds that we would be unlikely to count the most conducive to it.

Transformation in unlikely places
Take the city of Tyre for example; remarkably, according to Acts 21:3,4, Paul and his mission
group found disciples there. Few places had a more chequered religious background than Tyre
and whilst the devastations visited upon it, just as Isaiah and Ezekiel had prophesied, must
have had salutary effects, it remained the commercial capital of the Phoenician civilisation that
had brought Baalism and Jezebel to the world. Considering the troubles and turmoil caused to
a significant number of Old Testament prophets and kings by this dreadful religion, which
included orgiastic worship and child sacrifice amongst its practices, and the overt evil of Jezebel
and her brood, to here of the gospel’s acceptance there is encouragement indeed when we
reflect upon the grievous state of ungodliness in our own societies.
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The same, but perhaps to an even greater extent, can be said of Egypt. To this day, it remains
synonymous in our minds with captivity, pagan religion and that from which only God’s power
is sufficient for redemption. Isaiah 45:14 pointed to a time when Egypt would become gospel
ground, and we have already seen how developments associated with the Diaspora, and the
congregation of Egyptian representatives at Pentecost, may well have been preparatory to the
fulfilment of this indication. Church history, after the end of the first century, indicates the
establishment of a significant and influential body of Christians in Egypt. Origen of Alexandria
and Clement, of their number, became prominent and renowned apologists, whose names are
still associated with early efforts to establish the supremacy of scripture over speculative
philosophy as a means of determining the path of practical godliness. In the light of the less
desirable elements of Hellenism, that also had some of their major origins in this part of the
world, as mentioned in a previous article, there is once again a surprising ‘coincidence’
between necessity and provision in God’s superintendence of the true gospel’s progress.
Luke tells us that amongst those who were assembled to hear Peter’s Pentecost sermon, there
were some from Crete, the island where Paul would later instruct Titus to remain in order to
“straighten out that what was left unfinished and appoint elders in every town…” It is also the
place of which one of their own had said, “Cretans are always liars, evil brutes, lazy gluttons”.
A great place to launch a gospel mission then! Unfortunately even that scathing comment does
not tell the half of it. If Corinthian was a term that came to be associated with the hedonistic
lifestyle of booze, sex and vice in general, then Cretan was similarly associated with piracy,
thuggery, child abandonment and youth yobbishness.
In the light of this context, the existence of the congregations in every town, something like
forty, according to brother Carole Osborne’s work on Titus, and the mere contemplation of the
possibility of appointing elders in each of them, is truly remarkable, especially since Jewish
influence was considerably less here than in most places. The same consideration, as brother
Osborne pointed out, adds particular pungency to the requirement that his children must not
be open to the charge of being ‘wild and disobedient’ but must ‘believe’. In fact those
qualifications as a whole, in their Cretan form, seem scarcely promising of a rich harvest of
eldership material. I wonder if there is a message for us there?

Transformation in unlikely people
Nor is it only surprising to consider the extension of Christianity into unpromising ethnic
groups. Those echelons of society that we generally associate with resistance to the message
are significantly represented in the composition of the early Church.
Paul himself is, of course, a prime example of this and marvelled at it for the remainder of his
life (see Timothy 1:16). Lydia, as a wealthy business woman, Cornelius and the Philippian jailer
as representatives of the occupying Roman powers, the Ethiopian eunuch and those who
‘belonged to Caesar’s household’, may engender more surprise than they do were they to be
translated into their equivalents of today.
For perhaps slightly different reasons, we might be equally startled by the inclusion of Simon
the sorcerer, Crispus the synagogue ruler and Titius Justus, his next-door neighbour, in Corinth
(Acts 18:7,8).

A continuing power to transform
And the message for us? Is it not that we should learn to be less surprised by the transforming
power of the Spirit of God, to the extent that we become prepared to venture with the gospel
to people and places in which we have traditionally and tacitly sceptical of encountering any
great receptiveness? In more recent times the former Soviet Union, Cuba, Korea, Albania and
a host of former Communist states have greatly encouraged the confidence that He knows no
territories ‘out of bounds. And what may be said of political, cultural, and prior religious
discouragements to evangelism is no less true of today’s drink and drug-crazed, sex-obsessed,
materialistic and pleasure-seeking no-go areas either.
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QUESTIONS CONCERNING
THE JEWISH TRADITIONS OF
HEADCOVERING

A brother in Singapore has sent in several questions that are obviously based on a
study of 1st Cor. 11, the chapter in which Paul writes about the Church at Worship.
For the sake of brevity I must deal with his questions in a manageable form, since
space in the ‘S.S.’ is limited. Our brother asks:
1. Why do Jewish men wear a skullcap?
2. Why do women cover their heads and men do not?
3. What is meant by ‘because of the angels’?

Q. 1 The Jewish ‘skull-cap’, the YARMULKE
This is the name of the head covering worn by religious Jewish males, i.e. boys and
men. Boys are encouraged to wear the yarmulke from an early age in order to
develop the habit of wearing it, and there are some strict, orthodox Jews who never
take it off.
Jewish authorities, however, will admit that the wearing of this form of head-covering
is actually a custom or a tradition, which, with the passage of time, has become
virtually compulsory, and if you were to ask an orthodox Jew why he wears it, he
would give you at least one of several reasons. He will say that he wears it:
1.
2.
3.

As a recognition and reminder of the Presence of God; it is on his head
because God is ‘above mankind’.
To show that he accepts the authority of the ‘mitsvot’; that is, the 613
commandments of the Law.
To declare his identity as a Jew. In this connection it is interesting to note
that one Jewish scholar says that Jewish men should never uncover their
heads, in order to distinguish themselves from Christians, especially when
they are at prayer.

There are, as one might expect, widely differing views as to how and when this head
covering should be worn. For example:
K
K
K

One Jewish authority states that a man should not walk more than 4 cubits
with his head uncovered.
Another reduces the distance to less than four cubits.
And yet another says that he should wear his yarmulke even when standing
still!

But there is one crucial fact that which Jewish teachers cannot deny. It is that there
is no mention of this item of dress in the Old Testament scriptures - which they call
the ‘Tanach’. In fact, the reason why the word ‘yarmulke’ is not found in the Hebrew
Scriptures is because it is not even a Hebrew word. It comes from a Polish word which
simply means ‘cap’, and we may be sure that, had the wearing of such a headcovering been imposed by divine command, rules governing its form and wear would
have been very clearly laid down in the ‘Torah’, the Law.
As it is, a Jew may buy his Yarmulke made of virtually any kind of fabric he wishes,
from simple, plain cloth to the richest and most luxurious and ornate material
available; all with a price-tag to match! This makes it possible for a Jew to make a
statement about his social status, or about his religious beliefs, in the yarmulke that
he wears, since the many different sects of Judaism wear head-coverings that differ
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in style, material, and colour.
And, not surprisingly, special occasions in Jewish society, such as weddings and other
celebrations, all provide excellent opportunities for the display of expensive
yarmulkes. Consequently, there are many Jewish businesses that are happy to supply
them in whatever material, and at whatever cost, the customer desires for such
occasions.
If further proof of the fact that this head-covering is not worn because God has
commanded it, in the United States, members of Jewish sports organizations often
wear yarmulkes in their team colours, and those worn by small Jewish children are
often decorated with cartoon characters. I understand that “Star Wars” characters are
very popular!
Not surprisingly, strict, orthodox Jews disapprove of such behaviour, and regard it as
unseemly and irreverent, and some Jewish schools strictly ban yarmulkes that do not
conform to traditional values.

The yarmulke and Scripture?
What we may learn from this is that, for the reason why Jewish men cover their heads
in prayer we have to search outside of scriptures, and this means, looking into the
Jewish ‘Talmud’, which is the collection of civil and religious rules, customs, traditions
and legends, that cannot be traced back any farther than the 5th century A.D. It is
the accumulated wisdom and teaching of their wisest men, and only the most
fanatical Jew would claim it to be of divine origin.

Q.2. Why do Christian men pray with uncovered heads?
In contrast with the man-made tradition of the yarmulke, Christian men
pray with uncovered heads because:
1. They recognize that they are in the Presence of Deity, and
2. Because they obey the clear teaching of God’s word.
In the first verse of 1st Cor.11, we read that ‘the head of every man is Christ’, and
then in v. 4, we are told that ‘every man praying or prophesying having his head
covered, dishonours his head’. Who is the man’s ‘head’? The man’s head is Christ.
This means that if a male Christian were to pray with his head covered, he would be
dishonouring, or, showing disrespect for Christ, Who is present when His Church
meets in worship.

Q.3. What is meant by ‘because of the angels’?
This statement, found in verse 10, concerns the woman’s head covering. As our
brother mentions in his letter, there are some who believe that the instruction
concerning the woman’s head-covering relates only to a custom of that age, but when
we begin to interpret scripture in a way which relegates the commands of God to
limited times and cultures we are treading on very dangerous ground.
Are we to understand that angels are no longer interested in woman’s acceptance of
God’s instruction in verse 10 because it applied only to that period? I think not!
In this case, the words ‘because of he angels, tell us that women’s acceptance of the
order revealed by the Holy Spirit in verse 1 of the chapter, and her compliance with
the command in laid down v.10, constitutes an example of obedience, which the
angels should observe and follow. Remember that angels have not always been
obedient. (Jude.v.6. 2nd Pet.2:4).
Frank Worgan, 11 Stanier Road, Corby, Northants. NN17 1XP
Email: Frank@fworgan0.talktalk.co.uk
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STUDIES IN GENESIS 6
(Ian S Davidson, Motherwell)
The Patriarchal age features in the book of Genesis. It
was an age when families were important and the father
of the family was the head of the family. Indeed, in these
early days of the world, the father acted as prophet, priest
and king or lawgiver. He led family worship under Divine
guidance. For well over two thousand years, the Sabbath,
the service of the altar, oral instruction, prayer, praise and
benediction continued from generation to generation.

JOB
Job, who lived in the Patriarchal age, had a wife, seven sons and three daughters
prior to his period of affliction. We read: “There was a man in the land of Uz,
whose name was Job; and that man was perfect and upright, and one that
feared God, and eschewed evil…His substance also was seven thousand
sheep, and three thousand camels, and five hundred yoke of oxen, and five
hundred she asses, and a very great household; so that this man was the
greatest of all the men of the east. And his sons went and feasted in their
houses, every one his day; and sent and called for their three sisters to eat
and to drink with them. And it was so, when the days of their feasting were
gone about, that Job sent and sanctified them, and rose up early in the
morning, and offered burnt offerings according to the number of them all:
for Job said, It may be that my sons have sinned, and cursed God in their
hearts. Thus did Job continually” (Job 1: 1-5). Clearly, he loved his family and
wanted them to be right with God. Later on, this same Job acted as priest or
intercessor on behalf of his three friends Eliphaz, Bildad and Zophar. Job prayed for
them and the Lord accepted his prayer and forgave them (Job 42: 7-10).

MELCHIZEDEK
We read of one high or general priest in this age and he is Melchizedek, who was
“king of Salem…the priest of the most high God” (Genesis 14:18). To him,
Abraham paid tithes or gave a tenth of the spoils taken in war and, as a result, was
blessed by him. “Melchizedek was an order of his own sort. He had no predecessor,
successor, nor equal, in the age of family worship” (Alexander Campbell).
There are also references to Melchizedek in Psalm 110 and the book of Hebrews. We
read: “The Lord has sworn, and will not repent, Thou art a priest for ever after the
order of Melchizedek” (Psalm 110:4). “Now consider how great this man was,
unto whom even the patriarch Abraham gave the tenth of the spoils”
(Hebrews 7:4). The writer goes on to point out the superiority of the office of
Melchizedek to that of Aaron’s. Jesus is of the superior office, not the inferior. As
one writer has pointed out: “One nation only claimed an interest in the office of
Aaron. But the whole human race had an equal interest in that of Melchizedek”.
Today, the whole human race should acknowledge Jesus as Prophet, Priest and King.
Failure to do so will result in eternal damnation.
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ENOCH
Enoch is an interesting patriarchal figure. We read: “And Enoch walked with God:
and was not; for God took him” (Genesis 5:24). Actually, God took him to heaven
in his three hundred and sixty-fifth year. He is the only person in the patriarchal age
that did not taste death. He is, therefore, a very special individual. Enoch is
mentioned in the great chapter of the faithful in the book of Hebrews. “By faith
Enoch was translated that he should not see death; and was not found,
because God had translated him: for before his translation he had this
testimony, that he pleased God” (Hebrews 11: 5). Enoch was a prophet and
nearly twenty-five centuries later, another Prophet, Elijah, was similarly taken into
heaven without dying (2 Kings 2: 11).
We know Enoch was a prophet because Jude tells us so. “And Enoch also, the
seventh from Adam, prophesied of these, saying, Behold, the Lord comes
with ten thousands of his saints, to execute judgement upon all, and to
convince all who are ungodly among them of all their ungodly deeds which
they have committed, and all their hard speeches which ungodly sinners
have spoken against Him” (Jude 14,15). Enoch has been described as the most
enlightened and perfect man that lived during the first two thousand years of human
history and the most gifted teacher in the science of morals. Seth, Enosh, Cainan,
Mahaleel, Jared, Methuselah and Lamech were still around when he was taken; so all
the generations between Adam and Noah had the advantage of his teaching, manner
of life and translation. The effect Enoch had upon them is incalculable.

KINGSHIP
First there were families, then clans, then tribes, then nations. In the early days,
kings ruled over the nations. We read: “And it came to pass in the days of
Amraphel king of Shinar, Arioch king of Ellasar, Chedorlaomer king of Elam,
and Tidal king of nations; that these made war with Bera king of Sodom, and
with Birsha king of Gomorrah, Shinab king of Admah and Shemeber king of
Zeboiim, and the king of Bela, which is Zoar. All these were joined together
in the vale of Siddim, which is the salt sea.” (Genesis 14: 1- 3). In an earlier
chapter, we read of Nimrod’s kingdom (10:10). Undoubtedly, all these kingdoms
were small. But, nevertheless, they were kingdoms and pre-dated the larger and

more famous ones to come.
The nation of Israel was a kingdom. Jehovah reigned over it. Tragically, the
Israelites grew dissatisfied with this arrangement and looked for an earthly king.
“Then all the elders of Israel gathered themselves together, and came
to Samuel unto Ramah. And said unto him, Behold, you are old, and
your sons walk in your ways: now make us a king to judge us like all the
nations” (I Samuel 8: 4-5). Samuel was displeased at the request and so was
God. Indeed, God saw it as a rejection of Him. But the Lord gave them what
they wanted. Samuel eventually anointed Saul as king, who, sadly, turned out
to be a bit of a disaster. The same could be said of most of the kings who
followed him.
9

Satan and the body of Moses
Rose M. Payne.

In the epistle of Jude, verse 9 reads “Yet Michael the archangel, when contending with the devil he disputed about the body of Moses, durst not bring
against him a railing accusation, but said, The Lord rebuke thee.” As Jude
was an inspired writer, we must assume that the excerpt he has quoted is correct,
although he only uses it as an example against evil speaking. A commentary tells us
that this story comes from an apocryphal account that would have been known to
Jude and his Jewish readers, in which Michael was sent to bury Moses but the devil
challenged his right to the body, on the grounds that Moses had murdered an
Egyptian.
Exodus 2, verses 11 to 15, relates how Moses came to kill an Egyptian. Maybe this
was the only way for him to save the life of a fellow Hebrew at the time but, if Moses
were to blame in any way, God had evidently forgiven him by he time he was called
to lead Israel out of Egypt. Satan, who is known as “the accuser of the brethren”
(Rev. 12:10) had no doubt brought up a false charge.
But what would the devil want with the dead body of Moses? Surely he is only interested in capturing souls? Possibly the explanation lies in the fact that the nation of
Israel had only recently come from the land of Egypt. Satan may have wanted the
Hebrews to be led astray once again into the idolatry of the Egyptians.
The Egyptians believed that the body must be preserved as a habitation for the soul
until it entered the next life, and today we marvel at the pyramids and the wonderful goods they contained and the remarkable state of preservation of the mummified
bodies. Of course, all this work could only be carried out for the rich, so the poor did
not benefit from it. According to their beliefs, when Moses simply hid the body of the
slain Egyptian in the sand, he prevented the proper funeral rites being carried out and
jeopardised the man’s entry into the after-life, which to them was a serious matter.
While in Egypt, the Hebrews adopted Egyptian customs to the extent that Jacob’s
body was embalmed (Gen. 50:2) before being returned to his family burial place in
the cave of Machpelah in the land of Canaan (Gen. 50:13). Later, Joseph’s body was
similarly treated, and he probably had a fine temporary tomb in accordance with his
rank in Egypt. But he had left instructions for his remains to be taken along with the
Israelites when they left Egypt. Accordingly, after four hundred and thirty years,
Moses took the bones of Joseph with him (Ex. 13:19), and after a long time in the
wilderness they were finally buried in Shechem (Joshua 24:32) in a plot of land that
Jacob had bought earlier to erect an altar. This was presumably a much more modest place of interment than he originally had in Egypt.
Neither Moses nor Aaron was allowed to have an elaborate tomb. Aaron was to die
on Mount Hor. (Numbers 20:28) And Moses stripped Aaron of his garments, and
put them upon Eleazar his son; and Aaron died there in the top of the mount:
and Moses and Eleazar came down from the mount. Moses and Eleazar must
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have buried Aaron, probably without marking the place in any special way.
Moses was apparently alone on the mountain when he died and his death is described
in these words “So Moses the servant of the Lord died there in the land of
Moab, according to the word of the Lord. And he buried him in a valley in
the land of Moab, over against Beth-peor: but no man knoweth of his sepulchre unto this day.” (Deuteronomy 34:5-6). God sent the archangel Michael to
bury Moses so that no human being could tell where the grave was.
So what would Satan have done with the dead body of Moses if he could have
obtained it? Death is his business and he would like to remind people that the best
and greatest will return to dust in the end. Possibly he would have influenced the
Hebrews to preserve the body of this, their most outstanding prophet and leader
(Deuteronomy 34:10), and build a lavish tomb or pyramid after the style of the
Egyptians, which would have become a place of pilgrimage. So, what would have
been the harm in this? Well, it could have diverted them from gathering at the proper place, which in those days was the tabernacle. Any kind of seemingly harmless
innovation can be used by Satan to cause division. It might even have ended with
Moses being worshipped by the Israelites. Therefore, the bodies of Moses and Aaron
were concealed and not allowed to become a temptation, and in later times the body
of Elijah was not left to them either.
Jesus said “Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! Because ye
build the tombs of the prophets, and garnish the sepulchres of the righteous,
and say, If we had been in the days of our fathers, we would not have been
partakers with them in the blood of the prophets.” (Matt. 23:29, 30) The Jews
of his day evidently thought it a praiseworthy enterprise to build new tombs for those
prophets who were long dead and had a recognised burial place. This made the hypocrites feel good, and it was so much easier than paying attention to the words that
the prophets had written in their own time concerning the Messiah. At the same time
they were quite ready to persecute Jesus and his followers.
The first Christians had the glorious example of the empty tomb of Jesus, so they paid
little attention to burial places. We do not know where Stephen the first martyr was
buried, nor James and John, and although it is suggested that Peter and Paul were
buried in Rome, there is no real evidence.
Too much care bestowed on relics and memorials can be a symptom of a lack of faith.
Here in Britain we increasingly see a secular kind of funeral, which is a commemoration of the person’s life accompanied by his or her favourite poetry and popular
music, and after the cremation the relatives sometimes keep the ashes. There may
be no reference to resurrection at all at the funeral, and especially not to a day of
judgment.
We should rather dwell on the message of the angels at the sepulchre of Jesus, “Why
seek ye the living among the dead? He is not here but is risen:” (Luke 24:5,
6) and, “Marvel not at this: for the hour is coming, in the which all that are
in the graves shall hear his voice, and shall come forth;...” (John 5:28, 29).
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WHAT IS CHRISTIC BAPTISM?
Allan Ashurst (Stretford)
There is one baptism.
There is a novel doctrine about baptism, first put around in 1874 by a man named J.W.
Dale, which he calls ‘Christic Baptism’. He denies that the one baptism in Ephesians 4:36 is immersion in water. This doctrine is now becoming very popular in evangelical circles.
No doubt you will come across it, even with folk who still practise baptism of believers in
water, even though they deny it is the one baptism in Ephesians 4:3-6.
In his work entitled ‘Christic Baptism’, J.W. Dale asserts that the one baptism in Ephesians
4:3-6 is baptism by the Holy Spirit, for which he uses the term ‘Christic Baptism’, which
he calls “real, not ritual water, baptism”. He claims that Acts 2:38, Acts 8:12, Romans
6:3-6, Colossians 2:12 refer to ‘Christic Baptism’ which he says is “real baptism by the
Holy Spirit” thus implying that baptism in water is not real baptism.
His arguments are lengthy and confusing. Here are a few examples, which I think are
sufficient to show the error of his reasoning.
His interpretations of Acts 2:38 are contradictory.
K Acts 2:38: “Then Peter said unto them, Repent and be baptised every one of
you in the name of Jesus Christ for the remission of sins, and ye shall
receive the gift of the Holy Spirit.”
In his comments on this verse Dale claims that sins were remitted before baptism.
“Upon repentance each individual was then to be baptised on the basis that the
specific individual’s sins had been remitted...” (emphasis mine).
K Then, still commenting on Acts 2:38, he says that remission of sins was a result of
baptism: “This real baptism takes the penitent sinner out of a state of guilt and
places him into (eis) a new state of remission” (emphasis mine).
Even though here he renders ‘eis’ as into, elsewhere he tries to argue that in Acts
2:38 the word ‘eis’ does not mean into, but means “because of,” claiming that folk
were baptised because they had been forgiven their sins - not for their sins to be
forgiven
K He also states that this baptism was “real baptism by the Holy Spirit”. By this he is
denying that Acts 2:41 refers to the Lord’s disciples baptising people in water.
Acts 2:41: “Then they that gladly received his word were baptised: and the
same day there were added unto them about three thousand souls.”
So which does he believe: that remission of sins is before or after baptism? Whether it
was his ‘real baptism by the Holy Spirit’ or baptism in real water? This kind of confused
reasoning prevails throughout his book.
Making reference to Colossians 2:12, he reasons that the relationship established by this
baptism “can hardly be symbolised by a momentary dipping in water for the relationship
is permanent.” However Colossians 2:12 reads: “Buried with him in baptism, wherein
also you are risen with him through the faith of the operation of God, who has
raised him from the dead.”
How can one be raised out of a permanent situation?
Both Romans 6:4 and Colossians 2:12 show that baptism is not just a burial but that it is
both a burial and a resurrection. These passages clearly show that baptism is a
momentary dipping under water. So Colossians 2:12 prove true what he actually denies.
When baptised in water the repentant believer is buried with the Lord for the remission
of sins and raised with Him to walk in newness of life.
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IS ABORTION EVER JUSTIFIED?
It is possible that to even raise the question at all is an affront to the majority of
Christians. However the question is raised following the recent decision by a number
of Catholic Bishops to resign their memberships of the human rights organisation
Amnesty International due to that organisations decision to change its stance on
abortion from that of ‘neutral’ to that of campaigning for access to abortion in certain
limited circumstances. Until reading some of the comment on this issue I was not
aware that AI was in fact founded, in 1961, by a convert to Catholicism, one Peter
Benenson. For many Catholics this no doubt adds further emotion to the current
debate.
Amnesty decided at its annual meeting in Mexico in August that it would work to
“support the decriminalisation of abortion, to ensure women have access to health
care when complications arise from abortion and to defend women’s access to
abortion... when their health or human rights are in danger”. The new policy had been
prompted by rapes being deliberately used as an act of war in war zones such as
Darfur and the decision to adopt it was consistent with a long-standing campaign
against violence towards women.
The Bishop of East Anglia, Michael Evans, had been a member if AI for 31 years.
Announcing his decision to end his membership of AI he said, “Among all human
rights, the right to life is fundamental. Commitment to work to ‘protect the human’
can only be deeply compromised by any support for access to abortion.”
Cardinal Renato Martino, the president of the Pontifical Council for Justice and Peace
in the Vatican, said that Amnesty had “betrayed its mission” by abandoning its
traditional neutral policy on abortion in favour of a woman’s right to choose. “It is
never justifiable to take an innocent human life,” he said.
Cardinal Keith O’Brien, Bishop of St. Andrews and Edinburgh in Scotland has also left
AI after 40 years membership. He said: “We are all members of the one human family
and we must defend unborn children in our family however conceived. They may be
seen as unwanted or inconvenient but they have, from moment of conception, been
given the gift of life by Almighty God.”
It is of course quite natural that senior members of the Catholic Church would support
that Church’s traditional view of abortion and it is anyway a topic that produces
extremely strong responses from all walks of life. In commenting upon this latest
outbreak of controversy, many people have referred to the Universal Declaration of
Human rights – something that has been heart of Amnesty’s work over the years.
Here is some of the wide range of comments and opinion from the letters page of the
Independent:
K “The right to life is the most basic and important human right; without it all
other rights are meaningless. Abortion is not a human right, it is a human
wrong, because it is the direct and deliberate taking of an innocent and
defenceless human life.”
K “Amnesty was set up to protect human rights; to prevent the vulnerable from
having to suffer pain and torture and killing, in other words from having their
humanity denied and ignored, their identity as a unique human being removed
and their existence extinguished. This is precisely what abortion does to unborn
children…”
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K “The destruction of innocent human life, sentient or not, is never the answer to
the problem of rape, in Darfur or elsewhere. Not only is it intrinsically and
profoundly morally flawed, but it also fails to properly address the long-term
needs of the rape victim, which can only be met by a real and lasting
commitment to emotional and practical support.”
K “While the destruction of future human life is deeply sad and can properly be
seen as against the will of God as we can see it, there are other issues that
Christians and all people of faith need to consider… The New Testament teaches
us that Jesus repeatedly broke the religious laws of his day because of his
compassion for actual people whom he was with. I see Biblical support for
Amnesty’s decision, and I will continue to support them as best I can.”
K “It is men’s inhumanity to women that AI has had the courage to try and
remedy. Would any father really expect his daughter to continue a pregnancy,
which was the result of rape? Would he condemn her to years of misery bringing
up a child the sight of whom would only remind her of the trauma of being
raped?”
K “So far as I am aware, Amnesty is not “promoting abortion as a human good”
or “claiming the right to kill”, but merely acknowledging that it is sometimes a
horrible necessity. Children impregnated by a relative, women raped as an act
of war, women whose pregnancy is certain to kill them (and the child) – have
they no right to self-defence? I am a practising and passionate Christian….”
K “Exodus 21:22 clearly states that whilst causing the death of a pregnant woman
is murder, the loss of an unborn child is purely a civil matter for which
compensation should be paid to the woman’s husband.”

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
1. Can a life that is conceived as a result of an often violent and brutal violation of
a woman’s body, ever be considered as ‘the gift of life by Almighty God’ as
Cardinal Keith O’Brien’s comment above implies? Should a woman be expected to
bear and then love a child who will genetically be, at least in part, a product of
the rapist.
2. In a Christian context we often speak of life as being ‘God’s to give and God’s to
take away’. Accepting that God is creator of all things, are we right to imply that
God is at work in every act of conception and in every act of death? How does this
inform our view of issues such as abortion?
3. One writer above asks if any father would really expect his daughter to continue
a pregnancy that was the result of rape. Fathers; what advice would you give to
your daughter? Church leader; what advice would you give to a female member
of your congregation in such circumstances?
4. It is probably true to say that men have little if any understanding of either the
trauma of rape or the emotions that women feel in connection with pregnancy and
child-birth. Are men ever in a position to advise women on such issues or is this
an area that should be left to the mother’s instinct?
5. The advice of the medical team is that to run a pregnancy to full term is likely to
lead to death of mother or child or both. Is it ever acceptable to take action that
results in one or other being saved?
6. The sixth commandment says, “Thou shalt not kill.” Is all of the above just so
much unnecessary hand-wringing and should our attitude be that the sanctity of
life prevails irrespective of the circumstances?
These are emotive and sensitive issues. What do you think? If you would like to
contribute any thoughts that you think will be helpful, please forward to the editor
(contact details on the back page).
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good to see younger Christians well represented.

News and
Information

The facilities on campus are excellent.
Modern en-suite single rooms with
attached kitchen facilities for an early
morning or late night cup of coffee and
some chat. Breakfast, lunch and dinner
are all provided and were very enjoyable in the company of our brothers and
sisters in Christ.

THE EUROPEAN CHRISTIAN
WORKSHOP 2007
The second Workshop was held at the
end of August on the Lancaster
University campus. I had attended, and
enjoyed, the first one in 2006 and so
determined to attend this year’s as well.
I had wondered if it would reach the
standard of last year’s Workshop but
with a larger attendance and more classes to choose from it probably excelled.
Paul Halliday and Stephen Woodcock are
to be congratulated on organising another excellent ECW.

Plans are being prepared for next year
and I am happy to recommend the
‘Workshops’ to anyone interested in
going. I shall look forward to seeing you
there, God willing. The lessons are all
recorded, to a high standard, by Leigh
Halliday (known on campus as AV!) and
may well be of use to anyone not able to
attend but they won’t fully convey the
sense of fellowship that comes from
attending. Book early and don’t be disappointed.

This year’s theme was ‘Growing Strong
Hearts and Strong Churches’ and had 4
classes running simultaneously so that
we had the option of choosing which
speaker/topic we wanted to hear. Many
of the classes centred on the need for
sound leadership to keep the churches
on course and developing spiritually. All
the lessons I attended were well prepared and presented, and increased my
awareness of what could be achieved.

John Kneller.

Question Box
Readers are reminded that any questions
that arise in discussion or from personal
study can be forwarded to Bro. Frank
Worgan for his consideration. At the
moment the Question Box is empty and
the feature will not appear in the SS until
Frank has questions that he can usefully
answer. Our policy is that only genuine
reader’s questions will be answered and
that questions will not be fabricated just
for the purpose of continuing this feature
of the magazine. We are lucky to have
the benefits of Frank’s long experience
and study at our disposal and I hope that
through your questions we can get him
back to work on your behalf as soon as
possible. Please forward your questions
directly to Frank by post to: Frank
Worgan, 11, Stanier Road, Corby,
Northants NN17 1XP or by email to:
Frank@fworgan0.talktalk.co.uk

Randy Lowery, a lawyer specialising in
‘conflict resolution’, led the keynote sessions. These sessions stand-alone and
everyone attends. He brought his legal
experience to bear on the Church’s business in a very informative and humorous
way using Matt 18, v15-17 as the basis
for his lessons.
It was truly a European workshop with
speakers from Greece and Germany and
visitors from other European countries
as well as India and the USA. Robert
Limb who works with the church in Paris
ably led the praise sessions. With 72 visitors from 29 congregations in 14 countries there was a varied and deep sense
of fellowship. As an older person it was
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Obituary
Sis Bethia Davidson
Dennyloanhead, Scotland
It is with deep regret that we report the passing of our much beloved sister Bethia
Davidson on Tuesday 6th March aged 95 yrs.
Thia became a Christian over 65 years ago
and although confined to a wheelchair, had
good health to meet with the brethren every
Sunday until the Lord called her home. She
was a stalwart in the Church confessing her
Lord to all who knew her, and in her younger
life acted as Secretary, Treasurer and Sunday
School & Bible class teacher.
Thia was at her happiest doing the Lord’s
work and was still contributing articles to the
Scripture Standard until she was 94 yrs of
age. She was a fine example to all. Bro Peter
Sneddon officiated at the funeral assisted by
Bros Graeme & Alastair Scobbie. “Precious in
the sight of the Lord is the death of His
saints”
John Kneller.

Coming Events
SATURDAY EVENING
MEETING AT STRETFORD
To be held in the Green Hut,
538 Kings Road, Stretford, Manchester.

The meeting will start at 7.00 pm
and will consist of:
A Gospel Topic, followed by
Light refreshments, concluding with
Open Discussion.
20th October 2007
Ernest Makin, Wigan.
_______

PETERHEAD, SCOTLAND
Social Weekend, 29 & 30th
September 2007
Saturday Meetings:
3.00 pm and 6.00 pm
Sunday services as normal.
Speakers: Bert Ritchie (Coleraine)
& Graham McDonald (Cumbernauld)
_______

NEWTONGRANGE, SCOTLAND
Annual Social, Saturday
13th October 2007
Social will commence with a meal
at 1.00 pm
Speaker: John Morgan (Hindley)
_______

EUROPEAN CHRISTIAN
WORKSHOP
LANCASTER UNIVERSITY
THURS 28TH AUG – SAT 30TH AUG,
2008.
(More details to follow later)
See report on 2007’s workshop
elsewhere.
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“Let us run with perseverance the race that is set before us looking
unto Jesus the pioneer and perfecter of our faith”
As we noted in last month’s editorial, the
Thomas Campbell slogan about speaking
where the Bible speaks and being silent where
it is silent has become one of the dominant
slogans of the modern Christian era,
particularly amongst what is regarded as ‘the
Restoration Movement’. Last month we applied
some thought to the Church’s traditional
teaching concerning the gospel and my own
conclusion was that, in general the Christian
communities that most of us are involved with
have remained faithful to the fundamental principles of the primacy of faith in
Jesus and the gift of grace delivered through His once-for-all sacrifice as the only
basis of our relationship with God and our hope of eternal salvation.

Editorial

“Speaking
where the Bible
speaks (2)...”

The Stone-Campbell Vision of Unity
It is when we stray beyond the basic parameters of the Pentecost gospel message
that the problems really start and those problems have not just presented
themselves in an inter-denominational context, but have over the years been the
source of enormous and damaging conflict within what, for these purposes, might
be referred to as the denominational ‘Churches of Christ’. And yet, we must
remind ourselves that Thomas Campbell’s objective, later taken up by his son
Alexander, was to unite Christians rather than to divide them. In many respects
Campbell was influenced by, and took up the theme of, the pleas for tolerance of
one another’s opinions that had earlier been expressed by John Locke a couple of
centuries earlier. The context in which Locke made his pleas was a far more
violent and physically intimidating environment than we encounter today, or
Campbell encountered in his day. In John Locke’s day, and he lived between 1632
and 1704, religious intolerance was state-sponsored, and for the previous 200
years or so, beginning with Henry VIII, English kings and queens had exerted a
considerable influence over religious thought and practice, and dissenters often
paid for their religious beliefs with their lives. It had been a period when state
and ‘church’ were intertwined. Parliamentary acts such as The Act of Toleration
Contents: 1 - Editorial; 6 - Genesis 7; 8 - Matchless Pearl; 10 - Understanding the Life of Jesus;
12 - Early Church; 14 - What do you think?; 15 - News & Info.

and The Act of Uniformity had been passed. Religious intolerance was not simply a
matter of theological differences expressed in ‘debating chambers’ and church halls
but was quite literally often a matter of physical life and death. When viewed in that
context it makes some of the verbal jousting that Christians have engaged in, and
divided over, seem very self-indulgent. It was in this context, in 1689, that John
Locke wrote his treatise entitled ‘A Letter Concerning Toleration’, essentially a plea
against religious intolerance and against the charge of heresy that was brought
against anyone not subscribing to the traditions of the state church, and seeking to
apply principles that would bring about unity within Christianity. In that letter Locke
wrote: “The toleration of those that differ from others in matters of religion,
is so agreeable to the Gospel of Jesus Christ, and to the genuine reason of
mankind, that it seems monstrous for men to be so blind, as not to perceive
the necessity and advantage of it, in so clear a light.”

Unity or Uniformity – there is a difference!
Thomas Campbell and his son, Alexander, shared a real enthusiasm for trying to bring
Christian groups together and ultimately it was their efforts in the United States,
alongside those of Barton Stone of the Disciples of Christ movement, that led, for a
time, to some real progress in the cause of Christian unity. I make again, though, the
point that unity really only happens at one level. Real unity is that God has called all
of his followers, that is, all Christians, into the unique fellowship of the family of God.
This fellowship is best described to us, through Jesus’ intimate statement to his
disciples recorded in John 17. This unity is a gift; it is not something that we can build
or destroy; it is not a unity for which we can set the terms and conditions or have
any say in them; the terms have been set by God, and our enjoinment into that
family is by the grace of God and has been won by the sacrifice of Jesus and our faith
in Him, and His saving grace. Christians are ‘united in Christ’ and that unity is
indestructible for all faithful Christians (Romans 8: 39ff).
Beyond that there is the ‘unity’ that essentially seems to devolve down to, and is best
expressed by, the idea of uniformity of practice. The general principle amongst many
Christians would seem to be that if we have uniformity of thought and practice then
we are united; if we don’t have that uniformity then unity is elusive. Can we then be
‘united in Christ’ without total uniformity? Of course we can, otherwise early Gentile
and Jewish Christian communities were not ‘united in Christ’ and the community in
Corinth was not ‘united in Christ’ (something that Paul never said, despite all his
criticism of some of their actions). This aspect is within our control and is it therefore
little surprise that the natural instincts of men (and sometimes women) for influence
and power over the thoughts and actions of others has pervaded religion in its
broadest sense. This ‘unity’ is ephemeral and it will always be so; it ebbs and flows;
it depends on human emotional strength (or frailty) rather than divine design.
Sometimes a measure of ‘unity’ is won by the sheer persistence and determination
of influential people to try to achieve it; it almost invariably involves not a uniformity
of practice, but compromise and toleration of differences. But in truth it only lasts
until someone determines that the degree of toleration required has become
unacceptable and ultimately decides to set up another ‘faction’ that is more faithful
to the principles that the individual in question holds dear. And then it seems
impossible for that individual or group not to evolve into a larger grouping as others
attach to it so that eventually some form of ‘organisation’ is formed, the organisation
spawns leaders (or the prime movers in the establishment of the organisation assume
leadership), the leadership forms policies and creeds, gives the group a title, and so
another denomination becomes established. It’s the circle; the circle of religious life.
Writing in The Christian Baptist in 1824, Alexander Campbell wrote: ‘So long as unity
of opinion was regarded as a proper basis of religious union, so long have mankind
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been distracted by the multiplicity and variety of opinions. To establish what is called
a system of orthodox opinions as a bond of union was, in fact, offering a premium for
new diversities in opinion, and was increasing, ad infinitum, opinions, sects and
divisions. And what was worse than all, it was establishing self-love and pride as
religious principles, as fundamental to salvation, for a love regulated by similarity of
opinion, is only a love to one’s own opinion; and all the zeal exhibited in the defense
of it, is but the pride of opinion.’

Mankind’s ‘unity’ – doomed to fail?
I made reference earlier to the efforts of the Stone-Campbell Movement (note the
title; note the word ‘movement’) to bring about unity in the States in the 19th
century. Despite some extremely fundamental differences about the openness of
communion, the Trinity and premilleniallism to name just three (the Stone ‘Christian
Churches’ were generally regarded as liberal and the Campbell ‘Disciples of Christ’
Churches conservative) they made it work to some extent and for a period of around
70 years from 1832 to 1906. Then, almost inevitably, the ‘unity’ began to break
down. The ‘Disciples of Christ’ and ‘Churches of Christ’ drifted apart and in truth it
seems that they never, even during the period of working together, got rid of their
separate identities despite the fact that they were ‘united’ and both part of the
‘Restoration Movement’. Many of the problems that emerged had at least as much to
do with political differences arising from the American Civil War, and the relative
prosperity of the northern and southern unions of the United States, as they did with
religious attitudes and Christian beliefs. Then of course in the 20th century, again in
the States, the more prosperous southern communities began to support orphan
homes, built colleges, sponsored mission work, established large buildings for
worship and started to hold Sunday Schools.
I’ve recently read over twice a smallish book that was left with us by the leader of
one of the groups of Lipscomb students that have regularly worked with our
community in Longshoot over recent years. Entitled “Renewing God’s People” it charts
the history of the development of the so-called Restoration churches in the United
States and some of the history referred to above is from that book. The powerful
alliance of two people dedicated to Christian unity, and basing their ideals on the New
Testament, overcame differences. The book tracks the period of ‘unity’ in the 19th
century, the effects of the Civil War, and the gradual breakdown of the united front.
It deals with the issues that arose in the early 20th century and it was here that the
narrative started to have some personal relevance. I think it was the phrase about
the divisions that arose between ‘Sunday School churches’ and ‘non Sunday School
churches’ that really started me thinking seriously about the whole ‘speak where the
Bible speaks ….’ philosophy, especially in the ‘disallowing’ way that it had come to be
interpreted, and, in a broader sense, about denominationalism in general. Remember
the Campbells used this phrase to promote the idea that if the Bible does not
expressly state that a practice is forbidden or unacceptable, then avoidance of such
a practice should not be made a test of communion or fellowship. And yet we now
had people stating that because the Bible did not expressly state that a practice was
allowable, then on the basis of scripture’s silence it should be avoided. The emphasis
had shifted dramatically.
As I noted a little earlier, the debate about Sunday School was something of a
touchstone for me because it was so relevant to my early experience. I’d heard all
the stuff about Christian colleges of course and their supposed role in bringing a
liberal agenda forward; but Sunday Schools? I’d grown up in Sunday School without
a second thought about whether it was ‘scriptural’ or not. Sunday School was
inherently good; It was there so that young children right through to teenagers and
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beyond could be taught the truths of the Bible; it was in Sunday School that Bible
stories were told and came to life; where songs about Moses crossing the Red Sea,
S.I.N being a little word that always spelled disaster and locking Satan in a box and
throwing the key away were learned and sung; where the books of the Bible were
learned verbatim. Sunday School was the second of three family walks to church each
Sunday (always walking with dignity and decorum as dad used to say just about
every time), fitted in between the morning worship and the gospel meeting. And
because ‘we speak where the Bible speaks and are silent where it is silent’, and, in
the modern interpretation of the slogan, because the Bible does not expressly talk
about Sunday Schools, Christian churches actually divided over Sunday Schools. And
on the basis of a man-made slogan we had the improbable position of something as
good and wholesome as Sunday School (nothing more than a get-together where the
Bible was taught) being challenged as unscriptural. And looking after orphans in
homes was considered wrong. And going to Christian colleges rather than secular
colleges was considered wrong too. And one then begins to reflect on how many
contemporary divisive ‘issues’ have resulted from the same kind of opinions.

Christians only
I now genuinely believe that over the years we have massively overcomplicated the
reality of Christianity. It has become a veritable minefield of personal opinion,
denominational differentiation, factionalism and all of the other interests that have
blighted Christianity over the years. Is there a way out of this morass (if indeed you
think of these matters in these terms)? One thing that we must bear in mind of
course is that neither John Locke, nor the Campbells, nor Barton Stone, nor any other
of the great characters of Church history should ever be regarded as the ‘founder’ of
the modern Christian Church. People of great influence, certainly, but founders,
never. That status will forever and only ever apply to God working through Jesus.
Neither should any of their letters, declarations or slogans be accorded any authority
or legitimacy beyond what they are – which is that they are the statements of
Christian men who at a point in time in Christian history sought, through the written
and spoken word, to influence a generation of Christians towards a common goal of
‘unity’. They may well cogently and succinctly express a principle that is dear to the
hearts of many people but that does not give them any kind of divine authority. The
emphasis of Campbell’s phrase has been distorted from its original intention and the
result has, regrettably, been that in the 20th century at least, less rather than more
unity has often resulted.
Let me begin to sum up with a question. How do you define the ‘Churches of Christ’
in, say, the United Kingdom in the 21st century, remembering in answering that
question that there is no central earthly hierarchy and that there ought to be a
generally accepted principle of congregational autonomy. Would it be any local
assembly that has ‘Church of Christ’ or similar above its door or notice board? Would
it be by reference to some listing of ‘Churches of Christ’? (Please note that I am not
referring to the CW Directory here, which makes no claim so far as I know to be a
definitive listing of ‘Churches of Christ’). Would it be by reference to some sort of
‘loose federation’ of local assemblies, operating on an autonomous basis but of which
there is common knowledge, and having sufficient commonality of practice to be
regarded as ‘faithful’ assemblies? And without any central hierarchy, who decides
anyway whether any particular assembly is to be regarded as ‘in’ or ‘out’ of any
definition of a denominational ‘Churches of Christ’ or one of a non-denomination
group of ‘churches of Christ’? And what practice or practices does an assembly need
to adopt, or fail to adopt, to put it outside of any such definition? The reality is that
there is no acceptable answer to these questions without immediately falling into the
flawed concept of denominationalism.
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The articles on denominationalism started at Pentecost and those articles, and these
latter ones on Campbell’s motto and its effects, must also end there. The call of the
apostles was to “repent and be baptised… in the name of Jesus Christ for the
forgiveness of your sins; and you shall receive the gift of the Holy Spirit.” In
doing so the Lord adds us to His Church, the universal called out people of God. I am
not a member of any denominational ‘Church of Christ’ but a member of the Lord’s
Church; not a member of a ‘Sunday School church’ or an ‘a capella church’, but a
member of the Lord’s body; I am not a member of the Restoration Movement or the
Old Paths Fellowship, or any other kind of man-inspired grouping, but simply a
member of God’s family, and not because I have chosen to join His family but because
He has added me to it. Our salvation is individual and rests on God’s grace and our
faith. It is not ‘a Church’ or a congregation or a denomination that will be saved, but
individual, faithful Christians wherever they are found. In pursuit of maintaining my
faithfulness and, as God has required, I meet for communion and fellowship with a
group of fellow Christians in Longshoot, Wigan and in that community we have sought
out Christian men to guide, feed and protect the flock as best they are able based on
their own understanding of scriptural principles. We support and encourage each
other along the way, nurturing our young, tending to the sick, supporting the weak,
raising the fallen and putting the strong to useful work in the Lord’s service. Without
at all suggesting that our congregation is perfect or indeed uniform in the beliefs of
its members, like many other Christian congregations, it demonstrates some of the
best aspects of a Christian community. Let Paul, the apostle, remind us from the 1st
century how this works best:
“And above all these put on love, which binds everything together in perfect harmony.
And let the peace of Christ rule in your hearts, to which indeed you were called in the
one body. And be thankful. Let the word of Christ dwell in you richly, teach and
admonish one another in all wisdom, and sing psalms and hymns and spiritual songs
with thankfulness in your hearts to God. And whatever you do, in word or deed, do
everything in the name of our Lord Jesus, giving thanks to God the Father through
him.” (Col 2:15-17)
When we step outside of the conventional and traditional definitions of the body of
Christ and make a deliberate policy of moving away from the denominational
mindset, we inevitably move out of our comfort zone. If we stop regarding the
denominational Church of Christ as the one true church, then exactly how do we
define the body of Christ? How wide is our fellowship? Even today, most Christians
that I know are, on the basis of the 6th commandment, opposed to war and killing
yet seemingly regard themselves quite readily as members of the same universal
fellowship as Christians who are members of the armed forces, and presumably
therefore ready to go to war if their government demands it; in the community that
I worship with we are far from uniform in our views about the nature of the Godhead;
yet I suspect that if my local assembly started to use a guitar in worship services or
employ interactive media to deliver teaching, or appointed a deaconess, our notoriety
and indeed ‘unfaithfulness’ would very quickly spread amongst other congregations
amongst which we are known, and we may well become regarded as ‘unsound’. These
are, to me anyway, challenging questions, to which I have only one answer and that
answer is, as I believe God will do, to consider the faithfulness of individuals rather
than groups, our response to the Bible rather than men’s opinions, faithful Christians
rather than faithful congregations, one called out people of God and not one
‘denomination’. Our unity, that is by definition the unity of all Christians, is in Christ
and let us go one exalting and glorifying His name, producing the good works that
His workmanship demands and growing ever closer to a loving Saviour who gave His
life for His Church.
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STUDIES IN GENESIS 7
(Ian S Davidson, Motherwell)

ISAAC AND JACOB
Jesus once encountered a Roman centurion in Capernaum
(Matthew 8: 5-13; Luke 7: 1-10). He begged Jesus to
heal his servant and he believed the Master could do it
from a distance by a simple command. Jesus said of the
centurion: “ …I have not found so great faith, no, not in
Israel. And I say unto you, That many shall come from the
east and west, and shall sit down with Abraham, and
Isaac, and Jacob, in the kingdom of heaven. But the children of the kingdom shall
be cast out into outer darkness; there shall be weeping and gnashing of teeth…and
his servant was healed, in the selfsame hour” (Matthew 8:10a – 13). Abraham, Isaac
and Jacob were men of great faith (Hebrews 11: 8-21). God was pleased to call
Himself the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob on a number of occasions (three times,
for example, in Exodus chapter 3). (See also Exodus 4: 5; 1 Kings 18: 36; 1
Chronicles 29: 18; 2 Chronicles 30: 6; Matthew 22: 32; Mark 12: 26; Luke 20: 37;
Acts 3: 13; and Acts 7: 32).

ISAAC
Isaac was born to Sarah when she was 90 and Abraham was 100 (Genesis 17: 17;
21: 5). His birth, therefore, was miraculous. Isaac was the seed through whom the
line of promise was to continue. For example, we read: “But my covenant will I
establish with Isaac, whom Sarah shall bear unto you at this set time in the next
year” (Genesis 17: 21). God later put Abraham to the test with the command to
sacrifice Isaac. He passed the test! And in place of Isaac, Jehovah provided a ram
for His purposes. The promise was then renewed that Abraham would have much
seed through Isaac his son (Genesis 22). (Incidentally, I recently read David Pawson’s
large volume entitled Unlocking the Bible. Concerning Isaac, he wrote: “Most of the
pictorial representations of the sacrifice of Isaac paint him as a boy of 12. But if we
examine the text surrounding this event we see that the very next thing that happens
is Sarah’s death at the age of 127, which would make Isaac 37. So Isaac was
probably in his early thirties at the time of the sacrifice. He could therefore have
resisted easily, but he submitted in faith to his father Abraham, an old man”).
Isaac later married Rebekah, the daughter of Bethuel, Abraham’s nephew. We see
from chapter 24 that Abraham was anxious all along that Isaac would marry the
“right girl”. The indication is that God’s providence had a large part to play in Isaac
and Rebekah coming together. Following the marriage, they waited twenty years
before the twins were born. The boys are well known figures in the history of the Old
Testament – Esau and Jacob.

JACOB
Jacob and Esau even fought in the womb (Genesis 25: 22). God spoke to Rebekah
thus: “Two nations are in your womb, and two manner of people shall be separated
from your bowels; and the one people shall be stronger than the other people; and
the elder shall serve the younger” (25: 23). The elder was Esau and the younger,
Jacob.
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There was favouritism in the family because “Isaac loved Esau…but Rebekah loved
Jacob” (25: 28). In the end, this led to the break-up of the family unit. It was Esau
who sold his birthright to Jacob for “bread and pottage of lentils” (25: 27-34). Later
Esau distressed his mother and father by marrying women of the Hittite race (26: 3435). Rebekeh planned the deception of Jacob obtaining the blessing from his aged
father (chapter 27). Jacob was then sent to Paddan Aram to find a wife from the
daughters of his uncle Laban (28: 2). Isaac did not want him to marry any of the
daughters of Canaan (28: 1). Eventually, Jacob married the love of his life – Rachel.
Rachel was his second wife because Laban had deceived Jacob into first marrying
Leah, his elder daughter. (I presume deception was achieved by the use of the veil.)
Jacob ended up with twelve sons and one daughter. But they were not all born of the
same mother. Reuben, Simeon, Levi, Judah, Issachar, Zebulun and Dinah were of
Leah; Dan and Naphtali were of Rachal’s maidservant Bilhah; Gad and Asher were of
Leah’s maidservant Zilpah; and Joseph and Benjamin were the children of Rachel.
Prior to his coming to Paddan Aram, Jacob had arrived at Bethel (a place associated
with Abraham). There he had a vision of a ladder between heaven and earth and
Jehovah standing above it. The promise to Abraham was confirmed to him. We read:
“I am the Lord God of Abraham your father, and the God of Isaac: the land whereon
you lie, to you will I give it, and to your seed. And your seed shall be as the dust of
the earth, and you shall spread abroad to the west, and to the east, and to the north,
and to the south: and in you and in your seed shall all the families of the earth be
blessed. And behold I am with you, and will keep you in all places where you go, and
will bring you again into this land; for I will not leave you, until I have done that of
which I have spoken to you” (28: 13-15).

JACOB AND ESAU
“I have loved you, says the Lord. Yet you say, Wherein have you loved us? Was not
Esau Jacob’s brother? says the Lord: yet I loved Jacob and hated Esau and laid his
mountains and his heritage waste for the wild animals of the wilderness” (Malachi 1:
2-3). Paul quotes this passage in his epistle to the Romans (9: 13) and his words,
like all portions of scripture, should be read within the context.
The words from Malachi are tough, plain and arresting and the contrast is typical of
the way things are put in Hebrew. Nevertheless, I see here Jacob and Esau
representing two nations – the Israelites and the Edomites. The Edomites were
condemned by God because of their treatment of Jacob’s (Israel’s) descendants.
W.R. Bradlaugh has written: “The grievous and deliberate injustice of Esau’s conduct
is very plain, ‘Edom came out against him (Israel) with much people, and with a
strong hand: thus Edom refused to give Israel passage through his border, wherefore
Israel turned away from him’ (Numbers 20: 20, 21). This inhospitable cruelty to a
harmless brother-race, was the more guilty, as it was their only answer to the
humblest application, and offers to pay for even the very water they wished to drink
(ib. vers. 17-19). Read also Deut. 2: 4-6 and 27-29; Judges 11: 17,18; Ezek. 25:
12, 13, etc. and Obadiah 10, etc.”
The interesting thing is this: No one can find an Edomite on the face of the earth
today, but no one can fail to find a descendant of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob virtually
anywhere in the world. The Bible deals with a people still with us. Their history is
long, fascinating, joyful, tragic and true.
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The Matchless Pearl
— Author Unknown
David Morse - American missionary to India - became great friends there with the pearl
diver, Rambhau. Many an evening he spent in Rambhau’s cabin reading to him from the
Bible, and explaining to him God’s way of salvation.
Rambhau enjoyed listening to the Word of God, but whenever the missionary tried to
get Rambhau to accept Christ as his Saviour - he would shake his head and reply, “Your
Christian way to heaven is too easy for me! I cannot accept it. If ever I should find
admittance to heaven in that manner - I would feel like a pauper there... like a beggar
who has been let in out of pity. I may be proud - but I want to deserve, I want to earn
my place in heaven — and so I am going to work for it.”
Nothing the missionary could say seemed to have any effect on Rambhau’s decision, and
so quite a few years slipped by. One evening, however, the missionary heard a knock
on his door, and on going to open it he found Rambhau there.
“Come in, dear friend,” said Morse.
“No,” said the pearl diver. “I want you to come with me to my house, Sahib, for a short
time — I have something to show you. Please do not say ‘No’.”
“Of course I’ll come,” replied the missionary. As they neared his house, Rambhau said:
“In a week’s time I start working for my place in heaven; I am leaving for Delhi — and
I am going there on my knees.”
“Man, you are crazy! It’s nine hundred miles to Delhi, and the skin will break on your
knees, and you will have blood-poisoning or leprosy before you get to Bombay.”
“No, I must get to Delhi,” affirmed Rambhau, “and the immortals will reward me for it!
The suffering will be sweet - for it will purchase heaven for me!”
“Rambhau, my friend - you can’t. How can I bear you to do it - when Jesus Christ has
suffered and died to purchase heaven for you!”
But the old man could not be moved. “You are my dearest friend on earth, Sahib Morse.
Through all these years you have stood by me in sickness, in want - you have been
sometimes my only friend. But even you cannot turn me from my desire to purchase
eternal bliss...I must go to Delhi!”
Inside the hut Morse was seated in the very chair Rambhau had specially built for him
- where on so many occasions he had read to him the Bible.
Rambhau left the room to return soon with a small but heavy English strongbox. “I have
had this box for years,” said he, “and I keep only one thing in it. Now I will tell you about
it, Sahib Morse. I once had a son...”
“A son! Why, Rambhau, you have never before said a word about him!”
“No, Sahib, I couldn’t.” Even as he spoke the diver’s eyes were moistened.
“Now I must tell you, for soon I will leave, and who knows whether I shall ever return?
My son was a diver too. He was the best pearl diver on the coasts of India. He had the
swiftest dive, the keenest eye, the strongest arm, the longest breath of any man who
ever sought for pearls.
What joy he brought to me! Most pearls, as you know, have some defect or blemish only
the expert can discern, but my boy always dreamed of finding the ‘perfect’ pearl - one
beyond all that was ever found. One day he found it! But even when he saw it - he had
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been under water too long... That pearl cost him his life, for he died soon after.”
The old pearl diver bowed his head. For a moment his whole body shook, but there was
no sound. “All these years,” he continued, “I have kept this pearl - but now I am going,
not to return, and to you, my best friend - I am giving my pearl.”
The old man worked the combination on the strongbox and drew from it a carefully
wrapped package. Gently opening the cotton, he picked up a mammoth pearl and placed
it in the hand of the missionary.
It was one of the largest pearls ever found off the coast of India, and glowed with a lustre and brilliance never seen in cultured pearls. It would have brought a fabulous sum
in any market.
For a moment the missionary was speechless and gazed with awe. “Rambhau! What a
pearl!”
“That pearl, Sahib, is perfect,” replied the Indian quietly. The missionary looked up
quickly with a new thought: Was not this the very opportunity and occasion he had
prayed for - to make Rambhau understand the value of Christ’s sacrifice? So he said,
designedly, “Rambhau, this is a wonderful pearl, an amazing pearl. Let me buy it. I
would give you ten thousand dollars for it.”
“Sahib! What do you mean?”
“Well, I will give you fifteen thousand dollars for it, or if it takes more - I will work for
it.”
“Sahib,” said Rambhau, stiffening his whole body, “this pearl is beyond price. No man in
all the world has money enough to pay what this pearl is worth to me. On the market
a million dollars could not buy it. I will not sell it to you. You may only have it as a gift.”
“No, Rambhau, I cannot accept that. As much as I want the pearl, I cannot accept it
that way. Perhaps I am proud, but that is too easy. I must pay for it, or work for it...”
The old pearl diver was stunned. “You don’t understand at all, Sahib. Don’t you see? My
only son gave his life to get this pearl, and I wouldn’t sell it for any money. Its worth is
in the life-blood of my son. I cannot sell this - but I can give it to you. Just accept it in
token of the love I bear you.”
The missionary was choked, and for a moment could not speak. Then he gripped the
hand of the old man. “Rambhau,” he said in a low voice, “don’t you see? My words are
just what you have been saying to God all the time.”
The diver looked long and searchingly at the missionary, and slowly, slowly he began to
understand. “God is offering you salvation as a free gift,” said the missionary. “It is so
great and priceless that no man on earth can buy it. Millions of dollars are too little. No
man on earth could earn it. His life would be millions of years too short. No man is good
enough to deserve it. It cost God the life-blood of His only Son to make the entrance
for you into heaven. In a million years, in a hundred pilgrimages, you could not earn
that entrance. All you can do is to accept it as a token of God’s love for you - a sinner.
“Rambhau, of course I will accept the pearl in deep humility, praying God that I may be
worthy of your love. Rambhau, won’t you accept God’s great gift of heaven, too, in deep
humility, knowing it cost Him the death of His Son to offer it to you?”
Great tears were now rolling down the cheeks of the old man. The veil was beginning
to lift. “Sahib, I see it now. I have believed in the doctrine of Jesus for the last two years,
but I could not believe that His salvation was free. Now I understand. Some things are
too priceless to be bought or earned. Sahib, I will accept His salvation!”
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Understanding the Life of Jesus
Mary of Bethany anoints Jesus
(Robert Marsden, Wigan)
In the previous article in this series we considered the
events surrounding the raising of Lazarus, the friend of
Jesus and brother of Mary and Martha, from the dead. It
was a defining moment because John records in Chapter
11, verse 53 that, as a result of this action and the
prophecy of Caiaphas that so unnerved the Pharisees,
they (the Pharisees) “took counsel how to put him to
death”. Jesus now receded from the public scene for a
while, and travelled up to Ephraim, north of Jerusalem, to
spend some time together with his disciples. It is only
conjecture, but one can imagine that this was a period of
what we might now call ‘quality time’ with his disciples as he prepared them privately
for the events that were to unfold in Jerusalem. Nevertheless such was the
widespread effect and knowledge of his actions that Jesus was far from forgotten and
speculation was rife amongst the Jews preparing to gather in Jerusalem for the
Passover feast as to whether Jesus would attend. Neither were the Pharisees inactive,
putting word about that anyone who knew of the whereabouts of Jesus should tell
them so that he could be arrested.
Towards the end of this short period out of the public gaze Jesus and his disciples
made their way back to Bethany, to the house of Simon the leper where Mary, Martha
and the risen Lazarus were in attendance. So Jesus was now back within a couple of
miles of Jerusalem, with the Passover only 6 days away, and one can imagine that
the Pharisees were in a state of high alert about a possible appearance of Jesus.
Jesus took supper there with this group of some of his closest friends during which
Martha served at the table.
In a beautiful account of the deepest affection of one person for another all of the
friction generated by Jesus’ deliberate arguments with the Jewish authorities and his
knowledge of the impending trauma of Gethsemane and his crucifixion, is set aside
for a brief, intimate moment. It is abundantly clear from the account of Mary’s action
in anointing the head (Matthew and Mark) and/or feet (John) of Jesus, that Mary had
a very deep affection indeed for Jesus. Much to the surprise and even annoyance of
the disciples she takes a flask of very expensive ointment that had a value equivalent
to almost a full year’s wages for a labourer in those days (the ointment cost 300
denarii, and a labourer could expect to earn 1 denarius each day; just for a point of
reference only, in today’s terms if we assume a labourers wage to be, even at the
level of the minimum wage, say, £12,000 per annum, we are talking of somewhere
around the equivalent of £10,000 for the cost of the ointment.)
Mary’s actions suggest that she had some special insight into the fact that she was
unlikely to have any further opportunities to express her deep love and affection for
Jesus in this way nor to have other opportunities to acknowledge Jesus as her Lord
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and Master. Indeed it was normally the duty of slaves to anoint feet so Mary is
demonstrating her utter servitude to Jesus. Perhaps Mary’s actions are borne out of
a sense of deep gratitude towards Jesus, as well as their long-time friendship, in
response for his actions in raising Lazarus. Do you recall that at the tomb of Lazarus
that it was when Jesus saw Mary weeping that he himself became “deeply moved and
visibly distressed”. It seems that perhaps even more than the disciples, Mary had a
clearer picture of the fact that Jesus’ time on the earth was coming to a close. In the
accounts of Matthew and Mark it is Jesus himself who, in response to the indignation
of the disciples, and most particularly Judas, responds to that indignation by telling
them that Mary had done ‘a beautiful thing’ for him and that she had done everything
that she possible could do for him at this stage by anointing his body in preparation
for burial.
The other unusual feature of this short account is that Mary, instead of using a towel
to wipe the excess oil from the feet of Jesus, as would be the norm, actually wipes
his feet with her hair. We can interpret this as an act of the utmost humility on the
part of Mary as there is no more humbling experience than to kneel or be prostrate
at the feet of another (probably in this case as Jesus, like the other guests, reclined
at the supper table). I believe that in this act we see Mary acknowledging Jesus as
her Lord. However it was also the custom that a Jewish woman would never display
her hair in public, except to her husband, and by doing this she reveals publicly and
without shame the deep personal intimacy of her relationship with Jesus. Jewish
women were also proud of well-kept hair and it was inevitable that after this act
Mary’s hair would appear unkempt and dishevelled. None of this is meant in any way
meant to imply that Mary regarded Jesus as her husband nor to suggest that there
was any impropriety in the relationship. Far more likely in my view is that this was a
further acknowledgement by Mary of the headship and primacy of Jesus in her life
and affections. Indeed it is gratifying to know that our Lord was able to enjoy such
affection from his dearest friends.
It is significant that Jesus raised no objection to the use of such expensive ointment
for his anointing on this occasion. I have no doubt that he was fully aware of the cost
of the ointment and that, had it been sold, the money raised could have been used
for many worthy causes as the disciples implied (though the real motives of Judas
were likely to have been far less pure and noble than that). When the rich young ruler
had asked Jesus what he had to do to be saved, Jesus had told him to go and sell all
that he had and give it to the poor. Yet here Jesus effectively tells the disciples that
Mary’s action was fully justified because the poor would be with them long into the
future, but that his time on earth was now very short indeed. We should not interpret
this as Jesus being arrogant or conceited about his position or of being unconcerned
for the plight of the poor. Jesus is simply signifying that his time with them was
coming to a close and that this act of love by Mary was entirely appropriate in the
circumstances. Jesus was Mary’s friend. He was someone she could call on when her
brother was dying. He was the person that she had followed, watched, listened to and
learned from. Her friend was about to leave her and love demanded an embalming
before he went away – an act of true friendship.
We need not be in any doubt as to significance that our Lord placed upon this act of
humble and selfless devotion either because both Matthew and Mark record that
Jesus said “that wherever the gospel is preached in the whole world, what she (Mary)
has done will be told in memory of her.”
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INFLUENCES ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF
CHRISTIANITY IN THE FIRST CENTURY
(John H Diggle (Nottingham)

STUDY 6 – the Jerusalem council.
Acts 15 records the meeting of what could, in many ways, be called the first doctrinal
council. As well as the immediate and important issue that was the object of its
deliberations, and of which much more shortly, it proved to set something of a
precedent for such gatherings, which were almost certainly not in the minds or
intentions of its constituent members.

Councils in religious matters
The calling of councils on matters of doctrinal dispute subsequently became a
favoured means of dealing not only with sincere and genuine quests for the truth of
God’s will, but also as a means of imposing dogma that had origins in the minds of
men and little to do with that which was Spirit inspired. Unknowingly and
unintentionally no doubt this first assembly of its kind provided pseudo-scriptural
sanction for a view of the Churches relationship with scripture that they can never
have imagined and which continues to be held both legitimate and weighty in a vast
segment of the ‘Christian’ religious world of today. John Stott addresses this subject
in his book, “Christ the Controversialist”, which is well worth a read for fuller
treatment than I will be able to give it here. It is all the more telling for his position
as an Anglican clergyman, albeit one of very evangelical outlook.
Roman Catholic reasoning takes the following view of the relationship between the
authority of scripture and that of the Church, by which it means itself, of course.
Beginning from the premise that the apostles were what it calls churchmen, and
advancing along the lines that subsequent ‘officials of the Church’ are their
successors, it has reserved to itself the right of declaring substantive dogma, to be
believed and practised by priests and members. The result of this has been that a
theology, deeply dyed with that church’s own slants and preferences, its
interpretations and innovations, have been afforded the status of parity with scripture
itself. Those who hold this view that the Church is the source of scripture rather than
its servant are no less guilty than those whom Jesus condemned for “teaching for
doctrines the commandments of men”.
We have generally been, and continue to be, rightly wary of the dangers of any kind
of assembly called for the purposes of trying to dictate ‘an official church position’.
However, whilst there has been laudable care to avoid this on any formal or official
basis, we have perhaps not been as scrupulous about it in allowing ourselves to fall
into the trap of those who require the observance of a kind of ‘official position’. So
that no mistake ought to be made about what I am saying here, let me put it in as
straightforward terms as I can manage – all scripture is God-breathed and as such
carries the total weight of His authority as His will for every part of our belief,
conduct, obedience and practice. Our interpretations of scripture, preferences,
opinions and long-held traditions, hold no such inspiration and no such inherent
authority.
In case anyone should think that statement insufficiently respectful of the
contributions, teaching and faithfulness of our spiritual forefathers, let me hasten to
add that the vast majority of them would have believed and spoken no differently:
like Isaac Newton, we can truly say that this is a respect in which we ‘stand on giant’s
shoulders’.
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I hope it is becoming apparent that in the course of these studies, we are being
helped to be aware of those factors that directly affected not only the first century
Church, but that also have proved to be the seeds of developments well beyond that
time, often up to and including our own.
It was not of course the council of Jerusalem that was responsible for the misuses,
as precedent, to which it has been subjected. From the beginning, the purpose of the
brethren at Antioch was to be sure that God’s will was being understood and taught
correctly, and there was evidence of considerable caution in ensuring that no man’s
will as either accepted glibly, or dogmatically imposed, was without complete
correspondence with His intentions. It is also important to notice that, concerning the
way of salvation as it did, this was no trivial matter, but one of vital significance to
the most fundamental of fundamentals.

The Council and its judgement
Although the matter of dispute first flared at Antioch between Paul and Barnabas and
some who had come down from Judea, it is evident both from the remainder of Acts
15 and other sections of the New Testament, such as the letters to the Galatians and
Timothy and to Philippi, Rome and Corinth, that the problem was far from confined
to that place alone. Was it worth contending over, and what does it have to say to us
about that which is, and that which is not, important? Since this has been discussed
in a previous article, only the briefest of memory refreshment will be given here. In
any case the words of Paul and Barnabas, that salvation is only and always offered
on the basis of grace, and through obedient faith in the all sufficiency of Christ’s
atoning sacrifice apart from Law, (c.f. Romans 3:21–26) is succinctly expressed and
twice repeated in verses 1 and 5. Understandably so to an extent dispute and debate
between believers is often the sharper for that intensity of feeling fuelled by sincere
passion for the importance of what is at issue.
Especially so given his own involvement in the same or a very similar issue at
Antioch, Peter’s counsel to the council is evidence of a doubtless, Spirit-moved,
growth and maturity. His testimony could hardly have been more spiritually precise,
nor his analysis of the essentials more accurately identified. Far too regularly we have
proved ourselves ill equipped, or disinclined, to prevent heat from overtaking light,
as the outcome of our conversations, on that over which we do not see eye to eye.
The manner of these proceedings is as illuminating as any decision that came out of
them. After a brief report from Paul and Barnabas giving details of what God had
accomplished through them among the Gentiles, and notice that they do indeed
speak of what He, not they, had done, it was left to James to summarise and advise
as to the best future course of action. No more strongly does he put it than that it is
‘his judgement’ that unnecessary obstacles to the turning of the Gentiles to God,
should be avoided. There is a seeming gentleness and absence of self-importance to
his tone, on which the significance of his position and the weight of his authority, as
an apostle, is worn lightly. It remains plainly conscious of striving to act in accordance
with God’s intentions, rather than falsely gracing the intentions of himself or the
council, with a weight to which they are not entitled. It is based on, and delivered on
the basis of, clear and cogent scriptural teaching, and it is deeply conscious of the
subsidiary principles that may yet have a bearing on the way that it is received in
practice.

The duty to act in love
The cynically-minded may have the inclination to describe the few additional
requirements included in the letter expressing the outcome of their deliberations, as
a cop-out clause, or as a ‘sop’ to those belligerent Judaizers who were probably not
best pleased with the outcome. Difficult to deal with and irritating they may have
been, but, even though there was far from universal acknowledgement of the wisdom
of the council’s view, neither James, nor any of the other apostles, were prepared to
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condone, or appear to condone, a thoughtless or brutal trampling over of the delicate
feelings of those who remained blood-bought brethren. A time would come when
intransigent refusal to accept the increasingly evident will of God in this matter did
indeed lead to the formal recognition that some of them had effectively removed
themselves from the body of Christ; but that was no source of satisfaction, let alone
triumph, to the apostles or any other sincere Christian.
I would like to encourage you to take a good look at Romans 14 and 15 on this
subject, especially if you have not done so recently, and, even within that important
context to especially ‘read, learn, and inwardly digest, as I used to be told with
irritating frequency at school, the words of Romans 14:15. [“If your brother is
distressed because of what you eat, you are no longer acting in love. Do not
by your eating destroy your brother for whom Christ died.” (NIV) – Editor’s
insertion]. Brethren really do look so, so different when they are viewed through
that filter, and it is the one through which God regards all of us constantly, praise be
to the glory of His grace.

DID JESUS ENJOY DIVINE PROTECTION?
The nature of Jesus has been a subject of intense debate over the whole history of Christianity
and it remains so to this day. For some the ‘human’ characteristics of Jesus have the greater
resonance whist for the others the emphasis is on the divine attributes of Jesus. In describing
Jesus the phrase that he was ‘wholly God and wholly man’ has become popular; other
descriptions refer to Jesus as ‘God in the flesh’, that is retaining all of his divine characteristics
whilst being in ‘the form of man’.
What we do know, because it is explicitly stated in scripture, is that God has a plan for the
salvation of mankind and that plan was to be effected through Jesus, the Christ of God. Paul
wrote to the Ephesians: “For he has made known to us in all wisdom and insight the mystery
of his will, according to his purpose which he set forth in Christ as a plan for the fullness of
time, to unite all things in him, things in heaven and things on earth” (Eph 1: 9,10).
The life of Jesus was the outworking of prophecy, not in a formulaic sense but in the sense that
Jesus was fulfilling, at the behest of God, those things that had been foretold. Jesus never
appeared to express any doubt at all that the will of the Father would be carried out and it
would be bizarre to think that the plan of God for salvation, His plan for the fullness of time,
should in any way be left to chance of fortune. So was Jesus miraculously and divinely
protected? Here are some possible examples.
1. After the birth of Jesus, when Herod ordered that all male babies under the age of two were
to be killed, an angel of the Lord appeared to Joseph and told him to flee to Egypt and
remain there until he was told that it was safe to leave. This was prophecy fulfilled.
2. Similarly, after the death of Herod, an angel of the Lord appeared in a dream to Joseph and
told him that it was safe to return to Israel, but under further instruction eventually went
to the Nazareth in the district of Galilee.
3. As Jesus taught in the temple at the Feast of Tabernacles and some of the crowd became
agitated at his teaching, john records: “So they sought to arrest him; but no one laid hands
on him, because his hour had not yet come.” (John 7:30)
4. Similarly John records that as Jesus taught in the treasury about being the light of the
world: “These words he spoke in the treasury, as he taught in the temple; but no one
arrested him because his hour had not yet come.” (John 8:20)
5. On a number of occasions we read of Jesus upsetting the Pharisees and escaping to quiet
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places until the storm that he had created settled down again.
6. At his arrest in the garden at Gethsemane, Jesus indicates that all the events that took place
were at a designated time of God’s choosing at not at the whim of men: “Do you think that
I cannot appeal to my Father, and he will at once send me more than twelve legions of
angels? But how then should the scriptures be fulfilled, that it must be so? At that hour
Jesus said to the crowds, “Have you come out as against a robber, with swords and clubs
to capture me? Day after day I sat in the temple teaching, and you did not seize me. But
all this has taken place, that the scriptures of the prophets might be fulfilled.” (Matthew 26:
54-56)

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
J Was it ever possible, for example, that Jesus might have died during birth, or suffered an
accidental death as a child?
J Does it seem unfair or unjust that the parents of Jesus were apparently granted a special
favour to enable Jesus to escape the cull of male babies demanded by Herod?
J Was Jesus protected from illness and disease?
J If he was so protected, does it for example make his approach to lepers and the sick any
less laudable and compassionate?
J Is it conceivable that God’s plan for the salvation of mankind could ever have been
undermined or thwarted by the actions of men? Could prophecy have remained unfulfilled.
If you have any thoughts that you would like to share on these questions then please submit
to the editor (details on the back page).
be produced in the future.

News and
Information

In other words, this is, indeed, a ‘special
edition’, and, as the Supermarkets are
fond of saying, “When they’re gone they’re gone!”

May I remind you that copies of the
book, “Historical Survey of the Churches
of Christ in the British Isles” are still
available, and we would encourage you
to buy and read the book, because we
think you would find it both interesting
and enlightening. I say this with confidence because we have received many
encouraging messages from those who
have read it, and they tell us that they
have received a much clearer picture of
the history of the Church than they had
previously.

Here are some more facts in which you
may be interested:
The book has been made possible with
the financial support of the British Bible
School, and the School alone will benefit from whatever profit is made from the
sales. None of the ten brethren who
have written for the book will receive
any payment whatsoever.
This means that if you buy the book you
are actually helping to spread the Gospel
by contributing to the funds of the British
Bible School.

We would also like you to know that the
book has not been produced as a profitmaking venture. It was written because
it was felt important to produce an accurate account of the history of Churches
of Christ in the U.K. whilst it was still
possible to have access to sources that
are
becoming
increasingly rare.
Hundreds of hours of research, involving
- quite literally - hundreds of books and
documents, went into its making, and we
do not think that anything like it will ever

It is not widely known that, at the present time, there are graduates of the
‘BBS’ serving the Lord in about 40 different countries. Some of them have
established Schools in Ghana, Malawi
and India, and they still wish to send
men to study at the Bible School, who
will then return to their own countries to
teach their own people. This is real missionary work, and, although you may
have heard whispers suggesting that the
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BBS is likely to close, I can assure you
that so long as their are brethren who
wish to study the Word of God, and
funds to support them, the work of the
British Bible School will continue.
So! What about the book? It was printed in the United States by a printingcompany owned by members of the
Church.
This means that it costs about half what
it would have cost in this country. It is
very well produced on high-quality
paper, hard-backed, bound in blue cloth
with gold lettering and contains over 300
pages.
Because the Post Office has raised its
rates since the book was published earlier this year, the cost, including postage
and packing, is £10. If you could arrange
to have a copy picked up for you, the
book alone costs £8. And you may contact us by letter, email or ‘phone and we
will despatch your copy the day we
receive your order.
Contact: Mrs. Julie Clark,
Pennine House, Strathan, Banchory,
Kincardineshire, AB31 6NL Scotland.
Tel: 01330 820 096
Or, from me: Frank Worgan, 11 Stanier
Road, Corby, Northants. NN17 1XP.
Tel. 01536 206 848
Email: Frank fworgan0@talktalk.net
And, as Trevor McDonald says, “Thank
you for listening”!

Question Box
Readers are reminded that any questions
that arise in discussion or from personal
study can be forwarded to Bro. Frank
Worgan for his consideration. At the
moment the Question Box is empty and
the feature will not appear in the SS until
Frank has questions that he can usefully
answer. Our policy is that only genuine
reader’s questions will be answered and
that questions will not be fabricated just
for the purpose of continuing this feature
of the magazine. We are lucky to have
the benefits of Frank’s long experience
and study at our disposal and I hope that
through your questions we can get him
back to work on your behalf as soon as
possible. Please forward your questions
directly to Frank by post to: Frank
Worgan, 11, Stanier Road, Corby,
Northants NN17 1XP or by email to:
Frank@fworgan0.talktalk.co.uk

Coming Events
EUROPEAN CHRISTIAN
WORKSHOP
LANCASTER UNIVERSITY
THURS 28TH AUG – SAT 30TH AUG,
2008.
(More details to follow later)
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“Let us run with perseverance the race that is set before us looking
unto Jesus the pioneer and perfecter of our faith”
Credit where credit is due. One of our young
brothers used the following expression
recently when offering a prayer and he spoke
of the gospel as ‘The perfect solution for
imperfect people’. We are used to grace
being defined as ‘unmerited favour’, and that
is perhaps a more traditional explanation of
the New Testament Greek word, charis,
though I think it does not quite do justice to
the full extent of what ‘grace’ actually is.
Nevertheless I quite like the idea of grace
representing the ‘perfect solution’, a notion that is difficult to argue with as it was
conceived in the mind of God, and being for ‘imperfect people’, emphasising the
inability of mankind to earn or merit salvation. ‘A perfect solution for imperfect
people’ is no linguistic definition of grace, nor did our young brother intend it to
be so, but it is the simple juxtaposition of the perfection of God’s plan for mankind
against the imperfection of man that provides the resonance, and is of course one
of the fundamental tenets of Christian faith.

Editorial

A perfect
solution for
imperfect people

IS ANYTHING FREE?
The evidence is that we have some difficulty in accepting the ‘free gift’ of grace
and in many respects it is not difficult to see why. We live in a world that is
inherently suspicious of anything that looks remotely like a free gift and we have
become well accustomed to, and probably ourselves repeat, phrases such as
‘there is no such thing as a free lunch’ or ‘if it looks too good to be true it usually
is’ or ‘you don’t get something for nothing’. If a stranger was to approach us in
the street and simply offer unconditionally a sum of money or some other
material gift our most likely response would be, ‘What’s the catch?’ It is a sad
commentary on the way in which relationships within humankind have developed
that we feel that we have to take such a cynical view of the beneficial kindness
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of other people. It comes down to trust (and maybe experience) of course. For the
vast majority of us the sense that we have to earn the good things that come our
way is deeply ingrained. Quite rightly, we expect to work for our wage or salary
(though even that is probably best seen as an exchange or a sophisticated barter
rather than earnings, as what we are really doing is exchanging our time and skills
for our employer’s cash). But if someone ‘does a favour’ for us we feel uncomfortable
until the opportunity to return the favour has presented itself to us; or we feel
compelled to provide some kind of recompense for that favour whether or not the one
who has ‘favoured’ us expects or requires such recompense. I suspect that for many
Christians, despite the evidence of scripture (cf Ephesians 2:5-8), there is still a
strong residual sense of the need to earn our salvation, rather than rely on God’s
freely given gift of grace.
Part of the problem with the acceptance of the ‘free gift’ of grace is the implication
that can be read into it, in the wrong hands, that all that Christians have to do is
accept the ‘free gift’ and sit back in the knowledge of salvation received awaiting the
ultimate realisation of grace in eternity. That would be a mistake, because even
though we can never earn our salvation, nor can we ever give enough back to God
to merit our salvation, there is certainly an expectation that Christians will respond
appropriately to express in our lives the deep sense of gratitude and love that God
and Jesus deserve for their saving grace toward us. Revivalist author Vince Havner
put it like this: “We have suffered from the preaching of cheap grace. Grace is free,
but it is not cheap. People will take anything that is free, but they are not interested
in discipleship. They will take Christ as Saviour but not as Lord.”

THE GRACE OF GOD
The word ‘charis’ (or Hebrew, chen, in the Old Testament) is used in many different
ways in the Bible ranging from physical ideas of loveliness, beauty or agreeableness
(cf Luke 4:22, where “wondered at the charm of his words” is a good translation),
through to favour and goodwill, which is its most common ‘theological’ usage as the
‘grace of God’ in the New Testament. There is no one English word that adequately
covers all the facets of its Greek equivalent, and the word was in common usage in
Greek language, nor is there a single theological or doctrinal idea that can be
attributed to ‘charis’. In a book entitled ‘Systematic Theology’ the renowned Christian
writer, Louis Berkhof, writes: “In most of the passages, however, in which the word
‘charis’ is used in the New Testament, it signifies the unmerited operation of God in
the heart of man, affected through the agency of the Holy Spirit. While we sometimes
speak of grace as an inherent quality, it is in reality the active communication of
divine blessings by the inworking of the Holy Spirit, out of the fullness of Him who is
‘full of grace and truth’” (Rom. 3:24; 5:2,15; 1 Cor. 1:4). By this definition then,
grace becomes something considerably more than a ‘static’ favoured state in which
Christians ‘reside’ and outwork their salvation; it becomes more than a once-off ‘act
of grace’ performed by God. It actually becomes a living, dynamic power in the lives
of Christians. Paul evidently had a sense of the immediacy and present effectiveness
of grace, as he starts and ends each of his letters and epistles with words similar to
“Grace to you and peace from God our Father”, and “The grace of the Lord Jesus
Christ be with your spirit.”
It is in the Roman letter that we find some of the most significant aspects of grace
explained by Paul. In the early part of his letter to Rome, Paul’s audience was mainly
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the Jewish Christians in that community and he emphasises that justification is
through faith and that a fundamental element of faith is a reliance, in trust, upon the
grace of God for salvation. In 11:5,6 Paul makes reference to the status of the
minority of contemporary faithful Jews and firmly establishes the basis of their
salvation. “So too, at the present time there is a remnant chosen by grace.
And if by grace, it is no longer of works; if it were, grace would no longer be
grace” (NIV). Earlier in the letter, making reference to Abraham, one of the iconic
figures of the nation of Israel, Paul establishes the basis of the ‘righteousness’
enjoyed by him. “But didn’t he earn his right to heaven by all the good things
he did? No, for being saved is a gift; if a person could earn it by being good,
then it wouldn’t be free – but it is! It is given to those who do not work for
it. For God declares sinners to be good in his sight if they have faith in Christ
to save them from God’s wrath” (4:4,5). In terms of the ‘perfect solution for
imperfect people’ this verse contains one of the most remarkable truths of all. Is it
possible to conceive of a solution for the salvation of mankind that is better than one
that is contained wholly within the confines of the Godhead? When Paul writes that
God declares sinners to be good “if they have faith in Christ to save them from
God’s wrath” he reminds us that the one who sets aside the wrath of God (the
Father) is God (the Son). And once the enmity has been set aside and we have
entered into our new relationship with the Father, through Jesus, the one who
sustains us is God (the Holy Spirit). Indeed our salvation is conceived, executed and
sustained by the Godhead and if we have any cause for joy, then surely this is it.

GROW IN GRACE
Nevertheless, God’s grace is not to be regarded as some kind of gold dust that is
scattered abroad amongst people irrespective of their attitude toward God and
Christ; rather, as we have noted above, it is faith in Christ, specifically in his ability
to save, which offers access to the saving grace of God perfectly fulfilled in Jesus
(Ephesians 2:8). Even when we have repented, confessed our sin, sought God’s
forgiveness and been cleansed in baptism, we have still not done enough to merit our
salvation. If we go on to live the most holy, God-fearing, good works laden life after
our immersion, we do not do enough to earn our salvation because it will forever
remain as the bounteous gift of a loving heavenly Father towards imperfect people –
but imperfect people who, through faith in Jesus’ ability to save, obtain God’s grace.
What then must we do make the most of this wonderful free gift. Peter, at the end of
his second letter, exhorts his readers to “Grow in grace and knowledge of our
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ” (2 Peter 3:18). In other words, we don’t sit back
in any kind of satisfied contemplation of God’s gift, but we grow and mature in our
knowledge and understanding of that wonderful gift. And this dynamic within our
lives will motivate us towards an ever more complete expression of our love and
gratitude towards God for that gift of his perfect solution for imperfect people. “For
the grace of God has appeared for the salvation of all men, training us to
renounce irreligion and worldly passions, and to live sober, upright and
godly lives in the world, awaiting our blessed hope, the appearing of the
glory of our great God and Saviour Jesus Christ, who gave himself for us to
redeem us from all iniquity and to purify for himself a people of his own who
are zealous for good deeds” (Titus 2:11-14). And one final thought. The root of
the New Testament word ‘charis’ is ‘chairein’ which means to rejoice – so may we also
enjoy, and rejoice in, the wonderful salvation that God has won for us.
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STUDIES IN GENESIS 8
(Ian S Davidson, Motherwell)

JOSEPH
The story of Joseph begins in chapter 37 and ends in
chapter 50 of the book of Genesis. Joseph is, therefore,
an important figure in the history of God’s people. I, like
many, never tire of reading the life and times of Jacob’s
favourite son.
Joseph, of course, ended up in Egypt. Egypt is a country with a long and fascinating
history. It has attracted the attention of thousands of travellers, historians and
archaeologists in its time. Exhibitions featuring the likes of Tutankhamun (reigned
1361-1352 B.C.) still draw hordes of people today.

KEN KITCHEN & JOHN ROMER
Sometimes I think I should have liked to be an Egyptologist by profession. I am
rather in awe of one I once met in Israel, whose name is Kenneth A. Kitchen, Personal
and Brunner Professor Emeritus of Egyptology and Honorary Research Fellow at the
School of Archaeology, Classics, and Oriental Studies, the University of Liverpool. I
have most of his books including the recently published On the Reliability of the Old
Testament. In it, he writes: “Once Joseph went up in the world, from prison to the
king’s court, he was given an Egyptian name (Zaphenath-Pa’aneah, Gen. 41: 45),
married a woman with an Egyptian name (Asenath, 41: 45), whose father had an
Egyptian name (Potiphera, 41:45), perhaps related to his first employer (Potiphar,
39: 1). That these are Egyptian is beyond doubt…Joseph’s appointment was
accompanied by his being robed in fine linen, given a gold collar, and entrusted with
a state seal, plus use of the second chariot after the king (Gen. 41: 42-43). All this
fits both the Middle and New Kingdoms… Joseph’s fellow prisoners were haunted by
their dreams, as was the Pharaoh subsequently (Gen. 40-41).
Dreams were held to be of significance throughout the ancient world… When Joseph
died, he is reputed to have attained 110 years (Gen. 50: 22). In an Egyptian setting,
it cannot really be coincidence that this same figure happens to be the ideal life span
in Egyptian aspirations, by contrast with the Hebrew figures of 70 or 80 years (Ps.
90: 10). In Egypt the 110-year old tradition ran from the Old Kingdom down to the
Hellenistic period, but the attested mentions cluster in the Rameside period
(thirteenth/twelfth centuries) “. Kitchen should know about the Rameside period
because he is a world authority on Rameses the Second, probably the Pharaoh who
was contemporary with Moses. His book on Rameses entitled Pharaoh Triumphant is
a wonderful read.
John Romer is rather sceptical when it comes to the Old Testament. But in his book
Testament he says: “In most of its details, however, Genesis’ account of Joseph’s
career is set inside the genuine ancient environment: Joseph’s ride with a Midianite
caravan down the ‘Way of Horus’ into the Egyptian Delta rings true, as does his
bondage into the house of the priest Potiphar. Potiphar, indeed, is a genuine Egyptian
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name, which means ‘He who the [sun] god has given’, and this is an especially
appropriate name for a priest of the ancient city of On where, Genesis tells us,
Potiphar lives. At On, now in the suburbs of Cairo, stood the largest temple of the
sun god in all Egypt, one in which priests like Potiphar served for 2000 years or
more.” The Bible, Mr Romer, deals with real people in the real world. I humbly
suggest that Joseph and all the characters around him were not the figment of Moses’
imagination.

GOD WAS WITH HIM
Joseph is, in many ways, a rags to riches story. The truth is that Joseph, while
detested by his brothers, was loved by the Egyptians; whilst his brothers hated him
for his interpretations, the Egyptians honoured him for them; his brothers deprived
him of his coat of many colours, the Egyptians arrayed him in the vestures of royalty;
his brothers cast him into a pit, the Egyptians released him from one; his brothers
sold him for a slave, the Egyptians proclaimed him their ruler. The important point
about Joseph is that “God was with him” (Genesis 39: 2, 3, 21, 23; Acts 7: 9). I like
what Stephen said of him: “And the patriarchs moved with envy, sold Joseph into
Egypt: but God was with him, and delivered him out of all his afflictions, and gave
him favour and wisdom in the sight of Pharaoh king of Egypt; and he made him
governor over Egypt and all his house” (Acts 7: 9-10).
There are interesting verses about Joseph in one of the Psalms. We read: “He sent
a man before them, even Joseph, who was sold for a servant: whose feet they hurt
with fetters: he was laid in iron: until the time that his word came: the word of the
Lord tried him. The king sent and loosed him; even the ruler of the people, and let
him go free. He made him lord of his house, and ruler of all his substance: to bind
his princes at his pleasure; and teach his senators wisdom” (Psalm 105: 17-22).
Truly, I love to read how the dealings of figures like Joseph, Moses, Daniel, Esther and
Nehemiah made a difference in the history of the foreign peoples with whom they
dealt and dwelt.

JOSEPH: A GOOD MAN
Joseph gave us, through his sons, the tribes of Ephraim and Manasseh. Although
Ephraim was the younger son, Jacob prophesied that the Ephraimites would become
the greater people (Genesis 48:19). Later, the tribe of Ephraim became so important
that sometimes the ten-tribe kingdom was simply referred to as “Ephraim”.
Interestingly, Joshua, the son of Nun, came from this tribe (Numbers 13: 8).
Joseph’s brothers, after the death of Jacob, were fearful that their famous brother
would grow to hate them and pay them back for all the wrongs they had done to him.
But Joseph was made of different stuff. We read: “And Joseph said unto them, Fear
not: for am I in the place of God? But as for you, you thought evil against me: but
God meant it unto good, to bring to pass, as it is this day, to save many people alive.
Now therefore fear not: I will nourish you, and your little ones. And he comforted
them and spoke kindly unto them” (Genesis 50: 19- 21).
The story of Joseph is inspirational. His dreams came true! To me, it is not surprising
that he even features in a modern musical.
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QUESTION:
“What happens when
folks die?”

This month I wish to look at a subject which is described by the brother who brought it to my
attention as ‘a complex question which keeps cropping up.” Well, of one thing I am sure; it is
a subject in which I expect every reader of the “S.S.” to be interested, and, for that reason, I
will quote the relevant section of his letter and then deal with the scriptures to which he refers.
You will see that I have numbered the points that he wishes us to consider.
The Question: “What happens when folks die?”
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

“We read that Solomon says ‘the dead know nothing at all’ (Eccles. 9:5).
The Lord and Paul call it ‘being asleep’.
He (the Lord) tells the Sadducees that ‘God is God of the living’.
The Lord also told the thief on the cross that he would be in Paradise that day.
He said that the Rich Man could see Lazarus and could talk with Abraham. Would He use a
fable to prove a Truth?”

1. Solomon’s Observation.
With regards to Solomon’s observation, we should remember that, even if he was the wisest
man of his day, Solomon was not omniscient. There were things that even he did not know,
because God had not yet revealed them. In other words, in the statement to which our
questioner draws our attention, Ecclesiastes 9:5, Solomon was merely expressing the view of
death commonly held among his people in his day.
But, when we examine the Old Testament scriptures it becomes clear that, even among God’s
ancient chosen people, Israel, there was no clear understanding of, or belief in, life after death.
The Covenant enacted at Sinai related to their manner of life in an earthly ‘Promised Land’.
This is quite evident in the Commandment in Exodus 20:12, which declares that parents were
to be honoured, in order ‘that your days may be long in the land which the Lord your God gives
you,’ This instruction, with its promise, is also repeated in the Psalms, See Psalm 37, for
example and look particularly at vv. 3, 9, 11, 22,29, and 34.
A fact, which we are inclined to overlook, is that, in the Covenant, which God made with His
people at Sinai, there is no mention of blessings in a life hereafter and certainly no mention of
Heaven. The blessings promised to those who kept the Covenant were related to this present
life: namely longevity and posterity. That is, a long life in the earthly ‘homeland’, Palestine, and
someone to carry the family name forward.
Consequently, the Old Testament reveals that God’s people of that period had a very simple –
one might almost say simplistic - view of life, with a philosophy which declared;
“Do good, and God will bless you with prosperity and longevity in the Land which He
has promised to His people. But do evil, and you will be punished’.
The effect of this belief was that when a person experienced hardship or adversity in his life,
people believed that he was being punished by God because of some wickedness in his life. On
the other hand, when one prospered, his prosperity was taken as proof of divine approval and
blessing.
Well, of course it would be fine if life were that simple! But we know – and they also were
forced to recognize – that it does not always work out that way! Often the wicked seem to
prosper in this life, even to the extent of seeming to escape punishment for their wickedness,
whilst those who try to live good lives often have to face severe hardship. This is comes out
very clearly in Psalm 73, where the writer struggles with this very dilemma.
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Therefore, gradually it was revealed to the Hebrews that, because the wicked often escape
being called to account for their wickedness in this life, there would be a time and a place
where the balance will be redressed and justice will be done. Because God is the Righteous
God, the wicked must, and will, be punished, and the righteous will be vindicated, if not in this
life but certainly in the after-life.
And yet, as the New Testament scriptures reveal, even in the days of the Lord Jesus, the
puzzling question of death and what lies beyond, had not been completely resolved and was
still fiercely debated among the various religious parties. The Pharisees firmly believed in a
both a future life and a Judgment, whilst the Sadducees rejected both.
It was the Lord Jesus Himself who “brought life and immortality to light, through the
Gospel” (2nd Tim.1:10). He ‘brought it to light’. He drove away the mists and doubts which
had engulfed it for so long. And He did it, both by His teaching and His own resurrection from
the dead.

2. Death as Sleep.
It is true that both the Lord and Paul speak of death as ‘sleep’. In fact the word ‘cemetery’
comes from the Greek word ‘kormeterion’, from which we also obtain our word ‘dormitory’.
Thus, a cemetery is regarded as ‘a sleeping-place’.
But the words ‘dead’, or ‘death’ are never used in the scriptures in connection with the ‘soul’
– one’s true self. In fact, nowhere do the scriptures ever suggest that the soul ‘sleeps’. The
word is only ever used with reference to the body – the ‘tent’, or ‘tabernacle’, as Peter calls it
in 2nd Peter 1:13.
You will see, in 2nd Cor. 5:1, that Paul uses the same expression, when he refers to death of
the body. Paul says, “I have a desire to depart and to be with Christ, which is far
better.” And, again, “Absent from the body, at home with the Lord.” This means that
when a believer ‘dies’, the worn-out ‘tent’ – his body – goes to ‘sleep’ in the earth, to await
the resurrection and the change which will occur when Christ returns. But the soul, the real
person, goes ‘to be with the Lord’.
Our loved ones do not lie in graveyards. They are simply not there!
In Rom. 8:23, Paul says that we have, as believers, already received ‘the first fruits’ of the
Spirit, and we now await ‘the redemption of our body’. This means that when the Lord Jesus
returns, the body which was committed to the earth to ‘sleep and to ‘wait’, will be raised
incorruptible – a new body, like His ‘glorious body’ - to be re-united with the soul, which has
been ‘at home’ with the Lord Who has made redemption possible.

3. God, the God of the Living (Matt.22:32)
You will recall that it was the Lord Himself who used this phrase during a discussion with the
Sadducees, who foolishly imagined they had driven Him into a corner with an implausible story
of a woman who had been married an unlikely seven times. They gleefully wanted to know
whose wife she would be in the resurrection, since she had had seven husbands.
The response of Jesus was devastating! He said, “You are in error, because you know
neither the scriptures nor the power of God!” He then pointed out, first, that in Heaven
there would be no need for marriage, the primary purpose of which is to make possible, by
means of procreation, the replenishing of Earth’s population, which is constantly being
depleted by death. In Heaven there will be neither death nor birth.
Furthermore, as religious teachers the Sadducees should have understood the scripture
(Ex.3:15) where God says, “I am the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac and the God of
Jacob.” The significance of this verse, used by the Lord in His reply to the Sadducees, is that
when God made this statement, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob had all been dead for centuries,
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and, therefore, according to Sadducean doctrine, no longer existed! Yet God did not say, ‘I
was the God of Abraham…’ as He surely would have done, had these patriarchs ceased to exist.
He used the present tense; ‘I AM the God of Abraham…’ implying that they still existed.
This was driven home by the Lord with the words, ‘God is not the God of the dead, but of the
living’.

4. The Lord and the thief on the Cross.
The fact that the Lord said to the ‘penitent thief’, as he is popularly called, ‘Today you will be
with Me in Paradise’, is further proof that conscious existence does not end when the body dies.
After His body had been taken down from the Cross, for the rest of the day of His crucifixion,
and for several more days, the body of Jesus lay in Joseph’s new tomb. The penitent thief was
not there with Him! After their deaths at Calvary, the Lord and the thief were never again seen
together in this world.
In fact, I believe we may be absolutely sure that, after they had been removed from the cross,
the bodies of both thieves would have been consigned to the fires which constantly burned in
the Valley of Hinnom, because that was where the corpses of criminals and beggars were
destroyed.
We must therefore conclude that the Lord kept His promise, and that before the end of the day
of their crucifixion, they were together in another world. Where were they? Well, the word
‘paradise’ is of Persian origin and it describes the King’s enclosed, private garden in which he
walked and talked with privileged and favoured subjects. Wherever the ‘Paradise’ to which the
Lord referred is located, it was a place, or condition, of the greatest blessedness; and it was
experienced after death.

5. The Rich Man and Lazarus (Luke 16)
The brother who raised this question about death was absolutely correct in thinking that the
Lord would never use a fable in order to prove a truth.
In the first place, the account of the Rich Man and Lazarus the beggar is not introduced as
either a parable or a fable. It opens with the words, “There was a certain rich man… and
there was a certain beggar named Lazarus.” The language suggests that this is a story
concerning two men who actually existed.
And, even if it is insisted that what we have here is, indeed, a parable, let us remember that
a parable is a likeness. The story told must mirror the truth that it is intended to illustrate. Our
brother is right when he suggests that the Lord would never teach error in any form.
Of course, there is a great deal that one could say about the Rich Man and Lazarus but what
we may learn from what Jesus says is crystal clear:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

Death is not the end. It is a junction – not a terminus.
After death, memory is retained. We shall remember.
We shall also recognize those we have known on Earth.
No change of state is then possible.
It will not be a time for mercy, but for justice.

Conclusion.
The Lord Jesus could doubtlessly have told us all there is to know about what lies
beyond the experience we call ‘Death’. As it is, He ‘brought life and immortality to
light, through the Gospel’. He told us sufficient to make us realize that this life is
a time for preparation. And what He has told us should not make us afraid, but
should inspire us with hope and longing. How wonderful it will be, to be ‘at home
with the Lord!” (2nd Cor. 5:5-8)
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Prophets and Prophecy 4
The Books of the Prophets
(Stephen Woodcock, Wigan)

Introduction
The Old Testament contains seventeen prophetic books. These start at Isaiah and end at Malachi.
The five books from Isaiah to Daniel are referred to as the ‘Major Prophets’, while the remaining
twelve books from Hosea to Malachi are the ‘Minor Prophets’. This is what we find in our Christian
Bibles. However in the Jewish Bible, the books are not only arranged differently, but there are
different books that are classified as ‘The Prophets’. The books are: Joshua, Judges, 1 Samuel, 2
Samuel, 1 Kings, Isaiah, Jeremiah and Ezekiel. The twelve Minor Prophets are the same as in the
Christian Bible. Notice the books of Daniel and Lamentations are not in ‘The Prophets’ in the Jewish
Bible. However for the purposes of this article we shall be looking at the prophetic books that are
arranged as such in our Christian Bibles.

When were the books written?
This is an important question because the validity of the prophecies in these books rests on the
answer to this question. It will be impossible to provide exact dates but historical research has
provided a fairly robust dating for them. Another factor that has to be considered is that some of
these books cover several decades in their contents so they may have been written over a period of
time. An example would be the book of Jeremiah. Jeremiah 1:1f read, “The words of Jeremiah
the son of Hilkiah, of the priests who were in Anathoth in the land of Benjamin, to whom
the word of the Lord came in the days of Josiah the son of Amon, king of Judah, in the
thirteenth year of his reign. It also came in the days of Jehoiakim the son of Josiah, king
of Judah until the end of the eleventh year of Zedekiah the son of Josiah, king of Judah,
until the exile of Jerusalem in the fifth month.” His prophetic ministry began in 626 BC and
ended in 586 BC, a period of 40 years. Yet it doesn’t matter how long it took for a book to be
written, as long as we can be sure that its contents can be dated with certainty. Therefore any
historical references that the book makes help with its dating.

(a) The dating of the books of the Minor Prophets
The dating of the ‘Minor Prophets’ will be considered first because they are generally shorter and so
they will have been written over a shorter period of time. There are issues that are connected with
some of the ‘Major Prophets’, but they will be dealt with later in this article. The following dates for
each ‘Minor Prophet are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hosea, 715 BC, recording events from about 753 – 715 BC.
Joel, 830 BC, 800 BC
Amos, 755 BC.
Obadiah, 845 BC (Hailey), others place it during Jeremiah’s ministry, 626 – 586 BC.
Jonah, 785 – 760 BC.
Micah, 735 – 700 BC; 742 – 687 BC.
Habakkuk, 612 – 589 BC.
Zephaniah, 630 – 625 BC; 640 – 621 BC.
Haggai, 520 BC. All scholars agree on this date.
Zechariah, Chapters 1 – 8 were written approximately 520 – 518 BC. Chapters 9 – 14 were
written around 480 BC.
• Malachi, 440 BC (Hailey), others 430 BC.
As you can see the dating is not exact, and different commentaries will give different dates, but they
are not so far out from each other as to cast doubt on the integrity of the books.
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(b) The dating of the books of the Major Prophets
There are issues that are connected with two of the Major Prophets, namely Isaiah and Daniel.
However, Jeremiah, Ezekiel and Lamentations have remained largely unscathed by the attacks of the
so-called ‘scholars’.

Jeremiah
He prophesied from 626 BC until 586 BC, from the reign of Josiah until the exile to Babylon.
Jeremiah prophesied about other nations, such as Egypt, Assyria and Babylon, but his main sphere
of action was in Judah. After Josiah’s untimely death in 609 BC at Carchemish (2 Kings 23:29 – 30;
2 Chron 35:20 – 27) Judah descended into idolatry and corruption resulting in God’s judgment on
the nation. He was regarded as a traitor for encouraging the people to surrender to Babylon, while
the false prophets prophesied peace and prosperity.

Lamentations
This is not a prophetic book at all, but a lament over the destruction of Jerusalem. It is included in
the prophetic books because the ancient Jewish and Christian traditions stated that it was written
by Jeremiah, who certainly was an eyewitness of the destruction of Jerusalem by the Babylonians in
586 BC. The tradition was partly based on 2 Chron 35:25 (though the “Laments” are not to be
identified with this book); partly on the basis of Jer 7:29; 8:21; 9:1, 10, 20; and partly on the
similarity of the vocabulary and style between the books of Jeremiah and Lamentations. The earliest
possible date for the book is 586 BC, and the latest is 516 BC (when the rebuilt temple was
dedicated).

Ezekiel
Ezekiel was a prophet in exile (1:1). He was taken in the first wave of Babylonian attacks on Judah
in 597 BC in which King Jehoiakim was captured by Nebuchadnezzar and taken to Babylon. Eighteenyear-old Jehoiachin was installed by Nebuchadnezzar as a ‘puppet king’ but he only reigned for three
months and ten days. Nebuchadnezzar attacked Judah again and the king surrendered to him. I
have mentioned these facts because by using them we can date the prophecies in Ezekiel with great
accuracy. Here are just two examples:
1) His inaugural vision in 1:1,2; 3:16 is reckoned to have taken place on the 31st July 593 BC.
2) Beginning of the siege of Jerusalem in 24:1 is reckoned to have taken place on the 15th Jan.
588 BC.
If you consult a good commentary on Ezekiel then it will explain how they arrive at the dates of the
prophecies. The book of Ezekiel contains more dates than any other prophetic book.

Isaiah (or “Isaiahs”)
You may find the title of this section a bit strange, but there are so-called “scholars” who think that
the book of Isaiah was written by several hands. In other words Isaiah did not write the whole of
the book. So the unity of the book has been questioned. If this is true then a large chunk of the
foundation on which the Messianic prophecies rest will crumble. This book was quoted regularly in
the New Testament with reference to the Messiah and no wonder it has been attacked by
unbelievers. The reason why Isaiah was singled out is because it contains clear predictions of the
future. These “scholars” reject the inspiration of scripture and so they sought to reduce it to just
another book. Johann Doederlein in 1789 was the first to propose that Isaiah 40 – 66 (DeuteroIsaiah) was written by an unknown author during the Babylonian exile (Briley). However as Jim
McGuiggan says in his commentary the flagrant idolatry mentioned in those chapters did not occur
during or after the exile. Scholars began to fragment the book so much that many Isaiahs were said
to have written it. They base their arguments on differences in style, language, themes, and
theological ideas in the book. However such arguments are simplistic and subjective. They deny that
a gifted author could exhibit such variety over a period of sixty years, (Briley).
However as Christians what we want to know is what the New Testament says about this book? Did
they believe that it was written by Isaiah, or, by unknown authors? Matthew certainly believed that
Isaiah wrote the book: 3:3 [Isa 40:3]; 4:14 – 16 [Isa 9:1,2]; 8:17 [Isa 53:4]; 12:17 – 21 [Isa 42:1
– 4]. Luke believed that Isaiah wrote the book: 3:4 [Isa 40:3 – 5]. The apostle John believed that
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Isaiah wrote the book: 12:38 – 41 [Isa 53:1 & 6:10]. John the Baptist believed that Isaiah wrote
the book: John 1:23 [Isa 40:3]. Paul believed that Isaiah wrote the book: Acts 28:25 – 27 [Isa
6:9,10]; Rom 9:27 [Isa 10:22,23]; Rom 9:29 [Isa 1:9]; Rom 10:16 [Isa 53:1]; Rom 10:20 [Isa
65:1]; Rom 15:12 [Isa 11:10]. But what did JESUS say about the book of Isaiah? He supported the
traditional belief that it was written by Isaiah because he quoted from it himself. See Matthew 13:14
– 15 where he quoted Isa 6:9,10; Matthew 15:7 – 9 where he quoted Isa 29:13; Luke 4:17 – 19
where he read Isa 61:1,2. The unanimous testimony of the New Testament is that Isaiah wrote the
whole of the book because even the quotations from the disputed chapters 40 – 66 are attributed
to Isaiah. There is no reason to doubt that conclusion. Traditional scholarship places the writing of
the book somewhere between 740 BC and 681 BC.

Daniel in the “scholars” den
The book of Daniel has also suffered from the onslaught of “scholarship” because it too makes clear
statements about the future. Traditional scholarship places the writing of the book at about 530 BC
shortly after the capture of Babylon by Cyrus in 539 BC. However more “liberal” scholarship claims
that it could not be written before the Maccabean period in the second century BC after the
fulfilments had taken place. These are some of their arguments (taken from Jim McGuiggan’s
commentary on Daniel):
1) The Linguistic Argument: There are three Greek words in the book and it was claimed that this
demanded a second century BC date. However these words relate to music in 3:5. Isn’t it
interesting to see that many of our so-called English words are of foreign origin? As early as 722
BC, Greeks were being captured by the Assyrians and there were Greek mercenaries in the
Babylonian army (600 BC). So it is highly probable that Greek words would have slipped in. The
scholars also claim that the Aramaic could not be earlier than the second century BC. However
linguists such as R. D. Wilson (who was fluent in over 45 languages and dialects) rebuffed this
argument by saying that the Aramaic is similar to Ezra and Nehemiah.
2) The argument from Daniel’s place in the books of the Bible: At the beginning of this article I said
that Daniel is not in the prophets in the Jewish Bible. Some have used this to argue that Daniel
must have been written after the canon of prophets was closed. It has been claimed that the
prophetic canon was closed between 300 – 220 BC. However in many Greek manuscripts of the
OT Daniel was placed in the prophets. Just because he wasn’t placed in the prophets in the
Jewish Bible doesn’t necessarily mean he wasn’t a prophet. Moses was a prophet but his books
have not been included in the prophets.
3) The argument from Silence: Jesus Ben Sirach in Ecclesiasticus 44:1 – 50:24 in the Apocrypha
does not mention Daniel in his list of heroes. It is believed that he wrote this between 190 – 180
BC. This fact has led the liberals to believe that Daniel could not have been written earlier than
190 BC. However arguments from silence do not prove anything. First Maccabees 2:59 - 60,
another book in the Apocrypha, mentions Daniel by quoting Mattathias who died about 166 BC.
However JESUS himself quotes Daniel in Matthew 24:15 as a genuine prophet.
There have been other arguments used against an early dating of Daniel, but these also have proved
to be flimsy and subjective.

External Evidence
In 1947 the remains of a library belonging to the Essenes (a very strict religious Jewish sect) were
found in caves near the Dead Sea. Every book of the OT, except Esther, was represented in the find.
In cave 1 in Qumran a complete scroll of Isaiah was found and it has been dated to about 100 BC.
This evidence supports the traditional view that these books were regarded as scripture well before
the time of Jesus. The complete scroll of Isaiah supports the unity of Isaiah. The fact that a fragment
of Daniel was found supports the earlier dating rather than the second century BC dating because
these Jews, who were very rigid in their views, would not have accepted it if it was recent in origin.
The most important point is this: the fact that these scrolls pre-date Christ supports the Biblical view
of prophecy.
Email contact details for Stephen: stephen.woodcock@hotmail.co.uk
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INFLUENCES ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF
CHRISTIANITY IN THE FIRST CENTURY
(John H Diggle (Nottingham)

STUDY 7 – the ministry of Peter to the Jews
“…They saw that I had been entrusted with the task of preaching the gospel
to the Gentiles, just as Peter had been to the Jews” (Galatians 2:7 NIV).
From what Paul says earlier in Galatians 2, it seems that this division of effort was
the outcome a private discussion between himself and those accepted as leaders in
the Jerusalem Church, although even at the time of his baptism, God had made it
clear to Paul, through Ananias, that he was His “chosen instrument to carry my name
before the Gentiles and their kings and the people of Israel.”
Peter’s dream at the house of Simon the tanner in Joppa, his involvement in the
conversion of Cornelius and his comment at the council of Jerusalem, recorded in Acts
15:7, indicate that he was not unaware of his responsibilities in taking the gospel to
the Gentiles. Similarly, Paul, too, clearly owned his own responsibility for the
preaching of the gospel to Jews whenever the opportunity arose.
The division of labour and responsibility then was largely a pragmatic one and should
not be thought of as hard and fast. There is no evidence to suggest that either of
these apostles were in any sense territorial about their spheres of responsibility,
although evidently some at Corinth may have viewed them in such terms – see
Corinthians 1:12.
We have seen in a previous article how Peter addresses himself to the scattered ones,
in his first letter. Obviously he had no qualms about dealing with those of the
Diaspora and that leads my thoughts towards the most important principle that I
want to identify in this pair of studies on the ministries of Peter and Paul.
At least since the time of the first Aaronic priesthood, Israel had been led to
understand the principle of bridge building. Although that may sound like a strange
way of expressing it, this is something that lies at the very heart of man’s relationship
with God.
Sin is regularly portrayed as having the effect of creating a gulf between man and
God (Isaiah 59:2); and both from God’s side (Ezekiel 22:30) and man’s (Job 9:33)
the desirability and need for one to bridge it is clearly identified. In the various forms
of Mediator, Intercessor, Advocate and High Priest, Jesus is presented to us as just
such a One. Hebrews 5:1 speaks of the needs for a priestly ministry and in beginning
to identify the qualifications necessary for such a role, allows the writer to relate that
in Jesus we do indeed have “such a high priest who meets our need” (Hebrews
7:26).
Paul specifically recognises his own ministry to the Gentiles as one of “priestly duty”
(Romans 15:16), and whilst Peter does not, at least in such plain words, it would be
very surprising if it was a consideration entirely absent from his thought in the light
of 1 Peter 2:9.
It is one of the great marvels of God that He consistently shapes the means and
methods by which He asks His servants to deliver His gospel to the world, according
to the character of the message itself. Since at its very heart it is about bringing
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sinners back to him, across that gulf that our sin has introduced between us, it is of
deeply divine significance that those methods should themselves be indelibly printed
with motivations consistent with what they look to achieve (cf 1 Peter 3:18).
The Latin translations of the word ‘priest’ eventually settled on ‘pontifex’ as that
which best expressed its true meaning, and at its root it does so in reference to this
very concept of bridge-building just presented.
Especially if we see it in the light of God’s steering of the course of history, as we
should, it is not difficult to see justification for regarding the DIASPORA as a kind of
intermediate stage in progression from orthodox Judaism to the message of the
gospel, and from Jewish exclusiveness, to inclusion of Gentiles into the body of
Christ.
Whilst Peter’s ministry was neither defined as, nor practised in the form of, one that
was exclusive to Diaspora Jews, the evidence of his letters suggests that these people
were a significant segment of both his concern and opportunities. God’s intensely
intimate ability to know the hearts, minds and characters of men allows Him also to
be the perfect selector of ‘horses for courses’. Curious though it seems to be using
such a term in reference to Peter, he, rather than Paul, seems to have been the one
who was the more hesitant in throwing off some of his Jewishness.
God is ever the gentle leader and encourager of those whose human weaknesses
hobble their willingness to serve him faithfully. He has yet to call anyone to serve him,
in any capacity, for which he has been unwilling to provide appropriate
encouragement and enablement. The bridge between Jewish and Gentile worlds was
one that he needed to lead Peter himself across, so that in turn he would be equipped
to lead others over it and further on to that which spans the gulf between Him and
all mankind. We have already seen in our look at the vigorous debate that occasioned
the calling of the council of Jerusalem that the purely Jewish solution to this gulf
between Jew and Gentile was proposed in the judaization of Gentiles, but that was
not God’s will or way. Ephesians 2:11-22 is Paul’s analytical commentary on this
almost step by step process by which Jew and Gentile are both reconciled with each
other, and then, in one body, through Christ, to God.
There was an evident match between Peter’s personal needs and the potential for his
development, and the kind of responsibility with which God entrusted him, so that it
was entirely possible to combine the fulfilment of both requirements simultaneously.
During the early course of the growth and development of the Church with which we
are chiefly concerned in these studies, Peter tends to recede into the background so
far as the scriptural record of his activities is concerned, and we are increasingly left
to glean what we can of his ministry, from his two letters. Unlike Paul, he does not
appear to have travelled extensively, which may have been because of the existence
of a wife and family. Without in any way minimising the importance, and still less the
inspiration, of his written contribution to the New Testament scriptures, its
comparative brevity suggest the possibility that he was less comfortable with this
form of teaching than Paul also.
However what he writes in 1 Peter 5:1-4 suggests to me at least, that if either its
tone or content is anything to go by, the conversation with Jesus on the occasion of
his restoration following his denial, had had a very profound effect indeed on his soul,
thinking and future course of life. In the strictest scriptural meaning of the term, the
Spirit had so worked within him as to enable him to become a great and genuine
pastor, faithfully feeding the Lord’s lambs and sheep, out of sheer love for the One
whom he had once let down, and amazement at the grace through which he had been
restored.
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Scars of Love
(From an unknown author)
Some years ago on a hot summer day in south
Florida a little boy decided to go for a swim in the
old swimming hole behind his house. In a hurry to
dive into the cool water, he ran out the back door,
leaving behind shoes, socks, and shirt as he went.
He flew into the water, not realizing that as he
swam toward the middle of the lake, an alligator
was swimming toward the shore. His mother in
the house was looking out the window saw the
two as they got closer and closer together. In utter
fear, she ran toward the water, yelling to her son
as loudly as she could. Hearing her voice, the little
boy became alarmed and made a U-turn to swim
to his mother. It was too late. Just as he reached her, the alligator reached him. From
the dock, the mother grabbed her little boy by the arms just as the alligator snatched
his legs. That began an incredible tug-of-war between the two. The alligator was
much stronger than the mother, but the mother was much too passionate to let go.
A farmer happened to drive by, heard er screams, raced from his truck, took aim and
shot the alligator.
Remarkably, after weeks and weeks in the hospital, the little boy survived. His legs
were extremely scarred by the vicious attack of the animal. And, on his arms, were
deep scratches where his mother’s fingernails dug into his flesh in her effort to hang
on to the son she loved.
The newspaper reporter, who interviewed the boy after the trauma, asked if he would
show him his scars. The boy lifted his pant legs. And then, with obvious pride, he said
to the reporter, “But look at my arms. I have great scars on my arms, too. I have
them because my Mom wouldn’t let go.”
You and I can identify with that little boy. We have scars, too. Not from an alligator,
but the scars of a painful past. Some of those scars are unsightly and have caused
us deep regret. But, some wounds, my friend, are because God has refused to let go.
In the midst of your struggle. He’s been there holding on to you.
The Scripture teaches that God loves you. You are a child of God. He wants to protect
you and provide for you in every way. But sometimes we foolishly wade into
dangerous situations, not knowing what lies ahead. The swimming hole of life is filled
with peril - and we forget that the enemy is waiting to attack. That’s when the tugof-war begins - and if you have the scars of His love on your arms be very, very
grateful. He did not and will not ever let you go.
Never judge another person’s scars, because you don’t know how they were made.
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It is not widely known that, at the present time, there are graduates of the
‘BBS’ serving the Lord in about 40 different countries. Some of them have
established Schools in Ghana, Malawi
and India, and they still wish to send
men to study at the Bible School, who
will then return to their own countries to
teach their own people. This is real missionary work, and, although you may
have heard whispers suggesting that the
BBS is likely to close, I can assure you
that so long as there are brethren who
wish to study the Word of God, and
funds to support them, the work of the
British Bible School will continue.

News and
Information
May I remind you that copies of the
book, “Historical Survey of the Churches
of Christ in the British Isles” are still
available, and we would encourage you
to buy and read the book, because we
think you would find it both interesting
and enlightening. I say this with confidence because we have received many
encouraging messages from those who
have read it, and they tell us that they
have received a much clearer picture of
the history of the Church than they had
previously.

So! What about the book? It was printed in the United States by a printingcompany owned by members of the
Church.

We would also like you to know that the
book has not been produced as a profitmaking venture. It was written because
it was felt important to produce an accurate account of the history of Churches
of Christ in the U.K. whilst it was still
possible to have access to sources that
are
becoming
increasingly rare.
Hundreds of hours of research, involving
- quite literally - hundreds of books and
documents, went into its making, and we
do not think that anything like it will ever
be produced in the future.

This means that it costs about half what
it would have cost in this country. It is
very well produced on high-quality
paper, hard-backed, bound in blue cloth
with gold lettering and contains over 300
pages.
Because the Post Office has raised its
rates since the book was published earlier this year, the cost, including postage
and packing, is £10. If you could arrange
to have a copy picked up for you, the
book alone costs £8. And you may contact us by letter, email or ‘phone and we
will despatch your copy the day we
receive your order.

In other words, this is, indeed, a ‘special
edition’, and, as the Supermarkets are
fond of saying, “When they’re gone they’re gone!”
Here are some more facts in which you
may be interested:

Contact: Mrs. Julie Clark,
Pennine House, Strathan, Banchory,
Kincardineshire, AB31 6NL Scotland.
Tel: 01330 820 096

The book has been made possible with
the financial support of the British Bible
School, and the School alone will benefit from whatever profit is made from the
sales. None of the ten brethren who
have written for the book will receive
any payment whatsoever.

Or, from me: Frank Worgan,
11 Stanier Road, Corby,
Northants. NN17 1XP.
Tel. 01536 206 848
Email: Frank fworgan0@talktalk.net

This means that if you buy the book you
are actually helping to spread the Gospel
by contributing to the funds of the British
Bible School.

And, as Trevor McDonald says, “Thank
you for listening”!
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Obituary
Bro. Frank Longden
Bro. Frank Longden passed away on
Tuesday 23rd. October 2007, aged 92
years, after a short stay in the Kings Mill
Hospital. At a service of thanksgiving to
commemorate his life, the Beulah Road
chapel was full to capacity. The service
was led by Ken Mullan and Doug Melling.
Frank was a member of the Lord’s
Church for 75 years; much of this time
was spent serving as an Elder. He was
married to Lucy for 23 years and they
had two daughters: Janice King and
Margaret Melling. After Lucy’s death
Frank married her sister Jessie who survives him after 43 years of marriage.

with. Frank was a Church man and an
example to all. He will be sadly missed.
Tom King, Kirkby-in-Ashfield

Birth
Announcement
Nathanael Dale Meikle was born in Forth
Park Hospital, Kirkcaldy at 3.02 am on
17th October 2007, weighing 6.9 lbs and
is the firstborn son of Dale and Claire
[nee Sneddon] and first grandson of
Peter and Glenys Sneddon and David and
Irene Meikle.
Psalm 127. 3 - “Sons are heritage from
the Lord, Children a reward from Him.”
Robert Hughes

In 1989 returning home after an evening
out they found their home destroyed by
fire, started by an intruder. There is no
doubt it was their faith that brought
them through what can only be
described as a traumatic and devastating
experience.
Undoubtedly, Frank had a very deep
faith, with strong Christian principles
that he demonstrated to his caring family and all those he came into contact

Coming Events
EUROPEAN CHRISTIAN
WORKSHOP
LANCASTER UNIVERSITY
THURS 28TH AUG –
SAT 30TH AUG, 2008.
(More details to follow later)
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“Let us run with perseverance the race that is set before us looking
unto Jesus the pioneer and perfecter of our faith”

BE INSPIRED…
By the Majesty of God
“O Lord, our Lord, how majestic is thy name in all the earth!” Those are the words of the
Psalmist David as he reflects on the nature of God and wonders at His concern for mankind.
“When I look at the heavens, the work of thy fingers, the moon and the stars which thou has
established; what is man that thou art mindful of him, and the son of man that thou dost care
for him?” (Psalm 8). Elsewhere in this issue in our article on John’s gospel we will comment on
the closeness of the relationship that Jesus, God in the flesh, enjoyed with his disciples. But just
for moment consider the majestic glory of our God.
Isaiah, speaking about the eternal nature of God and His holiness, depicts an awe-inspiring
‘vision’ of God. “In the year that King Uzziah died I saw the Lord sitting upon a throne, high and
lifted up; and his train filled temple.” He was accompanied by the dazzling seraphim and his
voice shook the very foundations of the building as he called Isaiah to duty (Isaiah 6:1ff).
Uzziah died but our God is eternal in nature.
Solomon built a temple to the Lord as he had promised his father David. He employed huge
numbers of skilled craftsmen and utilized the finest and most precious materials available to
him and it was to be “great, for our God is greater than all gods” (2 Chr. 2:6). Yet even as he
dedicated the temple to God, Solomon reflects on the fact that even this magnificent edifice is
no match for God. “But will God dwell indeed with man on earth? Behold, heaven and highest
heaven cannot contain thee; how much less this house which I have built!” (2 Chr 6:18).
In a different context the majesty of God is revealed through His workings with mankind. None
of us would want to have been in Job’s shoes but after all of his trials it was Elihu who had
‘something to say on God’s behalf. “Behold God is mighty and does not despise any” (Job 36:5).
“Hear this, O Job; stop and consider the wondrous works of God” (37:14). But eventually it was
God himself who brought to Job’s mind His creative power and authority in a wonderful
expression of His majesty (Chapters 38-41). “Where were you when I laid the foundation of the
earth?” Job eventually came to this realization, and it is one that in this world that is very
skeptical about God that we will do well to keep in mind: “I know that thou canst do all things,
and that no purpose of thine can be thwarted.”

Let us glory in the majesty of God.
Contents: 1 - Be Inspired; 2 - Early Church 8; 4 - Genesis 9; 6 - Inspiring Stories; 7 - Question Box;
9 - Our Deepest Fear; 10 - Understanding the Life of Jesus; 14 - Book of Job; 16 - News & Info.

INFLUENCES ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF
CHRISTIANITY IN THE FIRST CENTURY
(John H Diggle (Nottingham)

STUDY 8 – the ministry of Paul to the GENTILES.
To say the least, anyone who was to be charged with the kind of responsibilities that God
placed on Paul’s shoulders, faced some abrupt and dramatic changes of both thought and
lifestyle. The requirements of an apostle being what they were meant that it was all but
inevitable that they should be chosen from among those of Jewish origin, and as Paul himself
volunteered, he was the most Jewish of Jews.
It would be difficult to overstate the gulf of hatred that existed between Jews and non-Jews,
especially in matters religious. Many are said to have thanked God daily that they had not been
born a woman, a dog or a Gentile; others went further still with this absurd intolerance, to the
outrageous extent of affirming that God had only created Gentiles for the purpose of fuelling
the fires of hell.
The apostles, or any other servants of God for that matter, should never be seen as His
convenient pawns, to be used and discarded, without consideration for their own eternal good.
We have already seen how God so worked in Peter that the form of his personal growth in
maturity was caused to coincide with that which was of particular benefit to the requirements
of the gospel’s progress.
In a similar way, the dramatic reversal of attitudes towards the Gentiles, whose inclusion in His
kingdom God intended, was both mirrored and shown possible in the staggering changes that
He worked in Paul (see 1 Timothy 1:12-16).
So remarkable is Paul’s ministry, both as to its origins and performance, that it prompts serious
questions about the kinds and levels of motivation that proved sufficient to sustain it.
What Paul wrote to Timothy in the passage just referred to, along with a number of similar
such statements, attributes everything that he either attempted or achieved, squarely onto the
grace of God, and his amazement that one such as he should be the recipient of it. It is surely
reasonable to conclude, though without any of the negative connotations often associated with
the words, that Paul was obsessed with, and possessed by, grace.
PAUL EMPHASISES GRACE
2 Corinthians is as close as we will ever come to finding Paul’s
autobiography, and in passage after passage he demonstrates that
God’s grace is “sufficient for him”, whatever the circumstances in
which he has found himself. Even when he is reluctantly provoked
into ‘boasting’ it takes the form of praise for that glorious grace
that has carried him through a catalogue of dreadful
circumstances, which few others would have been prepared to
endure for any cause (2 Corinthians 11:21-30).
Both during his lifetime and subsequently, people’s responses to
the personality of Paul have tended to extremes. He has seemed to prove, in practice, a
character difficult to read objectively; on the one hand he has been all but deified, on the other
hand, demonised.
Paul was nothing if not plain-speaking; he had neither time nor patience for sophistry or its
practitioners – see 2 Corinthians 4:1,2 and Colossians 2:4. On the face of it that makes him
ill-equipped for effective communication with a world dominated by Greek patterns of thinking,
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yet his experience as a Pharisee may well have exposed him to processes of thinking that were
no less convoluted, for all the fact that they were steeped in legalistic Judaism. Whether that
is so or not, the ‘mind transformation’ of which he writes in Romans 12:1,2, being that which
truly appreciates the quality of God’s mercies, and corresponding with the mind of Christ
implanted through the indwelling of the Holy Spirit, was that on which he relied for both
method and message in his preaching. It is worth remembering that when we read the word
‘mind’ in Paul’s writings, it translates one word which does double service, for both intellectual
reasoning and attitude or demeanour (see Philippians 2:5; 1 Corinthians 2:16).
Having said that, we should never come away with the impression that there was anything
lacking in Paul’s educational or intellectual credentials; if those were to be that criteria for our
estimation of him, he thoroughly deserves to be ranked highest among the world’s theologians.
Yet sharp and penetrative as his mind was, he never depended on that for the force of his
argument. We have seen this before in the case of his dispute with the Athenian philosophers,
and the letter to the Colossians is, as we shall see in a future article, a model of restraint in
its refusal to become entangled in the knots of speculative philosophy being woven by his
opponents, so that at all costs those faithful Christians, for whom he had his greatest concern,
should be spared the unedifying spectacle of ‘great minds’ as it were ‘slugging it out’.
Likewise in writing to the Corinthians he pointedly, yet without condescension, demands that
they follow him in regarding true wisdom as the pursuit of that which is inspired by the Holy
Spirit (see 1 Corinthians 1:18 – 2:16). While he was more than capable of demolishing most,
if not all, intellectual pretentiousness, he was also wise enough to recognise that that would
often simply be to ‘win the battle and lose the war’. Intense faith in God’s all-powerful grace,
wisdom and provision in Christ was, to him, a force with which no amount of reasoning power
could begin to compare. The power that was adequate and effective for the demolition of
strongholds and pretensions was nothing if not divine in his estimation (2 Corinthians 10:1 –5).
PAUL’S APOSTOLIC AUTHORITY
Paul made a great deal of his apostolic authority and did not hesitate to invoke it when that
was what the circumstances required. A considerable proportion of the first two chapters of the
letter to the Galatians is devoted to just that end. Was that then because he was unsure of
himself, or feeling in defensive need of the means of self-justification? Not a bit of it; the whole
course of his defence of his apostleship is first of all in terms of its origins in God’s revelation,
and then secondly, in vivid consciousness of what was at stake, that if any disrespect was
intended towards him personally, it should not be allowed to diminish the regard in which the
true gospel of God was held.
As God-provided for and appointed, Paul equally recognised the aims, scope, effectiveness and
methods of his ministry as God-directed. Obligated as he declared himself to be to “Greeks
and non-Greeks, wise and foolish” in Romans 1:14, that was simply because he knew that he
carried in his hands that which is “..the power of God for salvation of everyone who believes:
first for the Jew, then for the Gentile.” He knew and acknowledged with equal humility that he
had this treasure in a “jar of clay to show that this all-surpassing power is from God and not
from us” (2 Cor. 4:7). As God’s fellow-worker Paul taught, implored, chastised, explained
gently, demonstrated, sacrificed, persisted in the face of devastating opposition and hardship,
reasoned with the reasonable and stood firm in the face of the hard-headed and hearted, was
regularly misrepresented and slandered and then, regardless, preached the word in season and
out of season, whenever, wherever and to whomsoever he had the opportunity of doing so.
Why? How? It would be as well to let him answer that for himself, don’t you think? 1 Timothy
1:12-16 is worth another look and Ephesians 3:1-13, Romans 11:13, 2 Corinthians 3:7-18, 1
Corinthians 9:22 all deserve careful reading.
If we have read, studied and understood Paul’s ministry with any sensitivity to what it has to
say about that to which God has called every one of us, his words to Timothy, at the time of
his ‘departure’ ought to weigh heavily in our consciousness, and especially so the instruction
to “discharge all the duties of your ministry” (1 Tim. 4:1-8).
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STUDIES IN GENESIS 9
(Ian S Davidson, Motherwell)
This short series on Genesis makes me realise that
there is so much in the great book. I am not surprised,
therefore, that some commentaries run to nearly 800
pages. Very few have really done the book justice.
Agatha Christie is a well-known author of murder and
suspense. In each book the plot always thickens until
the criminal or criminals are exposed in the final
chapter. We do not need to read the final chapter of
Revelation to discover who is the villain of the Bible. He is revealed in the third
chapter of the first book! Satan is his name and sin brings him fame. Actually, he
is not famous at all, but infamous. He is the one behind all the real troubles in the
world like greed, hate and war. He is the one out to destroy all the plans and
purposes of Almighty God. He is crafty, sly and cunning. He is also the murderer in
the whole story, which is not fiction, but fact. Indeed, Jesus said of Satan on one
occasion: “He was a murderer from the beginning, and abode not in the truth,
because there is no truth in him” (John 8:44). Jesus spoke the truth on this
matter because He is The Truth, The Way and The Life (John 14:6).
In Genesis chapter 3 we read these words: “And the Lord God said unto the
serpent, Because you have done this, you are cursed above all cattle, and
above every beast of the field: upon your belly you shall go and dust you
shall eat all the days of your life: and I will put enmity between you and the
woman, and between your seed and her seed; it shall bruise your head, and
you shall bruise his heel” (14,15). I see here a promise fulfilled in Jesus. He is
the one, born of a woman, who would engage in mortal combat with Satan and
emerge victorious.
Satan knew the Messiah was coming one day and so did everything in his power to
prevent His being born into the world. He pulls out all the stops again and again and
comes close on numerous occasions. He wages war with the seed of Adam, the seed
of Shem, the seed of Abraham, the seed of Isaac, the seed of Jacob, the seed of
Judah, the seed of David, and so on. The Old Testament contains many a cliffhanger,
believe me. (The account in Esther is a case in point.)

GENESIS 49
I like Genesis chapter 49. From Jacob’s prophetic utterances, Satan knows that the
tribe of Judah is critical to God’s plans. We read: “The sceptre shall not depart from
Judah, nor a lawgiver from between His feet, until Shiloh come; and unto Him shall
the gathering of the people be” (10). Shiloh means “The One Who Brings Peace”. It
is no surprise to me, therefore, that, in future, God protects the tribe of Judah. It
even survived exile in the land of Babylon. Jacob also spoke of Judah as “a lion’s
whelp” (9a). It is interesting to note that Jesus in the book of Revelation is
described as “the Lion of the tribe of Judah” (5:5).
Thanks be to God that Judah and Benjamin did not face the fate of the ten-tribe
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kingdom in the north. The Assyrians took this kingdom into captivity, and we know
the rest. Judah survived as Judea. And it was in Judea that Jesus was born –
Bethlehem of Judea to be precise. Of course, not long after Jesus was born, Satan
tried to kill Him. The death of the innocents at the command of Herod is one of the
saddest and most tragic events recorded in the New Testament. Satan never gives
up! Indeed, he is still at it.

FINAL THOUGHTS
The book of Genesis is a foundational book. It gives many answers to many
questions. It deals with history a long time ago, but not millions of years. Many
modern historical works are poisoned by evolutionism. Consequently, much of
Genesis is regarded by many as mythological. Modern sceptics laugh at anyone who
looks upon this great book as scientific, historical and true. But it is! It is part of the
written revelation of God. No human being was present when God created the
heavens and the earth. But the Bible tells us how it was done and, to me, it is all
wonderful and marvellous. I am an unashamed creationist. I believe the Biblical
record – all of it. The account of creation in Genesis makes sense to me. The many
hypotheses of so-called scientific experts leave me cold. I have read Darwin. I have
read Dawkins. I have read Zimmer. Dawkins, for example, has written: “It is
absolutely safe to say that, if you meet somebody who claims not to believe in
evolution, that person is ignorant, stupid or insane (or wicked, but I’d rather not
consider that)”. This is not the voice of science, but atheistic fundamentalism. To me
Dawkins’ recent book The God Delusion is just a rant. I enjoyed two of the books in
response to it: “Deluded By Dawkins?” by Andrew Wilson and “The Dawkins Delusion
– Atheistic Fundamentalism and the Denial of the Divine” by Alister McGrath. Another
book that has been published to please the anti – theists is: God Is Not Great - The
Case Against Religion by Christopher Hitchens. In it, he rails against Jonathan Wells’
fine work The Icons of Evolution. And so the battle goes on. I know a lot of Christians
who care not to follow these exchanges, but I think they should and keep up to date
with the thinking on both sides.
I am on the side of God. I love Him. He is my Creator, Helper and Saviour. He is the
power behind the universe and He is the power in me. I cannot live without Him. As
Paul once said: “For in Him we live and move and have our being” (Acts 17:28). I
cannot live without Him physically and I cannot live without Him spiritually. He is my
everything; He is my all. Atheists, I think, are in trouble and are a troubled people.
They must be because they oppose what is real and true. God is real and the Bible
is true. They stand to theism and Christianity as darkness stands to light. Is darkness
anything? Is blindness anything? Is unbelief anything but the repudiation of
evidence?
The Bible starts with God and concludes with the grace of His Son. It assumes His
existence: “In the beginning God… (Genesis 1:1a). This phrase was a good way to
begin the book of Genesis and it is a good way to end this series of articles.
(I think that readers will, once again want to join with me in thanking Bro Ian for his
efforts in this series on Genesis. Ian has been one of stalwarts of the SS for many
years now and I’m delighted to say that he is willing to continue writing and for the
immediate future will be freed from the ‘shackles’ of writing to a specific topic and
will be contributing articles of his own choice. Editor.)
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If I Had My Life To Live Over
By Erma Bombeck — written after discovery of her terminal cancer
I would have talked less and listened more. I would have invited friends over to
dinner even if the carpet was stained and the sofa faded.
I would have eaten the popcorn in the “GOOD” living room and worried much less
about the dirt when someone wanted to light a fire in the fireplace.
I would have taken the time to listen to my grandfather ramble about his youth.
I would never have insisted the car windows be rolled up on a summer day because
my hair had just been teased and sprayed.
I would have burned the pink candle sculpted like a rose before it melted in storage.
I would have sat on the lawn with my children and not worried about grass stains.
I would have cried and laughed less while watching television and more while
watching life.
I would have gone to bed when I was sick instead of pretending the earth would go
into a holding pattern if I weren’t there for the day.
I would never have bought anything just because it was practical, wouldn’t show soil
or was guaranteed to last a lifetime.
Instead of wishing away nine months of pregnancy, I’d have cherished every moment
realizing that the wonderment growing inside me was the only chance in life to assist
God in a miracle.
When my kids kissed me impetuously, would never have said, “Later, now go get
washed up for dinner.” There would have been more “I love you’s” ... more “I’m
sorry’s” ... but mostly, given another shot at life, I would seize every minute ... look
at it and really see it ... live it .. and never give it back.
Reprinted with permission from www.inspire21 .com

QUOTES FOR LIFE
We must be the change we want to see in the world.
There’s no traffic jam in the extra mile.
Don’t let life discourage you; everyone who got where he is had to begin
where he was.
10 rules for getting rid of the blues – go out and do something nice for someone
else, then repeat 9 times.
I know what the future holds but I know who holds the future.
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“Regarding Philip’s daughters who
prophesied: would this imply that only
unmarried females could prophesy in
the Church?”

An interesting topic has been brought to my attention by a group of brethren who are studying
the book of Acts, and I must admit that the question they have raised is one that I have never
before considered.
The question is based on Acts 21:9, where we read that ‘Philip had four daughters, virgins,
which did prophesy’. This is how the ‘Authorized Version’ reads. The rendering in the
‘Revised Standard Version’ is somewhat different. There we read, ‘He had four unmarried
daughters who had the gift of prophecy’.
Their question is: “Would this imply that only unmarried females could prophesy in the
Church?”
As you see, the verse reveals two significant facts about the four daughters of Philip.

First: They were ‘virgins’.
Now, the word ‘parthenos’ tells us not merely that they were unmarried. It reveals that they
had never been married. This is the word that is also used to describe Mary, the mother of
Jesus, in Luk.1: 27.
The use of the word ‘virgin’ does not tell us that it was their unmarried state that gave these
four young women the authority, or the right, to prophesy – either in the Church or anywhere
else, for that matter - but it does tell us something about their spiritual zeal and their
commendable desire to serve their Lord.

Let me try to explain what I mean.
In 1st Cor.7: 34, Paul reveals that in the New Testament Church there were women who chose
not to marry, in order to be able to devote themselves more fully to the service of the Lord.
This was a purely voluntary act on their part, because there is nothing in the Scriptures to
suggest that to remain unmarried was either commanded or even approved by the Lord. On
the contrary, the normal state was marriage, as the Lord implied when He stated that, because
God created male and female, a man should leave his parents and ‘cleave’ - (‘kollao’ = be
joined to) - his wife Matt.19; 4-6.
It is the fact that the daughters of Philip the evangelist chose to remain ‘virgins’ in order to be
able to serve the Lord without being restricted by the inevitable responsibilities and duties of
marriage, which reveals that their dedication was exceptional, because, in Jewish society,
marriage was considered a sacred duty, so important that any man or woman who remained
unmarried after attaining what was regarded as ‘marriageable age’, was looked upon as failing
to achieve life’s purpose. Jewish teachers said that a man who did not have a wife was ‘less
than a man’, and was said to ‘diminish the image of God in the world’.
Therefore, only in very special circumstances, and for a very special reason, would a devout
Jewish man or woman remain unmarried. This is why, in 1st Tim.5: 14, Paul declares that the
younger women should marry and become good and faithful wives and mothers.
There is also reason to believe that these ‘virgins’ - these women who, for religious reasons
chose to remain unmarried – performed useful service in the life of the early Church. I have
recently been reading the letters written by Pliny to the Emperor Trajan, during the two years
of his governorship of the province of Bithynia, which would be about 103 A.D., and in Letter
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10, paragraph 6, Pliny mentions that certain women whom the Romans described as
‘ministrae’, were ‘serving’ among the Christians.
This does not mean that they had any ‘official’ role in the ministry of the Church. They were
simply Christian women who gave help wherever and whenever it was needed, and in whatever
way they could, and it reveals the wonderful spirit of fellowship that existed among Christians,
in an age when, even in Roman society, there was no real care or concern for the poor and
needy.

No Ready-made Organisation.
We must bear in mind, that, in the first years of its existence, the Church had no regular,
established or formal organisation. It did not come into the world equipped with a ready-made
system of government. Several years passed after the Day of Pentecost, before the Holy Spirit,
by means of the letters of Paul to Timothy and Titus, gave instructions for the appointment of
Elders and Deacons, and directed that they should be appointed in every church (see Titus
1:5).
What could be more natural, therefore, in the years of the Church’s infancy, before there were
Elders or Deacons, than that the devout daughters of Philip the Evangelist should remain
unmarried in order to dedicate themselves to helping their father in his work of preaching the
Gospel and establishing congregations of believers? It is with this background that we should
consider the second fact revealed about these four young women.

Second: They ‘prophesied’.
Incidentally, you may be interested to know that Eusebius, who lived in the 3rd century A.D,
in his “Church History”, quotes another early writer who states that the daughters of Philip
‘were buried in Heirapolis, where Philip himself is buried. And they were ‘prophetesses’.
Now, many people struggle with that word ‘prophesied’, because in the popular mind, it has to
do with predicting, foretelling or forecasting future events. And that is a serious mistake,
because amongst the Old Testament prophets there were some whose writings contained no
predictions of future events.
The word ‘prophetei’, which gives us the word ‘prophesied’ – simply means ‘to speak forth’,
and, when it is used in a religious context, it means ‘to speak forth on behalf of God’. All of the
words in the family of words, ‘prophet’, ‘prophecy’ and ‘prophesy’, have to do with the act of
‘proclamation’ rather than ‘fore-telling’, so that the prophet was a forth-teller, rather than a
fore-teller
If we look at the Hebrew words that are translated ‘prophet’, we find that he was one who
spoke on God’s behalf. This fact marks the difference between a priest and a prophet. Whilst
the priest spoke from Man to God, the prophet spoke from God to Man. Or, again, the priest
was the mediator on Man’s side, whilst the prophet was the mediator on God’s side.
Furthermore, the prophet was a man who spoke under divine compulsion. The message he
delivered was God’s message and not his own. I use the word ‘compulsion’ because, in the
example of Jeremiah (ch.20; 7-9), we see that he found himself unable to contain the message
God had given to him. He could not refrain from speaking. He had to speak because the
message was like a fire in his bones.
Hence, the Hebrew word, ‘nabi’, prophet, means ‘to bubble up’, and it reveals that he was a
man in whose heart the message ‘bubbled up’ so that he found that he had to speak,
regardless of the consequences..

Therefore:

 A ‘prophet’ was one who ‘spoke forth’ for God.
 A ‘prophecy’ was the message ‘spoken forth’ by the servant of God who spoke as he was
given words to speak by the Spirit of God.
 And ‘prophesy’ denotes the act of speaking for God.
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All of these words cover both delivering the message of God - (that is, preaching) - and
teaching God’s Word.
In the case of the daughters of Philip, we should understand that they were enabled to speak
on God’s behalf. They had been granted the gift of prophecy, and we should not be surprised
at this, because, on the Day of Pentecost, Peter reminded his hearers that Joel had spoken of
the coming of a time when: “Your sons and daughters shall prophecy, your young men
shall see visions and your old men shall dream dreams” (Acts 2:17; Joel 2:28).
The crucial question is simply this; where, and when, did the daughters of Philip exercise this
gift of ‘speaking forth’? Certainly they did not speak in the assembly, because even those
women upon whom the Holy Spirit had bestowed spiritual gifts were not allowed to exercise
their gifts when the Church met together. The rule that governed the conduct of all women in
the Church is explicit. “As in all the churches of the saints women should be silent in
he churches. For they are not permitted to speak” (1st Cor. 14:34). “I permit no
woman to teach or to have authority over a man; she is to keep silent.” 1Tim 2:12.
Note that the reason for this prohibition follows in the next verse. (These quotations are from
the R.S.V.)
Of course, as I have indicated, this rule applies to the occasions when the entire Church comes
together and there were no exceptions. But! There was nothing – THERE is nothing – to prevent
a woman from teaching other women, or from teaching non-believing men, for that matter!

The conclusion.
Therefore, we conclude that these gifted daughters of Philip had dedicated themselves to the
Lord’s service and, in the early days of the Church’s history, exercised their ability to ‘speak
forth’ for God by speaking to, and teaching, other women. In so doing they contravened no
law laid down by the Lord, but rendered perfectly acceptable service.
Frank Worgan, 11, Stanier Road, Corby, Northants. NN17 1XP
Email: fworgan0@talktalk.net

Our Deepest Fear
Our deepest fear is not that we are
inadequate.
Our deepest fear is that we are
powerful beyond measure.
It is our light, not our darkness
That most frightens us.

We are all meant to shine,
As children do.
We were born to make manifest
The glory of God that is within us.
It’s not just in some of us;
It’s in everyone.

We ask ourselves
Who am I to be brilliant, gorgeous,
talented, fabulous?
Actually, who are you not to be?
You are a child of God.

And as we let our own light shine,
We unconsciously give other people
permission to do the same.
As we’re liberated from our own fear,
Our presence automatically liberates
others.

Your playing small
Does not serve the world.
There’s nothing enlightening about
shrinking
So that other people won’t feel insecure
around you.

By Marianne Williamson.
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Understanding the Life of Jesus
Jesus washes the disciples feet.
(Robert Marsden, Wigan)

Introduction
Last time in this series we looked at the anointing of
Jesus by Mary of Bethany and the deeply personal
nature of that act by an extremely close friend. The
raised Lazarus had been present at that supper and it
was still the news of the raising of Lazarus from the
dead that was dominating events around Jerusalem.
Learning that he was in Bethany a ‘great crowd’ of
Jews gathered not only to see Jesus but, more
specifically, to see Lazarus – no doubt something of a
celebrity by now so far as they existed in 1st century
Jerusalem. Many Jews were turning to Jesus and believing in him to the extent that
the Pharisees by this time were conceding that with news of this seminal event
spreading amongst the people it was going to be harder than ever to put the genie
back into the bottle so far as Jesus was concerned. “You see that you can do
nothing; look, the world has gone after him.”
It is worth pausing for a moment to reflect on some of matters that John records
between the anointing of Jesus by Mary, an act that Jesus allowed as it reflected His
worth, and Jesus act of humility in washing the feet of his disciples.
It seems that news of Jesus’ actions had spread amongst some Greeks who had come
to Jerusalem for Passover because some of them approached the disciples asking to
see Jesus. It is difficult from the record to establish whether it was to his disciples
and this group of Greeks or to a more eclectic gathering of people that Jesus makes
his final public statement about his mission and foretells the events that were shortly
to unfold in Jerusalem. In this short but powerful narrative (12: 20 – 36) Jesus
reaffirms many of the foundational truths of his mission:







The Son of man is to be glorified (v23);
It is necessary for Jesus to die for salvation (v24);
He reaffirms that the Father’s purpose will be fulfilled (v27);
The Father, once again, testifies to His Son (v28);
Satan, the ‘ruler of this world’ is to be defeated (v31);
He (Jesus) is to be crucified and usher in a universal salvation (v32, v 36).

And then in a final statement of his identity, Jesus declares one more time his
association with Father, that He is sent by the Father and doing the work of the Father.
Over this series we have seen that at almost every opportunity throughout these
‘events’ that we have reviewed, Jesus has sought to establish this foundational truth.
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Jesus ‘loves them to the end’
From this point on the narrative once again takes a much more private and intimate
course and I believe that we are now allowed a privileged insight into the way that
Jesus prepared his disciples for the traumas that were shortly to unfold. It is of course
significant that until this point whenever ‘the hour’ or ‘the time’ of Jesus has been
mentioned it had always been in the context of that hour not having been arrived at
or not ‘fully come’. We are though now in the final hours of the earthly life of Jesus
and just as he had shortly before publicly stated that his hour had come (12:23), now
in this private gathering Jesus acknowledges in his own mind (13:1) that his hour to
depart had come. Love becomes the dominant theme of the actions and words of
Jesus and the whole emphasis of these final moments with his disciples is
encapsulated in John’s phrase that “he loved them to the end” (or to ‘the full extent’
as some translations prefer) – a love so overwhelming that it was to take him to the
cross.
How can we best characterise the love and humility that Jesus shows to his closest
confidantes? Even as the Son of God, the agent of creation, the Saviour of the world,
the one who had come from God and was going back to God arose from supper, he
knew that one of those whose feet he was about to wash already had it in his mind
to perform the greatest act of betrayal that the world had ever known. Thankfully,
and certainly as far as sinful mankind is concerned, the love of Jesus is unconditional.
It wasn’t a case Jesus saying that because the disciples had loved him he would do
what was expected of him. The actions of Jesus are not reciprocal – they are
unconditionally those of a loving Saviour. But let us take this scenario a little further.
Jesus has associated himself with God; he has said, and the Father has confirmed,
that God’s glory is being revealed in Jesus; Jesus has said (5:19) that he only does
“What he sees the Father doing”. There is nothing in this action of Jesus that is in
conflict with what the Father would do and so in this act of servitude, even to his
betrayer, we can know that God too is like this – a God of unconditional love and a
God who too ‘washes feet’. Glory be to His name!

Service in action
According to John it was love that motivated the actions
of Jesus (v1) and his knowledge of his mission (v3). The
actions of Jesus are those of a servant and the norm
would have been for this type of role to be undertaken
by a servant to his master, a wife to her husband or a
child to its parents. The mechanics of the action that
Jesus performed were straightforward enough. Jesus
took off his outer garments, probably leaving himself
clothed in undergarments (the normal dress for slaves
when serving a meal), poured a basin of water, put a
towel around his waist and proceeded to wash and then
dry the, no doubt, dirty, dusty and, yes, probably even
smelly feet of his disciples. It was normal for people to
bathe before attending a formal meal occasion but of course in making their way to
the meal the feet of the disciples would inevitably have become dusty and dirty. Even
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though the actions of Jesus were extraordinary (in that he performed them), it seems
that the disciples, with the notable exception of Peter, were quietly compliant in the
process. Perhaps they were simply too astonished at the unfolding events to react in
any kind of meaningful way.
In the ancient world slaves were looked down upon and the way that Peter reacts
suggests that he cannot easily cope with the thought of his teacher doing the work
of a slave. So, when Jesus approached Peter with the basin, he, perhaps the only
disciple daring to reflect the general view of the group as a whole, asks Jesus, “Lord,
do YOU wash MY feet?” (The emphasis is mine but reflects the emphasis on ‘you’
and ‘my’ that is consistent with the Greek text. Ed). Jesus rather enigmatically replied
with words that effectively confirmed that he didn’t expect Peter to understand his
actions at this stage, following which Peter asserts, “You shall never wash my feet”.
Peter’s reaction here reminds me very much of his reaction when Jesus first told the
disciple of his impending suffering and death (Matthew 16: 21-23). Then Peter had
said, “God forbid, Lord. This shall never happen to you”, and Jesus reacted by
rebuking Peter and insisted that nothing would be allowed to stand in the way of his
divine purposes. In this instance Jesus made an equally emphatic response by
declaring a spiritual truth that was perhaps still lost on Peter and told him that unless
he allowed his feet to be washed “you have no part in me”. Some have interpreted
this as indicating that the foot washing is to be seen as a type of baptism and that if
Peter did not allow Jesus to wash his feet he would be excluded from the brotherhood
of believers. Later, in his final discourse with his disciples, Jesus talked of the unity
within the Godhead into which the disciples were enjoined and perhaps it is this unity
that Peter would have no part of if he continued to resist Jesus. These are
speculations, but whatever the real truth is, we can be sure that the foot washing had
a far greater significance than that of a mere ceremonial washing. Jesus implies that
the disciples are already ‘clean’ and it seems to me that even at this stage they are
considered by Jesus to be in a saved state (see 17:2 where Jesus says to the Father,
of those that he had given to Jesus, ‘none of them is lost save the son of perdition’).
At the very least, the example of given by the ‘servant King’ was nothing short of the
finest example of the type of serving community that Jesus expected his disciples and
future followers to become. Think about the words of Jesus to James and John after
their mother asked Jesus to command that her sons should sit at his right and left
hand in the kingdom. Jesus called James and John aside and told them, “It shall not
be so among you; but whoever would be great among you must be your
servant, and whoever would be first among you must be your slave; even as
the Son of man came not to be served but to serve, and to give his life as a
ransom for many” (Matt. 20: 26-28).

The example for a community for love
In typical Peter fashion he leaped from one extreme to the other when Jesus told him
that if he continued to stand in the way of his purposes he risked losing everything.
As eager as ever to demonstrate his undeniable love for his Lord, Peter went to the
other extreme and exclaimed, “Lord, not my feet only but also my hands and
my head!” It is on the back of this exclamation that Jesus reinforces the point about
their spiritual cleanliness and then takes the opportunity to announce to the
gathering that one of their number was ‘unclean’ and would betray him. Having
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resumed his place at the table Jesus once again drew the attention of the disciples to
the example of loving service that he had just demonstrated.
We can only reflect privately as to what impact this might have had on Judas and I
do not intend to dwell on the issues that arise out of Judas’s betrayal of Jesus. I think
it is sufficient to say that Satan had a greater influence on the actions of Judas than
did Jesus. It seems that Jesus answered John’s question about the identity of the
betrayer very quietly and without fanfare. When Jesus dipped the bread and gave it
to Judas, he knew that the game was up and he slipped quickly away from the
gathering leaving the majority of disciples questioning why he had left.
In this part of the narrative though I find one image to
be particularly poignant especially as we know that
these were the final hours that Jesus would spend with
his disciples before his death. John (probably speaking
of himself) records that, “One of his disciples, whom
Jesus loved (agape, spiritual love), was lying
close to the breast of Jesus” (v23). Jesus and the
others at the meal would be in the normal position of
reclining on their sides at the meal table. What a
beautiful picture is painted here of the intimate
friendship relationship and brotherly love between
Jesus and those with whom, for three years, he had
been through so much together. As Peter beckons to
John to ask Jesus the identity of the betrayer, so,
“lying thus, close to the breast of Jesus” (v 25) John asks him the question. It
is no dispassionate, remote and disinterested Saviour that we have, but one who here
again offers another blinding example of the human touch embodied in the divine
presence.
We started this review of this incident by stressing the love of Jesus for his disciples
and it is on that theme that we are compelled, by the sheer centrality of its
importance to the message, to end. After Judas had left the gathering, Jesus referred
again to his glorification – a theme that runs right through his final discourse. He
reminded them of something that he had already told the Jews - that his departure
was imminent, but leaves them with a glorious affirmation of what his glorification
means for them. “A new commandment I give to you, that you love one
another; even as I have loved you, that you also love one another. By this
means all men will know that you are my disciples, if you have love for one
another” (v34, 35). How important is this statement? Well think of it like this. After
three years of ministry, many acts of healing, all the disputes and debates with the
Jews, all the words that had been spoken about his identity and the deeds performed
in his name, at the impending parting hour, the most important command that Jesus
gave to his disciples is simply this – you must love one another. Readers, the religious
and indeed the Christian world is torn apart with disputations and opinions about so
many matters. And yet amidst all of our searching for ‘truth’ the most compelling
need in the Christian world today, as it always has been, is to follow the command of
Jesus – that you love one another; show it in humility and service; and become a
community of foot-washers.
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The Background to the Book of Job
(Rose M Payne)

It is helpful to compare modern translations of this particular book with the Authorised Version
because the language often puzzled earlier translators and the later ones can sometimes shed
more light on the life and times of Job. It is supposed that he lived at about the same time as
Abraham, or perhaps a little before that. He lived in the land of Uz (1:1), somewhere to the
East (1:3) of the place where the book was eventually written. He is stated to have lived 140
years after his trials were over (Job 42:16), so he apparently belonged to those generations
who lived soon after the Flood and whose lives were unusually long. Like Abraham, his wealth
chiefly consisted of his flocks and herds (1:3), but Job presumably lived a settled life in a
house, for his children certainly did (1:4).
For a man who remained in one place, Job possessed a large number of beasts of burden,
namely camels and asses, so possibly he supplied them to travellers and merchants. This
would account for Job enquiring of his friends if they have asked questions of travellers
(21:29), which would enable them to find out much about other countries. Life was certainly
not primitive, for Job was quite familiar with the idea of law courts and wished to put his case
before God in such a place (9:32) (23:3-5). He also talked of the mining of metals.
(Incidentally, a Bronze Age copper mine may be seen at Llandudno, which nicely illustrates his
description in chapter 28:1-11.)
In chapter 9:5 & 6, Job declares that God moves mountains, and it is only recently that we
have heard about the tectonic plates, which do indeed keep mountains very slowly on the move
often accompanied by earthquakes. How could a man of Job’s generation have known this,
except by revelation handed down through his ancestors?
Job offered sacrifices himself (1:5), as did Abraham. There is no mention in the book of later
developments such as the Law of Moses. The persons in the story do not refer to any
scriptures, although they had a system of writing in that country (19:23, 24). Their way of
learning about God was to inquire of the older generations who were still alive (8:8-10)
(15:18), and those ancestors had lived long enough for information to be easily passed down
from Noah and his sons. The Flood would have been a fairly recent memory and modern
translations of the book contain several references to sudden floods (27:20).
In spite of not yet possessing scriptures, they were very well informed about the things of God.
For instance the passage in Job 24:14-15 mentions murderers, adulterers and thieves, and the
Ten Commandments as given to Moses also condemn these in the same order. Job knew of
many ways of doing good to his neighbours (29:11-16) and things to avoid (31:5-40). In fact
the principles behind the commandments were well understood, except perhaps keeping the
Sabbath, although they apparently divided time into a seven-day week (2:13).
Evangelicals have queried whether Job really understood that he was a sinner like all mankind.
Certainly his friends knew that no human being was perfect in God’s sight (15:14-16), so
presumably Job realised this too. But Job had made the proper sacrifices for sin and then
served God with such diligence that the Lord himself had commended him (1:8). His
conscience was as clear as any mortal man’s could be.
Some Bible critics teach that religion evolved, and that mankind began by believing in many
gods and monotheism began with the Hebrews under Moses. They even suggest that the
Hebrews while in Egypt may have borrowed the idea from Pharaoh Akhenaton, who for a while
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rejected the many animal gods of Egypt and worshipped the sun. The book of Job, on the other
hand, shows that all the speakers believed in one God, and they did not need to talk of “our
God” or “my God”, for it was understood that there were no others. However, Job does mention
that idolatry had already begun for (31:26-28) some people had started worshipping the sun
and moon by raising their hands to them. In later times Pharaoh Akhenaton had simply
returned to an older form of idolatry, but had not invented anything new.
It is also suggested that Job and his friends knew nothing of the after-life, and for that reason
they expected to see rewards or punishments in this present world. However, there is more
than one passage in which Job appears to be quite sure that there will be a resurrection,
namely chapter 14:13-15 which reads (AV) “O that thou wouldest hide me in the grave,
that thou wouldest keep me secret, until thy wrath be past, that thou wouldest
appoint me a set time, and remember me! If a man die, shall he live again? All the
days of my appointed time will I wait, till my change come. Thou shalt call, and I will
answer thee.” There is also (13:15) “Though he slay me, yet will I trust in him.” There
seems no point in these statements unless Job expected some kind of existence after death.
Another one is (19:25) “For I know that my Redeemer liveth and that he shall stand at
the latter day upon the earth: and though after my skin worms destroy this body, yet
in my flesh shall I see God.” At least one modern translation obscures this passage, so that
it reads as if Job expected the Lord to appear on earth, while Job was still hanging on to life
in spite of his skin disease, in order to prove his innocence in some kind of courtroom situation.
But Job had already said (9:32, 33): “He is not a man, as I am, that I should answer him,
and we should come together in judgment. Neither is there any daysman betwixt us,
that might lay his hand upon us both.” “Daysman” is rendered as “Arbitrator” in modern
translations. So Job appears to be speaking in chapter 19:25 of the advent of the Messiah and
the final Judgment.
Job had never received any direct communication from God himself until the Lord answered
him from a whirlwind (42:5), and then he realised that, even with his good understanding of
the power and authority of the Lord, he had been unable to comprehend the reality.
Job was not, however, told of Satan’s intervention in his affairs. None of the speakers directly
attributes Job’s sufferings to the work of Satan, although one of them, Eliphaz, claims to have
been informed in a vision that there are such beings as fallen angels (4:18). It is left for the
writer who copied out the book later to explain (2:6) that Satan was the cause of the trouble,
insofar as he was allowed by God to afflict Job. But Job does realise that “The earth is given
into the hand of the wicked” (9:24).
Job’s friends’ false interpretation of God’s justice meant that they had no sympathy for anyone
suffering misfortune, because they took it to be caused by sin. Likewise, it allowed them to
be self-satisfied, imagining they must be better people that those who were so afflicted. Job
was finally restored to prosperity in this world in order to demonstrate to them that he still
enjoyed God’s favour.
In the time of Jesus this question was still being asked (John 9:2). A man having been born
blind, the disciples assumed that someone must have sinned. If his parents had sinned, why
did the punishment land on their son, or how could the son have sinned before he was even
born? It was God’s justice being questioned again. Jesus explained that it was not a
punishment for sin at all, but to demonstrate the works of God, which were way beyond the
understanding of the disciples. He then restored the man’s sight.
These lessons still have a modern application. Anyone inclined to ask “Why does God allow it”
about some event could well profit from a reading of the book of Job.
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Obituary
Sis. Mary Murdie
Haddington, Scotland
The church at Haddington regrets to
report the sad passing of sister Mary
Murdie on 1st November 2007, in her
57th year, after a fairly long illness.
Mary was baptised into Christ on 5th
March 1967 and was firmly faithful during each of the forty years until her
death. She took a positive attitude
towards her illness and even as the end
came, she drew up her own funeral
arrangements.
Mary will, of course, be a great loss to
our small group (our fourth loss in recent
months) and we shall miss her pleasing
personality and lovely singing voice as
much as her ready service and faithful
example.
She was of good report locally, and this
was reflected in the large attendance at
her funeral in Edinburgh, ably conducted
by Brother John Kneller, on the 7th
November 2007.
James R Gardiner

Sis. Barbara Draye
Kelso, Scotland
The brethren in Kelso sadly report the
passing of Sister Barbara Draye, a faithful servant of the Lord Jesus, who died
on the 13th October aged eighty-eight.
Born in Northern Ireland she had a lovely soft accent, which complimented her
gentle nature. She was a quiet and
reserved person who avoided the limelight but diligently sought the truth. Her
manner and way of life testified to her
faith and endeared her to all who knew
her.
A widow for ten years she was ably cared
for by her daughter Helen, during the
last few years, when her health began to
fail. We commend her children, Helen
and John, and all those who mourn her
passing to our Heavenly father.
John Kneller

Coming Events
EUROPEAN CHRISTIAN
WORKSHOP
LANCASTER UNIVERSITY
THURS 28TH AUG –
SAT 30TH AUG, 2008.
(More details to follow later)
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“Let us run with perseverance the race that is set before us looking
unto Jesus the pioneer and perfecter of our faith”

BE INSPIRED…
By the value that was placed on your life.
It is an economic reality that the value of any item is the price that a buyer is willing to pay for it. We
make decisions every day of our life about whether to purchase goods and services At the prices at
which they are offered to us and sometimes, particularly in the case of non-essential purchases, we
will conclude that the exchange of our hard-earned money for the goods and services offered is ‘not
worth it’. Perhaps we see the ‘value’ principle most vividly when items of fine art are sold at auction,
often for extraordinary prices. The intrinsic value of the materials used in the piece is probably very
low, but what is perceived to have value is the uniqueness of the piece and its investment value,
especially if it is the work of a famous artist. The ‘value’ rests in the belief that over time the value
of the investment will increase – the ‘value’ judgment is an economic decision.
God’s economy is somewhat different. “What is man that thou art mindful of him?” The Psalmist’s
reflection is that mankind is unworthy of, or too insignificant for, the attention of God. It is reminiscent
of the instruction of some Jewish Rabbis that the sparrow was too insignificant a creature to be
mentioned in the same breath as God. But God’s ‘value’ economy says that even the humble sparrow
(bought at the price of ‘two-a-penny’) is worthy of God’s care and knowledge. And the message of
encouragement to the disciples was simple enough: “Fear not, therefore; you are of more value than
many sparrows.”
I believe that there is a very real paradox in our society that as economic well-being increases, our
sense of self-esteem and self-worth diminishes. Maybe the real issue is that as economic well-being
increases, any sense of spiritual values and spiritual well-being diminishes, and that the eternal
worthlessness of economic well-being, however subliminal that perception is, gnaws at our sense of
worth.
In his exhortation to ‘love one another’, Jesus told his disciples: “Greater love has no man than this,
that a man lay down his life for his friends.” Peter, writing to dispersed Jews, reminds them that they
were ransomed not with what the world values, “perishable things such as silver and gold”, but with
something of immeasurably greater value, “the precious blood of Christ, like that of a lamb without
blemish or spot.” How God values His people! What love the Father and the Son have for mankind!
We have little intrinsic worth of our own, but what a joy and a comfort it is to know that God deemed
us to be of such value to Himself, that even the giving of the life of His Son, the greatest expression
of love imaginable, was not too great a price to secure our eternal salvation.
Contents: 1 - Be Inspired; 2 - Thinking Out Loud; 4 - Three Women in the Bible;
6 - Do you think I’ll ever find God?; 9 - Question Box; 14 - Early Church 9; 16 - Coming Events

Thinking Out Loud
Ian S. Davidson: Motherwell
John Bunyan once said of the Bible: “Sin will keep you from this book, or this book will keep
you from sin”. Sin, of course, is the problem in the world. Sin is that which has ruined
mankind because it has marred the beauty and symmetry of man’s character and has led man
to rebellion against God. We see the consequences of sin everywhere. The world is full of
hostility, hatred and war rather than joy, love and peace.
The Bible is against sin and for righteousness, but it reveals the origin of sin, the consequences
of sin and the penalties of sin. The Bible loves truth, sin loves falsehood; the Bible loves
goodness, sin loves evil; the Bible loves light, sin loves darkness; the Bible loves God, sin loves
Satan; the Bible loves life, sin loves death.
Sin entered the world by one man and death by sin. Adam died the day he ate of the forbidden
fruit. He became separated from God and lost the fellowship he had enjoyed in the Garden of
Eden. Death is separation. There is spiritual death, physical death and eternal death. The last
is described as “the second death” in the book of Revelation.

LIFE
God spells life. Plant life, animal life and human life are all down to Him. Where did the spark
of life come from? The answer is very simple: it came from God. The Bible says quite clearly:
“In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth” (Genesis 1:1). So there is a Creator.
Life did not originate by chance, but by design. The existence and complexity of life on earth
surely reveals the greatness, the goodness and the power of a Supreme Being. Truly, we are
all “fearfully and wonderfully made” (Psalm 139:14). Design demands a Designer! Yet, all can
see that something has gone wrong with the world, and that something is sin.

THE CHRISTIAN SYSTEM
Man can struggle away in such fields as sociology, anthropology, psychology and politics with
his man-made systems and never really address the problem of sin. Sadly, many are well
intentioned and think they have the answers, but they do not think and act in accordance with
God’s revelation. God’s word reveals a remedial and perfect system for mankind often referred
to as “The Christian System”. I learnt a long time ago that a lot of people are quite ignorant
of the plans, purposes, designs and details of the Christian system. Tragically, these include
best-selling authors and renowned preachers.
Men throughout history have wanted to meddle in God’s perfect system. A man-made religious
system and a God-made religious system do not mix well. Indeed, such a mixed system is
always incomplete, impaired and imperfect. True Christianity and, for example, Catholicism or
Anglicanism or Presbyterianism (to name but three) do not go together like a horse and
carriage. None of them is a marriage made in heaven. True Christianity is of God; the others
are of men. Jesus saw the dangers here. He condemned in His day the “tradition of the
elders”. The coming together of such a tradition with the teaching of God proved disastrous in
the end for many Jews. No wonder God’s word condemns adding to or subtracting from His
truth. We read, for example, towards the conclusion of the book of Revelation: “For I testify
unto every man who hears the words of the prophecy of this book, If any man shall add unto
these things, God shall add unto him the plagues that are written in this book: and if any man
shall take away from the words of the book of this prophecy, God shall take away his part out
of the book of life, and out of the holy city, and from the things which are written in this book”
(22: 18-19). Dear reader, the warning could not be clearer!

THE GOOD BOOK
But let us return to Bunyan’s statement: “Sin will keep you from this book, or this book will
keep you from sin”. The unadulterated word of God is the perfect antidote to sin. Brethren,
our call to others should be: “Go buy the book and then go by the book!” Or, “If all else fails,
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follow the Maker’s instructions”. Why do so many people have difficulties in this area? Could
it be down to selfishness, stubbornness, laziness, and the like? Clearly, it is sin that gets in
the way. What people have to do is to get sin out of the way and get in the Son’s way.

PREVENTION
“Prevention is better than cure” is the old saying. How true! Prevention is very often cheaper
too. Think, for example, of the costs of war when peace talks break down; the costs of
imprisonment when a citizen breaks the law; the costs of industrial action when negotiations
collapse; the costs of hospitalisation when health fails. God did everything to prevent the fall
of man. Adam was well warned in the Garden. God did not force him to do what was right
because Adam was a free agent. He had the choice of doing what was right or wrong. The
restriction placed upon him was not a burdensome one and, yet, in the end, he ate of that
forbidden fruit, as did his wife. No one can measure the costs of the Fall. One of the costs was
the death of the Son of God on a cross. There is no bigger cost than that.

GOD’S AGENDA
What is the reality for you and me today? It is this: there is more to life than eating, drinking
and being merry. There is more to life than shopping, watching television, going on holiday or
making money. People say: “Life is for living!” Indeed it is, but, in truth, life is for living for
God. To hold a meeting without an agenda can lead to chaos. To conduct your life without an
agenda can produce the same result. Our agenda should be God’s agenda. He looks for people
who live lives well pleasing unto Him. He looks for people who walk in the footsteps of His
Son. He looks for people who rejoice in salvation. Tragically, many are sleepwalking into
eternal darkness. Of course, they are already in darkness because they are of Satan and his
kingdom. The cry is “Wake up!” This is a cry that is heard throughout the Bible.
It is wonderful to enjoy the warmth of the Son each day. Jesus has healing properties, which
reach into the innermost soul. No one can cloud Jesus’ rays. They penetrate through anything.
Personally, I feel His light morning, noon and night. It is with me every minute of the day, every
step if the way.

REPENT!
What saves people? The answer is: obedience to the gospel of Christ. Socialism cannot save
people; neither can capitalism, communism, humanism, conservatism, liberalism,
evolutionism, Buddhism, Hinduism, Judaism, or any other “ism” you can think of. It is Jesus
Christ that saves, if we will only let Him. Another cry is: “Repent!” Here was the cry of the
prophets, John the Baptist, Jesus and the apostles. It is still the cry of the gospel. What did
Peter say to that great gathering on the day of Pentecost when they asked what they should
do to be saved? “Repent and be baptised every one of you in the name of Jesus Christ for the
remission of sins, and you shall receive the gift of the Holy Spirit” (Acts 2:38). When I
responded to these words, many years ago now, I realised clearly that the road I was on was
the wrong road and that hitherto my head was full of wrong thoughts; my heart was full of
wrong feelings; my tongue was full of wrong words; and my life was full of wrong deeds. I
had to do something about it and what I had to do was to: “About turn!” Turn from the broad
way that leads to destruction and into the narrow way that leads unto life. That I did, and it is
a decision I have never regretted.

IN CHRIST
We live in changing times and it is time for sinners to change, and change for the better. Jesus
says: “Step inside!” Outside we have darkness, despair and death. Inside we have light, hope
and life.
“Inside” is the kingdom of Christ. “Inside” means “in Christ”, a phrase found again and again
in the New Testament Scriptures. It is wonderful to reach the position that we are in Christ and
Christ is in us. He is like the atmosphere we breathe. The atmosphere is out there, but it is
also in our lungs. Without oxygen we are dead. Without Christ, we are dead also. Jesus spells
Life.
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Three Women in the Bible
Rose M. Payne
There are a number of instances of good women in the Bible, such as Naomi and
Ruth, and Martha and Mary, which are usually quoted in lessons for the ladies. But
we must admit there are one or two exceptionally bad women also, and it would be
somewhat difficult in these days of political correctness for our brothers to refer to
them in sermons. Two of the most notorious of these were mother and daughter or
possibly stepdaughter, and the root cause of their wickedness seems to have been
the worship of Baal.
Ahab, king of Israel, was described as more wicked than any of his predecessors, but
his wife was even worse (1 Kings 16:29-33). She was the daughter of Ethbaal, king
of Zidon, and so infamous that her description has become commonplace in our
language as “a painted Jezebel”. Ahab allowed himself to be ruled by his wife and
under her influence he worshipped Baal. Jezebel arranged for the prophets of the
Lord to be killed (1 Kings 18:4) although Ahab’s chief servant managed to save 100
of them. Jezebel then paid for 450 prophets of Baal and 400 prophets of the
associated groves to be supported in Israel (1 Kings 18:19).
But then the prophet Elijah called on these priests of Baal to carry out a trial to see
who would send fire from heaven and, when they failed, Elijah, with the help of the
remainder of the people, had them slain. Ahab went home and told Jezebel about
this, and she uttered a rash vow, sending a message to Elijah saying “So let the
gods do to me, and more also, if I make not thy life as the life of one of them
by tomorrow about this time.” Elijah escaped, so she was not able to fulfil this
threat, and at the end of her life she did indeed fall victim to her own prediction.
Ahab had other wives or concubines besides Jezebel, for 2 Kings 10:1 mentions his
seventy sons, but Jezebel was the dominant wife and the real ruler of the land. When
Naboth of Jezreel was unwilling to sell or exchange his inherited vineyard, Ahab was
reluctant to seize it by force, but Jezebel had no such scruples. Without his
knowledge, she forged letters in Ahab’s name, calling for false witnesses to be
employed to accuse Naboth of blasphemy, and for him to be stoned. Then she simply
informed her husband that Naboth was dead and he could have the vineyard. When
Elijah found Ahab in the vineyard and prophesied his fate and that all of his family,
Ahab repented of this sin and took to sackcloth and fasting (1 Kings 21:27-29) but
Jezebel presumably showed no remorse. Elijah added “And of Jezebel also spake
the Lord, saying, The dogs shall eat Jezebel by the wall of Jezreel.” (1 Kings
21:23).
About three years later, Ahab was killed in battle as foretold and succeeded by his
son Ahaziah. Jezebel was still in a commanding position as the queen mother and
her son worshipped Baal as taught by his parents (1 Kings 22:51-53). But two years
later he fell from a window and sent to enquire of Baalzebub the god of Ekron whether
he would survive his injuries (2 Kings 1:2). But Elijah intercepted his messengers
and prophesied his death. He died leaving no son, so his brother Jehoram began to
reign. Jezebel still had a son on the throne, but this one was not under her influence
to quite the same degree, for he destroyed an image of Baal that his father had set
up (2 Kings 3:1-3). He reigned for twelve years, during which time Jezebel was still
able to influence events.
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Eventually, Jehu was appointed to bring about the downfall of Ahab’s house, and in
reply to a question of king Jehoram’s about his intentions he said “What peace, so
long as the whoredoms of thy mother Jezebel and her witchcrafts are so
many?” (2 Kings 9:22). So Jezebel’s second son was killed and his body dumped
in the former Naboth’s vineyard (2 Kings 9:25).
When Jezebel heard that Jehu was coming, she did not dress in sackcloth and plead
for mercy. She painted her face, had her hair done elaborately and stood at an upper
window to defy Jehu by comparing him to a former usurper called Zimri (2 Kings
9:30-31). Zimri had only reigned for seven days (1 Kings 16:15) and then, finding
himself surrounded, he committed suicide by setting the palace on fire (1 Kings
16:18). Jehu, however, had Jezebel thrown down and killed and, when he decided a
little later to have her buried, the dogs had already eaten almost all of her body. So
the prophecies were fulfilled and she had brought destruction on the whole family of
Ahab in Israel.
Meanwhile, in the other country of Judah, the rulers were being led astray by
alliances with the kings of Israel. A king of Judah, who was also called Jehoram, had
married a daughter of Ahab called Athaliah (2 Chron. 21:6). Possibly her mother was
Jezebel, as one would expect her to marry her own daughter to a king. Athaliah also
was a bad influence on her husband who, in spite of having had a good father, began
to introduce idolatry into Judah. He commenced his reign by killing all his brothers
to remove any opposition and Elijah wrote prophesying swift retribution for his
idolatry and slaying “thy brethren of thy father’s house, which were better
than thyself.” (2 Chron. 21:12-15). His enemies came and carried off his wives and
sons, a great humiliation. Somehow, they failed to carry off Athaliah together with
Jehoram’s youngest son, called Jehoahaz or Ahaziah. Jehoram of Judah died of
disease after reigning eight years.
Athaliah was now queen mother in Judah and able to influence her son Ahaziah to
follow the ways of Ahab (2 Kings 8:26, 27), (2 Chron. 22.3). But, after reigning for
only one year, Ahaziah went to see his uncle, the other Jehoram, in Israel and became
involved in Jehu’s rebellion and was killed (2 Chron. 22:9) along with his uncle and
all the house of Ahab.
Athaliah now found she could no longer rule through her son who was dead but she
was determined not to give up power. She set herself to massacre the whole of the
royal house of Judah, King David’s line, to prevent any of them becoming the focus
of rebellion (2 Chron. 22:10). Incredibly, this even included her own grandsons.
Having done this, she ruled Judah herself for about six years, a very rare example of
a female ruler in those days. One of her actions was to rob the temple of God to
finance the worship of Baal (2 Chron. 24:7).
Now we come to an example of a good woman, called Jehosheba (2 Kings 11:2) or
Jehoshabeath (2 Chron. 22:11, 12). She was the daughter of the former king
Jehoram of Judah, and it is not certain whether her mother was Athaliah or not, but
she was certainly brought up in their household to worship Baal. Then she was
married to Jehoiada the priest of God, an elderly man (2 Chron. 24:15). This seems
a rather odd match, but perhaps the intention was that she would persuade him to
adopt the worship of Baal. If so, it did not work out that way, for she obviously
learned to serve the true God.
At the time of Athaliah’s extermination of the royal house, Jehosheba defied her
mother (or perhaps step-mother), and rescued her nephew, the youngest son of her
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brother Ahaziah, called Joash, who was a baby at the time. Had she been caught,
Athaliah would certainly have shown her no mercy. Joash was hidden in the living
quarters of the temple, out of the way of his murderous grandmother, where he could
be taught to worship God.
When the boy was seven, Jehoiada decided that the time had come when the people
would be willing to throw off Athaliah’s reign of terror if they had another candidate
for ruler, and he produced the boy Joash, who was the sole surviving heir of the house
of David, in the temple (2 Chron. 23). Athaliah, hearing the sounds of rejoicing,
stormed into the temple crying “treason” (2 Chron. 23:12, 13), but found no
supporters there. She was dragged outside and killed. The people then destroyed
the temple of Baal (2 Chron. 23:17).
Since the new king was only a boy, Judah was ruled for some years by the priest
Jehoiada with the support of his wife Jehosheba.
If we sometimes wonder at the amount of space in the Old Testament devoted to
denouncing idolatry, we have only to look at the effect upon the characters of these
three women. Obviously the worship of Baal led to bloodshed without mercy, while
the worship of the true God inspired a woman to risk her own life to rescue a baby.
The princess Jehosheba could well be added to our list of good women to be held up
as examples, for she not only managed to preserve the line of descendants of David
from which the Messiah later came, but also to halt the worship of Baal for a short
time in Judah.

Do you think I’ll ever find God?
— By Father John Powell
A TRUE STORY about an Atheist Theology Student Who Was Found by God

[So far as I am able to check, this is indeed a true story. It may not satisfy all of the
requirements that we believe are essential to ‘finding God’ and entering into a
relationship with Him, but I felt there was enough general merit in the story about
pre-judging people, patience and relationship building to make it worth printing.
Editor]
Some twelve years ago, I stood watching my university students file into the
classroom for our first session in the Theology of Faith. That was the first day I first
saw Tommy. My eyes and my mind both blinked. He was combing his long flaxen hair,
which hung six inches below his shoulders. It was the first time I had ever seen a boy
with hair that long. I guess it was just coming into fashion then. I know in my mind
that it isn’t what’s on your head but what’s in it that counts; but on that day I was
unprepared and my emotions flipped.
I immediately filed Tommy under “S” for strange... very strange. Tommy turned out
to be the “atheist in residence” in my Theology of Faith course. He constantly
objected to, smirked at, or whined about the possibility of an unconditionally loving
Father-God. We lived with each other in relative peace for one semester, although I
admit he was for me at times a serious pain in the back pew. When he came up at
the end of the course to turn in his final exam, he asked in a slightly cynical tone:
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“Do you think I’ll ever find God?” I decided instantly on a little shock therapy. “No!”
I said very emphatically. “Oh,” he responded, “I thought that was the product you
were pushing.” I let him get five steps from the classroom door and then called out:
“Tommy! I don’t think you’ll ever find him, but I am absolutely certain that He will
find you!” He shrugged a little and left my class and my life.
I felt slightly disappointed at the thought that he had missed my clever line: “He will
find you!” At least I thought it was clever. Later I heard that Tommy had graduated
and I was duly grateful. Then a sad report, I heard that Tommy had terminal cancer.
Before I could search him out, he came to see me. When he walked into my office,
his body was very badly wasted, and the long hair had all fallen out as a result of
chemotherapy. But his eyes were bright and his voice was firm, for the first time, I
believe. “Tommy, I’ve thought about you so often. I hear you are sick!” I blurted out.
“Oh, yes, very sick. I have cancer in both lungs. It’s a matter of weeks.” “Can you
talk about it, Tom?” “Sure, what would you like to know?”
“What’s it like to be only twenty-four and dying?”
“Well, it could be worse.”
“Like what?”
“Well, like being fifty and having no values or ideals, like being fifty and thinking that
booze, seducing women, and making money are the real ‘biggies’ in life.”
I began to look through my mental file cabinet under “S” where I had filed Tommy as
strange. (It seems as though everybody I try to reject by classification God sends
back into my life to educate me.)
But what I really came to see you about,” Tom said, “ is something you said to me
on the last day of class.” (He remembered!) He continued, “I asked you if you thought
I would ever find God and you said, ‘No!’ which surprised me. Then you said, ‘But he
will find you.’ I thought about that a lot, even though my search for God was hardly
intense at that time. (My “clever” line. He thought about that a lot!) But when the
doctors removed a lump from my groin and told me that it was malignant, then I got
serious about locating God. And when the malignancy spread into my vital organs, I
really began banging bloody fists against the bronze doors of heaven.
But God did not come out. In fact, nothing happened. Did you ever try anything for
a long time with great effort and with no success? You get psychologically glutted,
fed up with trying. And then you quit.
Well, one day I woke up, and instead of throwing a few more futile appeals over that
high brick wall to a God who may be or may not be there, I just quit. I decided that
I didn’t really care... about God, about an afterlife, or anything like that. “I decided
to spend what time I had left doing something more profitable. I thought about you
and your class and I remembered something else you had said: ‘The essential
sadness is to go through life without loving. But it would be almost equally sad to go
through life and leave this world without ever telling those you loved that you had
loved them.’ “So I began with the hardest one: my Dad. He was reading the
newspaper when I approached him.”
“Dad”...
“Yes, what?” he asked without lowering the newspaper.
“Dad, I would like to talk with you.”
“Well, talk.”
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“I mean... It’s really important.”
The newspaper came down three slow inches. “What is it?”
“Dad, I love you. I just wanted you to know that.” Tom smiled at me and said with
obvious satisfaction, as though he felt a warm and secret joy flowing inside of him:
“The newspaper fluttered to the floor. Then my father did two things I could never
remember him ever doing before. He cried and he hugged me.
And we talked all night, even though he had to go to work the next morning. It felt
so good to be close to my father, to see his tears, to feel his hug, to hear him say
that he loved me. “It was easier with my mother and little brother. They cried with
me, too, and we hugged each other, and started saying real nice things to each other.
We shared the things we had been keeping secret for so many years. I was only sorry
about one thing: that I had waited so long. Here I was just beginning to open up to
all the people I had actually been close to.
“Then, one day I turned around and God was there. He didn’t come to me when I
pleaded with him. I guess I was like an animal trainer holding out a hoop, ‘C’mon,
jump through.’ ‘C’mon, I’ll give you three days... three weeks.’ Apparently God does
things in his own way and at his own hour. “But the important thing is that he was
there. He found me. You were right. He found me even after I stopped looking for
him.”
“Tommy,” I practically gasped, “I think you are saying something very important and
much more universal than you realize. To me, at least, you are saying that the surest
way to find God is not to make him a private possession, a problem solver, or an
instant consolation in time of need, but rather by opening to love. You know, the
Apostle John said that. He said God is love, and anyone who lives in love is living with
God and God is living in him.’ Tom, could I ask you a favour? You know, when I had
you in class you were a real pain. But (laughingly) you can make it all up to me now.
Would you come into my present Theology of Faith course and tell them what you
have just told me? If I told them the same thing it wouldn’t be half as effective as if
you were to tell them.”
“Oooh... I was ready for you, but I don’t know if I’m ready for your class.”
“Tom, think about it. If and when you are ready, give me a call.” In a few days Tommy
called, said he was ready for the class, that he wanted to do that for God and for me.
So we scheduled a date. However, he never made it.
He had another appointment, far more important than the one with me and my class.
Of course, his life was not really ended by his death, only changed. He made the
great step from faith into vision. He found a life far more beautiful than the eye of
man has ever seen or the ear of man has ever heard or the mind of man has ever
imagined. Before he died, we talked one last time. “I’m not going to make it to your
class,” he said.
“I know, Tom.”
“Will you tell them for me? Will you... tell the whole world for me?”
“I will, Tom. I’ll tell them. I’ll do my best.”
So, to all of you who have been kind enough to hear this simple statement about love,
thank you for listening. And to you, Tommy, somewhere in the sunlit, verdant hills of
heaven: “I told them, Tommy... as best I could.”
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QUESTION:
“Why did God require the shedding of
the blood of innocent animals

This is the question asked by someone for whom the Old Testament laws commanding
animal sacrifices constitutes a serious obstacle to faith in the Bible and, ultimately, to the
Christian Gospel. I suggest that we might also acknowledge that it is a question that many
Christians would struggle to answer convincingly.
The letter I received describes them as ‘innocent animals’, but the use of the word
‘innocent’ in this context is emotive, inappropriate and therefore unhelpful. I say this
because such words as ‘innocence’ and guilt’ have to do with morality; with ‘good’ and ‘evil’,
‘right’ and ‘wrong’. But animals do not possess this moral awareness.
In “The Diary of a Country Parson 1758-1802”, James Woodeforde, an Anglican vicar,
records that one of his greyhounds stole and ate a neighbour’s joint of meat and, therefore,
that evening he hanged the dog. That was over 250 years ago, and I am sure that we would
not react in that manner today, because we realise that the dog was not aware of acting
wrongly and, therefore could not be accused a moral fault and did not deserve such a
punishment. For this reason I have left the word ‘innocent’ out of the discussion.
Let me now ask this question. Is it ever permissible to shed animal blood? And, if it is, under
what circumstances?
I think you will agree that the answer must be, ‘Yes it is permissible.’ After all, we shed the
blood of animals because most people eat meat! Consequently, for the vast majority the
shedding of the blood of animals does not constitute a problem. We think that the act is
justified by the purpose it serves.
Of course shedding the blood of animals for so-called ‘sport’ is a different matter, and I
would agree that the wanton, needless and unnecessary killing of animals is wrong.

B u t , l e t u s t a k e t h i s t o a h i g h e r l e v e l.
Our culture also apparently considers it even right to shed human blood, because at this
very moment young men have been sent by the government to places like Iraq, for the
express purpose of shedding the blood of fellow human beings; and the blood of many of
these young men themselves, has already been shed as the result of this war. It is true that,
at the present time, there is a strong swell of public opinion against continuing the war, but
the objection is not to the shedding of human blood, but to a war that seems to be
unending, and which many now regard as difficult to justify
Generally speaking, when it comes to waging war, the majority of the population think the
act is justified by the purpose it serves, so that, if a conflict is represented by the politicians
as a ‘just’ war – (as it invariably is!) - they are ready to accept the shedding of human
blood, believing it to be justified by the end in view.
In the same way, the shedding of animal blood in Old Testament times has to be considered
in the light of the purpose it served. (This also applies to the death of Jesus Christ; but that
is a question for another time).

To understand WHY God commanded animal sacrifices we need to understand
why we have the Bible.
K We know that the ‘Bible’, from the Greek -‘ho byblos’, ‘the Book’, is really a collection of
66 books, written during a period of at least 1500 years, by about 40 different writers.
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And yet this ‘Divine Library’, as Jerome called it, has only one theme. From beginning to
end, it is the story of God and Man. It describes how the harmony and fellowship that
existed between God and Man, at the beginning, was lost, and how God planned to make
possible mankind’s redemption and restoration.
K In the first two chapters of the Book of Genesis – (‘Genesis’ = ‘Beginning’) – we have an
account of ‘Creation’, which tells how, out of ‘chaos’, God brought order, bringing every
living thing into existence and finally creating Man.
K Now, whether we accept these chapters as a literal account, or as a ‘stylised’ or
‘symbolic’ story, is unimportant at the moment. What is important is that we understand
that the order of Creation, as described in the Book of Genesis, is absolutely and
completely in harmony with Science, from ‘the ‘First Day’ through the ‘Seventh Day’, and
the description of the creation of every living thing, from simple plant life-forms, through
to the many forms of animal life, is scientifically accurate.
K We next read of what has been called ‘The Fall’ – how the first human beings, Adam, (his name means ‘Man’) - and the ‘Woman’- (whose name, Eve, means ‘Life’ or ‘Lifegiving’) – lost their fellowship with God, because they disobeyed Him.
K The story of ‘Adam and Eve and the eating of an apple’ has been ridiculed by people who
have probably never actually read that chapter for themselves. If they had read it, they
might have been able to understand it, and they would have learned that no ‘apple’ is
mentioned!
K Genesis ch.3, simply tells us that, although God had placed the first human couple in an
ideal environment – a real ‘paradise’ – no conditions of occupancy had been laid down,
and they needed to realize that they were dependent on God for their existence and for
everything they possessed, and were therefore, also, answerable to Him for the way they
behaved.
K The Bible tells us that, when God created Man, He gave him free will; that is, the ability
to make decisions for himself. God could have created a ‘Man’ who did and thought what
is right because he was ‘programmed’, like a robot, to behave in the way his creator
intended. Such a creature would always obey God’s will. But this would not have pleased
God, because God desires obedience out of love, not because of compulsion.
K But! – and this is an important point – when you give a person the freedom to choose,
you must be prepared to accept that he may not choose what you want him to choose!
So it was in the garden in Eden. (Notice, also, that the Bible speaks of a garden IN Eden,
not the Garden OF Eden).
K God gave the first human beings the right to eat the fruit of every tree in the Garden,
but He placed a prohibition on just one tree in ‘Eden’. They may not eat the fruit of that
one tree on pain of death, if they disobeyed Him, and the manner in which they
responded to this prohibition would reveal whether they would submit to His will, or
deliberately assert their own will and disobey Him.
K Well, we know what happened. They disobeyed God and were banished from ‘Eden’. Their
sin of disobedience broke their relationship with Him. The word ‘death’ always means
‘separation’ and indicates separation in one form or another. They immediately ‘died’
spiritually, in that they lost their fellowship with God, and the process of physical death
began in their bodies.
K But the story does not end there. Read Gen. 3:15 and you will see that, besides imposing
punishments on all those involved in this first human sin, God promised redemption
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when He declared that the time would come when ‘the Seed of the Woman’ would defeat
‘the Serpent’, and make possible forgiveness and restoration to God. The Bible is the
record of the plan that God worked through the ages, to bring His promised ‘Scheme of
Salvation’ to fulfilment. Read Galatians 4:4-5, where this is summed up in two verses.

Perhaps, at this juncture, I should say something about ‘the shedding of blood’,
s o t h a t w e m a y s e e i t s p l a c e i n G o d ’ s p l a n.
First, we should understand that, from the very beginning, God has regarded ALL blood,
both human and animal, as sacred. The Bible makes this very plain. In Gen. chapter 9: 36, we learn that the first human beings were ‘vegetarians’ – not meat-eaters! However,
there came a time when God gave human beings the right to eat ‘whatever lives’, but with
one prohibition. Read the passage!
Now notice, two further facts revealed in those verses.
1st The use of blood for food was forbidden; ‘For the life is in the blood’. Blood is the
symbol of life, so that even the blood of animals is sacred and must be treated
reverently.
2nd God imposed the death sentence for wilful murder. Later He declared that the Hebrews,
(whom He had chosen to help to bring His plan of salvation for man, to fulfilment), must
never accept any ‘satisfaction’, that is, any payment, for the life of a murderer.
A murderer could not be ‘redeemed’ – ‘bought back’. He could not buy his pardon for the
sin of murder (Numbers 35; 31-32) ‘He shall surely be put to death’. Why was that? See
the next verse, v.33. “Blood defiles the land…”
There are many more passages of scripture which make is clear that God did not/does not
regard the shedding of any kind of blood lightly, and which means that when He required
animal sacrifices He had a serious purpose in mind.

L e t m e p r o v e t h i s.
We know that in the religion of the Old Testament, God commanded both offerings and
sacrifices.
Offerings were the expressions of gratitude and thanks to God, for blessings received, and
they were usually – (with a few special exceptions) – bloodless offerings.
Sacrifices were the animal sacrifices already mentioned, and these were offered as a sign
of repentance for sin committed by the sacrificer, and these sacrifices necessarily involved
the shedding of blood.

But, here are points we should notice, because they reveal the seriousness and
i m p o r t a n c e o f t h e s e a n i m a l s a c r i f i c e s.
1. When a ‘sinner’ was required to bring an animal sacrifice in ‘atonement’ for his sin, the
sacrificial victim had to be an animal that he himself had nurtured and reared, and not
some animal bought from a dealer in the market place. It must often have been the case
that the animal he brought for sacrifice was one for which he had developed an affection
and which he valued highly, and this, naturally made its sacrifice all the more painful.
2. When he brought the animal for sacrifice, he understood that the animal was to become
his substitute, bearing the penalty, which his sin deserved.
3. Furthermore, he was not allowed merely to hand over his sacrificial victim for the priest
to kill and prepare for sacrifice. The Law of God required that the offender himself slay
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the animal in the prescribed manner, and only after it had been killed did the priest take
over and proceed with the ritual of atonement.
You can appreciate, I am sure, how distressing it must have been for the guilty person to
have to kill his own sacrifice. But these requirements of the Law made him realize, as
perhaps he had never realized before, the seriousness of sin and the high cost of
atonement.

A n d h e r e i s a n o t h e r i n t e r e s t i n g p o i n t.
When the carcass of the sacrificial victim had been handed over to the priest it was dealt
with in a solemn and regular fashion. It was not treated lightly, or carelessly cast aside as
though it were worthless. First, special parts of the carcass were taken to be burned on the
Altar of Sacrifice, as a Sin Offering, or a Guilt Offering to God. Then, the priests themselves
accepted a designated part of the animal, as their ‘right’, according to the Law. And, finally,
the rest of he flesh was returned to the worshipper, so that he could share the joy of his
reconciliation to God in a celebratory meal with his family and friends.
It goes without saying that, although in the course of time, the blood of many thousands of
animals must have been shed at the Tabernacle and at the Temple that replaced the
Tabernacle, it would be quite wrong to suppose that the sacrifices were wanton, purposeless
or meaningless.
Every time a guilty person offered an animal in sacrifice, he was saying, in effect, “I confess
that I am guilty and deserve to die, I repent of my sin, and I offer this animal as my
substitute.”

Now coming over to the New Testament.
The Old Testament religion, with its sacrificial system, was preparatory, instituted to serve
until, ‘in the fullness of time, God sent forth His Son, born of woman, born under law, to
redeem those who were under law, that we might receive the adoption of sons’ (Gal. 4:45)
We learn from Hebrews 10:4 that animal blood could never take away the guilty of Man’s
sin, so that, in Old Testament times, there was no true forgiveness for sin, because an
animal in the place of a man just will not suffice! The lesser can never effectively take the
place of the higher. This means that the sacrifices offered under the Law of Moses did not
provide forgiveness; they only provided a ‘covering’ until the time should come when God’s
own Lamb – Jesus Christ – would ‘take away the sin of the world’ (John 1:2).
Notice what this statement means.
Jesus Christ, God’s own Lamb took away ‘sin’ – not ‘sins’. He dealt with the principle of sin,
which, from Eden, had affected both Mankind and the natural world, or the ‘creation’, as
Paul calls it in Rom. 8:22. He took away the sin ‘of the world’ – not merely the sin of the
Jewish race, but of all mankind in all ages.
In preparation for the sacrifice of Jesus, God’s Lamb, the sacrifices were important because
they taught the Jews how serious sin is, in the eyes of God; and how costly is our
redemption.
The writer of the letter to the Hebrews sums this up in one definitive sentence in Heb.9: 22,
“..Without the shedding of blood there is no remission (of sins).”
Questions to: Frank Worgan, 11 Stanier Road, Corby, Northants, NN17 1XP
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INFLUENCES ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF
CHRISTIANITY IN THE FIRST CENTURY
(John H Diggle (Nottingham)

STUDY 9 – THE JEWISH/ROMAN CONFLICTS AND
THE EFFECTS OF THE FALL OF JERUSALEM.
In 63 BC the Roman general, Pompey, was ‘called upon’ to intervene in the sectarian
squabbles that threatened to destabilise the region of Judea. Many historians write of
this intervention in such terms as to suggest that they regard is as based on a
somewhat flimsy pretext. Be that as it may, it gave the Romans a foothold in Judean
territory that had been fought over for centuries and which they retained for well over
another two hundred years.
The area in which Jesus conducted his earthly ministry, and in which the Church had
its physical beginnings, was ruled by a succession of kings in the Herodian dynasty,
who were themselves subject to control by appointed Roman governors like Pilate,
Felix and Gallio and the Sanhedrin, which jealously guarded control over religious
matters.
Significantly it was Pilate whose lack of diplomatic skill, clumsy inefficiency and
insensitivity to both cultural and religious feelings, provoked considerable ill feeling
from the moment of his arrival in Jerusalem. Marching into the city by night,
accompanied by a legion bearing Roman standards emblazoned with pagan symbols
and designs, was hardly calculated to win either respect or sympathy from those who
now, increasingly, saw themselves as occupied by a deeply objectionable power.
Whether through bumbling carelessness or more malevolent motives, he further
damaged his reputation by commandeering temple treasury funds (Corban), for the
building of an aqueduct, which he passed off as a benevolent service to those over
whom he ruled. There are some historians who attribute his spineless handling of the
examination of Jesus before him to a threat of recall to Rome, as being unsuitable to
a posting in such a diplomatically delicate province as Judea. Although his
governorship was terminated in AD 37, he had managed to ignite such fires of ill
feeling that they continued to smoulder for many a year after that, and occasionally
erupted into bursts of insurrectionist flame.
Markers of this tension between the Jews and Rome are strewn across the New
Testament, although not always picked up on as being of more than passing interest.
The vehement determination to see Jesus crucified, is all the more disgraceful on the
part of the religious leaders for their willingness to collude with such an otherwise
despised governor, and to prefer the release of a condemned insurrectionist,
Barabbas, to that of Jesus (see John 18:40, NIV). References to the ‘Zealots’, of
whom Simon, one of the twelve, was one, Theudas and Judas the Galilean in Acts
5:36, 37 are all in connection, to varying degrees, with groups of freedom fighters
who looked to throw off the oppressive shackles of Roman rule.
It should be noted that it was not only those considerations, which we would naturally
expect from the occupied, which fuelled the repugnance with which Jews viewed their
Roman overlords. They believed their holy land to have been polluted by the presence
within its borders of an ungodly, immoral and pagan power.
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We are told that the return of Pilate to Rome coincided to the day with the death of
Tiberius, but he was replaced by a succession of governors who generally proved far
worse than he. Over the next thirty years, Jews and Romans became more and more
exasperated with each other, although that did not prevent either party from entering
into a succession of corrupt deals, for what was usually purely personal sectarian
advantage, not least amongst the High Priests, with Annas being one of the main
culprits.
Under the governorship of Gessius Florus a thoroughgoing horror of a man, a vicious
campaign of pillage, plunder and murder was instigated, not least as a means of
deliberately provoking open warfare with the Jews. For this and other reasons the
Zealots acquired both greater power and popularity and Roman troops led by an illprepared Cestius Gallus were whipped at Beth Horon. The slaughter of six thousand
crack Roman troops worked wonders for their self esteem and confidence;
unfortunately for them though, much too prematurely.
At the beginning of AD67, Nero, now the emperor, sent his general, Vespasian, to put
an end to all this Jewish nonsense, although Nero’s own death in 68 meant a return
to Rome for Vespasian and an interruption to the campaign. Vespasian’s son, Titus,
who like his father, would later become an emperor himself, was now put in charge
of what amounted to a ‘mopping-up operation’ of the remaining obstacle to Judea’s
total subjugation – Jerusalem. After a dreadful and brutal siege, which saw its
inhabitants reduced to having to eat their own shoes, and even children, Jerusalem
finally succumbed and was destroyed, as Jesus had foretold in Matthew 24, in early
AD 70.
Many of the Zealots who survived retreated to the stronghold at Masada on the
shores of the Dead Sea, and managed to hold out until AD 73 before finally
committing mass suicide.
A further uprising occurred under Hadrian, he of the wall fame, largely as a result of
his strict ban on circumcision which he regarded as mutilation of the flesh – I think
that we have heard that phrase somewhere before – and the building of a shrine to
Jupiter amongst the ruins of Jerusalem, which he also renamed Aelia Capitolina. This
followed a further razing of the city in response to an uprising led by Bar Kochba in
AD 134, significant because the Rabbi who gave him that name, meaning ‘son of the
star’ hailed him as the promised Messiah.
Fascinating, or not as the case may be, it is the effects of all this upon the early
Church to which our attention should properly be drawn.
The views of the brethren on the extent to which a significant number of passages in
the New Testament should be associated with the destruction of Jerusalem have
tended to be somewhat polarised, with those well respected amongst us taking
divergent views. The late Bro Len Channing was well known for his position, that this
event has left a much bigger footprint on the text of the New Testament than is
generally acknowledged, and that it would be surprising, given its significance, if it
had been otherwise. It would take a considerably longer treatment than this one can
be to do justice to this aspect of the topic, so, refraining from that, (though I was
tempted), it is mainly in the book of Hebrews that my emphasis will lie.
As a means of achieving reconciliation with God, Mosaic Judaism, let alone the
distorted Pharisaic version of it, was obsolete. Yes, the scriptures really do use that
word – Hebrews 8:13. Its purpose had been served and Jesus had put an end to it
at Calvary. By the time that Hebrews was being written, most probably between ADS
67 and 69, and therefore at the height of the tensions that preceded Jerusalem’s
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siege and destruction, animal sacrifices were still being offered with enthusiasm, the
high priesthood, albeit abysmally corrupt, was still much in evidence and strong
efforts were being made to tempt Christians who had come out of it to return to
Judaism.
Remember that the premise throughout these articles has been that history is no
succession of chance happenings, but completely under the control of God’s direction.
We might ask then, how and why God was prepared to allow the destruction,
devastation and decimation of His chosen people in the brutal way that Rome carried
it out, and all the more so if we consider what it must have seemed to say about His
choosing of them in the first place.
Hebrews has a great deal to say to us in answer to these very questions. Those who
remained entrenched in Judaism, their leaders and those who attempted to reconvert
Christians simply had not ‘got’ the message of the cross – Hebrews 9:26(b). They
insisted on chasing the shadows, when he who was the substance of them, had
arrived. They preferred imperfect preliminaries to the reality. They had greater faith
in the volume of their offerings of roast lamb and beef than in the blood of the Lamb
of God. It is one of the immensely sad measures of sin’s seriousness that God is
occasionally pushed, out of the intensity of his true love for us, into more and more
extreme measures of chastisement, before they are sufficient to penetrate the
calluses with which it has scarred our hearts (Isaiah 1: 5-20).
Hebrews 9:26 says nothing more than the Church and the world had been taught by
a generation, by Jesus, Paul, and the other apostles; yet every bloodied and burned
sacrifice offered under the supposition that it was necessary, or even better, than his
blood, at bringing reconciliation with God, was a vote for wilful ignorance of the
reality, a slight and slur on the all-sufficiency of Jesus’ blood for the atonement of the
sins of the world.
It was necessary then for those who stubbornly refused to read the message of the
cross, to be confronted with it in the more direct and personally painful terms of the
destruction of their city and temple. Their ways and style of religious thought being
what they were, God could scarcely have chosen a more vividly graphic means of
demonstrating the withdrawal of his favour. If you think that I am being a little
excessive in this view take a look sometime at the way in which the prophets foretold
the earlier destruction of Jerusalem in Jeremiah’s day and the reasons given for the
apparent brutality of it.
Did this achieve the desired effect then? The future course of Judaism is unclear as
to the entire obliteration of animal sacrifice, though it definitely diminished to almost
nothing. The same is true of the high priesthood. Hellenistic Judaism became the
accepted form, although the tide was now beginning to turn more decisively in favour
of Christianity as the dominant religion. There were its own persecutions yet to be
endured for the Church though, as we shall see in a future study, and there still
remained a lack of distinction between it and Judaism in a large number of influential
Roman minds, which brought both help and hindrances to its progress.
Where confusion and debate exists over passages that may, or may not, be in
reference to AD 70, the alternative understanding is usually that they should be
applied to the final coming of the Lord. Often there is a failure to distinguish between
the original intent and its suitability for application as illustrating eternally relevant
principles. With that proviso though, it is entirely legitimate that we should take
instruction from them as to the firmness of God’s determination that His will must be
done in His ways, and that if we resist that principle there may well be a heavy price
to be paid. God will not be ignored.
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Coming Events
EUROPEAN CHRISTIAN
WORKSHOP
Lancaster University
Thursday 28th August
to Saturday 30th August 2008
REACHING OUT TO
TODAY’S WORLD
Confirmed Speakers
Tony Coffey (Ireland) – Keynote
Bob Eckman (England)
Mike Moss (USA)

Contact:
STEPHEN WOODCOCK
11 West Mount, Orrell, Wigan
UK, WN5 8LX.
Tel: (01942) 211 479
E-mail:
stephen.woodcock@hotmail.co.uk
Website:
www.europeanchristianworkshop.com
—————————

TRANENT SOCIAL
Tranent social will be held on
Saturday, 15 March, 2008.
Speakers will be:
Bro. James Grant from Falkirk.
Bro. Douglas Melling from Wigan.

Ian Cameron (Scotland)
Vladimir Psenko (Croatia)
Gary Holloway (USA)

Times not advised, please contact
Tranent for details.
John Colgan

Eleni Mellirrytos (Greece)
More speakers from the UK
to be confirmed.
Song Leader:
Jason Snethen (England)
Early Bird Fee: £99
(before 30th April, 2008)

—————————
I looked for my soul but my soul I could
not see.
I looked for my God but my God eluded
me.
I looked for a friend and then I found all
three.
William Blake
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